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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on 
BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: Shauna Wirili 3125 SE 1751h Place, Portland, 
Oregon 97236 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 
I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all ofthe other alternatives would 
increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 
I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis ofthe inert ingredients and relied on a 
Bush-Administration legal definition of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor 
as drift. 
I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only 
for cOlnparison. ll 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current 
authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", 
including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children before 
profits! 
I object to you using products that contain carcinogens, or mutagens. How dare you 
assume the right to poison people and water systems. 
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November 20, 2009 
 
Vegetation Treatments EIS 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR  97208-2965 
 
orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
 
Dear Oregon BLM,  
 
Here are comments of Western Watersheds Project (WWP) on the Oregon BLM EIS “Vegetation 
Treatments Using Herbicides in Oregon DEIS”. We believe that many of WWP’s comments on the 
preceding and linked BLM 17 States Weed EIS and PER process are directly applicable here to 
the Oregon effort. 
 
WWP is greatly concerned that this EIS for 15. 7 million acres of BLM lands follows on the heels 
of the woefully deficient BLM 17 States Weed EIS and PER. That EIS was accompanied by a “PER” 
document that laid out plans to massively “treat”, alter and destroy large expanses of woody 
vegetation across the western public lands. Yet the EIS never analyzed the full direct, indirect 
and cumulative effects of such massive treatment across public lands as a whole, or in each state, 
or on each important and sensitive species like sage-grouse and its populations and habitats.  
 
BLM has never, to this day, fully examined the large-scale manipulation and purposeful 
destruction of native vegetation that it described in the PER and that it is busily conducting 
across Oregon, Nevada, Idaho and much of the West.  BLM – as in the Burns and Lakeview offices 
of BLM – has been conducting large-scale destructive ”manipulations” – with use of fire, mowing, 
and other disturbance that fosters and promotes weeds.  The full scale of these actions and the 
direct, indirect and cumulative adverse effects across landscapes, across the range of ESA and 
sensitive species like sage-grouse or pinyon jay, across important public recreational areas and 
little-roaded or little-fragmented areas has never been examined. The Oregon EIS now continues 
these failures. Several of the RMPs under which these destructive weed-promoting actions are 
being carried out have been challenged (both in Oregon and across the West), and the shoddy 
manipulation treatment analysis and the great scale and harmful “invasiveness” of many of the 
“treatments” described in the PER and promoted in the RMPs  is part of these challenges.  
 
It appears to us that this EIS is being conducted partially because of the scale of the massive 
“treatment” disturbance to sagebrush communities and juniper communities in Lakeview, Burns 
and other areas, BLM’s continuing grazing disturbance on top of treatment or wild fire 
disturbance in nearly all areas, and the general pattern of greatly abusive livestock grazing 
(overstocking of depleted and desertified lands, harmful seasons of use, minimal to no required 
annual measurable standards of livestock uses) as occurs in Vale BLM Louse canyon and other 
many  other Vale areas, and Lakeview and Burns BLM, that BLM is increasingly relying on 
dangerous herbicides.   
 
BLM’s Oregon Weed EIS proposes to radically increase herbicides use in Oregon and Washington 
state (?)– from 4 herbicides to 18 of these dangerous substances– with many of the 18 posing 
very significant risks to the human environment. It again fails to examine a broad range of 
alternatives and passive and other carefully targeted treatments to minimize herbicide use and 
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conduct truly integrated weed management. Many have cumulative impacts, many have only 
been tested to any degree by the chemical companies that sell them – and then not in remote 
windy wild land settings and not on sensitive wildilfe or aquatic biota in degraded habitats like 
the overgrazed BLM Oregon lands.  This all results in disastrous outcomes of BLM treatments  - 
like occurred with Oust. 
 
For example, how many of these hazardous chemicals have been tested in situations where 
winds blow cattle-trampled and de-stabilized herbicide-encrusted soils into waters? Onto 
migratory birds eggs? Into pygmy rabbit burrows as well as on the vegetation that pygmy rabbits 
eat? 
 
Precaution Not Really Considered 
 
From Wikipedia: The precautionary principle is a moral and political principle which states that 
if an action or policy might cause severe or irreversible harm to the public or to the environment, 
in the absence of a scientific consensus that harm would not ensue, the burden of proof falls on 
those who would advocate taking the action.[1] The principle implies that there is a 
responsibility to intervene and protect the public from exposure to harm where scientific 
investigation discovers a plausible risk in the course of having screened for other suspected 
causes. The protections that mitigate suspected risks can be relaxed only if further scientific 
findings emerge that more robustly support an alternative explanation. In some legal systems, as 
in the law of the European Union, the precautionary principle is also a general and compulsory 
principle of law.[2]. The EIS fails to analyze any impacts of any alternative that would deal with 
integrated weed management, passive and some active restoration to address weed infestation 
on BLM lands.  
 
Degree of Risks of Herbicide Use in Wild Lands Are Being Recognized All the Time  
 
A recent federal court hearing and trial in Boise over Oust has exposed just how slipshod many of 
the chemical company claims of the supposed benign effects of herbicides really are. Yet BLM, in 
a zeal to continue to allow all manner of disturbances that promote the weeds that then the 
agency needs to treat, allowed use of chemical that poisoned crop fields when it “drifted”  - i.e. 
was transported on the wind. In the disturbance public wild lands subject to heavy grazing use 
across nearly all BLM lands east of the Cascades, such erosion and “drift in wind and water – 
including on soil as occurred with Oust can be viewed as common. Instead of using the outcome 
of the Oust trial as a cautionary tale, BLM seems to be plunging ahead to repeat more of the same 
past mistakes. 
 
Here is a  recent news article on the impacts of drift and the outcome of BLM relying largely on 
the assurance of the chemical company “pushers” of herbicides.   
 
 
 
 
http://www.idahostatesman.com/531/story/793848.html 
 
Hundreds of farmers face BLM in lost crop lawsuit 
By REBECCA BOONE - Associated Press Writer 

http://www.idahostatesman.com/531/story/793848.html


Published: 06/06/09 
 
BOISE, Idaho — When his beets came in patchy, pushing through the soil with misshapen and discolored 
leaves, Perry Van Tassell did what most farmers would do. 
 
He watered more. 
 
And more. And more. 
 
"They looked like they were thirsty," said Van Tassell, who farms outside the small, southern Idaho town of 
Paul. "They looked like they were in a frozen state." 
 
It was 2001, and Van Tassell, like most farmers, had hundreds of thousands of dollars invested in his crops. His 
corn fields stood shorter than his toddler son when they should have been stretching 12 feet high. 
 
He came to believe his land had been tainted with Oust, a potent herbicide that kills plants by attacking their 
roots and leaves. 
 
The pesticide had been spread across more than 100,000 acres of nearby public land at the direction of the 
Bureau of Land Management, which was hoping to prevent the spread of invasive weeds on land that had 
been scorched by wildfire. 
 
But no rains came to melt the herbicide into the soil. The wind picked up. And Van Tassell and more than 130 
other farmers - stretching from Paul east to Aberdeen - claim the powdery herbicide blew across their crops, 
leaving them with warped plants, barren soil and millions of dollars of debt. 
 
Now a federal jury will decide if the federal government or herbicide maker E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Co. is 
to blame for their misfortune. 
 
Beet leaves are supposed to open to the sky, spreading out from the center of the plant. The farmers say most 
of the beet seeds they planted never grew, and the ones that did were small, with leaves that pointed upward 
and were shaded purple instead of green. 
 
Hay, potatoes, corn, wheat and other crops were also badly affected, the farmers claim. 
 
Van Tassell, who runs a dairy in addition to his farm, used to grow corn and hay to feed his cattle. On Monday 
he showed pictures to a federal jury of how his crops looked in those years. 
 
"You could see some hay was growing through, but only in strips," he said. "You'd get maybe 15 to 20 percent 
of the plants that would grow." 
 
By fall of 2002, so much dirt was blowing off the Oust-treated land near his farm that his hay bales were 
contaminated with dirt. 
 
"We were scared to feed it to the cows," he said. 
 
He pressed DuPont, the maker of Oust, for information on the safety of his crop. They sent him a study 
showing that feeding hay grown after Oust application was safe for lactating goats. He decided to chance it 
with after Kraft Foods assured him they would still buy his milk, Van Tassell said. 
 



Van Tassell and the rest of the affected farmers - more than 130 of them - filed a federal lawsuit against the 
USA, DuPont, Thomas Helicopters (the company that applied Oust from the air) and De Angelo Brothers Inc. 
(the company that applied the Oust from the ground). But Thomas Helicopters and De Angelo Brothers 
reached a settlement with the farmers last fall. 
 
Charles Miller, spokesman for the civil division of the U.S. Department of Justice, said he couldn't comment on 
the lawsuit. Heather Feeney, a spokeswoman for the Bureau of Land Management in Boise, referred all 
requests for comment to Miller. 
 
The BLM issued a statewide moratorium on Oust in 2002; BLM officials refused to tell The Associated Press 
whether that moratorium still stands, citing the lawsuit. 
 
Dan Turner, a spokesman for DuPont, said in a prepared statement that the complaint is without merit. 
 
"The Idaho State Department of Agriculture has already investigated this situation and did not find DuPont to 
be at fault," he said, maintaining that Oust meets global safety standards when used according to the 
directions. 
 
DuPont has maintained that the BLM and its contractors didn't follow instructions when applying the 
herbicide. The BLM, meanwhile, points fingers at DuPont. BLM officials said in 2002 that a prolonged drought 
caused the situation, and that the herbicide was applied correctly. 
 
The trial began May 4 and is expected to last up to four months. 
 
Plaintiff Tina Clinger of American Falls grew up in the rural region and married into a family of beet farmers. 
She and her husband, Jerome, bought land near his parents to start their own farm. 
 
She handles the books, drive an 18-wheeler during harvest, and taught her children to hoe the weeds from 
between the tidy rows of plants. 
 
At the trial, she described plantings in 2000, 2001 and 2002 that failed to thrive. 
 
"This is not a good-looking field," Clinger said as the jurors were shown a picture that contained far more dirt 
than plants. "This is a field that makes you want to cry." 
 
To break even the farm has to yield 25 tons of sugar beets per acre, Clinger said. It yielded 23 tons per acre in 
2000, 19 tons in 2001 and 20 tons in 2002. 
 
The crop failure was devastating to her family. Because her father-in-law had recently had heart surgery, 
Jerome Clinger was working both farms. He quit sleeping and lost weight. They argued, their strong marriage 
fraying under the pressure. The children worried their parents would divorce, she said, fighting tears. 
 
Her father-in-law's dream of owning his land outright was destroyed in the span of two seasons. 
 
"My father-in-law was 73 at the time and he had one payment left on his farm," Clinger said, "We went into 
arrears so bad that he had to refinance the farm. Thirty more years." 
 
In 2000, the Clingers had $1.5 million in operating loans to cover normal farming expenses, including $20,000-
per-month summer power bills for running the irrigation pumps. They'd planned to pay the loan back with the 
profits from the beet harvest, as they did every year. Instead they had to extend the loan, refinance, borrow 



additional cash. The debt continues to grow, she said. 
 
"Now it's $2.3 million," Clinger said. 
 
 
BLM here, as with the BLM Amme 17 States Weed EIS effort, ignores actions such as passive 
restoration and a truly Integrated Weed Management Approach. It fails to address and require 
common sense actions on public lands to limit site disturbance or reduce weed transport. 
Instead, BLM seeks to impose expensive and dangerous chemicals – with all their degradates, 
contaminants, carriers, active ingredients and impurities. These then would be used either alone 
or mixed together n various combinations in an unexamined brew of poisons for which NO 
research has ever been conducted. Of course, little to no study of the combined effects of 
herbicides has been conducted. Nor of the effects of repeated use in the same area – as in 
common with livestock-degraded weedy sites like artificial upland water sources, springs, seeps 
ad wet meadows, salting sites, etc. 
 
 
Primary reasons for the need to use herbicides on BLM lands are:  
 

1) The historic, ongoing and chronic effects of domestic livestock grazing disturbance and 
associated management actions and associated weed-producing disturbances including 
facilities that intend and intensify livestock use and promote a large road network across 
the lands they impact and degrade through concentrating and intensifying livestock use. 

2) Road networks that have been allowed to grow up, unplanned, over time. Often in 
association with livestock facilities or management activities such as salt placement on 
ridges. 

3) BLM vegetation treatments designed to kill native woody vegetation and/or increase 
livestock forage – such as sagebrush or juniper. 

4) The indirect, synergistic and cumulative impacts of the above. 
 
We are including comments similar to those that we provided on the previous EIS to you for this 
Oregon effort. 
 
Oregon BLM (Burns District, Lakeview) has recently conducted massive manipulation of the 
public lands. Many of these grazed areas areas are very vulnerable to accelerated weed spread 
with any added disturbance. They are already ecologically compromised by continued high levels 
of  livetock grazing on top of past treatments now new treatments and other disturbance. The 
use of herbicides described in the 17 States and this Oregon effort to try to stop this weed 
response to multiple overlapping disturbances. BLM treatments, post-wildfire grazing 
disturbance, and normal grazing schedules occur with minimal rest from livestock grazing. 
Passive restoration is truncated, and weeds thrive in bare soil areas, depleted vegetation 
community understories, etc. 
 
We can find no info in the Oregon EIS on the current ecological conditions of the affected lands – 
poor, fair, good, presence of cheatgrass, areas of cheatgras dominance in understories, near-
complete weedlands as areas near Owyhee Reservoir, mapping and analysis of areas of Oregon 
public lands that are vulnerable to cheatgrass and other weed spread with continued livestock 
disturbance/risk of invasion/expansion with continued grazing disturbance, etc. The EIS fails to 



provide criteria and alternatives that would “manage” and “treat” areas with small amounts of 
cheatgrass or that are at great risk of its expansion by removing grazing or other intensive 
disturbances. 
 
The EIS does not provide a current analysis of the info that is needed to understand the scale, 
amount and volume of each type and combinations of chemicals that will be applied under all 
alternatives. Comparisons must be made with a minimal disturbance alternative based on the 
Precautionary principle. 
 
There is also no summary do livestock-disturbed acres, miles of fences, miles of pipelines, 
troughs, livestock facility roads, road density, etc. in relation to infestations or risks of 
infestations. All this is necessary to understand weed conduits. 
 
There is no analysis of the FRH assessments, current ESI (Ecological Site Inventory) that is 
necessary to provide a baseline of current land condition and thus understanding of risk of weed 
expansion/dominance and amount of herbicide use that may be occurring. The Oregon RMP’s 
largely relied on decades old data. Case in point: SEORMP and its rosy claims about land health 
based on 1980s info. ESI other info necessary to understand the current ecological condition and 
health of the lands, and the adverse effects of livestock grazing disturbance on them. This also 
provides a basos for understanding the severe effects of grazing, and BLM treatment disturbance, 
in promoting desertification and amplifying the effects of climate change. 
 
Not only was there no analysis of the adverse effects of the large-scale veg treatments in the 17 
States EIS, there was no adequate consideration of the tremendous cumulative ompacts of the 
explosion of proposed wind energy, geothermal energy, transmission lines, the Ruby gas pipeline 
and many other proposed or very foreseeable activities that will result in large-scale 
disturbance, roading, soil erosion, degradation of watersheds, and allow for significant inroads to 
be made by invasive species, especially in chronically grazed landscapes. This all will inevitably 
prompt BLM to douse public lands with herbicides. The Oregon EIS must provide detailed 
analysis of all of this new and additional disturbance, and the ramifications for herbicide use.  
 
SOME COMMENTS RE: Livestock, Weeds, Treatments/Disturbance 
 



The EIS Vegetation Treatment on BLM Lands in 17 Western States, the associated PER, Biological 

Risk Assessments and other documents did not adequately examine the direct, indirect, synergistic and 

cumulative effects of use of these chemicals and the risks of increased ecological problems especially 

associated with continued disturbances such as livestock grazing and new disturbances such as 

treatments.  Neither does the Oregon EIS. Our comments include concerns about the lack of adequate 

data and analysis on the current environmental setting – including degree of severity of desertification 

and degradation of watersheds; chronic livestock and grazing management impacts; current baseline 

information on wildlife species (including many special status and other declining species) focused on 

habitat loss and fragmentation of habitats and populations across native vegetation communities 

targeted by the EIS for large-scale treatment.  

 

The EIS lacked critical data and analysis necessary to assess the environmental impacts of the 

herbicide use and the massive array of wild land disturbance treatments proposed – chaining, fire, 

mowing, cutting, chopping, herbiciding and potential biomass export.  

 

Unless the environmental setting in which the herbicide use and continued land use disturbances such 

as grazing and veg treatments would occur are fully revealed and assessed based on sound ecological 

and Best Available Science, BLM can not develop a reasonable range of alternatives, nor apply 

adequate analysis of impacts of the proposed action under any alternative. Nor can it ensure that the 

public lands, waters and native biota will de protected from unnecessary and undue degradation. 

 
The gross deficiencies of the EIS/PER and associated analyses are illustrated in the cursory, 
limited, and scientifically invalid discussion of “Impacts of Herbicide Treatments on Wildlife and 
Habitat by Ecoregion”, EIS at 4-106. As an example, in its limited and myopic analysis of wildlife 
effects of herbicide use and ignoring of the role of livestock grazing, EIS at 4-106 states “long fire 
intervals have created decadent, climax sagebrush communities that dominate large areas of public 
lands. These communities have lost their perennial herbaceous understory as a result of 
competition from sagebrush”. The EIS then proceeds to blame sagebrush for cheatgrass invasion. 
These sweeping assertions indicting sagebrush and blaming old or mature sagebrush for 
cheatgrass invasion are based on one obscure citation (Perryman et al. 2003). This Perryman et 
al. citation (Perryman is an outspoken proponent of the public lands livestock industry in 
Nevada) is nothing more than an opinion piece. EIS at 6-28 shows the citation as: Eastern 
Nevada Landscape Coalition Position. Rangelands 25:30-34. Now the Oregon Weed EIS largely 
continues in this vein and fails to provide the in-depth analysis of the effects to many important 
and sensitive species habitats and populations. The adverse impacts of methods and scale of 
herbicide application are also not addressed.  
 
It is precisely the old growth or mature native plant communities such as the sagebrush that are 
critical for persistence of a great many species of native wildlife across the lands where 
treatments are targeted Knick et al. 2003,Welch and Criddle 2003, Connelly et al. 2004, Dobkin 
and Sauder 2004); that it is disturbance by livestock or other human uses and not sagebrush that 
is causing any understory problems that may exist; and that it is precisely the loss, fragmentation 
and degradation of mature and old growth native vegetation communities due to human uses 
and BLM management paradigms identical to those of the proposed “treatments” that have 
caused the weed problems the EIS’s are supposed to be addressing.    
 

Desertification and Watersheds 

 



There is an extensive body of scientific literature on desertification of watersheds, including in 
the western United States. Desertification is defined as: “a change in the character of the land to a 
more desertic condition”, involving “The impoverishment of ecosystems as evidenced in 
reduced biological productivity and accelerated deterioration of soils and in an associated 
impoverishment of dependent human livelihood systems”. See Sheridan 1981, CEQ Report 1981 
at iii. Major symptoms of desertification in the U. S. include: declining groundwater tables; 
salinization of topsoil or water; reduction of surface waters; unnaturally high soil erosion; and 
desolation of native vegetation (Sheridan CEQ at 1). The existence of any one can be evidence 
of desertification.  
 

As lands become desertified due to human disturbance such as chronic livestock grazing and 
trampling impacts to soils and vegetation, they become less productive, and activities such as 
livestock grazing become less sustainable. Continuing disturbance activities like livestock 
grazing while imposing a new aggressive treatment disturbance regime, may have drastic 
consequences, and push more sites across thresholds from which they can not recover. Plus, 
treatment disturbance may result in grazing becoming even less sustainable across the 
landscape. In many BLM lands, because of desertification and degradation processes that have 
already occurred, have already crossed the threshold between sustainability and, essentially, 
“mining” of increasingly non-renewable natural resources.  
 
Desertification can be both a patchy destruction, often exacerbated by drought, as well as the 
impoverishment of ecosystems within deserts. The EIS must assess the levels and degree of 
desertification that have occurred across the Oregon EIS area. This is necessary to understand 
the likelihood of soil erosion, accelerated runoff, and other forms of drift, and to understand the 
amounts of chemicals likely to be applied over time. This is necessary to understand the 
capability and suitability of these lands for livestock grazing, the productivity and carrying 
capacity of these lands for grazing, the current or likely future extent of cheatgrass and other 
hazardous fuels problems linked to desertification and livestock or other degradation, the need 
for treatments and the type of treatments that may best be applied, the risks associated with 
treatments, and the likely effectiveness or success of any treatments undertaken under the EIS. 
The effects of alternatives, their ability to meet any objectives, and the ability of actions under 
the EIS to maintain, enhance or restore habitats and populations of special status and other 
important species and native plant communities depend on the current environmental 
conditions of the lands where they would be applied. For example, how has the extensive 
depletion of understories in many areas of Wyoming big sagebrush vegetation or western 
juniper affected the degree and rate of desertification processes across the EIS area, and altered 
the potential of a site to recover from any treatment disturbance that may be imposed? How has 
this depletion affected livestock patterns of use, acres per AUM, invasion of hazardous fuels like 
cheatgrass, increased densities of woody vegetation, etc.?  What are the acres per AUM across 
vegetation types at present, and how do they compare to stocking rates of good or better 
ecological condition communities? How many acres per AUM are required to sustain cattle or 
sheep in the lower salt desert shrub or Wyoming big sagebrush communities, and how does this 
compare to current stocking rates on these lands? How does this all factor into understanding 
the amount and kinds of herbicides to be used in Oregon – and the risks to native biota? 
 
All BLM grazing, treatments, energy projects, etc. have the potential to disturb native vegetation, 
soils, and watersheds, and open the door for accelerated erosion and further loss/desolation of 
native vegetation, i.e. accelerate desertification.  



 
Degraded communities are extremely vulnerable to weed invasion --- especially with chronic 
grazing or motorized disturbance. As chronic grazing, roading (often linked to livestock facilities 
or management and other disturbance continues: Livestock and vehicles assist the spread of 
weeds via mud trapped in hooves and tires and/or on hides; Livestock transport weed seeds in 
their digestive systems, spreading them across the landscape in manure; Livestock trample soils 
and vegetation, and vehicles churn soil and smash vegetation, facilitating weed establishment; 
Livestock crush and trample microbiotic crusts that may inhibit weed establishment; Livestock 
may selecting native species over exotics, providing a competitive advantage to invasive species 
by eliminating competition with native species; Livestock can alter landscape variables (such as 
fire regimes) giving advantages to exotics. (Belsky and Gelbard 2000, Gelbard and Belnap 2003). 
  
BLM has failed to assess the combined effects of desertification, livestock grazing and exotic 
species/weed increase and infestation in its weed treatment analyses.   
 
Even PRIA acknowledged that production on many BLM lands was below potential, and would 
decline even further. BLM’s typical Grazing Permit EA and rangeland health analyses largely 
ignore chronic grazing as a cause of weed invasions and any need for treatment. The EIS ignores 
adequate consideration of any actions/treatments that could lessen the impacts or severity of 
grazing disturbance. The current crop of Oregon Land Use Plans developed in the Bush era 
largely continue the current level of grazing while interjecting or superimposing massive 
treatment disturbance. This will ultimately result in even further loss of soil, microbiotic crusts, 
water, watershed integrity, wildlife habitat, and forage across the arid West.  
 
Desertification symptoms in arid lands include: Sparsity of grass; presence of invading plant 
species - both native and non-native, in grass areas that have survived: plants are of poor vigor; 
topsoil losses - in many places, topsoil is held only by pedestals of surviving plants. Surface signs 
of soil erosion include: pedestaling, gullies, rills, absence of plant litter to stabilize soils.  
 
Desiccation and erosion caused by livestock can cause water tables to drop, rilling, gullying and 
arroyo cutting to occur, and result in sediment flow from degraded areas (CEQ at 14). Grazing 
creates extremely dry site conditions for plants due to removal of litter, loss of soil cover, and 
trampling of the ground that prohibits rainfall from reaching plant roots (CEQ at 15).  
 
Livestock grazing exacerbates any climate changes and shifts that may be occurring (CEQ at 16). 
This is of particular concern in the arid EIS landscape periodically plagued with severe drought, 
and which is facing increasing heat and aridity due to global warming.  Such effects must be fully 
considered if BLM is to understand the impacts of any alternatives, treatments, management 
actions or disturbance under the EIS.  
 
The near-absence of many species of larger stature native bunchgrasses from many areas of the 
EIS lands, especially those of Nevada, Idaho, Oregon and Wyoming where many of the treatments 
are proposed, such as the diminished state of the once abundant Indian ricegrass or bluebunch 
wheatgrass, signals an ecosystem stressed by livestock grazing (CEQ at 19).  
 
BLM must fully assess the extent and degree of desertification of the affected lands, in order to 
understand the effects of herbicide use or any treatments. Aridity, absence of plant litter or safe 
sites in (post-treatment environments, after fire, or with chronic grazing and trampling impacts) 



makes germination of native species more difficult. Recovery of lower elevation areas will be 
exceedingly slow, especially considering the aridity of the lands where most treatments are to 
occur. Arid land recovers very slowly; massive soil erosion has occurred in many areas and is 
still occurring; exposed soils are less able to support plant life because of lower organic content; 
and invader species have become well established and have the competitive edge (Sheridan CEQ 
at 21, Fleischner 1994).  
 
Even though it is well recognized that “the way to end overgrazing is to reduce the number of 

livestock in the end” (Sheridan CEQ at 22), political pressures from ranchers results in strong political 

opposition to reduced grazing. Political pressures have hamstrung implementation of the Taylor 

Grazing Act and continue strongly to this day on BLM lands across the West. The EIS does not 

properly characterize the current setting, and never addresses the stress placed by current livestock 

numbers, or by BLM management paradigms aimed at retaining high stocking rates on arid land 

ecosystems to avoid political fallout. BLM fails to assess how stocking rates and management 

paradigms are out of step with current Best Available Science, and known impacts of livestock to soils 

and microbiotic crusts, and native plant communities. Example: microbiotic crusts and understory 

impacts: Anderson 1991, Anderson and Holte 1981, Anderson and Inouye 2001, Belnap 1995, Belnap 

and Gillette 1997, Belnap et al. BLM Tech Bull. 2001, Belsky and Gelbard 2000, Beymer and 

Klopatek 1992, Donahue 1999, Fleischner 1994 review article, Freilich et al. 2003. Example: Forage 

utilization levels and associated stocking rates typically allowed by BLM greatly exceed those 

recommended even by current range science. See Galt et al. 1999, Galt et al. 2000, Gelbard and Belnap 

2003, Hockett 2002, Holechek 1996b, Holechek et al. 1998, Holechek et al. 1999 a and b, Holechek et 

al. 2000, Holechek et al. 2001. 

.    
This Oregon EIS process provided BLM an opportunity to gain a better understanding of the 
actual capability and productivity of the vegetation and soils that meets the desires and needs of 
the public on these Oregon lands. It provided BLM an opportunity to conduct a real analysis of 
the risks of weed increase, spread and the futility of treatment of disturbances such as livestock 
grazing continue at or near current levels. 
 
Sagebrush, western juniper, salt desert shrub and other vegetation communities show signs of 

extensive changes and significant stresses, with livestock grazing and aggressive non-native weeds 

recognized as among important causal factors. Inter-linked grazing disturbance, weed invasion and 

altered fire cycles cause native plant communities to cross thresholds from which recovery is very 

difficult, if not impossible. On top of these degraded conditions and chronic livestock disturbances, 

BLM’s 17 states EIS and the current LUPs would impose massive new disturbance without addressing 

the current environmental setting and ecological realities across the landscape. 

 

EIS Must Reveal the Current Environmental Setting  

 
Current information on the perilous status of habitats for native biota across much of the project 
area highlights the need for BLM through the EIS/PER to conduct current surveys. Systematic 
and comprehensive survey and assessment of species presence, habitat presence and quality and 
degree of fragmentation is necessary to: 1) Understand current status of habitats and species 
populations and thus determine which lands may need treatment – including a full range of 
PASSIVE treatments such as reduction in stocking rates, closure of pastures or allotments, 
closure of roads; 2) Determine what type of treatments may be minimize site and habitat 
disturbance. Example: If high numbers of livestock are creating extensive soil disturbance and 



spreading weeds across wild land areas, then limiting livestock numbers and use must be a 
primary treatment method to limit weed spread. It has the least risk of new habitat 
fragmentation or new disturbance to native vegetation and soils that act to promote weed 
expansion; 3) Understand existing fragmentation before proposing to impose large-scale new 
disturbance that will further fragment habitats of species already declining from habitat 
fragmentation and disturbance. 
 
Some of this information was already assembled at the time of the Weed EIS/PER. But its 
preparers largely ignored it. The Conservation Assessment for Greater Sage Grouse (Connelly et 
al. 2004) provided GIS maps and information on BLM lands and landscape-level fragmentation 
factors. The data used in this mapping included information, for example, cheatgrass presence in 
understories, livestock facilities, and many other factors fragmenting species habitats. Instead of 
providing necessary information and mapping based on the current information of this type be 
properly related to the proposed actions.      
 
New assessments and analyses are available. See: 
 
Ecology and Conservation of Greater Sage-Grouse: A Landscape Species 

and  

Its Habitats 

> 

A release of a scientific monograph with permission of the authors, 

the  

Cooper Ornithological Society, and the University of California 

Press 

> 

Twenty-four new chapters on sage-grouse and sagebrush habitat 

conservation. 

> 

Download chapters at http://sagemap.wr.usgs.gov/monograph.aspx 

> 
Please fully consider all of these Chapters in your analysis of the cumulative effects of herbicide use, especially 
in degraded landscapes where potential for drift and killing of non-target species required by sage-grouse or 
other native species is significant. How might herbicides applied to kill leafy spurge in understories kill or wipe 
out sagebrush in the same area? We have observed this effect on public lands in Idaho. How might trampling 
disturbance to soils be livestock facilitate herbicide effects on non-target species? 
 
We stress that many of these papers fail to adequately deal with the adverse impacts of livestock grazing and 
trampling disturbance – such as the examining the current scientific literature related to microbiotic crusts, 
and their role on preventing invasions of cheatgrass or other weeds. 
 
The realities of the current ecological conditions and status of native biota across arid BLM lands, 
including in the face of climate change, must be fully addressed.  
 
How might small, isolated populations of sage-grouse, pygmy rabbits or other native biota  - 
declining native special status and T&E species in fragmented landscapes – be affected by 
herbicide use? What if spraying for weeds increases losses of sagebrush in critical wintering 
areas? 
 

http://sagemap.wr.usgs.gov/monograph.aspx


 
Dwindling Surface and Ground Waters, Shrinking Habitat Areas – Concentrate and 
Amplify Hazardous Chemicals and Contaminants 
 
It is necessary to understand the degree of impacts to, and losses of, surface and ground waters 
across arid landscapes. This all has resulted in reduced perennial flows. This means remaining 
waters relied on by wildlife are more limited. Herbicides that are applied in these watersheds 
may be even more concentrated/wash into vital and scarce surface waters relied on by sage-
grouse, home to rare springsnails, fish, mollusks, etc.   In such degraded situations, these species 
also typically face sediment problems, algae blooms, etc. – all of which interact with herbicides to 
stress animals and populations. 
 
Even worse, many small springs, seeps and meadows across grazed lands have thistle, henbane 
and other noxious weeds present. Their flows have been reduced by livestock-facilitated 
desertification and often by BLM “developments”. Use of herbicides in and near areas with 
limited mesic vegetation and very limited water availability may have many adverse impacts. 
 
Chronic Ecosystem Disturbance, Fragmentation and Imperilment of the Sagebrush Biome  
 
The decline in sage grouse populations and other species dependent on arid land shrub habitats 
is a landscape-scale biological indicator that the loss of functions and values of sagebrush 
ecosystems are serious and widespread. These are also signs of desertification processes across 
the landscape. 
 
The analysis, Dobkin and Sauder 2004,“Shrubsteppe Landscapes in Jeopardy: Distribution, 
abundances, and the uncertain future of birds and small mammals in the Intermountain West”, 
examined bird and small mammal species in the sagebrush biome.  The authors found that “very 
little of the sagebrush biome remains undisturbed”, the inherent resilience of the ecosystem 
has been lost and the ability to resist invasion and respond to disturbance has been 
compromised (Dobkin and Sauder at 5). At least 60% of sagebrush steppe now has exotic 
annual grasses in the understory or has been converted completely to non-native annual 
grasslands (citing West 2000). More than 90% of riparian habitats have been compromised by 
livestock or agriculture.  
 
The authors distilled a list of 61 species of birds and small mammals that are completely or 
extensively dependent on shrubsteppe ecosystems, and conducted an analysis of their 
distributions, abundances, and sensitivity to habitat disturbance to assess current state of 
knowledge and conservation needs of these species, with focus on Great Basin, Interior Columbia 
Basin and Wyoming Basin, based on BBS data and other studies. 
 
The Columbia Plateau, Great Basin and Wyoming Basin are among the least sampled of all 
physiographic provinces covered by the Breeding Bird Survey. Remarkably little is known 
about the actual distributions or population trends of small mammals. “Range maps created by 
connecting the dots among sites where a species has been captured do not paint a realistic 
picture, especially in the highly altered and fragmented shrubsteppe landscapes of today. For 
small terrestrial mammals … our results support the view that many of these species now exist 
only as small, disconnected populations isolated from each other … it is completely 
untenable to assume species’ presence based on simply on presence of appropriate 



habitat in shrubsteppe landscapes of the Intermountain West”. Also, the authors “find no 
reason for optimism about the prospects in the Intermountain West of any of the 61 
species” (at 3). “The results of our analyses present an overall picture of an ecosystem 
teetering on the edge of collapse (citing Knick et al. 2003)”.      
 
Thus, the aggressive “treatments” to be conducted under all BLM’s 17 states EIS alternatives, are 
identical to the practices and treatments currently identified as causing species declines and 
habitat fragmentation in the first place! Now the Oregon EIS attempts t impose 18 chemicals to 
deal with weeds mis-management of Oregon BLM lands is causing. 
 
An untold number of livestock facilities (fences, spring projects, pipelines, trough systems salting 
sites, corrals, wells, windmills, water haul sites, etc.) have been constructed or placed on public 
lands – including across these allotments and surrounding lands. Roads almost inevitably grow 
up either as a direct result of facility construction/placement, or of continued facility use and 
maintenance. Then, roads become travel corridors for predators (Braun 1998, Federal Register 
2003, Federal Register 2004, Connelly et al. 2004, Freilich et al. 2003, Connelly et al. 2004, 
Dobkin and Sauder 2004), and conduits for weed invasion (Gelbard and Belnap 2003). Many of 
these facilities have unforeseen effects, and exert influence over much larger areas than 
anticipated. For example, water developments may attract sage grouse predators and be “sinks” 
(Connelly et al. 2004).    
 
Ecological changes have pushed many sagebrush landscapes beyond ecological thresholds for 
recovery. Cumulative effects of land use and habitat degradation are moving sagebrush habitats 
toward ecological collapse and dysfunction (Knick et al. 2003, Dobkin and Sauder 2004). 
 
Sagebrush Mammal Summaries (based on Dobkin and Sauder 2004)  

 
Eleven of 24 mammals in the report by Dobkin and Sauder (2004) are endemic to the IM West, 
representing a high degree of endemism. Many of the small mammal species whose status is 
reviewed in the report are important prey for raptors and some other special status species.  In 
addition, the high degree of endemism is likely even greater than species-level ranges would 
indicate, and genetic analyses of upland and riparian small mammals may provide more 
examples of “cryptic” species like has now been found in endemic ground squirrels in Idaho. 
 
Only one of the 19 species of small mammals for which adequate trapping data was available was 
found in more than 62% of potentially suitable localities. This analysis of field studies is the first 
comprehensive attempt to quantify presence or absence across a region. The report found that 
21 of the 24 small mammal species respond negatively to the effects of livestock grazing. 
Eleven of 18 small mammal species responded negatively to the presence of exotic plants, 
with riparian mammal species exhibiting neutral responses if vegetation was thick enough.  
 
Geographic patterns of species richness and community stability raise concern. Despite range 
maps showing occurrence over broad areas, many species of small mammals now exist only as 
small, disconnected populations isolated from each other by unsuitable habitats.” Thus, it is 
completely untenable to assume species’ presence based simply on presence of 
appropriate habitat in shrubsteppe landscapes of the IM West.” This demonstrates why BLM 
must systematically conduct non-lethal site-specific surveys for small mammals in 
representative habitat types, and assess habitat conditions, across the allotments. 



 
The report authors conclude: We find no reason for optimism about the prospects in the 
Intermountain West for any of the 61 species identified. Sagebrush distribution is highly 
fragmented, and much less extensive than large-scale maps suggest. Extraordinary 
fragmentation and degradation of sagebrush-steppe landscapes has been caused by 
livestock grazing practices, purposeful removal of sagebrush and/or seedings through 
prescribed fire, mechanical treatment, biological agents and herbicides, invariably done to 
provide forage for livestock, especially as native vegetation communities have become 
increasingly depleted, as well as ag-conversion, roads, mining and mining exploration 
fragmentation, powerline and pipeline corridors. 
Although sage grouse have been the flagship species for this ecosystem, and publicity over 
concerns have focused mainly on grouse, it is not just sage grouse that are in trouble. Sage grouse 
have become a surrogate for numerous species of animals and plants that depend on sagebrush 
communities, and many of these species may also use salt desert shrub communities.    
 
Shrubland and grassland birds, representing an important component of the biodiversity of the 
western United States, are declining faster than any other group of species in North America 
(Saab and Rich 1997, Paige and Ritter 1999, USGS Great Basin Mojave-Desert Region, Dobkin and 
Sauder 2004). Species dependent on sagebrush ecosystems (Brewer’s sparrow, Sage Sparrow, 
Sage Thrasher) may be important predictors of ecological collapse.  
 
A review of field studies of small mammal response to livestock grazing (compared moderately 
to heavily grazed upland or riparian areas with exclosures), found overwhelmingly negative 
responses (decreased abundance or productivity) to the effects of livestock grazing for 12 
species (Table 8): Upland: Paiute ground squirrel, Washington ground squirrel, little pocket 
mouse, Great Basin pocket mouse, Chisel-toothed kangaroo rat, desert woodrat, sagebrush vole, 
Riparian: Water shrew, Western harvest mouse, long-tailed vole, montane vole, western jumping 
mouse. 9 species have an extremely high likelihood for negative responses to livestock grazing 
(Table 8) are: Upland: Merriam’s shrew, Preble’s shrew, pygmy rabbit Idaho ground squirrel, 
Merriam’s ground squirrel, Townsend’s ground squirrel, Townsend’s pocket gopher.  Riparian: 
Townsend’s pocket gopher. Plus, negative responses to presence of exotic species have been 
demonstrated for eight upland species, and can be inferred with high likelihood for three others. 
 
Virtually no areas in the Intermountain West exhibited much riparian species diversity. For 
riparian birds, areas of highest species diversity were areas of highest community stability. 
 
Patterns of high mammal species richness were concentrated within the three primary 
shrubsteppe ecoregions. Species richness was high in much of the Great Basin. Remarkably little 
is known about the actual distribution or conservation status of small-mammal species  – there is 
no standardized survey. Alarmingly, there was a high frequency in which species were 
missing from studies focused on suitable habitat.  
 
This should raise concern about the current actual extent of populations.  It must be understood 
in the context of the high degree of fragmentation and altered disturbance regimes (Knick et al. 
2003), the “overwhelmingly negative response to livestock grazing”, and the limited 
dispersal capabilities of small mammals (Dobkin and Sauder 2004). “Our results support the 
view that many of these species now exist as small, disconnected populations isolated 
from each other by unsuitable habitats across which they cannot disperse”.  Catastrophic 



decline of the largest population of northern Idaho ground squirrels illustrates this. The 
combined effects of altered fire cycles, (loss of fire here - as this species occurred in meadows 
in forest), livestock grazing and exotic species introduction is the reality faced by many 
small mammal populations.  
 
Many species of small mammals exist as scattered, disconnected populations. One cannot assume 
species presence based simply on presence of appropriate habitat in shrubsteppe landscapes of 
the IM West.  
 
Vole populations isolated from each other and tied to the riparian habitats among isolated 
mountain ranges are likely candidates for endemism to be found if genetic analyses are 
conducted. Several isolated subspecies of montane vole occur along the southernmost portion of 
the species range  - likely isolated from conspecifics for millenia. Endemism among small 
mammals of the IM West, already high, is likely even greater. Many of the species have two or 
more described subspecies, and much of the described subspecific variation is based on 
morphological variations.  Where thorough genetic analysis is conducted, there may be sufficient 
evidence to warrant elevation to full species.  
 
A pattern of high species richness is much more concentrated for small mammals, and the 
number of endemics may represent more habitat specificity. The authors note that very little 
attention is paid to conservation needs of small mammals. Conservation efforts should integrate 
areas of high species richness for birds and mammals. 
 
Across the IM West, altered fire frequencies combined with ubiquitous grazing drives the 
loss of native plant community structure and composition on which birds and small 
mammals depend. Grazing reduces competition from native grasses, and cheatgrass and other 
weeds flourish, with each successive fire promoting invader expansion, resulting in self-
perpetuating monocultures of exotic plant species with very short fire return intervals 
(Whisenant 1991, Anthony and Vitousek 1992, Billings 1994, Knick et al. 2003). Exotic plant 
dominated landscapes are uninhabitable for nearly all native bird and small mammal species 
(Dobkin and Sauder 2004). Shrub-steppe habitat has diminished greatly  - at least 44% of 
potential habitat for Greater Sage-Grouse has disappeared (Schroeder et al 2004) and this study 
did not evaluate fragmentation of the rest!  
 
Biome-wide, accelerated Oil and Gas development is occurring in Wyoming. This places 
landscape-scale fragmentation and soil disturbance on an even faster trajectory. Also, an 
astonishing number of fences and other livestock projects that serve to also fragment habitats 
are found across the sagebrush biome (see Connelly et al. 2004). Now large-scale renewable 
energy is proposed to destroy and fragment important sage-grouse and other habitats on BLM 
lands in Oregon. 
 
Sagebrush Bird Species Summaries (Dobkin and Sauder 2004) 
 
There were significant declining trends for 16 of 25 upland bird species (64%) in the regions of 
the Intermountain West (Dobkin and Sauder 2004). Only 3 species showed a significant 
increasing population trend.  5 of 12 riparian species declined significantly over both the short 
and long term. “Birds that depend on native vegetation for their nests clearly are jeopardized by 



the loss or degradation of vegetation. Nearly all 25 upland species are obligate ground/shrub 
nesters, with 18 of the 25 species dependent on native shrubs for nesting and foraging.  
 
Species richness for upland birds was concentrated in the three primary shrubsteppe ecoregions, 
with areas of highest species richness extending across the Columbia Plateau from southeastern 
Oregon to easternmost Idaho, the eastern two-thirds of the Great Basin, and southwestern 
Wyoming Basin. There was constancy in bird species composition in upland bird communities 
between 1968-1983 and 1984-2001. However, the community \composition of riparian bird 
communities varied substantially between periods, with a decrease in species composition of 
riparian communities. Plus, ecologically unsuitable habitats are now embedded in matrices of 
suitable habitats. 
 
The upland bird species, and all the riparian species listed in Dobkin and Sauder (2004), Table 1 
at 9 occur in the EIS Project area, and the small mammal species found in Table 2 at 10 are likely 
to occur in the Project area. For some species, such as loggerhead shrike, declines were 
especially severe in the three primary shrubsteppe ecoregions – with population losses across 
large geographic areas.  
 
Geographic patterns of species richness for birds found that areas of highest upland avian 
species richness correspond with areas of lowest shrubsteppe fragmentation. Bird species 
“Entirely” dependent on sagebrush: Greater Sage-Grouse, Sage Thrasher, Brewer’s Sparrow, and 
Sage Sparrow. Birds “Nearly” dependent: Gray Flycatcher, Gray Vireo, Green-tailed Towhee, 
Black-throated Sparrow.  
 
BLM’s 17 States EIS and Oregon Land Use Plan proposed “treatments” and herbiciding will 
INCREASE fragmentation (see also Knick et al. 2003, Connelly et al. 2004). These species 
reviewed by Dobkin and Sauder and their habitats and populations will only be increasingly 
harmed in the short, mid and long terms. 
 
Riparian birds have distributions that extend beyond the IM West, as do riparian mammals. 
Given the relative rarity and ecological importance of riparian habitats within shrub-steppe 
landscapes, the high degree of instability in riparian bird community structure found in the 
report, reflects the poor condition of riparian habitats across the Great Basin, Columbia 
Plateau and Wyoming Basin ecoregions (Dobkin and Sauder 2004, citing Saab et al. 1995, Dobkin 
et al. 1998, Tewksbury et al. 2002, Krueper et al. 2003, Earnst et al. 2004) and the dewatering 
of riparian zones (Dobkin and Sauder 2004, citing Rood et al. 2003), causing damage to 
avifauna and habitats. 
 
Poor riparian condition contradicts BLM claims in the 17 states EIS of improved conditions. BLM 
has not provided the methodology and data upon which its rosy assertions on ecological 
conditions in the project area are based. BLM provides no current data on Oregon conditions. It 
is our observation that many areas (such as in Vale BLM Louse canyon) continue to spiral 
downward in condition, and face expanded threats from cheatgrass and other wed invasion due 
to BLM mis-management, and failure to control livestock impacts. as well as efforts to expand 
roading.  
 
Upland Species  - summarized from Dobkin and Sauder (2004) and others: 
 



 * Greater Sage-Grouse. Causes of Declines: Habitat destruction, degradation and fragmentation, 
altered fire frequency (both lower and higher), livestock grazing converting shrubsteppe to 
annual monocultures are Threats. Range “improvements” and West Nile virus are threats. See 
also Connelly et al. 2004, USFWS Interim Status Report (2008), new Sage-grouse analyses (USGS 
site 2009).  
* Ferruginous Hawk. Open areas, isolated trees, and edges of pinyon-juniper woodlands are used 
for hunting perches and nesting. “Prey abundance, particularly jackrabbits and ground squirrels, 
is correlated significantly with the number of breeding pairs in an area and with reproductive 
success. (Dobkin and Sauder 2004, citing Jasikoff 1982 and Deschant 2001 b) (at 36). Habitat 
destruction and degradation are greatest threats, and directly influence prey abundance, 
important to reproductive success. Ferruginous hawks can be particularly sensitive to human 
disturbance (at 37).    

 * Prairie Falcon. Open habitats with moderate grass cover and low-growing sparse shrubs. Nest-
site availability and ground squirrel populations are important factors in habitat selection. 
Activities affecting ground squirrel abundance, include livestock grazing, frequent fires, ag 
conversion, poisoning. Disturbance near nest sites (cliffs) can reduce breeding success.  
 * Burrowing Owl. Requires low vegetation and a suitable nest burrow. BOs may expand other 
species burrows, but do not dig their own. Excavation by ground squirrels, marmots and badgers 
is important in nest burrow availability. Threats are habitat degradation and destruction, and 
shrub-steppe degradation by livestock or ag conversion. Pesticides can reduce populations of 
insect prey and fossorial mammals. Badgers, coyotes, birds of prey and vehicle collisions may 
also be problems. 
 * Gray Flycatcher. Shrub-steppe, mountain mahogany and pj. In shrubsteppe, gray flycatchers 
are associated with tall, dense sagebrush. Chaining or burning of sagebrush and pinyon/juniper 
areas is known to eliminate gray flycatchers (at 46). It is parasitized by the brown-headed 
cowbird. Habitat fragmentation likely increases nest parasitism and predation rates.  
 * Loggerhead Shrike. Shrubsteppe, open woodland, field edges, and occasionally riparian areas. 
Presence and abundance in shrubsteppe is positively correlated with the diversity, density and 
height of shrubs. Population declines in Columbia Plateau and Great Basin. 
 * Horned Lark. May be susceptible to trampling, and affected by invasion of annual grasses. 
 * Sage Thrasher. Habitat destruction, degradation and fragmentation are threats, including 
activities that destroy shrub cover (fire, chaining, herbicide) eliminate local populations. 
Although authors note that livestock grazing may increase shrubs, livestock grazing also alters 
shrub structure, especially that of taller sagebrush or other shrubs which are areas where sage 
thrashers nest. 
 * Virginia’s Warbler.  P-j, mountain mahogany, mixed deciduous shrublands. Habitat destruction, 
livestock grazing.       
 * Green-tailed Towhee. Shrublands and disturbed coniferous zones. In shrubsteppe, its presence 
and abundance are positively correlated with increased shrub species diversity, shrub cover, and 
taller shrubs. Threats are habitat destruction and degradation – livestock grazing and frequent 
fire have impacted shrubs. Simplification of shrub cover results in population reduction or 
elimination.  
 * Brewer’s Sparrow. Its presence is positively correlated with total shrub cover, bare ground, 
taller shrubs, patch size, and habitat heterogeneity – and negatively correlated with grass and 
salt shrub cover. Large population declines have occurred the in Columbia Plateau and Great 
Basin. Cowbird host. Threats are habitat destruction and degradation. Activities that destroy 
shrub cover (fire chaining herbicide, etc). A cowbird host. Positive (increased shrubs – see 
previous comments about shrub structure) and negative responses to grazing.  



 * Vesper Sparrow. Inhabits short, patchy herbaceous vegetation, low shrub cover bare ground, 
forbs. Habitat destruction and degradation – frequent fires, in conjunction with invasive grasses, 
heavy livestock grazing (which increases shrub cover), and poor range conditions created by 
livestock grazing during drought increase rates of nest abandonment and failure. Cowbird host.  
 * Lark Sparrow. Threats are fire and livestock grazing converting lands to annual grass 
monocultures are threats.  
 * Black-throated Sparrow. Desert shrub, shrub-steppe, open pinyon-juniper. Correlated with 
moderate shrub cover, tall vegetation, shrub species richness, and dead woody vegetation. 
Drought reduces the number breeding attempts and clutch size.  
 * Sage Sparrow. Particularly associated with big sagebrush, or may be found in mixed shrub 
communities with greater shrub cover, abundant bare ground, sparse grass cover. Shows high 
site fidelity. Habitat destruction, degradation and fragmentation are chief threats, and are caused 
by frequent fire, livestock grazing, range “improvements” (shrub treatments, exotic grass 
plantings) – and these promote other impacts – predation and nest parasitism.  
 * Savannah Sparrow. It has been assumed that Savannah Sparrow populations benefit from 
conversion to annual monocultures. However, converted habitats may not be equivalent to 
native grassland habitats and may serve as population sinks.  
 * Grasshopper Sparrow. Livestock grazing degrades habitats. While benefits from natural fire, 
annual grass conversion resulting from fire is negative. 
 * Western Meadowlark. May be affected by fire.  
 
Thus, for many of these birds, the very actions that BLM proposed under the 17 States EIS and 
PER are Threats, and when conducted in the past, have destroyed, altered and fragmented 
habitats. These threats (livestock grazing, herbiciding, chaining, fire, mowing and other 
alteration of sagebrush and other native vegetation communities) have not been honestly 
addressed by BLM in the EIS or PER, or the Oregon EIS at present. Since best Available Science 
recognizes them as Threats, (see also Knick et al. 2003, Connelly et al. 2004).  
 
Other summaries of species trends support Dobkin and Sauder (2004). Many species with 
downward trends in population size are associated primarily or exclusively with shrub-steppe or 
riparian habitats. In shrub-steppe, this includes northern harrier, mourning dove, horned lark, 
loggerhead shrike, green-tailed towhee, vesper sparrow, sage sparrow (USGS Mojave-Great Basin 
at 33-51). Populations up in one area, down in another: rock wren, sage thrasher, Brewer’s 
sparrow, black-throated sparrow, western meadowlark. Population sizes of mourning dove and 
loggerhead shrike, whose abundances are declining widely in western North America are also 
declining in the Great Basin. The preponderance of downward trends in shrub-steppe indicates 
continuing problems with the health of this community. In pinyon-juniper with a sagebrush and 
bunchgrass understory, species include common nighthawk, northern flicker, gray flycatcher, 
mockingbird, chipping sparrow, and Scott’s oriole (USGS Mojave-Great Basin at 33).  
 
BLM’s 17 states EIS and PER, by proposing profligate use of non-selective fire, chaining or 
herbicides in western juniper communities will kill shrubs, too. Nowhere does BLM provide a 
protocol for determining the best or most appropriate treatment methods to be used, or for 
avoiding old growth or mature plant communities. This is precisely the type of information and 
analysis that the 17 States EIS, and now the Oregon EIS, should have provided, but it has failed to 
do so.  
 



Riparian species with downward trends: killdeer, violet-green swallow, warbling vireo, yellow 
warbler, lazuli bunting, savannah sparrow, song sparrow, yellow-headed blackbird, Brewer’s 
blackbird. Downward trends in riparian species – are indicative of continuing deterioration of 
riparian habitats of the Great Basin (USGS Mojave-Great Basin at 34). Continued deterioration 
of riparian habitats in the Great Basin contradicts BLM’s rosy claims of improvement.  
 
BLM Ignores Conservation Strategies with “Spray and Walk Away” Approaches 

 
Landscape-scale conservation is also a critical component of ICBEMP scientific assessments (see 
Wisdom et al. 2000). The EIS ignores ecological understanding of the landscapes where massive 
herbicide and disturbance treatments are proposed. 
 
Across much of the 17 states project area, and all of the Oregon area, large browsers disappeared 
about 12,000 years ago. The largest ungulate was the pronghorn. Jackrabbits, cottontails, and 
rodents may have been the largest herbivores (Mack and Thompson 1982, Connelly et al. 2004). 
Microbiotic crust occurs in areas that are not, or lightly, grazed. As a result, livestock grazing and 
trampling impacts cause extensive, chronic and often irreversible harm to soils, vegetation and 
habitats of native species. This results in an alteration of composition, function and structure of 
plant and native animal communities (Fleischner 2004) 
 
Salt desert communities: Invasive species have impacted shadscale and greasewood 
communities, and have altered their composition and function.  Livestock grazing the most 
common disturbance that leads to weed invasions and altered fuels and fire regimes at these 
lower elevations. Cheatgrass and halogeton invades dry sites, exacerbated by livestock grazing. 
These communities are increasingly threatened by the proliferation of non-native annual 
grasses. Historically, they did not burn.  
 

BLM’s Standards and Guides and other recent Assessments and documents across the Project 
area are replete with descriptions of cheatgrass and other weeds being a growing problem. 
However, BLM nearly always grossly under-estimates the extent of cheatgrass or other weed 
infestations in the understory, and fails to undertake cuts in livestock numbers even to the level 
of the actual numbers of livestock grazed. Grazing permits retain large numbers of ungrazable 
AUMs even under “Active” use. This results in constant pressure on BLM to “develop” more 
facilities, “treat” and disturb more land so overstocking can occur. End result: Weeds expand. 
 
BLM often allows extra grazing on degraded lands (under the Temporary Non-Renewable Use) 
that may lead to further degradation, increased hazardous fuel problems, and introduction of 
even more aggressive exotic species. 
  
Sagebrush semidesert is highlighted for conservation because of decline of sagebrush-obligate 
species. Species dependent include: sage sparrow, Brewer’s sparrow, sage thrasher, sage grouse, 
pygmy rabbit, sagebrush vole, sagebrush lizard, pronghorn (Paige and Ritter 2000). 
 
Fire regulates the density of fire-intolerant shrubs. Invasion of exotic annual grasses has 
increased fire frequency in stands, and resulting fires are causing a decline in abundance of 
sagebrush and other non-sprouting shrubs. In some areas, knapweed or other noxious weed 
species may be invading annual grass-dominated sites. Grazing decreases the importance of tall 
bunchgrasses and increases rabbitbrush, forbs and non-native grasses. Grazed sagebrush usually 



lacks altogether, or has no good condition microbiotic crusts. Large tracts of sagebrush 
semidesert and sagebrush-steppe are needed to adequately protect these systems.  
 
Western juniper can live to be 1600 years old, and provides important wildlife habitat (ash-
throated flycatcher, black-throated gray warbler, roosting cavities for bats, nesting cavities for 
raptors) and forest watershed function. Yet BLM across Oregon is currently laying waste to 
western juniper – resulting in hotter, drier sites more prone to weed invasion. How many acres 
have been treated? How much have weeds increased from pre-treatment levels? Which weeds 
have increased? What chemicals have been used? What chemicals will foreseeably be used? 
Where has cheatgrass invaded? Medusahead? How much more of this or other habitat/veg types 
will be disturbed during the life of the Oregon Weed EIS? We are dismayed at the rapid spread of 
medusahead on the Oregon-Idaho border in the vicinity of Jordan Valley. BLM actis in Oregon 
affect watersheds, sage-grouse populations, etc. shared with Idaho. Medsuahead is spreading like 
wildfire in areas where junipers have been burned off in the past, and where grazing and 
trampling disturbance occurs. BLM continues to allow cattle to trail right through known areas of 
medusahead infestation into lands not infested. There is no effort of any kind made by BKM ion 
the ground to control weed spread. End result: BLM kneejerk reaction of relying on massive 
amounts of herbicide rather than prevention, passive restoration, de-stocking, etc. 
 
It is WWP’s experience that BLM constantly ignores the importance of these old growth and 
mature western juniper habitats, and knowingly conducts projects to purposefully destroy them 
so as to increase livestock forage on depleted lands. Under ongoing BLM livestock management 
and paradigms that fail to use best available science, the aggressive proposed treatment actions 
of the 17 States EIS/PER, actins under the Oegon LUPs, will be carried out in just such a manner, 
and threaten still-intact habitats for these species.  
 
Juniper habitats are threatened by grazing and fire, many are in degraded condition, and are still 
being chained to create rangeland for livestock. May use federal fire funds and in reality a 
relivestock forage projects. 
  
Larger tracts of lower montane systems with connectivity to lower elevation sagebrush 
semidesert or basin and desert scrub systems are more likely to harbor larger populations of 
bighorn sheep. The adjacent vegetation to juniper woodlands is sagebrush steppe at lower and 
upper elevation margins and sagebrush or bitterbrush is found in abundance in openings or 
understories. EIS/PER treatment projects using indiscriminate methods such as fire or 
herbicides to kill junipers – kill the shrubs, too. 
 
The Partners in Flight North American Landbird Conservation Plan (Rich et al. 2004) identifies a 
critical need for strategic approaches to landbird conservation, and describes overarching 
threats faced by landbirds, including: significant direct loss of major bird habitats (including loss 
of western riparian, pinyon-juniper and sagebrush habitats); fragmentation and degradation of 
remaining habitats due to intensified agricultural practices, inappropriate grazing, spread of 
exotic vegetation and other factors; failure to identify and properly protect or manage habitat 
used during spring migration, fall migration, and winter. Birds stressed during migration require 
quality habitats for food and cover; a steady, widespread increase in dispersed mortality factors.  
These factors collectively contribute to a high proportion of population declines and 
anticipated future threats.  
 



The Plan describes the growing recreational importance of birds, and the economic importance 
of bird-associated recreational activities. Birds also contribute to the maintenance of ecosystems 
– from dispersing native plant seeds to consuming insect pests. Conserving habitat for birds will 
contribute to meeting needs of other wildlife.  
 
The Plan stressed it does not advocate conservation based on single species only, and encourages 
planners to identify common issues or habitats among suites of high priority species. It assesses 
conservation vulnerability based on biological criteria. PIF Assessment Factors include: 
Population size, breeding distribution, non-breeding distribution, threats to breeding, threats to 
non-breeding, and population trend. 
 
The EIS/PER failed to examine such current population attributes in relation to areas slated for 
Treatment, and assess outcomes of treatments on many high priority species. Now the Oregon 
EIS seeks to impose large amounts of herbicide use without ever analyzing such effects. 
 
Species of Continental Importance: Includes Watch List and Stewardship Species. Watch List: 
Greater Sage-Grouse, Swainson’s Hawk, Short-eared Owl, White-throated Swift, Pinyon Jay, 
Brewer’s Sparrow, Mountain Quail, Calliope Hummingbird, Black-capped Gnatcatcher, Virginia’s 
Warbler. Stewardship Species: Gray Flycatcher, Western Scrub Jay ???, Sage Thrasher, Black-
throated Gray Warbler, Green-tailed Towhee, Black-throated Sparrow, Sage Sparrow, 
Grasshopper Sparrow (?), Yellow-headed Blackbird, Rough-legged Hawk (winter?). Rosy Finch 
species (winter?). 
 
Conservation of Stewardship Species will be a step towards maintaining broader suites of 
species within all biomes. LCP at 31 states: “habitat loss remains the paramount factor for 
most species”, and “habitats in danger of significant loss in the near future include 
western pinyon-juniper, sagebrush, and wetlands. It describes the impacts of habitat 
fragmentation, and the growth in dispersed recreation such as OHV use.  
 
Sadly, the series of Alternatives (Proposed and Preferred Actions) cast aside reasonable analysis 
of the impacts of the massive intervention and treatment disturbance put forth in the 1y States 
EIS/PER as well as chronic livestock degradation and desertification on these species, and the 
viability of habitats that will be drastically fragmented under the EIS actions. 
 
Sage grouse are threatened by “extensive degradation of its sagebrush habitat by overgrazing 
and invasive plants” (LCP at 31). Livestock grazing “has had enormous effects on native 
vegetation – a century of selective removal of palatable plant species, soil compaction, water 
developments and livestock management activities” (LCP 2004, citing Saab et al. 2004. Habitat 
loss and fragmentation are also occurring on migration routes and in wintering areas.    
 
Issues identified that transcend biomes, including:  

 Habitat loss, degradation and fragmentation 
 Forestry management 
 Fire management strategies 
 Wetland Issues 
 Exotic or invasive species 
 Resource extraction/energy 



 Livestock grazing management 
 Climate change 
 Contaminants and pesticides 
 Lack of information. 

 
Lands slated for many of the treatments lie within the Intermountain West Avifaunal Biome, 
which is composed of 3 Bird Conservation Regions (BCRs). “Extensive mountain ranges and 
broad basins produce large elevational gradients that create a complex and variable 
environment  - including coniferous forest, pinyon-juniper woodland, and cold semidesert 
shrubsteppe, and important wetland complexes. The IM West is center of distribution for many 
birds, and over half the Biome’s SCSI have 75 percent or more of their population here. “Threats 
and/or declining trends face Species of Continental Importance that use coniferous forest, 
pinyon-juniper woodland, shrubsteppe, and riparian habitats”.  
For example:  
 
 * Coniferous forest: flammulated owl, Cassin’s finch, others.  
 * Deciduous forest: Aspen forest is a declining habitat type SIC: Red-naped Sapsuckers, Mountain 
Bluebird. 
 * Woodland: Pinyon-juniper woodlands are especially characteristic of the southern portion of 
the IM West. This habitat type supports the largest nesting-bird species list of any upland 
vegetation type in the West (Beidleman 2000), cited in LCP at 53. SCI are Pinyon Jay, Gray 
Vireo and Gray Flycatcher. Degradation of woodlands has been widespread and continuous 
since European settlement.  
 
Shrub-steppe species comprise the largest number of Species of Continental Importance in this 
biome. Conversion has occurred for ag., and it has suffered large-scale invasion of non-native 
grasses and forbs, range developments, sagebrush eradication and changes in fire frequency. 
This has caused extensive loss and degradation of habitat, with subsequent population declines.  
Cheatgrass has invaded over half of the existing sagebrush habitat. It is the highest 
conservation priority in the Interior Columbia Basin (Saab and Rich 1997, Paige and Ritter 
1999), and species include: Greater Sage-Grouse, Sage Sparrow, Sage Thrasher, Brewer’s 
Sparrow, Green-tailed Towhee. “Montane shrublands embedded in the forests provide many 
species with valuable food and cover – and may be critical to hummingbirds during migration. 
Montane Shrubland SCI include: Dusky Flycatcher, Virginia’s Warbler, Calliope Hummingbird, 
Green-tailed Towhee, Rufous Hummingbird, and Mountain Bluebird. 
 
Riparian Habitats. Characteristics of riparian habitats vary widely depending on matrix and 
elevation, from cottonwood gallery forests to willow thickets. Nearly all riparian areas have been 
substantially degraded by development or alteration of many types – including de-watering, and 
alteration of flows, road construction, invasion of non-native species, logging, severe 
overgrazing, recreation.  
 
Conservation issues include: Inappropriate livestock grazing, invasion of exotic plants change in 
fire intensity and frequency, logging practices affecting forest structure, and composition – 
especially mature, continued degradation of riparian habitat, conversion of sagebrush and 
pinyon-juniper habitats, including through land management practices, water diversion, 
alteration of flows, and spring development, recreational OHV use.  



 
The 17 States EIS treatments and Oregon BLM ongoing treatments (chaining, fire, chopping, 
herbiciding, and “biological control” livestock grazing) are identical to past activities that have 
caused the ecological conversions to weedlands that are dooming native species. The EIS has 
failed to both provide a baseline of information on past acreages converted, the habitat 
fragmentation that has resulted, and the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of its proposed 
greatly expanded treatments on resulting new conversion.   
 
Recommended actions: Retain large tracts of forested vegetation. Maintain/promote growth of 
native grasses and forbs in shrub-steppe, prevent large scale wildfire, restore with native plants 
following disturbance. Maintain water quality and quantity and vegetation in embedded springs, 
seeps and riparian areas. Restore degraded habitats and habitats that have been converted to 
non-native grasslands. Protect high quality riparian habitat. Restore natural flows and flooding 
regimes.  
 
Nowhere does the EIS and PER provide any protocol, analysis, mitigation, SOP or other 
provisions or analyses that would retain large tracts of any vegetation type, ensure seed-
producing pine, or promote growth of native grasses and forbs. In fact, as the EIS fails to address 
livestock disturbance impacts and effects on outcomes of any treatments, and fails to provide 
science-based limitations on post-treatment livestock grazing and trampling use, there is no 
certainty that native grasses and forbs will not deteriorate further. This is especially the case as 
the very treatments identified may weaken or kill native grasses and forbs, as well as microbiotic 
soil crusts. The Oregon Herbicide EIS fails to adequately analyze the effects of this all, and effects 
on microbiotic crusts, of herbicide use. 
 
Interfacing Communities/Natural Diversity and Inherent Complexity of Plant Communities. The 
habitat requirements of the ferruginous hawk illustrates the importance of understanding 
interfacing habitats. Ferruginous hawks typically nest in junipers at the edge of, or interfacing 
with sagebrush habitats. It is critical that BLM examine the already complex interspersion of 
plant communities across the landscape. Sagebrush communities often exist as complex mosaics 
with inherent natural diversity (Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks 1995, Welch 
and Criddle 2003).  
 
BLM fails to address the inherent complexity and complex interspersion of vegetation across the 
landscape, and instead claims that its artificially imposed chaining and other disturbance is 
necessary to create more of a mosaic, or for greater diversity.  
 
The ecological integrity of native plant communities is the foundation of healthy habitats for 
special status species, raptor prey species, and healthy watersheds and watershed processes that 
replenish aquifers for scarce desert springs.  
 
Info and Analysis Needed on Species 
 
BLM must conduct on-the-ground inventories of species, and habitat conditions and populations 
across the EIS area. BLM must use its current special status species list, Partner in Flight species 
lists, information from the Conservation Data Center, and other important recent summaries, 
such as Connelly et al. 2004 and Dobkin and Sauder 2004, and Wisdom et al. 2000, to examine 
species of concern and their habitat needs. It must conduct in depth surveys and analyses for 



species of concern, and collect thorough and up-to-date information on the quality and quantity 
of habitats across the EIS area.  
 
BLM must carefully review these lists, and updated information, and assess habitat conditions 
for these species. BLM must conduct systematic baseline surveys for breeding birds, migrants, 
wintering species. BLM should work with experts to assess populations, genetic uniqueness, 
etc.). BLM must also fully consider the changing dynamics in wildlife populations – such as elk, 
and the high priority segments of the public place on this species, as well as antelope and mule 
deer.   
 
Juniper birds are of high conservation concern (USFWS 2002, Rich et al. 2004). Yet, juniper 
habitats are among the most consistently under-represented habitat types in biological and 
ecological survey efforts (Red Willow Research 2004).  
 
In the Great Basin Bird Conservation Region, high-priority Pinyon-Juniper species include: 
Pinyon Jay, Ferruginous Hawk, Plumbeous Vireo, Virginia’s Warbler, and Black-throated Gray 
warbler. Pinyon-juniper and juniper woodlands/pygmy forest provide important breeding 
habitat for many wildlife species. Pinyon-juniper provides provides important food for birds and 
other wildlife. Avian species known to consume pinyon seeds include: Pinyon Jay, Steller’s Jay, 
Black-capped Chickadee, Northern Flicker, Gray-eyed Junco, Black-billed Magpie, Clark’s 
Nutcracker, Red-breasted Nuthatch, Pine Siskin, Juniper Titmouse, and Lewis Woodpecker 
(Martin and others 1951, cited in Red Willow 2004). Both pinyon nuts and juniper berries 
provide a vital food resource for birds. Juniper berries remain on trees in winter, and are 
important for Cedar Waxwing, Townsend’s Solitaire, Pinyon Jay, Clark’s Nutcracker, Western 
Scrub Jay, Grosbeak sp., American Robin (Martin and others 1951; Johnson 1998; PIF 2000).  
Townsend’s Solitaires establish winter territories based on juniper berry presence and 
abundance.     
 
Extensive alteration has occurred to juniper (and pinyon-juniper in other areas of the Great 
Basin) in many ways – chaining, spraying, and prescribed fire have been used to remove 
pinyon-juniper and juniper to plant livestock forage, especially at lower elevations on 
upper portions of alluvial fans and toeslopes of ranges. Often, exotic crested wheatgrass was 
planted. Wildfires have consumed large acreages, including across southern Idaho, northern 
Nevada and northern Utah, as well as significant areas in Oregon. Plus, large-scale die-offs of 
sagebrush have occurred. BLM must assess the integrity and continuity of communities, identify 
higher quality communities, and protect them from new disturbance under a broadened range of 
Alternatives, and act to address and ameliorate ongoing, chronic disturbance of livestock grazing 
or other land use practices as part of the treatments assessed in a Supplemental the EIS. These 
areas will also provide reference areas for unfragmented habitats.  
 
Wisdom et al. (2000) provide additional information on understanding animal species habitat 
needs. See Summaries for Species Groups 30-35 – two specific examples are provided below. 
Please apply information in this document to species and habitat needs analyses in the EIS area.  
 
Examples: 
   
Group 30. Ash-throated flycatcher and bushtit depend on a mix of source habitats. Retain 
contiguous blocks of mature juniper/sagebrush, especially old juniper with nest cavities. 



Consider site-specific ecological potential and response to management before removing juniper 
trees. Retain old growth, cavities, restrict pesticides, restore native understories, minimize 
likelihood of exotic invasion. 
 
Group 31. Ferruginous hawk, burrowing owl, vesper sparrow, lark sparrow, western 
meadowlark, shirt-eared owl and pronghorn. Ferruginous hawk populations fluctuate in 
response to prey populations. Breeding populations of short-eared owls are nomadic, and may 
occur when rodent densities are high. Burrowing owls rely on burrows provided by burrowing 
mammals (ground squirrels, marmots, coyotes, badgers) and may be closely tied to these 
mammals. Broad-sale changes in source habitats – have dramatic “decreasing” and “strongly 
decreasing trends”. Source habitat remains in northern Great Basin and Owyhee Uplands. Source 
habitat loss – tied to loss of big sagebrush. Ag. conversion, conversion to exotics. BO populations 
have declined as the result of pest control programs. Meadowlark and lark sparrow success, 
correlated with grass. Removal of grass cover may have detrimental effects, presence of livestock 
may attract brown-headed cowbirds and increase brood parasitism. 
 
Juniper expansion may have benefited ferruginous hawks. Microbiotic crusts have been widely 
destroyed by livestock. Roads, human activities and domestic dogs. Recreational shooting of 
marmots or ground squirrels impacts burrowing owls, and pesticide use may lead to direct 
mortality.     
 
Management implications. Most of habitat clusters 5 (Owyhee Uplands ERU) and 6 (northern 
Great Basin, Owyhee Uplands, Upper Snake ERU), with the potential risks to ecological integrity 
are: continued declines in herbland and shrubland habitats.   
Primary issues: Permanent and continued loss of shrubsteppe due to ag conversion, brush 
control, cheatgrass invasion; Soil compaction and loss of microbiotic crust; Adverse human 
disturbance.  
 
Note: “Brush control” is exactly what hazardous fuels projects are aimed to do. This is a clear 
threat to many species that rely on mature native plant communities. 
 
Strategy: Identify and conserve large remaining areas (contiguous habitat) of shrubsteppe 
vegetation where ecological integrity is still relatively high, and to provide long-term 
habitat stability for populations and provide anchor points for restoration, corridors, and 
other landscape-level management. Restore grass and forb components. Restore 
microbiotic crusts, maintain burrows. Minimize adverse effects of human intrusion.  
 
In support of conserving shrub-steppe, identify large areas of high ecological integrity to be 
managed for sustainability, on large areas of federal land. Criteria for protect and enhance 
include: maintaining or increasing the size of smaller patches, preventing further habitat 
disassociation, protecting or increasing the size and integrity of corridors, all in connection with 
the location of core areas. Use fire suppression and prevention to retard the spread of cheatgrass. 
Restore cheatgrass monocultures. Restore native vegetation. Design livestock grazing to promote 
abundance of forbs and grasses in understory, encourage development of microbiotic crusts. 
Allow burrows to persist or expand (Wisdom et al. 2000). 
 
BLM “Range”/Vegetation Data 

 



BLM typically has very little current information on ecological conditions and the health of native 
plant communities across the landscape. The last comprehensive ecological inventories (SVIM) 
were conducted primarily in the late 70s and early 1980s. When BLM conducts its limited and 
narrow Fundamentals of Rangeland Health assessments and allotment evaluations, it typically 
relies on old data, and never re-visits the sites where ESI data had been collected. Key Area sites 
are located in only the most accessible areas, and are clustered in particular areas of the 
allotments, leaving vast land areas with no monitoring information at all collected. BLM also fails 
to collect necessary data on degradation caused by livestock facilities and management activities. 
Such information is critical to understanding sources of flammable cheatgrass or other weed 
invasion, causes of roading, the inter-relationship and cumulative impacts of grazing facilities 
and roading. Current, comprehensive data on condition of soils vegetation, and habitats must be 
systematically collected. Likewise, BLM relies heavily on wildlife species data in databases and 
not current inventories. We fear that unless compilation and assessment of this information is 
conducted at the level of the EIS/PER, data and analysis necessary to understand all direct, 
indirect and cumulative impacts of the proposed actions will never be done.  
 
BLM can not ignore evidence that its limited old data does show - i. e, only a small fraction of 
larger size native grasses present are present in most sites that should be dominated by these 
species. Thus, desertification has occurred, and “production” is greatly less than that of good or 
better condition sites, and this is typical of nearly all sites. These sites are very vulnerable to 
weed expansion with continued disturbance and unless long-term ‘rest” allows recovery. BLM 
must also tie water developments, water hauling or other livestock management practices to site 
depletion and alteration of species structure, composition and weeds, hazardous fuels and fire 
problems.  
 
As part of this process, BLM must revisit its limited monitoring sites (or at least a subset), and 
must also establish a series of new ESI and monitoring sites that represent the ecological 
condition of the lands where Oregon would apply massive amounts of herbicides to try to stave 
off weeds caused by the BLM’s inability to limit or control livestock, and other disturbances. 
 
BLM must also conduct comprehensive assessments, in representative sites grazed by livestock, 
and assess the role of livestock degradation in causing hazardous fuels or weed problems.    
 
BLM Treatments Pose Grave Dangers to Native Species and Important Landscapes 
 
BLM’s17  States EIS/PER involves large-scale vegetation manipulation proposals – ranging from 
massive burning and “treatment” of conifers and aspen communities to extensive fragmentation 
(like burning “mosaics”) across areas identified as some of the most intact remaining big 
sagebrush habitats in Interior Columbia Basin.  
 
All of manipulation proposals pose serious risks to native species – and pose great threats of 
escalated weed invasion and permanent loss of plants, animals and biodiversity. 
 
BLM must conduct a comprehensive analysis of pre-existing projects and disturbance across the 
landscape, and include analyses of treatments and disturbance factors across land ownership 
boundaries. BLM must also assess significant ecological problems that may have arisen in the 
wake of past manipulation, hazardous fuels or other treatments.  
 



In our past experience with BLM, the agency has much exaggerated the needed scale of fire 
prevention treatment projects that may be necessary to protect plant communities or human 
habitations from large-scale fires. For example, in the Ely-Mount Wilson Urban interface near 
Ely, NV – only around 13% of the land area proposed by the Ely District was actually found 
necessary to be treated when BLM’s own national-level fire experts, having assessed the 
situation, and developed a sane and reasonable approach. 
 
As the acreage estimates for treatments proposed under the EIS are based on BLM District/Field 
Office estimates – with NO APPARENT SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY APPLIED for developing 
these estimates, BLM’s over-exaggerations about treatment needs in the past must be used as the 
lens through which the public views claims of treatment need in the EIS/PER, and must provide 
the basis for trying to understand the amount and kinds of herbicide to be applied as weeds 
proliferate. 
 
Grazing Carrying Capacity, Suitability and Capability Analysis  

 
BLM must conduct a current livestock grazing capability and suitability analysis. BLM is aware 
that it has based livestock use areas and stocking rates on old adjudication processes – where 
AUMs claimed and then assigned in the adjudication process were often greatly inflated by 
ranchers. These “adjudicated” AUMs were not based on the ability of the land to sustain such 
high numbers of livestock and levels of use.   To this day, BLM renews grazing permits at levels 
greatly in excess of thise able to be grazed. This creates constant tension for agencies to kill 
native shrubs and trees to try to grow “forage”. 
 
In the EIS capability and suitability analysis which is necessary to understand the risk of wed 
expansion and how much land will likely be sprayed, BLM must examine: 
Slope, distance to natural water, dispersion of “forage” across the landscape – i.e. many lands 
have been so depleted that it takes dozens of acres to support an AUM – so the costs (including in 
weight gain/loss of livestock) are often so great that grazing is a resoundingly losing proposition, 
areas inaccessible due to winter snow, summer desiccation, etc.  
 
 Directly relevant to the Weed EIS is an assessment of the Risk that continued livestock grazing 
may push habitats over ecological thresholds from which they can not recover. Examples: 
Continued heavy stocking and degradation of mountain big sagebrush opening the door to 
cheatgrass invasion of understory; continued heavy stocking and degradation of juniper leading 
to cheatgrass invasion of understory; continued heavy stocking and degradation of sagebrush 
leading to both juniper and cheatgrass invasion of sagebrush. 
 
BLM must also determine, for example, if lands where taxpayers may spend hundreds of dollars 
an acre to restore native vegetation that has been destroyed by livestock are suitable for 
continued grazing following herbicide or other treatment.  
 
Sagebrush and Other Habitat Assessments 

 
Assessments of the quality of sagebrush, salt desert shrub, juniper, montane conifer, aspen and 
other important habitats across the project area are necessary because: habitats and populations 
of species continue to decline across vast areas; there are many sagebrush species of concern; 
threats to sagebrush are regional in scale; regional knowledge facilitates development of 



consistent, efficient and credible management strategies for a comprehensive set of species. 
Federal land managers have legal responsibilities for effective management of habitats for 
sagebrush-associated species of conservation concern.  
 
Analysis procedures include: Ecoregion and spatial extent, identify species of conservation 
concern, delineate ranges, estimate habitat requirements, identify regional Threats and Effects, 
estimate and map the Risks posed by each threat, Calculate Species-Habitat effects from all risks 
and other steps. Other Analyses include: Fragmentation, connectivity and patch size analyses, 
Consideration of non-vegetative factors affecting species of concern, change detection studies. 
Regional knowledge provides essential context for land use planning. 
 
We have reviewed, for example, local sage grouse plans, and they fail to provide 
information/conduct several necessary analyses at the appropriate scale, and fails to present 
necessary information to the public, and do not integrate necessary information to understand 
scale and extent of Threats (such as livestock grazing, cheatgrass presence in understory or 
domination, livestock facility fragmentation, etc.) and other habitat degradation or 
fragmentation effects – especially for mammals, reptiles and many migratory birds. They also 
completely fail to describe or map attributes necessary to understand the quality of habitats 
that do exist. For example, there is no mapping or other information that shows sagebrush 
habitats dominated by cheatgrass; no mapping or other information to show where large 
understory grasses have been largely eliminated and weakened, and replaced by small Poas, or 
squirreltail, etc. 
 
As part of an Integrated Weed Strategy, BLM must develop passive restoration actions along with 
any herbicide use. The Oregon EIS falls fall short here. 
 
Threats to Sagebrush and Other Shrub-Dependent Species and Habitats Must be Assessed  
 
BLM must assess the following existing threats to native vegetation and special status species, 
T&E species, and other important biota across the project area: 
 
Wells and windmills   
Pipelines 
Troughs 
Pipelines 
Roads (often linked to facilities) 
Salting Sites 
Weed Infestations 
Powerlines 
Fences 
Aquifer depletion 
 
Cheatgrass-dominated understories 
Cheatgrass, few shrubs 
 
Altered understory species composition 
Altered understory species structure 
Altered overstory species composition 



Altered overstory species structure (see, for example, Katzner and Parker 1997, and Federal 
Register 68 (43): 10389-10409) describing impacts of livestock-altered or thinned sagebrush to 
pygmy rabbit) 
 
Vegetation Treatments (chainings, seedings, railings, herbicidings, mechanical such as mowing) 
lacking key habitat components and associated roading 
 
Grazing season/disturbance conflicts with nesting, birthing, wintering or other critical period in 
species life cycle 
Grazing use levels fail to provide necessary habitat components (cover or food) based on nest 
available science 
Livestock structural alteration of shrubs 
 
Energy project siting (wind, geothermal, other) and associated roading and infrastructure such 
as utility corridors and lines 
Mines and mining exploration and associated roading 
Oil and Gas exploration and Development 
 
OHV races 
Areas of high OHV use 
Unregulated motorized use   
Road densities 
Communication towers and other vertical structures 
 
De-watering proposals (example – aquifer depletion and water export to Las Vegas), land 
disposal proposals. 
 
Often overlooked threats from livestock facilities and structures include: 
 

 Physical harm to species - obstacles such as fences that can cause injury or mortality;  
 Structures cause species avoidance of areas, i.e. sage grouse avoid vertical structures. 
 Providing elevated predator perches and nest predator perches (in the case of songbirds – 

brood parasite perches). 
 Attract predators and act as sinks 
 Attract brood parasites  

 
All of these impacts may act directly, indirectly, cumulatively or synergistically with the effects 
livestock degradation associated with lands over broad areas surrounding these facilities may 
have to vegetation, soils and other habitat components. The end result is degradation and 
fragmentation of habitats for important and special status species.  
 
This must be determined in a supplemental EIS before BLM can evaluate impacts of the large-
scale disturbance that is being imposed under the Weed and Treatment EIS to many areas of still 
relatively intact native vegetation and species habitats.   
 
The impacts of grazing on native wildlife, including species displaced by treatments into 
neighboring or sub-optimal habitats, must be assessed. For example, inundating sage grouse 



nesting or brood rearing habitats with large numbers of cattle or sheep during nesting season 
may cause: Removal of cover necessary to protect nesting birds and to hide and provide essential 
insect food for chicks; cause flushing of birds from nests – thus revealing nests to predators; 
cause separation of broods and increased vulnerability to predation; strip essential cover to hide 
hens and nests and conceal chicks from aerial vision-oriented predators and screen scent from 
ground-based predators. If this is coupled with loss of a significant portion of nesting habitat due 
to a BLM sagebrush Tebuthiuron “treatment”, impacts will be magnified, and populations suffer 
significant losses. 
 
BLM must Conduct Population Viability, Persistence, Extinction/Extirpation Models for species 

of Native Wildlife, Rare Plants, Special Status Species and T&E Species Under all Alternatives.  

 
The 17 States Action would treat 6 million acres a year, with a potential of 60 million acres in 10 
years. This will have a widespread, and drastic, impact on special status species habitats and 
populations on Oregon and surrounding states. 
 
Altered Fire Cycles 

 
BLM must study the extent of cheatgrass in understories, and areas already dominated by 
cheatgrass. BLM must assess the risk of cheatgrass invasion of understories with continued or 
extended livestock use or disturbance. BLM cannot gloss over the role of ongoing livestock 
grazing in continuing disturbance that spreads and promotes cheatgrass, medusahead and other 
weed growth; in retarding recovery and continuing weakening of native vegetation in plant 
communities that still have a significant component of native species present, etc. 
 
BLM must assess how the presence of cheatgrass may affect special status species. For example, 
how do cheatgrass-dominated understories and interspaces affect reptile species occurrence and 
abundance - (lizards may be prey species for small mammals)? How does cheatgrass affect the 
pygmy rabbit? Which of BLM’s proposed treatment disturbances maximize chances of increased 
cheatgrass dominance of undestories? 
 
In any discussion of plant communities where BLM claims the fuels/fuel loading is too heavy, 
BLM must examine causes heavy fuels related to livestock degradation, topsoil loss and change in 
site potential, climate change, etc. 
 
Altered Composition and Structure/Lost Productivity 

 
Over large areas of the EIS lands, larger sized native bunchgrasses and forbs have been 
eliminated, or significantly weakened. Only smaller stature native grasses and weeds remain. 
How do these smaller stature grasses affect fire behavior, outcomes of various treatments, etc.? 
Appropriate stocking levels for any areas grazed must be based on the amount of forage present 
on a sustainable level, and Risk of exotic species invasions must be minimized. In addition, with 
extensive depletion over large areas, BLM must assess the diminishing returns – and increased 
ecological damage done by livestock having to roam over dozens if not hundreds of acres to 
sustain themselves/harvest an AUM. This may lead to more trampling impacts, more 
disturbance, more sites for weeds to take hold, and more livestock-vectored movement of weed 
seeds across the landscape. BLM must identify areas where grazing is unsustainable, or where it 



will cause harm to still-intact communities, as part of the capability and suitability analyses. 
What lands are really capable, or suitable, to be grazed post-treatment? 
 
Grazing systems, grazing intensity and season of use: Financial returns from livestock 
production, trend in ecological condition, forage production, watershed status and soil stability 
are all closely associated with grazing intensity (Holechek et al. 1998).  Short-term rest or 
deferment can not overcome periodic heavy use. The conflicts with wildlife habitat needs, 
including food, cover, nutritional composition, space, lack of disturbance and other factors, must 
be studied.    
 
BLM fails to address shifted, intensified or increased use by livestock that may occur as livestock 
are shifted into untreated lands. Nowhere does the EIS mandate removal of livestock grazed on 
treated lands, not merely displacement of livestock and their impacts to nearby areas. 
Increasingly, we are seeing BLM fail to reduce AUMs following fire, and Nevada BLM often takes 
no action whatsoever to limit livestock use of treatments. This all reduces the effectiveness of 
any treatments, and increases likelihood of increased weed proliferation in the wake of 
treatment or post-fire disturbance.  
 
Range of Alternatives 

 
As an additional comment on BLM’s Range of Alternatives: Instead of structuring this process to 
develop a range of alternatives centered around the need to intensively alter and treat still 
relatively intact native vegetation and spray weeds everywhere, BLM must consider a range of 
alternatives that focus on restoring cheatgrass-infested lands, and protecting native vegetation 
as much as possible. Expansion of cheatgrass pushes communities across thresholds from which 
natural recovery is difficult  - if even possible. Livestock grazing as only one of many competing 
uses on these fragile and much-abused arid lands which are already undergoing accelerated 
habitat fragmentation. 
 
See also discussion in other WWP comments. 
 
Drought Impacts, Drought Coupled with Treatments 
 
All impacts of livestock grazing on all elements of the EIS must be assessed during drought, or 
other adverse weather conditions. How does drought affect productivity of vegetation? What are 
the additive, synergistic and cumulative impacts of grazing depletion and drought on loss of 
plant vigor, weakening, or death? Are prolonged droughts or more variable weather conditions 
foreseeable with global warming effects? How will this increase the risk of herbicide use and 
drift –including in cattle-desertified landscapes that themselves contribute to global warming? 
 
How much are plants of good vs. poor vigor affected by drought? What utilization levels are 
appropriate on drought-stressed vegetation? What stocking rates are necessary to prevent 
depletion during drought? How does drought affect fuels and fire danger in plant communities 
weakened by the combined effects of grazing and drought? Do they become vulnerable to 
cheatgrass and other weeds that increase fire dangers and cause fuels problems? 
 



What are the impacts of treatments, and likelihood of success under drought conditions? How 
would the effects of a passive treatment (reduction in, or removal of livestock) compared to 
invasive disturbance treatments as proposed under the EIS?  
 
Need To Understand Impacts Of Grazing and Other Uses On Sage Grouse And Other Special 

Status Species 

 

Sage grouse depend on a variety of shrub-steppe habitats, and populations may move over large areas 

of land in the course of a year. Overhead cover of sagebrush and tall residual native grass cover are 

critical to successful sage grouse nesting (DeLong et al. 1995; Connelly et al. 2000; Hockett  2003; 69 

Federal Register (77) 21489; Connelly et al. 2004). The sage grouse is reliant on sage-steppe 

communities, and its populations have plummeted westwide.  Excessive livestock grazing strips 

required nesting cover that screens nests of ground- and shrub-nesting birds from ground and aerial 

predators, and alters long-term diversity of native forbs that produce insects essential to the diet of sage 

grouse chicks.  Sage grouse eat only sagebrush in winter, and require intact stands for winter survival.   

Physical breakage of sagebrush and nipping by livestock also alter and decrease sagebrush cover 

essential for sage grouse and other sagebrush species.  

 

The “Guidelines to Manage Sage Grouse Populations and their Habitats” (Connelly et al. 2000), have 

been adopted by the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (WAFWA) guidelines, and 

present well-established information on essential habitat components and management based on sage 

grouse needs. The WAFWA guidelines are now buttressed by the recent WAFWA Conservation 

Assessment of Greater Sage-Grouse and Sagebrush Habitats (Connelly et al. 2004). 

 

The WAFWA Guidelines and the recent WAFWA Conservation Assessment (Connelly et al. 2004) 

underscore the following points with respect to sage grouse biological and habitat needs:  

 

 The great importance of herbaceous cover in nesting habitats (WAFWA at 968; CA at 

4-4 to 4-8).  Grass height and cover are important to nest success. Herbaceous cover provides scent, 

visual and physical barriers to predators. (WAFWA at 971; CA at 4-4 to 4-8); 

 Successful sage grouse nesting occurs under larger bushes. Nesting habitat has greater 

canopy cover, taller live and residual grasses, more live and residual grass cover, and less bare ground 

(WAFWA at 970-971; CA at 4-4 to 4-8);   

 Successful nests occur in stands with greater canopy cover (WAFWA at 971; CA at 4-4 

to 4-8); 

 Early brood rearing habitats should have greater than 15% canopy cover of grasses and 

forbs. After chicks hatch, these grasses and forbs produce insects for chicks to eat and canopy cover to 

screen them from predators. Later, forbs are eaten by maturing chicks. Forbs are also important in 

providing adequate pre-laying nutrients to hens (WAFWA at 971; CA at 4-8 to 4-9); 

 As upland vegetation desiccates, hens with broods seek out late brood rearing habitats 

comprised of areas with succulent green forb vegetation, such as wet meadows and riparian areas 

(WAFWA at 971; CA at 4-9 to 4-11); 

 Winter habitats have relatively dense sagebrush canopy cover, with sagebrush exposed 

above the snow (WAFWA at 972; CA at 4-14). 

105. Habitat protection management actions for sage grouse are summarized in the WAFWA 

Guidelines, and include:  

 Manage breeding habitats to support 15-25% canopy cover of sagebrush, 18 cm. or 

greater perennial herbaceous cover height (grasses and forbs) (WAFWA at 977);  



 In late summer brood rearing habitats, “avoid land use practices that reduce soil 

moisture effectiveness, increase erosion, cause invasion of exotic plants, and reduce abundance and 

diversity of forbs” (WAFWA at 980); 

 “Avoid developing springs for livestock water.”  If this must occur, “design project to 

maintain free water and wet meadows at the spring,” as “capturing water from springs using pipelines 

and troughs may adversely affect wet meadows used by grouse for foraging” (WAFWA at 980). 

 

In addition, US Fish and Wildlife Service (69 Federal Register (77) at 21491, and the 2008 USFWS 

Interim Status review for sage-grouse describes studies showing that losses of hens and nests are 

related to herbaceous cover surrounding nests. “Enhancing Sage Grouse Habitat, a Nevada 

Landowner’s Guide” (Northwest Nevada Sage Grouse Working Group) also cites studies showing that 

sage grouse nests were least preyed upon when a residual cover of 7 inches or more of herbaceous 

vegetation was present.  

 

Thus, there is strong scientific support for application of grazing use standards that provide for 7-9 

inches of residual stubble height left uneaten on native grasses. Unfortunately, the livestock utilization 

levels now being applied across the nearly the entire EIS Project area will not provide for necessary 

residual stubble heights and cover for sage grouse nesting, even under normal circumstances – let 

alone under drought, or weakened or low vigor conditions, or shifted or increased livestock use onto 

untreated lands in the wake of widespread treatments.  

 

As treatments are conducted under the EIS, wildlife including special status and T&E species will be 

faced with new habitat fragmentation on top of the management deficiencies on untreated BLM lands.   

 

An EA from the BLM’s Jarbidge Field Office (BLM Jarbidge EA, Ch. IV, pg. 88-89).  The public 

lands of the BLM’s Jarbidge Field Office are contiguous with the USRD area, and are sagebrush-

steppe and other communities, with species of native bunchgrasses that are the same as the allotments 

here.  

 

BLM has found that with 50% utilization levels, as allowed across the EIS lands, bluebunch 

wheatgrass is grazed to 4.5 inches, Idaho fescue is grazed to 2.0 inches, Thurber’s needlegrass is 

grazed to 2.8 inches, bottlebrush squirreltail is grazed to 1.5 inches, and the exotic crested wheatgrass 

is grazed to 3.5 inches.  All of these residual stubble heights are thus far less than the 7-9 inch stubble 

heights called for under the best scientific information available, such as the WAFWA guidelines 

discussed above; and demonstrate that grazing under BLM’s current management will result in far 

more utilization and seriously inadequate cover for sage grouse. BLM’s often woefully inadequate 

upland utilization levels and hand full of riparian stubble heights on permits across the project area are 

often not even required Terms and Conditions on grazing permits, so there is no assurance that 

compliance will occur.  

 

In many areas across the EIS area, livestock grazing has caused depletion of larger-sized native 

bunchgrasses capable of providing grass heights sufficient to mask sage grouse nests and to protect 

nests and chicks from predation. These larger “decreaser” grass species have been replaced with 

smaller “increaser” grasses like small Poas (bluegrasses) or unpalatable weeds. The direct, indirect, 

synergistic and cumulative impacts of the many treatments under the EIS/PER must be assessed in 

relation to such livestock impacts to sage grouse and other species habitat components. 

 



Harmful Impacts of Livestock Facilities: Habitat Degradation and Fragmentation  

 
A growing body of scientific evidence demonstrates the negative impacts of fences and other 
vertical objects, as well as the increased fragmentation of sagebrush-steppe and other wild land 
habitats that result from placing vertical objects in sage grouse habitats. (Connelly et al. 2004).   
 
BLM must conduct a full inventory and assessment of all existing livestock facilities and 
developments on lands identified by its Field Offices for treatment under the EIS/PER, including, 
all water haul and salting sites, and all vegetation treatments that have been conducted on these 
lands. The full array of direct, indirect, cumulative and synergistic impacts of these projects and 
activities must be assessed. 
 
A substantial body of scientific information demonstrates the harmful impacts of fences and other 

range developments on sage grouse. Sage grouse evolved in an open landscape without vertical 

structures, and they naturally avoid using areas near these structures  - which include fences and fence 

posts.  Sage grouse habitats are fragmented by fences and other facilities associated with grazing  

(USFWS 69 Federal Register (77) at 21490). Fences and other facilities (as associated with wells, 

pipelines, troughs and water developments in the three allotments) provide perching locations for 

raptors, and associated roading that grows up along fences or in association with other livestock 

facilities provides both travel corridors for predators and conduits for weeds (69 Federal Register (77): 

21490). Mechanical treatments and seeding with exotics degrades sage grouse habitat by altering 

structure and composition of vegetative community (69 Federal Register (77): 21488). Development of 

springs and other water sources to support livestock in upland shrub-steppe habitats can artificially 

concentrate domestic and wild ungulates in sage grouse habitats, and worsen grazing impacts (69 

Federal Register (77) at 21489). Direct mortality of sage grouse from collisions with fences is 

described in the WAFWA guidelines at 977, and USFWS in 69 Federal Register (77) at 21492.  

 

Sage grouse are a landscape-scale species, inhabiting large, interconnected expanses of sagebrush. A 

mosaic of fragmentation now exists across many parts of the landscape, including portions of these 

allotments, and BLM’s Proposed Actions in the EIS/PER would extend and worsen fragmentation 

effects across the landscape.  Causes of habitat fragmentation include vegetation treatments and 

removal of sagebrush, wild and prescribed fire, livestock facilities and zones of livestock 

concentration. There is mounting evidence of long-term negative effects of fire on sage grouse 

populations (WAFWA Conservation Assessment at 4-16, 7-28), 80% of the land area in the Great 

Basin is susceptible to displacement by cheatgrass (WAFWA CA. at 7-17 and Fig. 7.10). Wyoming 

and basin big sagebrush shrub cover types occupy large areas in the EIS lands and are the cover types 

most susceptible to displacement by cheatgrass (these areas comprise large portions of the three 

allotments). The ecological effects of livestock grazing may alter vegetation communities, water and 

nutrient availability and soils so that lands cross thresholds from which the system can not recover 

(WAFWA CA. at 7-29 to 32). Habitat treatments have consequences for the habitat dynamics and 

wildlife use of habitats – and “each potentially decreases the suitability of sagebrush for wildlife” that 

depend on large, unfragmented sagebrush habitats” (WAFWA CA at 7-32). Evaluation of sagebrush 

communities primarily based on their ability to produce livestock forage (as in the case of these lands), 

may result in extensive alterations that are unsuitable for sage grouse and other species dependent on 

sagebrush habitats (WAFWA CA at 1-3). 

Fences influence livestock and predator movement, facilitate spread of exotic plants, provide travel 

and additional access for human disturbances, increase mortality due to direct collisions, and increase 

predation rates by providing perches for raptors (WAFWA CA at 7-34 to 35).  



 

Fences used to control grazing (or in the aftermath of the treatments that may result under various 

EIS/PER actions) modify the landscape by creating an artificial mosaic (WAFWA CA at 7-35), and 

allow more intensive grazing and loss of necessary habitat components such as residual grass cover for 

nesting. Intensified or more uniform use inside fenced areas results in patterns of unusable habitat 

across the landscape. Water developments influence the composition and relative abundance of plants 

(WAFWA CA at 7-35). Thus, infrastructure to support grazing programs including fences and water 

developments have both direct and indirect effects on the landscape (WAFWA CA at 13-9). Grouse 

may not commonly use water developments, and “water developments tend to attract other animals, 

and may serve as a predator “sink” for sage grouse, i.e. grouse fall victim to the many predators 

attracted to water developments (WAFWA CA at 4-12). 

 

The Conservation Assessment describes impacts of disturbance of sagebrush habitats by vegetation 

treatments (at 13-6); depletion of native vegetation facilitating cheatgrass invasion (at 13-7); problems 

associated with blocks of crested wheatgrass and exotic seedings (at 13-7 to 8); landscape-level 

concerns – including that areas with larger patches of sagebrush remaining receive lower precipitation 

and are the least resilient to disturbance (such lower precipitation areas characterize much of the arid 

land area targeted for treatment). This highlights why careful management of these lands is crucial) (at 

13-8 to 9).  

 

An unknown array of livestock facilities has already been constructed throughout the three 
allotments (on both BLM and private lands) to facilitate, extend and concentrate livestock 
grazing. These facilities include wells, windmills, spring developments and water diversions, 
pipelines, troughs, stock ponds – at times dug into and destroying springs, fences and corrals. 
Some have fallen into abject disrepair – windmills lie crumpled on the ground, junk tanks and 
troughs are strewn across the landscape. Fences have improper spacing. Not only do these 
facilities concentrate large numbers of livestock with deleterious impacts to soils, vegetation and 
wildlife habitats in their vicinity and radiating outward over broad areas, unplanned roading is 
often directly related to construction or maintenance of these facilities. Plus, there are 
innumerable livestock salting or mineral supplement sites, too, which also result in zones of 
intensive livestock disturbance and incidental roading. All of these areas of livestock 
concentration, where heavy and severe livestock use has compacted soils and destroyed cover 
and food for wildlife, exhibit harmful impacts to vegetation and native wildlife habitats.  These 
developments and zones of intensive disturbance fragment habitats, and cover and food, for 
native species including sage grouse (Braun 1998; Freilich 2003; Connelly et al. 2004).  Such 
projects have been constructed throughout habitats critical for sage grouse and other shrub-
steppe species. New pipeline spurs incrementally constructed would extend and shift livestock 
use to new and less grazed areas, as the vegetation has been depleted by livestock around 
existing artificial or natural water sources (Sada et al. 2001). 

 
BLM lands that are not close to livestock water sources often comprise the best remaining 
healthy native vegetation communities and are thus very important habitats for native 
sagebrush-steppe species  – precisely because they have been far less altered by livestock 
impacts. On top of the existing network of facilities BLM treatments may foreseeably result in 
plans to construct dozens of new projects (fences and water sources to keep cattle off of EIS/PER 
treated lands), thus greatly expanding the zones of disturbance and intense livestock 
concentration into currently better condition habitats. 

 



Networks of roads associated with livestock facilities (and which will likely grow dramatically as 

vegetation is burned or otherwise treated and thus cleared under the EIS) serve as conduits for exotic 

plant invasions (Gelbard and Belnap 2003), and travel corridors for predators (Braun 1998, Connelly et 

al. 2004). The development of a maze of roads fragmenting the landscape has resulted from the 

proliferation of livestock facilities across the landscape, and BLM past treatments.  Roads grow up as 

lands are treated, or projects are constructed and maintained. Treated lands, cleared of woody 

vegetation, are also greatly subject to increased Off-road use, and new roading development from this 

activity. 

        

Instead of attempting to rest to enhance habitats or jump start recovery through passive restoration 

techniques, or place strict use livestock use limits on areas susceptible to weed invasion such as 

degraded riparian areas, BLM relies overwhelmingly on new treatment and other disturbances and 

likely more harmful facilities, such as the construction of a series of fences, with accompanying 

development and de-watering of wetland areas through piping water to troughs. Large new areas of 

better condition habitats then become wastelands/weedlands as a result of intensified use.  

 

An increasing body of science demonstrates that fences are harmful to sage grouse and many other 

species of native wildlife, and that sage grouse may avoid use of areas near fences. BLM’s post-

treatment actions may in fact further fragment habitats beyond removal of vegetation, and rendering 

patches of remaining untreated or native vegetation unusable by grouse, while creating extended 

wasteland areas in their surroundings, causing expanded environmental harm. 

 

 Instead of taking strong and decisive action to restore and enhance habitats and populations, BLM 

pursues a path of new and extended habitat alteration and fragmentation across the allotments under 

the guise of hazardous fuels, and restoring a “natural” fire interval that can no longer be considered 

natural under the chronic disturbance caused by livestock and in the face of exotic species invasions. .    

 

Degradation, fragmentation and loss of sagebrush across landscapes has imperiled the sagebrush-

steppe avifauna. Besides the many effects described for sage grouse, these habitat changes and 

fragmentation have been shown to affect abundance of shrub-steppe birds Paige and Ritter 1999, 

Knick et al. 2003, Connelly et al. 2004 at 1-3.     

 

The habitat for many native wildlife species across the EIS lands is already fragmented. Populations 

are shrinking, and increasingly isolated. Fragmentation would continue and escalate with new livestock 

developments, livestock management practices that result in zones of livestock concentration, and 

other disturbances under the actions as laid out in the EIS/PER. Disturbance and depletion associated 

with livestock grazing and associated rangeland developments serve to break up and fragment the 

continuous cover of native sagebrush-steppe vegetation necessary for many sagebrush-dependent 

wildlife species survival (Knick and Rotenberry 1995; Knick et al. 2003; Freilich et al. 2003; 69 

Federal Register (77), Connelly et al. 2004). 

 

The Snake River Birds of Prey Area: Case Study in How NOT to Manage Lands  

 
BLM must closely examine the woeful management failures of BLM in the Snake River Birds of 
Prey National Conservation Area to understand the consequences of continuing near status quo 
forage allocations, livestock project construction/water hauling, roading, etc. and the inability of 
the land to recover following fire or other disturbance under BLM’s post-fire management and 
ESR activities. A 1996 USDI BLM/IDANG report details the ongoing destruction of habitat caused 



by fire, grazing and other human activity (including military training). The loss of sagebrush in 
the SRBOPA is clear to even the most casual observer driving through the area. A proliferation of 
exotic species – cheatgrass, medusahead, bur buttercup, and now white top, rush skeletonweed, 
and other noxious weeds  - have occurred in the wake of the excessive livestock seasons of use 
and numbers that have been authorized here in the past and under new 10-year grazing permits 
issued by BLM that continue these same stocking rates and use levels. The grazing levels and 
management paradigms in the SRBOPA (high allowable utilization of 50%, and many harmful 
grazing practices) are similar to BLM grazing management across the EIS area), and also include 
continued construction of new livestock projects or providing water in arid uplands through 
facilities and water hauling.  
 
Over the years since the SRBOPA NCA has been designated, we have watched as BLM has 
continued to allow grazing during periods of the year that are known to be harmful to native 
bunchgrasses and forbs, to allow use at high levels, including during drought years, and generally 
continue management in a manner biased towards the livestock industry. Hazardous fine fuels 
have only increased. The situation has only worsened with each new fire, and the failure of BLM 
to take necessary measures  - especially passive measures such as removal of livestock coupled 
with native seedings, to restore these NCA lands. 
 
The SRBOPA situation should be used by BLM as an example of how fire and subsequent grazing 
management failures and out-dated management paradigms affect sagebrush lands.  Spraying 
large amounts of herbicide on such lands, while continuing disturbances, is futile.  
 
The lower elevation Oregon Owyhee watershed, including even portions of the Louse Canyon 
GMA bear many similarities to the SRBOPA.   
 
The calamitous weedland situation of the SRBOPA also illustrates the failure of the EIS/PER to 
reveal to the public how the proposed actions will be carried in landscapes of national 
significance, and how these important areas may be protected from unnecessary and undue 
degradation under EIS/PER actions. For example, BLM has been touting the use of livestock to 
graze firebreaks in cheatgrass. Is this action, under the EIS/PER’s flawed definition of “biological 
control” likely to be used widely in the SRBOPA or Oregon, instead of undertaking necessary 
restoration action accompanied by large-scale livestock reductions or cessation of grazing?  
 
We have just received Proposed Decsions from Oregon BLM for Louse Canyon – after 5 years of 
litigation and NO current data or analysis of stocking rates, BLM proposes a reduction of apply 
around 50 AUMs! Virtually no difference at all despite weeds exploding, microbiotic crusts 
greatly damaged, sage-grouse and other habitats increasingly fragmented by livestock facilities, 
hardened roading, etc. and many other signs of ecological degradation and the road to ruin.  
 
We ask that this Oregon Weed EIS effort incorporate the Louse canyon record from the oroginal 
FRH assessments to the recent Proposed Decisions as an illustration of the FAILURE of BLM to 
practice integrated Weed Management. 
 
Grim Ecological Realities of Current BLM Management  

 
Species such as the loggerhead shrike or pygmy rabbit that require structurally diverse 
sagebrush cover and mature or old growth sagebrush communities are greatly at risk of 



undergoing extensive and accelerated habitat loss under BLM’s treatment scenario. BLM fuels 
treatments target old growth and mature sagebrush that are essential to many sagebrush-
dependent species. Examples: January 2006 Winnemucca BLM proposal to herbicide, burn, mow 
and otherwise disturb 40,000 acres of sagebrush in the Little Owyhee allotment over the next 10 
years. See Nevada BLM Sage Notes 2004, killing old growth Wyoming big sagebrush in occupied 
pygmy rabbit habitat to plant crested wheatgrass as livestock forage and claiming it is a 
fuelbreak in the Spruce and Valley allotments. See also Elko BLM 2005 Spruce Veg Treatment EA, 
proposing burning, chaining in Spruce Mountain. North Fork Malheur GMA Oregon BLM 
proposed Veg killing projects, Burns North Steens Project etc. 
 
USDI BLM. 2005, Elko District’s Draft Sheep Complex, Big Springs and Owyhee Grazing 
allotments Sensitive Bird Species DEIS illustrates the failure of BLM at the Activity Plan level, to 
address habitat needs of important and special status species. Here, despite a Federal Court 
order to consider the habitat needs of sensitive bird species in livestock grazing decisionmaking, 
BLM proposes harmful new facilities and crested wheatgrass seedings and sagebrush mowing in 
the midst of mature and old growth sage grouse, burrowing owl, pygmy rabbit and other 
important and special status species habitats. The veg. treatments, livestock facilities, lax grazing 
requirements and stocking with cattle and sheep 28-50% above the levels that have been grazed 
here in the past. Sadly, this is the reality of the current situation on arid BLM lands across the 
West, and is the real environmental setting/management paradigm landscape, that BLM must 
consider in assessment of the environmental risks and harms of actions proposed in the 
EIS/PER. Plus, researchers tied to ag interests and land grant colleges are acquiring large federal 
fire fund and other grants to manipulate and treat sagebrush, pinyon-juniper and other 
vegetation, and BLM is authorizing large acreages of new “research” killing of sagebrush and pj 
under categorical Exclusions. See Ely District BLM Butte Valley proposal. These impacts are 
completely unassessed in the EIS/PER.   
 
Please see the Petition to List the Pygmy Rabbit and associated bibliography to illuminate the 
critical importance of mature, old growth and structurally complex native vegetation to declining 
important and special status species across the arid West, and to illustrate the high level of loss 
and fragmentation of sagebrush and other habitats across the West. BLM’s EIS/PER aggressive 
treatment disturbance to mature and old growth plant communities will only serve to accelerate 
habitat fragmentation and degradation.  
 
The primary plant communities being dubbed hazardous fuels and targeted for ‘treatment” 
across BLM and Forest Service lands across the West are primarily old growth and mature native 
vegetation communities upon which many rare and declining species rely. Case on pint: 
Lakeview BLM sagebrush mowing areas in pygmy rabbit and sage-grouse habitats. Sagebrush 
mowing promotes rapid spread of cheatgrass. Thus, the treatment and herbicide actions that 
disturb these vegetation communities instead of having BLM’s claimed rosy outcomes, will 
further endanger sagebrush and juniper dependent species, and have deleterious watershed-
level impacts affecting such species as Lahontan cutthroat trout or bull trout. Without providing 
necessary data on not just broad vegetation types where it contemplates treatment, but also how 
it characterizes “hazardous fuels” and vegetation to be targeted, no honest Weed EIS analysis or 
adequate BA for spraying and treatments can be provided.  
 
This demonstrates why BLM must abandon its myopic analysis and limited alternatives that 
would radically alter large areas of the arid West that still contain largely native vegetation, and 



instead develop a range of new alternatives focused on passive restoration of remaining better 
condition communities. This is essential to maintain, enhance or restore public lands, native 
vegetation and special status species and T&E habitats. If BLM proceeds on the aggressive 
disturbance and herbicide campaign laid out in the EIS/PER, native species and T&E species will 
only suffer further declines.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Katie Fite  
Biodiversity Director 
Western Watersheds Project 
PO Box 2863 
Boise, ID  83701 
208-429-1679 
 
Please apply the following literature, and the Restore Native Ecosystems  Bibliography, to these 
and other WWP comment submissions.  
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OTHER CHEMICALS 
 
We are very concerned about the increased use of various biocides, and occurrence of 
environmental contaminants on public lands and in water supplies. For example, APHIS has been 
expanding its acreage of lands sprayed. APHIS is always seeking to expand acres to conduct 
spraying activities in western states. Vast areas have recently been subject to spraying of 
insecticides.  
 



It is generally believed that rangeland degradation exacerbates populations of grasshoppers and 
Mormon crickets, so as more areas of BLM lands become overrun with cheatgrass. More acres 
are sprayed. Thus, there is co-occurrence, or overlap of lands likely to be sprayed for weeds with 
APHIS insecticide campaigns.  
 
See: 
 
http://www.agri.state.id.us/Categories/PlantsInsects/GrasshopperMormonCricketControlProgr
am/Documents/EnvironmentalDocumentation/2007/2007%20MC%20USDA%20APHIS%20EA
.pdf  
 
 
There is also increased awareness of the endocrine-disrupting chemicals, many of them linked to 
various ag or farming practices. Such chemicals area particular concern in areas with feedlots, 
dairies, and large marginal irrigated ag land that may also be sprayed.  Large industrial livestock 
facilities frequently are increasingly located in areas away from population centers – and near 
BLM lands. These have great potential to pollute waterways, including drinking water supplies in 
streams, rivers, and aquifers, may be subject to pollution and contamination from many 
chemicals. Wildlife, aquatic species, and humans would thus be exposed to increased chemicals 
from these sources at the same time BLM greatly increases chemical uses. 
 
See http://www.boiseweekly.com/gyrobase/Content?oid=oid%3A215775 a Boise Weekly 
article: 
 

The potential hazards of EDCs were first discovered in the 1990s among fish and amphibians that gather 
downstream from sewage treatment plants in Europe. These waters contain abnormally high concentrations of 
organic chemicals such as steroids, nonprescription drugs, insect repellents, detergents, plasticizers, fire 
retardants, antibiotics, fragrances and household solvents and their byproducts. Aquatic biologists noticed that wild 
fish and frogs evidenced significantly increased rates of sex reversal, gonadal cysts and other reproductive tract 
tumors, dead tissue and decreased fertility. Intersexed or feminized fish, in which males grow both functioning 
testes and ovaries, have already been caught in rivers in Colorado, Washington state and Virginia, and in Lake 
Ontario. Because these intersexed characteristics make reproduction difficult, they tend to appear just before fish 
populations begin to decline. 

EDCs are found in herbicides and pesticides, plastics, pharmaceuticals, residues from contraceptives and hormone 
replacements, cleansers, human waste and pollution from feedlots. 

The latter are especially controversial. In 2006, residents in Weiser raised questions about possible contamination 
of their domestic water supply from hormones and antibiotics used by nearby Sunnyside Feedlots (BW, News, 
"Dirty Water," February 1, 2006). According to state officials, the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare expects 
to have the results of its study available for public comment in February. 

AND:  
 

DDT is one of the most familiar xenoestrogens, but 2,4-D, the most commonly used herbicide in the U.S., and 

2,4,5-T, used in Agent Orange, have also been in the news. Dioxins, the byproducts of burning plastics and rubber, 
are among the most hazardous xenoestrogens. 

Researchers worry that policymakers are ignoring the hazards of this little-known pollution. 

http://www.agri.state.id.us/Categories/PlantsInsects/GrasshopperMormonCricketControlProgram/Documents/EnvironmentalDocumentation/2007/2007%20MC%20USDA%20APHIS%20EA.pdf
http://www.agri.state.id.us/Categories/PlantsInsects/GrasshopperMormonCricketControlProgram/Documents/EnvironmentalDocumentation/2007/2007%20MC%20USDA%20APHIS%20EA.pdf
http://www.agri.state.id.us/Categories/PlantsInsects/GrasshopperMormonCricketControlProgram/Documents/EnvironmentalDocumentation/2007/2007%20MC%20USDA%20APHIS%20EA.pdf
http://www.boiseweekly.com/gyrobase/Content?oid=oid%3A215775


Jim Nagler Ph.D., an associate professor of biology at Idaho State University, operates a lab that examines the 
effects of environmental estrogens on fish fertility. He thinks that the issue of EDC leakage or dumpage into state 
waters should be a priority. 

"In terms of what's actually out there, we have no clue, we have no baseline at this point," Nagler says. "What's in 
the Snake River? What's in the Clearwater River? Who knows?" 

Papers written by Nagler and research associates about estrogens and other EDCs suggest that rainbow trout are 
susceptible to even short-term exposure to the chemicals. 

Don Essig, administrator for water quality of the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), acknowledges 
that it's an emerging issue. 

AND:  

Whenever offered a glass of water, the great comedian W.C. Fields typically declined, on the grounds that fish have 

sex in it. But with the increasing spread of a class of chemicals called endocrine disruptor compounds (EDCs) in 
Idaho's watersheds, some experts wonder if local fish are at risk of losing their sexual and reproductive capacities. 

Despite scarce funding, the ramifications for human health still prompt research in this area. 

The potential hazards of EDCs were first discovered in the 1990s among fish and amphibians that gather 
downstream from sewage treatment plants in Europe. These waters contain abnormally high concentrations of 

organic chemicals such as steroids, nonprescription drugs, insect repellents, detergents, plasticizers, fire 
retardants, antibiotics, fragrances and household solvents and their byproducts. Aquatic biologists noticed that wild 
fish and frogs evidenced significantly increased rates of sex reversal, gonadal cysts and other reproductive tract 
tumors, dead tissue and decreased fertility. Intersexed or feminized fish, in which males grow both functioning 
testes and ovaries, have already been caught in rivers in Colorado, Washington state and Virginia, and in Lake 
Ontario. Because these intersexed characteristics make reproduction difficult, they tend to appear just before fish 
populations begin to decline. 

EDCs are found in herbicides and pesticides, plastics, pharmaceuticals, residues from contraceptives and hormone 
replacements, cleansers, human waste and pollution from feedlots. 

The latter are especially controversial. In 2006, residents in Weiser raised questions about possible contamination 
of their domestic water supply from hormones and antibiotics used by nearby Sunnyside Feedlots (BW, News, 
"Dirty Water," February 1, 2006). According to state officials, the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare expects 
to have the results of its study available for public comment in February. 

Now, scientists have evidence that some of these EDCs, called xenoestrogens, might cause conditions such as 
testicular cancer, urinary tract birth defects, low sperm counts and the premature onset of menses in females 
among people who regularly drink water with these compounds in them. 

Kai Elgethun, Ph.D., Idaho's state toxicologist, says the majority of xenoestrogens come from everyday personal-
care products such as soaps, lotions, medications and cosmetics. While xenoestrogens are far less potent than 
estrogens proper, Elgethun says, they can accumulate in body fat and stay in the system a long time. 

DDT is one of the most familiar xenoestrogens, but 2,4-D, the most commonly used herbicide in the U.S., and 

2,4,5-T, used in Agent Orange, have also been in the news. Dioxins, the byproducts of burning plastics and rubber, 
are among the most hazardous xenoestrogens. 

Researchers worry that policymakers are ignoring the hazards of this little-known pollution. 

Jim Nagler Ph.D., an associate professor of biology at Idaho State University, operates a lab that examines the 
effects of environmental estrogens on fish fertility. He thinks that the issue of EDC leakage or dumpage into state 
waters should be a priority. 



"In terms of what's actually out there, we have no clue, we have no baseline at this point," Nagler says. "What's in 
the Snake River? What's in the Clearwater River? Who knows?" 

Papers written by Nagler and research associates about estrogens and other EDCs suggest that rainbow trout are 
susceptible to even short-term exposure to the chemicals. 

Don Essig, administrator for water quality of the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), acknowledges 
that it's an emerging issue. 

"[It's] probably something we should be paying attention to, but you can't have too many No. 1 priorities," Essig 
says. 

Instead, Essig says, DEQ concentrates on biological examinations of water, not necessarily a lot of chemical 
analysis. "I'm sure we're going to be hearing about it more in the emerging future, [but] there's a zillion things out 
there that we just don't have the budget to study." 

Given Idaho's relatively low population density, Essig surmises that Idaho is "probably better off" than more urban 
states. He attributes much of the contamination to household products such as over-the-counter medications, 
chemicals, antibacterial soaps and so on. 

"The sewage techniques of the day don't treat those things, so they just pass on through," he says. 

Essig's outlook differs from that of Boise City's water quality manager, Robin Finch. 

"The dirty little secret in all this is that almost 90 percent of all pharmaceuticals manufactured in this country are 
made for agricultural use, and they're disposed of inside a watershed," Finch says. The issue crosses both 
municipal and agricultural lines, and demands some level of partnership. 

"We need to partner with those guys for the sake of public protection," she says. 

Local officials have been tracking the EDC issue since the European studies, but there are "a lot of questions that 
still need to be resolved before we can launch on this," Finch says. 

Although a nationwide study by the U.S. Geological Survey included three Boise River sampling sites, Finch says 
the matter is "still a very researchy topic at this point." 

"There's no standards, no monitoring requirements, no good understanding of threshold effects at either ecological 
or human health levels," Finch says. "We can identify about 60 to 70 compounds right now that have estrogenic 
effects, but there's potentially 10,000 out there." 

While the USGS study found few target compounds at relatively low or medium concentrations, Finch says that the 
city is already looking at Seattle's "Flush No Drugs" campaign, which encourages residents to bring their outdated 
prescription drugs to fire stations for proper disposal, instead of flushing them down the toilet. 

The USGS study's one-time reconnaissance of waste compounds in the lower Boise found several endocrine 
disruptors present, says Mark A. Hardy of the USGS. 

The agency also looked for those compounds at several groundwater wells throughout Idaho. 

Yet in an e-mail to Trout Unlimited (a trout and salmon conservation organization), forwarded to BW, Hardy does 
not comment on the data or their environmental and human health implications. 

Carl Ellsworth, environmental manager of the Boise City Public Works Department, confirms that his department is 
aware of the EDC issue. 

"It's definitely on the radar screen, and it's a pretty high-powered discussion; but our staff follow it, and we've had 
our consultants look at it," he says. 



While there are "no standards yet, and the jury is still out, it's an issue we need to be on top of," Ellsworth says. 

But he was reluctant to estimate what it might cost the city to start EDC monitoring because there are "a lot of 
unknowns and we don't have the answers yet." 

The city currently examines its water supply and waste "for metals, phosphorus, fecal coliform, solids, volatile 
organics--but not on a routine basis," he says. The city relies on subcontractors to do the work. 

Local conservation groups have not yet gotten active in this area. 

Bert Bowler, native fisheries director for Idaho Rivers United, says that "it's relatively new ... I'm not aware of 
anything in Idaho going on about it." 

Pam Smolzynski of Trout Unlimited agrees. 

"This is a little bit cutting-edge for us," says Smolzynski. "People here know about it, but we don't actually track 
water quality." Much of Trout Unlimited's work focuses instead on watershed and fish habitat restoration. But Jack 
Williams, a senior scientist for Trout Unlimited, says in an e-mail that his organization has been "asking EPA about 
what they are doing with endocrine disrupting chemicals, but can't get a reply from them." 

For now, state toxicologist Elgethun says that Idaho does not have any particular source of xenoestrogens that is 
different from other states or greater than other states. 

"A greater long-term concern for waters nationwide are estrogens proper, which are present in discharge from 
most water treatment plants and can be present in discharge from [feed lots]," Elgethun says. There are no EPA 
standards for estrogens, but there are national drinking water standards for the majority of xenoestrogens. 

"This discrepancy is a pressing concern for EPA," says Elgethun. 

Whether Idaho's pollution concentrations or sources are different, the Gem State does have extra reason for 
caution, according to Jim Werntz, director of the Environmental Protection Agency Idaho Operations Office. 

"Ninety-five percent of people in Idaho drink groundwater, which is the highest percentage in the nation," Werntz 
says. 

While noting that EDCs are often associated with veterinary drugs from feedlots, Werntz says most of his agency's 
research deals with surface water and contamination from nitrates. 

"There's not enough scientific basis right now for understanding hazards or setting minimum standards of water 
quality in regards to EDCs," Werntz says. 

While standards remain unset, Idahoans continue to drink water and eat fish containing the chemicals. 

The public policy implications of endocrine disruptors go even further than that, according to Conrad Volz, a 
national expert in the field. Volz serves as scientific director for the Center for Healthy Environments and 

Communities, and is the co-director of the Exposure Assessment and Control Division at the University of 
Pittsburgh Cancer Institute's Center for Environmental Oncology. 

"[Endocrine disruptors] are very important, but remember the wide range of chemicals in everyday use," Volz says 

in a telephone interview with BW. "Whatever we flush down the toilet we wind up drinking, or ends up in the 
animals that humans are going to be eating. All these chemicals go into our waterways and are not entirely filtered 
out from the water supply." 

Volz's own lab research suggests direct associations between exposure to such chemicals through eating fish flesh 

and fat. That leads to an increased potential risk for cancer of any tissue that is responsive to estrogen, potentially 
leading to ovarian, uterine and breast cancer, and potentially some effects on the prostate. All this has far-reaching 
implications, says Volz, "but what they'd mean is hard to say." 



Volz's interest in fish and other species--what he call "bioindicators"--stems from a much wider concern with 
human health. 

"Public health-wise, our biggest problem in the 21st century is water, what's in it, its overuse and nearby land 
development," Volz says. "In fact, water management policy is a national and even international security policy. 
Water is it." 

Volz, who advises NATO on peace and security issues, believes that as pure water becomes a scarcer commodity, 
states should be designating restricted watersheds for strategic reasons. 

"We need to be very careful because you cannot divorce the issue of chemicals going into our waterways from land 
development," says Volz. For example, the kinds of herbicides, pesticides and turf-topping compounds used in new 
subdivisions contain carcinogens that nonabsorbent pavement shunts away into culverts. Development distribution 
patterns also require rethinking. 

"If we continue to break up our watersheds, we continue to degrade the ability of natural ecosystems to purify our 
water. There's bacteria that live in topsoil that can help break down these chemicals, but when you develop for thin 
layers of topsoil, a monoculture of grass instead of native species, and don't allow for larger trees, you reduce the 
ability of that area to hold and purify water." 

Moreover, in the past two years, there has been a large increase in land areas sprayed for West 
Nile virus in the West, and there is likely to be much more spraying in the future – and it will 
overlap, or affect in a direct, indirect or cumulative way many of the areas that BLM would use its 
new and expanded chemical arsenal and applications on. 
 
The indirect and cumulative impacts of this sudden surge in chemical use (APHIS, West Nile), on 
top of BLM’s proposed weed spraying and treatment increase, must be thoroughly assessed – 
including effects of all chemicals, degradates and contaminants.  
 
Often, the lands that are most likely to require any weed spraying or “treatment” – are disturbed 
lands, near populations, so the effects of increased weed spraying may overlap or be near the 
very same lands where grasshopper, mosquito or other spraying may occur.   
 
Attached are two recent APHIS reports – showing large acreages “treated” in recent years, and 
APHIS seeking to extend spraying into northern Idaho. Please compile all such information for all 
western states, and be sure that you have adequately consulted over all of these many ongoing or 
foreseeable treatments and impacts. 
 
Thank you,  
 
Katie Fite 
Biodiversity Director 
Western Watersheds Project 
PO Box 2863 
Boise, ID 83701 
Katie@westernwatersheds.org 
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November 25, 2009 

 

Vegetation Treatments EIS 

PO Box 2965 

Portland, OR  97208-2965 

 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

 

Dear Oregon BLM,  

 

Please also include all concerns raised in these comments we had submitted on the BLM 

17 States Weed EIS to this 2009 Oregon Weed EIS process.  

 

It is also clear that much more information to form a baseline of data on current 

conditions must be provided to the public and USGWS/NOAA Fisheries before full 

consultation over effects on Threatened and Endangered species can be understood. The 

poor ecological conditions of many Oregon watersheds heightens the risks of drift and 

herbicide damage to non-target species and organisms. 

 

A full analysis of the adverse effects of all herbicides and their associated chemicals –

including where multiple chemicals may be used  - must be conducted under real-world 

degraded wild lands situations. Increased weather extremes under climate change 

scenarios must be incorporated into this risk analysis. 

 

A detailed analysis of the effects on killing or weakening biological crusts/microbiotic 

crusts must also be provided. Microbiotic crusts are also increasingly recognized as 

providing natural benefits in reducing climate change processes. 

 

Thank you,  

 

Katie Fite 

Western Watersheds Project 

PO Box 2863 

Boise, ID  83701 

 

 

 

February 9, 2006 

 

Bureau of Land Management 

Nevada State Office 

Attn: Brian Amme, Weed EIS Project Manager 

1340 Financial Blvd. 

PO Box 12000 

Reno, NV 89520-0006 

vegeis@nv.blm.gov 

mailto:orvegtreatments@blm.gov
mailto:vegeis@nv.blm.gov
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Dear Brian,  

  

Here are additional comments of Western Watersheds Project on the BLM’s Draft 

Vegetation Treatments on BLM Lands in 17 Western States EIS incorporate by reference 

scoping, and comments provided at public meetings.  

 

LIVESTOCK GRAZING AS A CAUSAL AGENT IN FIRE, FUELS, VEGETATION 

“PROBLEMS” 

 

The Draft EIS fails to adequately address the role of livestock, and BLM and other 

agency management of livestock, on the ecological health and fire regime of lands across 

the Project area.  It fails to present scientific information and analysis necessary to 

understand the role of livestock in causing fuels problems – including the role of ongoing 

livestock grazing across the lands of the EIS area and adjoining National Forest, state and 

private lands. 

 

The EIS and alternatives are based on BLM’s false premise that it can impose fire and 

other treatments to bring about “historical” ranges of fire occurrence and achieve some  

artificially derived “desired” future conditions. This is not based on the hard, cold facts 

that cattle and sheep grazing and other human disturbances in the arid West have created 

an UNNATURAL environmental setting – often with massive topsoil loss, lowered 

ecological site potential, desertification, and great vulnerability to weed invasion 

following disturbance. The risk of alien invasive species dominance of sites following 

BLM’s proposed disturbance treatments interjects great risk into BLM’s claims that it can 

restore lands by inflicting large-scale new disturbances.  

 

In this setting, BLM’s premise that chaining, fire and other disturbance will have 

beneficial outcomes, especially with no significant changes in land management (reduced 

grazing, roading, other continued sources of degradation) is unrealistic and not based on 

either common sense or scientific reality.  

 

BLM must recognize the deficiencies of livestock grazing and other allocation 

components of Land Use Plans, and their role in contributing to hazardous fuels, weeds 

and other ecological problems. The livestock grazing and vegetation portions of many 

Land Use Plans are woefully outdated. New Land Use Plans ignore (example, Craters of 

the Moon, Black Rock) fail to address forage allocations in any way. There is no 

management requirement for conservative use levels, no specific new or updated 

allocation for livestock, no concrete habitat goals related to livestock use, and BLM 

continues to apply known harmful levels of vegetation use.  

 

Most of the old plans view threatened native sagebrush vegetation communities as 

“brush”, primarily suitable for burning, spraying and discing up. The new plans fail to 

include necessary management guidance such as stubble height standards necessary for 

riparian protection, utilization levels necessary for successful sage grouse nesting, or 

grazing systems that protect microbiotic crusts necessary for soil health and keeping 
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cheatgrass and other weeds that cause a fuels problem from invading. LUPs lack 

certainty, and especially newer plans lack application of specific use standards. All plans 

fail to address disturbance such as livestock trampling, and lack quantified trampling 

standards.  

 

As management on the ground over the course of the EIS/PER will be carried out under 

out-dated old plans, and new plans with often even fewer standards and that do not 

address forage/stocking allocations, we believe it is not possible for BLM to predict rosy 

short, mid or long-term outcomes to its proposed treatments.   

 

Neither the old or new Land Use Plans provide for protections necessary to slow down or 

halt weed invasions with associated alterations/shortening of fire cycles in areas invaded 

by annual bromes or other flammable weeds. The current scientific literature 

overwhelmingly shows that livestock grazing is a primary cause of problems affecting 

native vegetation, including altered fire frequencies and altered fuel situations.  

 

An EIS grappling with weeds, and fire, fuels and vegetation treatment must address 

livestock grazing as a causal agent; analyze the impacts of livestock grazing in continuing 

to cause “unnatural” fire cycles and weed problems; honestly assess the impact of chronic 

livestock grazing on the ultimate outcome/effectiveness/success of any treatments; 

develop a range of alternatives that minimizes livestock and other disturbances as 

prevention and part of an Integrated Pest Management Strategy. Without including 

significant changes in livestock grazing practices including reduced stocking rates and/or 

removal of livestock from lands at risk to cheatgrass/weed invasion or dominance, or 

where restoration actions may be undertaken, and more protective levels and standards of 

use, BLM will be wasting taxpayer dollars on this Fire EIS effort.  

 

BLM must fully address livestock as a causal agent in ecosystem disruption, and 

alteration of composition, structure and function of native ecosystems in the arid lands 

(see Fleischner 1994) covered by the EIS. The role of livestock in causing any fuels 

problem must be fully assessed, including all direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of 

past and ongoing livestock use on rangeland health problems associated with fire, 

hazardous fuels and weeds. A wide range of up-to-date livestock management alternative 

components must accompany all alternatives in this EIS process. These should include 

analysis of a range of reductions in stocking rates and use levels, and their effects on 

ecosystem processes, fire, fuels, weeds, restoration, rehabilitation efforts. 

 

BLM must fully analyze reductions in, or cessation of livestock use and grazing permit 

retirement as part of any treatment analysis that is conducted. Federal fire funds should 

be used to buyout and retire grazing permits on lands that are treated and where 

subsequent grazing will result in new weed problems, or still-intact lands determined to 

be at risk to weed invasion, or determined to be at risk of crossing thresholds from which 

recovery may not be possible. The inextricable linked fire/fuels problems and livestock 

grazing effects must be addressed.       

 

Background information that must be presented and assessed includes:  
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 Current stocking rates (average actual use as well as active permitted use) in all 

allotments, and in all vegetation types and all lands where Field Offices slated 

treatment in information used to form the basis of this EIS/PER; 

 Utilization levels and other management standards applied on the affected lands 

vs. current range science texts 

 Current ecological condition of soils, vegetation, habitats related to stocking rates, 

levels of use allowed, etc. 

 

See also additional WWP comments submitted separately. 

 

ADEQUATE BASELINE INFORMATION ON VEGETATION COMMUNITIES 

MUST BE COLLECTED 

 

Unfortunately, the Draft EIS does not provide adequate information on vegetation 

communities in the affected lands and their surroundings. 

 

BLM must collect and analyze extensive baseline information on past fire and vegetation 

conversion or manipulation projects in the affected lands in each vegetation type 

identified in the DEIS/PER, and the effects of these treatments on wildlife corridors, 

habitat fragmentation, likelihood of human-caused fires or disturbance, etc.  Data and 

maps must be compiled and assessed that indicate where all past treatments have been 

conducted. Without understanding the past dispersion and impacts of treatments and 

disturbance across the landscape, BLM can not adequately assess the impacts of various 

alternatives related to treatment and land health.  

 

Information that needs to be acquired and assessed includes data and maps of:  

 

 Past disturbance events on these lands (fire- prescribed or wild, chemical 

treatment, mechanical treatment – chaining, cutting, etc.);  

 Seedings or any other post-disturbance treatments that have occurred and their 

current condition 

 Condition of treatments and seedings, including cheatgrass and other fine fuels 

and weeds in interspaces 

 Impacts of all livestock facilities 

 Impacts of roading, and roading links to past treatments or livestock or other land 

uses.  

 

Assessment should include a valid study of the current ecological condition and health of 

soils, vegetation, important wildlife habitats and other important values of the affected 

lands, a comparison between these conditions and conditions at the time of the 

disturbance. 

 

For all lands where treatments have been identified by BLM Field offices, BLM must 

collect current information on: Vegetation species composition, its current ecological 

condition; livestock grazing regimen and standards of use; wildlife habitats and 
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populations occurring here. Information on periods of rest, trespass, and other livestock 

factors must be included.  

 

Current information on ecological condition, presence of weeds and other exotic species, 

etc. on all lands within the project area must be collected as part of this effort. It must be 

the basis for decisionmaking on “acres to be treated” for various purposes in the EIS.  

 

For example, how many acres of salt desert shrub communities, Wyoming big sagebrush, 

or other communities have a significant component of cheatgrass in the understory? How 

many of these lands have already crossed thresholds, where succession is truncated? How 

many are at risk of crossing thresholds? How many acres, and what is the location, of 

each vegetation type is in good or better ecological condition? 

 

After solid, on-the-ground collection of new information, BLM must develop a rigorous 

protocol for determining all lands in need of “treatment”, and explain in comprehensive 

detail, with supporting science, why these lands need treatment.   

 

We are alarmed that BLM in the EIS avoids focus on treating the extensive crested 

wheatgrass and other seedings that have so altered and largely destroyed wildlife habitats, 

and which often form the basis of stocking excessive numbers of livestock that also affect 

native vegetation in or near these seedings. Many crested wheatgrass seedings that 

resulted in the aftermath of past treatments have become infested with cheatgrass, 

halogeton or other weeds and now contain continuous fine fuels. In many seedings, 

exotics such as crested wheatgrass have been planted at unnaturally thick densities, and 

thus present an increased fire risk, or have significant components of cheatgrass in 

understories. Large wildfires sweep across such seedings  - as in the 2005 Clover fire in 

the Jarbidge Field Office. 

 

The harm and fragmentation of native species habitats caused by these seedings must be 

assessed – as it is important to in understanding their role in habitat fragmentation on top 

of the extensive alterations of habitat proposed by BLM under the DEIS/PER. Both the 

Jarbidge and Burley BLM lands provide a perfect example of a woefully fragmented 

landscape where crested wheatgrass seedings have greatly fragmented sage grouse 

habitats across middle to lower elevations, and many are in very poor condition and have 

rampant cheatgrass, halogeton and other problems – as well as loss of forage.  

 

Yet, in Burley,BLM persists in promoting the killing of native vegetation (junipers, 

mountain big sagebrush, pinyon, and other species) in the Jim Sage and other areas, while 

ignoring the habitat loss, and weed and fire risks, posed by the crested wheatgrass and 

other purposefully altered lands, including those BLM itself “treated” with fire and which 

have become weedlands. The Weed EIS/PER continues blindly down this same path. 

 

BLM, simultaneously with the Weed EIS/PER is developing other EISs – such as the  

Upper Snake River District Fire, Fuels and Related Vegetation Management Plan 

Amendment. We attended that EIS Scoping meeting held in Boise, and just like the Weed 

EIS, BLM had no sound basis for estimates of acres proposed to be treated in the 
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information that was provided to the public.  We were told that BLM asked land 

managers in each field office to come up with estimates. However, there was no protocol 

followed as a basis for these estimates, and it appears no scientific methodology was 

followed. Our review of the USRD Draft EIS confirms that a systematic method to assess 

treatment “need” has not been used. Thus, not only does the Programmatic Weed 

EIS/PER not rely on, or provide, current ecological information necessary to make 

science-based decisions on public lands, neither do the lower level EISs that will tier to it.   

 

Fire’s Natural Role. The EIS must base its analysis on science, and not the mis-begotten 

hope that fire/other treatment disturbance will not result in harmful outcomes in many of 

the highly disturbed systems here. This is key to understanding that many of the predicted 

results are not attainable – especially if large-scale chronic disturbance factors like 

grazing continue unabated, and spread cheatgrass and weeds in their wake.    

 

The EIS’s discussion of vegetation communities and treatments ignores honest 

assessment of alterations in ecosystem composition, function and structure that exist in 

the real world as a result of livestock grazing and other disturbances, past vegetation 

treatments followed by livestock grazing, etc. 

  

ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENTS FOR TREATMENTS MUST BE 

CONDUCTED 

 

ICBEMP assessed lands and categorized them “at risk” to weed invasion. This EIS effort 

can build on that, and take a much more detailed look at the lands affected by this 

proposal. Shockingly, ICBEMP also found that only a very small portion of the entire 

Interior Columbia Basin had even “moderate” ecological integrity (PNW-GTR-385 at 

118, Map 18). Large areas of lands are in “Low” ecological condition.  

 

The DEIS/PER fails to provide information to tie proposed treatments to such land areas, 

and fails to assess the role (and ecological condition) of past treatments past and current 

livestock management (especially under out-dated paradigms and levels of use), and 

develop new goals, objectives and allocations that better address the pressing habitat 

needs of many important species and that address root causes of hazardous fuels 

problems, and thus provide better and more cost-effective protection from hazardous fuel 

and weed problems. What are the risks of treating wild lands, as BLM proposes, under 

the current alternatives, or under a new range of reasonable alternatives? 

 

SUITABILITY OF LANDS FOR TREATMENT – WILDERNESS, ACECs, 

ROADLESS LANDS 

 

We are very concerned about the lack of necessary analysis of the impacts of the various 

alternatives on: the integrity of ecosystem processes and natural values within WSAs, 

wilderness and other roadless lands; the relevant and important values of ACECs; the 

biotic integrity and values to society and watersheds of undeveloped and roadless lands; 

the values of Special Recreation Management Areas and all lands where the public seeks 

wild or untrammeled natural landscapes. BLM’s proposal will cause irreparable harm to 
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values ranging from recreational, spiritual and aesthetic values, to unroaded watersheds 

that do not release road sediment to streams.  

 

CAPABILITY AND SUITABILITY OF LANDS FOR LIVESTOCK GRAZING 

 

In many areas of BLM lands across the West, sheep AUMs have been converted to cattle 

AUMs, with no necessary reduction in AUMs, and no examination of the impacts of 

sheep vs. cattle use, and the often decreased capability of steep, rocky or other terrain for 

cattle use (vs. sheep). 

 

This capability and suitability of lands for livestock grazing must be assessed as part of 

any treatment this process. Please see USFS methods used in development of the Boise, 

Payette and other recent southern Idaho Forest Plans. 

 

BLM regularly fails to employ analytical procedures described by Professors Holechek, 

Galt and others, and which the Forest Service uses in its grazing management, in setting 

stocking levels by first determining the amount of land area that is both “capable” and 

“suitable” for grazing.   

 

Under the “capability” analysis, an evaluation is made to determine the number of acres 

of lands that are “capable” of livestock grazing, based on specific slope, distance from 

water, rockiness, and other factors.  Then, out of the “capable” lands, a further 

determination is made about which acres are “suitable” for grazing, based on 

considerations such as special management areas, fragile ecological resources, or other 

considerations.  After this analysis is done, then the remaining lands that are both 

“capable” and “suitable” are assessed to determining grazing levels by setting proper 

stocking rates. This analytical process is central to ensuring a proper grazing management 

system that does not degrade resources, and must be considered as part of the 

determination under various alternatives of the impacts or effects of the outcomes of any 

of the many large-scale disturbance treatments of fuels or weeds across vast acres that 

BLM is proposing in the EIS.  

 

BLM must determine if stocking of grazing lands that are not capable or suitable is a 

major contributing factor to fuels and weeds problems. 

 

All alternatives must include provisions for regulation of livestock disturbance based on 

current science and current capability and suitability determinations. This includes 

science-based standards of use, such as 25% or less allowable utilization of upland 

vegetation, no grazing during critical growing periods for native species, no grazing 

during nesting periods for migratory birds and sage grouse, measurement of livestock 

trampling damage to native vegetation and microbiotic crusts and means to minimize 

trampling damage, no movement of livestock from lands infested with exotics to more 

intact communities.   

  

BLM MUST EXAMINE USE LEVELS, AND THEIR ROLE IN FUELS PROBLEMS 
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BLM does not take into account the scientific literature – including that published in the 

Journal of Range Management – demonstrating that utilization limits historically 

followed by BLM (typically, 40%, 50% or 60% utilization limits) contribute to 

degradation of native vegetation, and plant community changes that result in fuel and 

weed problems, and other ecological problems affecting a host of important habitats. 

These ecological problems include disturbance and loss of soils and microbiotic crusts 

that results in extensive weed problems. See Anderson 1991, Anderson and Holte 1981, 

Anderson and Inouye 2001, Belnap 1995, Belnap and Gillette 1997, Belnap et al. BLM 

Tech Bull. 2001, Belsky and Gelbard 2000, Beymer and Klopatek 1992, Braun 1998, 

Connelly et al. 2004, Donahue 1999, Fleischner 1994, Freilich et al. 2003, Galt et al. 

1999, Galt et al. 2000, Gelbard and Belnap 2003, Hockett 2002, Holechek 1996b, 

Holechek et al. 1998, Holechek et al. 1999 a and b, Holechek et al. 2000, Holechek et al. 

2001. 

 

FULL RANGE OF PASSIVE TREATMENTS MUST BE EVALUATED 

 

Passive treatments primarily minimize site disturbance, and generally remove or 

minimize an environmental irritant that is affecting the health of the plant community. 

Thus, they have less risk of soil erosion, weed invasion or proliferation and other 

negative impacts associated with them. They also have a high probability of being 

beneficial to watersheds, native wildlife habitats and populations and the economic well-

being of western communities that are increasingly dependent on tourism and 

recreational uses of public lands.  

 

An array of passive treatments (provided to BLM in the RNEA) exist that will enable 

BLM to treat many of the affected lands. Such treatments, wrongfully ignored by BLM, 

includes: 

 

Livestock grazing treatment: Livestock grazing treatments can reduce spread of 

flammable invasive species, heal damaged understories so that more natural, cool-

burning fires can occur, and reduce the proliferation of doghair thickets of dense young 

trees which serve as ladder fuels. Treatments include significant reductions in livestock 

numbers accompanied by prudent utilization and trampling standards in plant 

communities found to have damaged understories vulnerable to invasion by flammable 

exotic species.   

 

Closure of pastures with known invasive species infestations. Closure of lands to grazing 

that have known exotic species infestations is a prudent first step toward control of spread 

of flammable, watershed-altering exotics.  

 

Closure of pastures “at risk” to weed invasion – such as any Wyoming big sagebrush, 

Basin big sagebrush, or juniper communities that still contain relatively intact 

understories. This EIS process should map and identify such areas, as well as all areas 

where cheatgrass already dominates the understory.   
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Livestock removal treatment: Grazing permit buyout and permit retirement using federal 

fire funds is a very reasonable treatment that will heal damaged lands, help restore natural 

fire cycles, minimize the spread of exotics and other hazardous fuels.   

 

Livestock facility removal treatment: Livestock facilities (fences, artificial watering sites 

– especially troughs associated with pipelines and water haul sites, corrals, etc.) serve as 

zones of livestock concentration, and result in areas of severe disturbance readily 

colonized by highly flammable exotic species. Removal of these facilities and restoration 

of disturbed zones will limit spread of invasive flammable species, and help develop 

healthy understories necessary to carry cool, light fires in surrounding lands. 

 

We are alarmed that BLM’s Draft EIS casually casts aside Alternatives development 

based on a series of passive livestock treatments, and fails to adequately explain the 

ecological benefits of such treatments. 

 

Road/ORV trail closure and rehab/restoration treatment: Closures and restoration 

treatments quell the spread of flammable invasive species from disturbed road and trail 

edges. Roads are known to serve as conduits for weed invasion (Gelbard and Belnap 

2003). Then, domestic livestock spread weeds from road or trail margins crosscountry 

into wild land areas.  

 

Road closure coupled with grazing reductions can have large-scale positive effects, as 

roads as weed conduits can be closed, and livestock reductions minimize spread of weeds 

already present within the area.  

 

Allowing natural successional processes and healing processes to occur in plant 

communities that are still relatively intact is the most cost-effective method of attaining 

natural fire cycles, reducing buildup of hazardous fuels over time, etc. Natural mortality 

occurs in sagebrush, sagebrush-bitterbrush and other vegetation types. Allowing natural 

processes to play out, while removing or minimizing those agents that are disturbing 

natural ecological processes takes patience, but minimizes risks of exotic invasion that 

accompany aggressive intervention such as fire or mowing. 

 

HAZARDOUS FUEL 

 

If BLM plans on using this term in its analysis, we ask for a careful and scientific 

description of the basis for its use. For example, Idaho Falls BLM engaged consultants to 

prepare an EA for “hazardous fuels reduction” in Sands Checkerboard. We are uncertain 

just what the hazard is here. Who or what is threatened by the woody vegetation termed 

hazardous fuels? Is cheatgrass a “hazardous fuel”? We certainly think this term is far 

more apt for cheatgrass than it is for most other vegetation situation where BLM applies 

it. BLM must develop a methodology to prioritize any “treatments’ of hazardous fuels. 

This is necessary to most effectively spend scarce taxpayer dollars, best protect 

habitations and areas that are truly “at risk”. Instead of spending hundreds of thousands 

of dollars planning 6-10 million dollars or more of “treatments” in the Jim Sage Area, or 

drastic “treatment” of the entire Samaria Mountain Range, These projects are primarily 
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aimed at killing woody vegetation to promote livestock grazing. BLM must use a sound 

methodology to determine needs for treatment – and focus should always be on the areas 

within approx. 1/8 mile of actual interfaces with human habitation.           

 

RESTORATION 

 

Restoration of native vegetation communities and ecological processes must be the goal 

of all treatments. Restoration means restoring and maintaining ecological integrity. 

Ecological integrity is the ability of an ecosystem to support and maintain a balanced, 

adaptive community of organisms having a species composition, diversity and functional 

organization comparable to that of natural habitats within the region.     

 

Lands of primary focus for most active restoration should be: Lands that have been 

invaded by flammable exotics such as cheatgrass or medusahead; and Lands purposefully 

seeded to alien species such as crested wheatgrass following past agency vegetation 

manipulation, fire, livestock damage, etc. These should be prioritized for treatment on the 

basis of: Geographic location and continuity/connectivity of native habitats that 

restoration would provide for native species. For example, crested wheatgrass seedings in 

the Little Lost River Valley are located in an area of great importance to sage grouse. 

Restoring the native sage-steppe vegetation on these sites as habitat for sage grouse and 

pygmy rabbit should be top priority, as well as prevention of any further degradation to 

still-native communities.  

 

BLM must focus significant treatment and restoration efforts and spending of federal fire 

funds on restoration of natïve species composition and function to crested wheatgrass that 

has been rampantly seeded as following ill-conceived sagebrush removal or as post-fire 

”rehab”, and lands overrun by cheatgrass. The current abundance of federal fire funds 

should be used to follow-through on BLM post-fire rehab actions that have failed in 

the past (please evaluate all seedings and identify failures and causes of failure), or where 

crested wheatgrass and other exotics were planted as a first step in arid lands 

rehabilitation.  

 

BLM should use this EIS/PER as an opportunity to complete post-fire rehabilitation that 

has failed or had poor results on likely tens of millions of acres across the arid West. As 

part of this EIS/PER process, BLM should identify all lands where post-fire 

rehab/”emergency” stabilization with crested wheatgrass, intermediate wheatgrass and 

other exotics was conducted, and prioritize treatment of these lands to return them to 

native vegetation and restore natural fire cycles. 

 

Experimentation with new techniques should be limited to lands overrun by cheatgrass 

and crested wheatgrass seedings.   

 

For lands still in reasonable health with reasonable ecological integrity, passive 

treatments should primarily be applied. Techniques which minimize soil and native 

vegetation disturbance should be the first steps taken. Try these first. See if they work. 
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As the result of past proliferation of purposeful seedings of exotic species by BLM in te 

wake of past treatements or wildfire/ESR,  huge sterile monocultures of exotic species 

dominate millions of Idaho BLM lands. These seedings, a result of activities to produce 

forage, sometimes under post-fire ESR, have had disastrous consequences for native 

ecosystems. Plus, instead of restoring lands seeded immediately after fire to exotics, 

BLM instead has let these lands persist in a highly altered and unnatural condition. BLM 

now manages these seeded lands as permanent BLM sacrifice zones to the livestock 

industry – issuing TNR, converting TNR to permanent AUMs, etc. It is these post-fire 

seedings, a direct result of BLM’s short-sighted livestock forage or ESR efforts of the 

past, that have been used as the basis for massive AUM increases to wealthy permittees, 

in the Jarbidge Field Office.  

 

BLM must fully assess the impacts of these past actions in order to understand the 

context of your current decisionmaking process, as well as to assess environmental 

impacts and reasonably foreseeable outcomes. 

 

As part of this EIS, BLM must consider restoration of native vegetation on all lands 

initially seeded to exotics in past or future ESR activities. This NEPA document should 

include a timetable for accomplishing this.    

 

PREVENTION 

 

Arid lands may become so degraded that they can never recover. These communities 

have been described (Archer and Smeins 1991) as crossing a “transition threshold” –with 

loss of topsoil, dominant species that have become locally extinct, and introduced species 

that have become so dense that weedy annuals become the climax species. All efforts 

must be made to keep plant communities from crossing this threshold, and thus requiring 

massive amounts of funds and elaborate treatments to attempt restoration. 

 

Moderately degraded communities can become severely degraded if preventive action is 

not taken, or if new disturbance accelerates degradation or weed invasion. 

 

Pristine and near-pristine lands should be protected using all possible techniques, 

especially passive restoration techniques such as immediate removal or reduction of 

livestock disturbance. Such lands typically serve as important habitats for native species 

and protection of biodiversity. Economically, it is a lot more cost-effective to keep lands 

from becoming degraded than it is to conduct wide-scale treatments after they have 

become degraded. It is critical that a BLM Weed EIS do so.   

 

Prevention is especially important in upland communities, as they are less resilient to 

recovery following site disturbance than are riparian areas. Plus, the greater the aridity, 

the greater the difficulty of recovery. This may even vary within the same geographic 

area, as south and west faces are more likely to face cheatgrass invasion following 

treatments.  
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Almost universally, wetlands (springs, seeps, streams, playas, etc.) have been heavily 

damaged by livestock grazing and trampling activity. This has altered their morphology, 

areal extent of water tables/wetted soil areas, plant and animal species composition, plant 

and animal ecology.  However, the current path of agencies shifting livestock use onto 

upland sites to take pressure off riparian areas is an ecologically destructive path, and 

prevention must be conducted in an integrated way. Both the riparian and upland areas 

are undergoing desertification processes, which ultimately make them less resilient, and 

less likely to be able to be restored to native systems. 

 

ROLE OF DESERTIFICATION IN FUELS AND FIRE PROBLEMS AND 

ECOSYSTEMIC CHANGE 

 

Please see our “Additional Comments” explaining the role of desertification caused by 

livestock grazing and other activities in causing fuel and weed problems. 

 

WEEDS AND INVASIVE SPECIES 

 

Exotic species are invading lands in the Interior Columbia Basin and across the arid West 

at an alarming rate. Exotic species alter western ecosystems by increasing fire frequency, 

disrupting nutrient cycling and hydrology, increasing erosion, altering soil microclimates, 

reducing biodiversity, and reducing wildlife habitat.  

 

Disturbance related to livestock grazing, livestock grazing facilities, ORVs and extensive 

road networks are causes of weed invasion. Removing these sources of disturbance from 

“at risk” lands, and any lands that have been treated is a vital and integral part of any 

treatment, as well as prevention and restoration. 

 

Livestock and ORVs are weed seed vectors. Livestock carry weed seeds in fur, feces, 

mud on hooves, etc. They also disturb soils and created ideal sites for weed seed 

establishment (Belsky and Gelbard 1999).   

 

Recent observations show that exotics like cheatgrass and medusahead may be only the 

first in a wave of exotics and that new infestations of aggressive species such as white top 

or knapweed occur in areas overtaken by cheatgrass and medusahead. Thus, BLM’s 

current practice of using these weeded areas as “sacrifice zones” for excessive levels of 

livestock use, issuance of TNR, etc. only increases chances of invasion by new and even 

more aggressive exotic species, and continues to cause large-scale fires – Jarbidge BLM 

lands 2005 Clover Fire serves perfectly to illustrate this.    

 

REMOVAL OF LIVESTOCK 

 

Livestock grazing and trampling is the major cause of damage to upland plant 

communities and western ecosystems, and the major factor preventing recovery of these 

systems. 
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Removal of livestock, including through use of federal fire funds to permanently buy out 

grazing permits, must be a treatment that is evaluated under all alternatives. Lands should 

be prioritized for buyouts, based on the need for passive and active treatment measures to 

be applied.  

 

It makes no sense to spend hundreds of dollars an acre on “restoration”, or $40 an acre on 

a “prescribed” fire treatment if livestock grazing disturbance is then to again occur. 

Livestock are the primary cause of vegetation/fuels problems. Allowing the primary 

causal agent of weeds or fuels problems to then again be allowed to graze and trample 

these same lands, and cause a “need” for future treatments, makes no sense at all. BLM 

typically receives around 13 cents an acre annually for livestock grazing on these lands, 

so the economic folly of returning livestock to treated lands is extreme – just like the 

ecological folly. 

 

REST FROM LIVESTOCK 

 

BLM’s EIS and the “updated” EFR plans are woefully deficient in providing adequate 

periods of rest from livestock grazing following treatments. In order to determine 

necessary rest periods, BLM must understand the condition of the community pre-

treatment (see, for example, Eddleman et al 1994 describing poor or fair condition lands 

requiring signifcant periods of rest post-treatment). Specific time periods must be applied 

(5-10 year minimum), along with measurable recovery standards for soils, microbiotic 

crusts, herbaceous and woody vegetation recovery before livestock grazing can resume. 

 

FIRE 

 

BLM can not use “natural fire regimes”, historical ranges of variability and other models 

as a basis for any fire planning. The potential for anything resembling a ”natural ”fire 

regime has been drastically altered by 150 years of livestock grazing and other 

disturbance so that natural fire regimes no longer exist in many areas. The imposition of 

the disturbance that would mimic a natural fie cycle is likely only to further degrade 

values of public lands – soil water, watershed, wildlife and important and T&E species 

habitats. As part of its assessment, BLM must first determine the current condition of all 

the vegetation communities in the affected lands. This information must be newly 

collected as part of this process, since most BLM inventories, especially in these lands 

with ancient LUPs, are nearly 25 or more years old. This necessary is critical to 

understanding the risks of any treatment disturbance to these lands.    

 

We believe that until effective answers are found for the vexing problems of invasive 

weeds such as exotic annual grasses, a cautious and prudent fire suppression plan must be 

in place across arid lands of the Project area. This is also necessary because of the 

unnatural and unstable condition of many sites caused by 150 years of livestock grazing. 

 

FUELS REDUCTION 
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Shrub-Steppe Communities: Livestock grazing has fundamentally altered (and continues 

to alter and degrade) native understories, by killing and weakening native grasses and 

forbs and harming microbiotic crusts. As native bunchgrasses have been replaced by 

cheatgrass and other exotics in the wake of livestock grazing, plant communities are now 

subject to hot, early season fire instead of cooler, late-season fires.  Cheatgrass provides 

dense, continuous fuel that causes fires to flash across the landscape. Cheatgrass results 

in frequent re-occurrence of fire, preventing regrowth of native vegetation. Plus, 

cheatgrass litter chokes soil surfaces, preventing germination of native shrubs (sagebrush, 

rabbitbrush). Fuels reduction in sage-steppe communities should focus on restoration of 

these cheatgrass-invaded sites and damaged understories. This is the primary active 

restoration measure/treatment that needs to be taken to fundamentally alter the nature of 

fire in these arid lands. 

 

Low Elevation Forests: Here too, livestock grazing has fundamentally altered (and 

continues to alter and degrade) native plant understories. By creating abundant areas of 

bare soils, it creates ideal conditions for increased densities of young trees. These become 

the fire-prone doghair thickets of young trees that create ladder fuels and other incendiary 

conditions in arid forests.  

 

Before Euro-American settlement, periodic fire cleared Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir 

understories, and the build-up of fuels was too slow to create hot canopy fires. With 

Euro-American settlement, and continuing to the present: 1) Selective logging of large 

trees occurred, and small, highly flammable trees were left; 2) Fire control was instituted; 

3) Domestic livestock consumed grasses that carried low-intensity fires, and such fires 

became less frequent, and woody fuels built up.       

 

Hot fires occurred in the past, and were a part of natural forested ecosystems.  In many 

areas away from human habitation, fuel reduction may not be necessary. 

 

To prevent buildup of woody, highly flammable fuels in arid forests at times need to be 

let burn under carefully controlled conditions. This should only occur in lands that are not 

at risk to exotic species invasion in the post-fire environment. Selective logging of old, 

fire-tolerant trees must be halted. Domestic cattle and sheep grazing must be decreased or 

ended.     

 

JUNIPER, PINYON-JUNIPER 

 

Juniper and other woody vegetation throughout the West have been vilified by the 

ranching industry. Pinyon-Juniper and juniper on many BLM-managed lands have been 

greatly fragmented by purposeful fire, escaped prescribed fire and wild fire. BLM has not 

demonstrated that it can fix the cheatgrass mess it has made in juniper habitats, as with 

prescribed-fire on lands such as Rice Canyon in the Burley District. Until BLM shows it 

can show restoration of the many already treated arid sites and return them to good or 

better ecological condition, BLM should not set out on a course of new disturbance.   
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Juniper removal should be highly selective, individual tree cutting of smaller-sized trees. 

Fire or extensive soil disturbance paves the way for weedy species invasion in juniper 

communities. Grazing causes juniper expansion by destroying and weakening native 

understories, and altering natural cool burning fires and fire cycles.  

   

A CRITICAL AND METHODICAL EXAMINATION OF SUCCESS/FAILURE OF 

PAST BLM TREATMENT PROJECTS IS NECESSARY 

 

A careful scientific evaluation and assessment of past BLM “treatments” must be 

prepared. How many acres have been burned in prescribed fires? What post-fire 

management was done by BLM? What were the results? What are their current 

vegetative communities? What past herbiciding has been done by BLM? Where? How 

many acres? What were the results? How many acres, and where, was post-fire rehab. 

done? What is the current condition and vegetation of these lands? Please provide maps 

that adequately depict the above information.   

 

FIRE SUPPRESSION 

 

Fire suppression is critical in areas of high ecological value habitats that are “at risk” to 

exotic species invasion following fire, areas where irreplaceable ecological values, 

human life, or cultural resources are at stake. Effective fire suppression plans must be in 

place for these lands. This is a critical component of minimizing rapid weed dominance. 

 

BLM must provide information on the risks of prescribed fire escape, or raging out of 

control. This has happened repeatedly on Ely BLM lands, including near Cherry Creek in 

2005.  

 

Minimum impact suppression tactics should be followed. 

 

PRESCRIBED FIRE 

 

Prior to conducting any prescribed burn, BLM must establish a methodology to 

thoroughly consider and analyze, in an open NEPA process with full public comment and 

review periods, the following: 

 

Long-term damage to microbiotic crusts, soil erosion through wind and runoff events, 

long-term loss of nutrients from already nutrient-deficient landscapes, loss of native 

species, radionuclide levels in surrounding vegetation, interrelation between prescribed 

burns and other ”treatments” on neighboring federal/state/private lands, increased risks of 

exotic species invasions, impacts on habitat for native wildlife, indigenous uses of plants 

that may impacts, air quality impacts.  

 

We are very concerned that BLM may initiate a program of widespread “prescribed” 

burns on lands that have been, and continue to be, seriously damaged by livestock 

grazing and other abuses, and which will are very vulnerable to exotic invasions in post-

fire environments.    
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All fuels reduction projects must be based on comprehensive restoration assessments 

before any reduction takes place. 

 

USE OF LIVESTOCK AS A “TOOL”  

 

Livestock (cattle and sheep) should not be used as a “tool” or termed a “biological 

control”. They are only a temporary, stop-gap measure and simply mowing weeds to 

ground level does not address the fundamental problem of eliminating weeds, and getting 

native species to grow. Native species will not recover if sites are grazed by livestock. In 

fact, the extreme disturbance caused by livestock will make sites MORE fire prone, harm 

remaining native species, increase likelihood of new or accelerated weed invasions, and 

increase disturbance to, or competition with, native wildlife.  

 

In most instances, it would be just as effective to mow weeds as to use livestock, and 

would have far less impacts to soils. Plus, the possibility of introduction of new weedy 

species as a result of livestock disturbance would be minimized. BLM should examine 

the appalling fire history of the Jarbidge FO and assess how seeding of crested 

wheatgrass, harmful levels of livestock use, high stocking rates, etc. – have resulted in 

extensive and large acreage fires.     

 

USE OF HERBICIDES 

 

Herbicide use should be kept to an absolute minimum under all alternatives. Herbicides 

are known carcinogens. Many herbicides migrate in soils and infiltrate water supplies. 

Upper Snake River District’s disastrous experience with the herbicide Oust demonstrates 

the dangers of herbicide use in wild land settings, and how despite reassurances in EAs, 

things can go very wrong. Here, Oust blew on soil particles into neighboring fields, and 

inhibited crop germination. We have seen wild settings where application of Oust has 

likewise had disastrous results – including in the “dead zone” it created in Rice Canyon 

in the Burley Field Office, and in the Jarbidge WSA Middle Butte fire area. For several 

years prior to the Oust drift onto ag. crops disaster, the corporation that manufactured 

Oust aggressively marketed its use at weed seminars attended by federal agencies. We are 

quite suspicious of the role of chemical corporations in pushing the use of herbicides, and 

are alarmed that this harmful chemical is now being proposed by BLM for use. 

 

At the best, herbicide use is only a temporary measure or intermediate step to be used, 

and it does not address the basic causes of weed problems. A range of alternatives 

without use of sulfonylurea and acetolactate synthase-inhibiting herbicides should not be 

developed. This is essential due to the demonstrated ability of these chemicals to damage 

off-site plant species. 

 

We often encounter areas on public lands – such as leafy sprurge spraying in the Lost 

River Area or white top spraying near Battle Mountain or on the Owyhee Front  – where 

all native veg. has been killed by herbicides, and leafy spurge continues to thrive. The 
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role of continued livestock grazing post-treatment in continuing weed invasion must be 

addressed – and the EIS does not do this.  

 

MECHANICAL TREATMENTS 

 

BLM should focus on use of mechanical methods of weed control that have been 

identified as effective in current scientific literature (mowing, spot fire (flamer), weed 

eaters, mulching). 

 

Any mechanical removal of woody vegetation must be carefully conducted, and the 

current BLM mania to mow sagebrush sharply curtailed. Any removal of trees must be 

based on individual tree marking.  

 

All off-road travel should be minimized during any mechanical treatment. The DEIS/PER 

fails to take necessary measures to do this. 

 

All fuels reduction projects must be based on comprehensive restoration assessments 

before any reduction takes place. The DEIS/PER fails to provide any methodology to do 

so, and completely ignores restoration assessments.  

 

MIGRATORY BIRDS/CRITICAL PERIODS/SAGE GROUSE 

 

No treatments of any kind should be allowed during nesting periods for migratory birds, 

or in important or critical wildlife habitats during sensitive times of year such as winter in 

sage grouse wintering areas. The role of all past and proposed treatments on habitat 

fragmentation must be assessed. See Knick et al. 2003, Connelly et al. 2004 to understand 

the tremendous fragmentation that exists. 

 

BIOMASS PROBLEMS 

 

Use of material for biomass fuels should not be allowed. Biomass projects export 

nutrients from often nutrient-deficient sites, and reduce litter and ground cover, leading to 

greater site aridity. Biomass removal results in removal of woody debris and other 

important habitats for native wildfire, or plant materials that may be important for 

watershed stabilization, and that ultimately provides in-stream habitat structure for 

aquatic species, including TES fish species. Biomass use is an extractive, commercial use 

of public lands with widespread harmful ecological impacts.   

 

Nowhere does the EIS/PER address the acreage, location or expected impacts of biomass 

under the proposed actions. 

 

PREVENTION 

 

BLM’s vegetation efforts can not be limited to disturbance-style treatments alone. Plant 

communities which are still healthy should be managed in a way to effectively: 1) 

prevent their conversion to weed-dominated communities; 2) prevent loss of biodiversity; 
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3) prevent changes in their fire frequencies and intensities; 4) prevent the conversion of 

shrub lands to woody thickets.   

 

BLM’s DEIS/PER ignores analysis of a range of prevention-based Alternatives. 

 

EIS/PER ASSESSMENT 

 

An independent assessment of the “need” for the proposed actions, and the risks of 

undertaking new disturbance must be conducted as part of this process. We would like to 

be involved with this effort, and would be happy to provide you with a list of names of 

scientists that could be involved in this. This should be conducted by qualified ecologists 

not tied to Western Land Grant universities. 

 

A component of this should be an assessment of risks of new, additive or cumulative 

disturbances associated with the projects on top of existing disturbances. For example, if 

an area unrelentingly subjected to livestock grazing has previously been “thinned” by old 

herbiciding, or fire, what will the impact of a new treatment disturbance be on soils, 

vegetation, watersheds, water quality, native wildlife, etc.? 

 

We urge you to focus on actual Interfaces with habitation, and not the large-scale wild 

land disturbance you propose. 

 

ADDITIONAL SPECIAL STATUS, T&E SPECIES CONCERNS 

 

The actions of the EIS will have large-scale effects, ranging from increased 

sedimentation of bull trout and redband trout streams to major fragmentation of sage 

grouse, Brewer’s sparrow, pygmy rabbit, pinyon jay and other declining species habitats. 

The EIS fails to address this fragmentation, on top of the fragmentation that already 

exists – see, for example, the analysis of fragmentation on the Sage Grouse Conservation 

Assessment (Connelly et al. 2004). The EIS is lacking in basic information on soil 

stability, erosion hazard, wind and water erosion risks, etc. related to lands proposed for 

treatment.  

 

This is critical for understanding likely sedimentation into streams, site soil stability post-

treatment, likelihood of increased gullying, and other factors. Special status species 

habitats are faced with a broad array of escalating synergistic and cumulative impacts to 

habitats and populations – ranging from development of new livestock infrastructure and 

expanded water-hauling to energy developments such as wind or geothermal and 

associated roading and disturbance across public and private lands of southern Idaho.  

 

MONITORING AND MITIGATION 

 

We are extremely concerned that monitoring and mitigation in the DEIS/PER are not 

adequate and do not even begin to address the large-scale disturbance of plant and animal 

community composition, function and structure that undertaking the large-scale 

treatments will affect. 
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Monitoring. The EIS fails to provide necessary monitoring, and decisive actions that will 

occur post-treatment if treatment protocols, livestock rest, etc. is violated. BLM should 

establish specific post-treatment criteria for monitoring for livestock trespass, sound 

studies of soil health, stability and recovery, etc.  

 

Mitigation. Large blocks of land (> 10,000 acres) should be established within 

watersheds where no grazing or treatments are conducted, as reference areas for the 

outcomes/effectiveness/damage of the treatments that are proposed. Other mitigation 

includes termination of grazing disturbance on reference areas.  

 

POST-TREATMENT ACTIONS  

 

BLM current enforcement of grazing closure restrictions is incredibly lax – we have 

documented burn trespass after burn trespass where BLM has failed to administer more 

than a handslap - or simply ignored – permittee trespass of burns. For example – Rice 

Canyon – Burley BLM; Diamond A – Simplot livestock – Jarbidge BLM. Thus, we have 

no assurances that any livestock-related post-treatment measures will be followed, and 

these can not be used as “mitigation” for treatments. 

 

MITIGATION AND MONITORING 

 

BLM must develop adequate mitigation for activities carried out under this EIS. For 

example, if BLM wants to burn or thin 10,000 acres of sage grouse habitat, it should be 

removing livestock use from 10,000 acres of suitable habitat in order to provide better 

quality nesting and wintering habitat, not allowing livestock use to continue on 

neighboring lands.  

 

BLM must develop a comprehensive monitoring plan with specific schedules, with all 

monitoring to be funded as part of the original “treatment” cost. Otherwise, timely and 

necessary monitoring will never occur. 

 

USE OF NATIVE PLANTS AND LOCAL ECOTYPES 

 

BLM must commit to mandatory use of native species, and local ecotypes not over-s9zed 

cultivars, in all post-treatment plantings. BLM cannot rely on the old excuse of seed 

being unavailable or too expensive for use. Use of all native seed with commitments to 

reseed repeatedly must be part of the planning and funding for all projects. Planned 

development of reliable supplies of native ecotype seed sources is essential. 

 

WILDLANDS-URBAN INTERFACE 

 

Any habitation interface projects must focus on projects at the actual interface with 

inhabited lands. This is an area of 1/8 mile or less. Any interface projects must be tied to 

private landowners taking strict efforts to control any fire danger on their own private 

lands. Intensive wildland-urban interface treatments include thinning, pruning, mowing, 
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roof cleaning, replacement of flammable landscape and building materials). These actions 

should be limited to the interface, and the private property, and be use to create 1/8 mile 

of defensible space.  

 

In reality, the interface is to be the area where most federal fire funds are being spent. 

Instead, BLM across-the-board is roaming far from any real interfaces in projects being 

conducted. 

 

As part of this EIS, BLM should provide detailed maps of all interfaces, and a list and 

report of all criteria used to determine the existence of an interface.  

 

COST: BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

 

BLM must provide an adequate cost: benefit analysis of all actions. For example, what 

are the costs vs. the benefits of spending $100 an acre to treat/restore lands where 

livestock grazing will again soon resume? 

 

What are the costs to recreational uses of public lands of large-scale treatments? We have 

been repeatedly contacted by hunters, hikers and birdwatchers who have had recreational 

outings – or favorite recreational sites  - ruined by BLM “treatments”. What impact do 

such losses have on the local and regional economy? 

 

For example, in BLM’s flawed Burley FO Jim Sage EA, BLM planned to spend 6 million 

dollars to kill junipers “hazardous fuels” across an entire mountain range, despite 

widespread weed problems throughout the lower and middle elevations, and BLM 

grazing proposals underway would have increased grazing on the “treated” lands. Thus, 

taxpayers would have been funding increased livestock forage under the guise of fuels 

projects, while receiving only tiny amounts of grazing fee dollars in return. This is just 

the type of thing that we fear will occur under EIS/PER. 

 

BLM must adequately analyze a full range of alternatives based on sound economics. All 

alternatives should include use of federal fire funds to purchase grazing permits and 

permanently remove livestock from degraded lands, as this is a very foreseeable action 

during the life of this plan. We support an alternative that uses preventive measures and 

passive restoration techniques, addresses causal agents of fire/fuels/vegetation problems 

such as livestock and ORV use, and which minimizes risks of invasive species spread 

stemming from any treatment that is applied.  

 

WIND AND WATER EROSION  

 

Actions under the Alternatives of the EIS/PER will bring about widespread soil erosion 

and relocation in wind and water. In order to understand the impacts of the actions, the 

current condition of all lands (soils, veg, microbiotic crusts, etc.) must be thoroughly 

assessed. The EIS fails to assess effects of multiple or overlapping treatments. For 

example, how will herbicide runoff be accelerated in burned landscapes?  This also 

relates to air quality problems, and possible increased air or water pollution on top of 
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other pollutants. Recently discovered mercury contamination of Idaho waters and lands 

from gold roasting in Nevada must be considered in this analysis, also as these substances 

will pollute waters on top of the chemical, sediment or other substances from treated 

lands. 

 

RELATED ACTIONS 

 

BLM and the Forest Service often embark on fire-related/treatment projects. The 

interrelationships of all ongoing or planned activities in this region, including across 

ownership boundaries, must be fully explored.   

 

COMMITMENT TO OPEN NEPA PROCESS 

 

The BLM must require as part of the EIS/PER ROD that all future projects that are tiered 

or related to this EIS undergo, further environmental review at the level of an EA or EIS 

with full and open public comment and participation in the process. At present, agencies 

(such as Ely or Elko BLM) are conducting CEs, or closed door EAs (Spruce Mountain) 

for Treatments of every ilk, and barring the door on effective public input, and necessary 

environmental effects analysis. BLM just proposed changes that would allow grazing 

permit renewal to be conducted under CEs – thus there is no certainty that any 

environmental problems related to grazing will be fixed, or their impacts adequately 

assessed, on the lands where EIS/PER treatment would occur.  

 

POST-TREATMENT, EFR 

 

Idaho BLM’s recent ESR/EFR updated protocols were big disappointments and relied on 

limited, outdated, or no science and ignored many actions necessary to ensure site 

recovery. BLM should use this EIS process to set science-based post fire/treatment 

standards to be incorporated in all ESR agency plans. 

 

Use of Native Species: BLM must commit to use native species in all restoration seedings 

in all instances. In the past, BLM has used exotic, soil depleting crested and Siberian 

wheatgrasses, and aggressive, invasive, weedy forage kochia and intermediate 

wheatgrass. Instead of focusing on larger exotic plants (primarily because they produce 

livestock forage, no matter how limited its palatability), BLM must use natives, 

especially species like Poa sandbergii, bottlebrush squirreltail and Indian ricegrass in 

lower elevation sites. In the past, BLM has failed to rest lands for sufficient periods of 

time to allow successful establishment of seeded native species.  

 

As part of this EIS, please provide a science-based (not livestock-forage-based, but 

ecological science-based) assessment of predicted establishment times for seedings or 

recovery of native vegetation under the various environmental settings, and include in 

this predictions of “success” with specific livestock rest periods much greater thanare 

now applied. Please also thoroughly describe and assess the ecological impacts of the 

exiting seedings – impacts on soils, waters, vegetation, weeds, native biota, recreational 

and cultural concerns.  
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BLM must closely study the lessons provided by the bluebunch wheatgrass seeding in an 

ungrazed area near Kuna Butte in the Four Rivers FO – and any examples the agency 

may have across the West. Due to no grazing occurring for a decade, seeded bluebunch 

wheatgrass was surviving and thriving at low elevations. In addition, please use existing 

exclosures as reference areas for comparison of effects of no grazing for several years 

following a fire, vs. BLM’s typical woefully inadequate 2 growing season’s rest. There 

are also exclosures in the Jarbidge FO that can serve as reference sites and comparative 

examples. One is located north of Winter Camp Butte, others are near Roseworth. Please 

visit these sites, and quantify the differences between vegetation inside and outside these 

exclosures, and use this information in developing a realistic time frame for livestock 

exclusion from seeded lands.  

 

Sagebrush and other appropriate native shrubs (winterfat, shadscale, rabbitbrush) must be 

included in all post-treatment seedings, and repeated efforts must be made to establish 

native shrub cover, due to its importance to many native wildlife species.  

 

BLM must use some of its burgeoning fire funding to set up a reliable network and 

system for supply and storage of native seed, including locally adapted ecotypes, so that 

this native seed is readily available in the wake of fire. BLM will then no longer have the 

time-worn excuse that “we couldn’t get native seeds, so had to plant cwg”. It is time to 

act responsibly, and apply federal fire funds to setting up a reliable system of seed 

supply.  

 

BLM must also commit to re-seeding of natives in subsequent years, if initial seeding 

attempts are not successful due to drought or other factors. This must be factored into any  

 

No Need to Seed Herbaceous Species in Many Higher Elevation Sites  

 

Many higher elevation sites require NO seeding of herbaceous species post-fire. Only 

sagebrush or other native shrubs should be seeded in these lands. It is essential, however, 

that these sites receive adequate rest from livestock grazing so that understory 

components, including microbiotic crusts, can recover – this is essential to prevent new 

weed invasion. The two grazing season’s rest is not sufficient.   

 

BLM claims it may reseed or replant areas with “desirable” vegetation when the plant 

community cannot receive and occupy the site sufficiently. BLM provides no 

methodology or protocol used for making such determinations. 

 

Livestock Trespass, Other Post-Fire Non-Compliance: As part of this NEPA process, 

BLM must review records of livestock trespass or non-compliance, and assess its 

frequency and impacts to treatment outcomes. What are the impacts of trespass on 

outcome of rehab efforts? BLM must also provide strict penalties for post-fire trespass by 

livestock on burned areas. As taxpayers often have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars 

on post-fire rehab and other ESR activities, accountability and effectiveness of rehab is 

essential. Please describe how trespass may harm any site recovery. For example, 
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trespass has been a tremendous problem in Burley BLM lands, and documented by 

Miriam Austin of WWP and others over the years. The trespassed public lands at Rice 

Canyon and in the Goose Creek watershed of Burley BLM provide a perfect example of 

BLM Post-fire failures to control livestock.     

 

Livestock Facilities: Post-treatment actions/EFR must sharply limit the use of federal fire 

funds in construction of post-fire livestock facilities. BLM’s typical response to 

fire/treatment is to place a fence, often permanent, around the perimeter of the disturbed 

area, and often to develop additional water facilities outside the fenced/treated/burned 

area. These actions (fences that often become permanent, new water facilities) are NOT 

part of post-fire/post-treatment rehab, they are part of livestock management on 

surrounding lands. Such projects inflict, in an unplanned and unnecessary manner, a new 

array of disturbances to wildlife habitats already impacted by fire disturbance. Existing 

pasture fences should be used, and new fences should not be built. 

 

There are many harmful impacts of barbed wire fences and other livestock facilities – 

posts serve as perches for predators, observation points for brown-headed cowbirds. Plus, 

fences cause avian mortality from collisions. New water sources lead to rapid disturbance 

and depletion of lands in the areas surrounding them, placing additional stress on native 

ecosystems and dependent species.  

 

WWP strongly supports using existing unburned pasture or allotment boundary fences as 

the structures that restrict livestock from burned or treated lands. By closing these 

somewhat larger land areas to livestock grazing, BLM will also provide some better grass 

cover and habitat for species like sage grouse, that face habitat loss and fragmentation as 

lands burn. A 4-5 year closure of the pasture or allotment will result in ungrazed areas 

that help to provide grasses of sufficient height, or other necessary habitat components, 

for sage grouse and other native wildlife. Only temporary facilities should be allowed, if 

any are used at all  – primarily electric fences. All post-fire rehab plans must specify 

removal dates for any livestock facilities that result from fire rehab activities. However, 

temporary electric fences have a long track record of failure – please review information 

in Burley and Challis BLM files concerning woeful trespass of burned areas or sensitive 

riparian areas that resulted from the use of temporary fences, rather than removing 

livestock to existing pasture or allotment boundary fences . 

 

AUMs Should Not Be Shifted Elsewhere: BLM should not shift AUMs from treated 

lands to other areas. All AUMs from burned lands should be placed in temporary 

suspension until rehab, or restoration, success occurs. 

 

Regrettably, in some recent post-fire documents, BLM has merely been shifting livestock 

use elsewhere, and thus impacts of livestock on watersheds, wildlife, habitat, etc. are 

magnified and amplified to the detriment of native species and the ecosystems upon 

which they depend. BLM has never assessed the impacts of these shifted AUMs. 

 

Area of Rested Lands Must Provide Habitat for Native Wildlife: BLM must protect land 

areas sufficient to provide habitat for sustaining viable and healthy populations of native 
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wildlife as part of all treatment or ESR activities and decisions. This is particularly 

important for declining shrub-steppe species that are facing accelerated habitat loss and 

fragmentation (Knick et al. 2003, Connelly et al. 2004). BLM must assess the status of 

populations and habitats within the larger landscape area, and determine the likely effect 

of a fire on special status species and other important biota. BLM must also act to take 

protective measures – not only on the fire-affected allotments, but also on surrounding 

lands, and to buffer habitat loss until the habitat that has been lost can be restored.      

 

Watersheds/Water Quality: Resting sufficient areas – burned and unburned, treated and 

untreated - is essential for watershed protection. 

 

Risk Assessments: BLM must conduct assessments of the risks of seeding failure/loss, 

increased depletion, weed invasions, under various post-treatment grazing strategies and 

across a broad range of alternatives. What are the risks of seeding weakening and 

depletion if grazing is allowed to resume too soon? 

  

Minimal Use of Chemicals: BLM must strive to minimize use of chemicals in wild land 

settings. An increasing segment of the public has health problems related to chemical 

sensitivities. Chemicals may leach into water, blow on eroding soils into other sites. 

Wind erosion is far more significant in post-fire environments, as dark bare soil surfaces 

heat up, with the result of funnel-cloud erosion/dustdevils blowing soils away. Cancer, 

respiratory problems and many other human health effects of herbicides and other 

treatment chemicals are well-known.  

 

If BLM chooses to use chemicals, the treated lands, and surrounding areas, must be 

posted with signs IN ADVANCE that warn the recreational public of chemical use and 

possible exposure. BLM’s disastrous use of Oust demonstrates the uncertainty associated 

with use of chemicals in wild land settings, where wind erosion or water runoff may 

transport chemicals to unintended areas with unintended consequences.   

 

Periods of Rest: BLM must require adequate periods of rest from all livestock grazing to 

ensure that full recovery, or establishment of seeded vegetation, occurs. This time period 

is much longer than BLM ever requires, and is often dependent on the condition and 

health of vegetation communities pre-fire. Eddleman et al. (1994) described 4-5 year 

periods of rest as necessary for degraded western juniper communities. 

 

Low elevation sagebrush-steppe communities may require a decade or more, and 

repeated seeding efforts during periods of favorable weather, to allow re-establishment of 

native vegetation. The EIS plan must address these necessary periods of rest, and not base 

its actions on the convenience of the livestock industry. 

 

Commitment to Rehab. Time periods sufficient to achieve adequate and healthy native 

vegetation communities, must be mandatory. A reasonable time period would be 5-10 

years, given the vagaries of weather and drought cycles in depleted arid low elevation 

lands. 
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What About Restoration? “Rehabbing” in the BLM sense, is vastly different from 

restoration to a full component of native vegetation and ecological processes. Under what 

circumstances will BLM undertake Restoration?   

 

Analysis of Past EFR/Rehab/Restoration Actions. As part of this NEPA process, BLM 

must assess all its post-fire rehab herbicide use efforts and seedings in the past 30-40 

years, or however long records have been kept. For example, which cwg seedings in the 

Jarbidge were planted, when? With what species? What is their current condition? 

 

Following this, BLM must collect site-specific data on the current condition, health, 

wildlife, recreational and other values of these areas seeded post-fire. How many new 

fences, pipelines, troughs, etc. have been built using ESR funds, or federal fire funds? 

What impacts have they had?  A complete analysis must be presented in this NEPA 

document. 

 

Economics: A complete analysis of the costs and benefits of spray/treatments must be 

provide. What is the per-acre dollar cost of all actions under all alternatives? What are the 

ecological costs/benefits of these actions? 

 

BLM must also assess impacts of poor pre-fire land conditions and management on the 

outcomes of any post-fire recovery, and of the likelihood of success of any post-fire 

rehab.  

 

We believe you must provide extensive analysis of the impacts of post-fire “salvage” 

logging or thinning. Is that contemplated under this EIS/PER? If so, what are its impacts 

to soils, vegetation, weed invasion risks, wildlife habitats, fisheries, recreational and other 

uses of the affected lands? What have been the impacts to, and what is the condition of, 

lands where this has occurred in the past?  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Katie Fite 

Western Watersheds Project 

PO Box 2863 

Boise, ID  83701 

208-4291-1679 
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purpose or utility modifiers). Surfactants are one type of adjuvant tliat makes the herbicide more etTective by 
increasing absorption into the plant, for example. 

Adjuvants (including surfactants) and other ingredients are not under the same registration guidelines as afC 

herbicides, The EPA classifies these compounds into fl)ur lists hased on the available toxicity information. lfthe 
compounds are not classit1cd as toxic, then all information on them is considered proprietary and the manufacturer 
need n01 disclose their identity. Therefore, adjuvants and other ingredients generally do not have the same amount 
of research conducted or label disclosure on their effects as do active ingredients. In general, adjuvants compose 

a relativelysmall portion of the "olume uf~erbicidc appliedII._ I" " f~ .. ,/c''; -': -, f-', 
® /;--dU£!1-tki-<-'''1/ 'WvrcfucJJ1~;f~ Ct:i/i(dlfi"( 1\ F .AII !;?i 'hji:~ti) v< :/·h-7/, 
A risk assessment has only been completed for one commonly used non-ionic surfactant type, nonylpbenol 
pOlyethoxylate (NPE) (Bakke 2003), NIT is found in these commercial surfactants at rates varying from 20 to 
80 percent NPE is formed through the combination or ethylene oxide with nonylphenol (NP). and may contain 
small amounts ohm-reacted NP, NP and NPE are weakly estrogenic in aquatic and terrestrial organisms (1000 to 
100,000 times weaker than natural estrogen). NP and NPE are not toxic to soil microbes, NP is highly toxic to 

many aquatic organisms at low concentrations (EPA 2007b), . ;-., . A' J 'i)j)i. _ /J1<-jJ,<c.,L;;'. ,I 
® w Butt d'$&>'vIn1{w/ 11<; ~ vI- Kif tU' JI1ffk f-ir qld r) :? j-i. p:vr (615'1' ifl) 

The adjuvant R-II is a nonylphenol ethoxylate tbat is acutely toxic to aquatic life (Stark and Walthall 2003) and 
is suspected to be an endocrine-dismpting chemical (Bakke 20(3), The BLM has decided to suspend the use of 
R-II in its herbicide applications and it is not evaluated further here, 

Differences in the Numher of Herbicides Proposed East and West of the Cascades 

Under Alternatives 3 and 4, districts east and west ofthe Cascades identified different program needs, Differences 
in the number of herbicides available on the east and west of the Cascades under these alternatives are likely 

ba~ed on ~tiffer~nces in nati~ vegetatio~ t~pes a~d invasiJc plant. 0~cur~enc9', ~_1Juf~; . is ('4/,{JIyt1 4~l8~ J;J 
(I .... rAJ &~l-T Sfrvr?v0.i!--{?'($S r e: ft/j/!--1. 8:r.>(.;-r;T~- ,/ 1'1--;:; ~/I t;;. ....- ("Mh'! I'i" ,.-;;/!,-{YJ-r://?/IC1 ,:;?-, 

Aerial application is prohibited under Alternatives 3 and 4 west of the Cascades due to higher population and 

stream densities. :ii)7lch IS lud--retv.;4(14I'VO 'j!/'-ci0;-JY.f-rr:er,r-
/ I;;;:; If- J-./!£,f{ ~f177Ha '";/ 2/1'j) JJ;iiuAf uk 

Provision for Adding Herbicides in the FutureiYl1' /, .1/.', J' ,'On 0' _,I L I, ,1'1 / I ,~ 
v~ it-~A'-u;(A-1.J1 ,·0/181/,)-

Additional herbicides beyond the 18 included in the Record of Decision for the PElS could become available 
for BLM use in the future if: I) they are registered by the EPA for use on one or more of the Oregon land 
types l

; 2) the BLM (nationally) determines that the benelits of use On public lands outweigh the risks to human 
health and the environment; 3) they meet the evaluation criteria to ensure that the decision to use the active 
ingredient is supported by scientific evaluation through human health and ecological risk assessments and NEPA 
documentation; and, 4) they are included in appropliate site-specific NEPA analysis, Tbese evaluation criteria and 
how they are processed at the national level are discussed in more detail in Appendix 4, No "future" herbicide is 
assumed or analyzed in this ElS, 

Forestland; rangeland; riparian or aquatic; oil, gas, and mineral sites; rights-of-way; and, recreation and cultural sites. 
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Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in Oregon 

An indeterminate (smaU) 
percentage of treatments 
might be done by horseback. 
This would likely occur 
in areas where ATV 
access was not practical 
(e.g. susceptible hahitat, 
\vilderness areas. areas with 
steep terrain), but where a 
larger tank size was needed. 

This EIS addresses making various herbicides 
available to BLM's existing vegetation 
management program. Non-herbicide treatments 
are already addressed in Resource Management 
Plans and related project NEPA analyses, and 
discussed in the National Vegetation Treatments 
Programmatic Environmental Repon (PER). 
However, to assist in cumulative effects 
analyses, descriptions arnon-herbicide treatment 
methods arc included here. (Non-herbicide 
treatment acres for invasive plants are included 
on Table 3-3) 

As willi herbicide application methods, the 
type of non-herbicide treatment method chosen 
depends on the treatment objective (eradication 
or reduction); accessibility, topography, and size 
of the treatment area; characteristics of the target 
species and the desired vegetation; location of 
susceptible areas and potential environmental 
impacts in the immediate vicinity; anticipated 
costs; equipment limitations; meteorological and 
vegetative conditions of the treatment area at the 
time of treatment; and, other fllCtors. 
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For Alternatives 4 and 5, the number of~oad and power line rights-of-'vvay miles, BLM road miles, and the 
number and nature of other BLM and cooperator dcveiopments were compiled, and existing NEPA and other 
planning documents for these developments, as well as maintenance histories and needs for these developments, 
were examined, These helped guide district estimates of acres of treatment ~1eeds for these two alternatives. 
Once treatment acres had been estimated, district experts determined which herbicides could be used for those 

/reatments. For example, 700 acres oCroad might be treated with triclopyr, glyphosate, or 2,4-D (or a tank mix 
ithat would include some mixture of these three). For analysis purposes, Table 3-.1 refiects this by reporting a 

weighted average of these acres under each herbicide; Table 3-4 shows the estimated range and weighted average 
of those acres. 

... " ,. . , 
' .. 

Managel";Jlt obj~diV~: Alt4: Use 12-16 herbicides '. I 
yegetatioll'treatlllcnt ill to control invasivc"wceds, AU 5: Use 18 herbicides to 

lIeJ'bicille ROWs, a<lJllin;sites, ~J1d pests-anil' diseases; aIt'd control vegetation (weighted 
recreation sites untler Alt. 4 meet other management average) 

." . - I· (weighted average) objectives (weighteli-average) . 

.-
2,4-D 

I 

0- ),<JOO 1i.3(}() ~,700 10.4110 (5,700) 6.70() . 12.400 (7.900) 
~ 

_. 
Dicamba o - 3,~OO (800) 1.1 Oil 4.700 1i.7(0) I.IIIO-~.700(1,700) , 

-,,~""'-,-"'~""-----
._.- -- -." """"""-------~"'-- .. -.... ~-.J 

Glyphosate o -7.]()1I (l.5()O) 3.000- 9.700 (4,200) .1.100· <J.kOIl (4,300) . 
--' 
, Picloram 0- 3,200 ("00) 2,ROO - 5,')00 (3,400) 

'I 

2,800 - 5,900 (3,40ri 

Bromacil 0- 3,500 (700) 0- 3,700 (700) 100·3,800 (800) 
1---- --_. 

Chlorsulfuron 0- 4,1 00 (800) 3,300···7,400 (4.100) 3,400·7,500 (4,200) 
"-'--- .. --"-

Clopyralid I 0- 3,200 (600) 1,800 - 4,800 (2,300) 1,800·4,800 (2,300) 
• - .. 

Diftufenzopyr + 
0 0 

i 

200 
Dicamba 

. . 

Diquat 0 0 200 
.. -

Diuron O· 3,700 (800) 0 3.800 (800) 0- 3,800 (800) 
- -,-- - .. 

Fiuridone 0 300 

I 
300 

Hexazillone 0- 1,000 (300) 300 . 1,000 (400) 300· 1,000 (400) 
\--- -'"'_.,",. _. 

lmazapic I 0- 2,800 (600) 13,900 .. 16,400 (14,100) 1. 15,900 - 18,400 (16,200) 
1---. t·- -

Imazapyr 0-· 1,800 (500) 2,200 3,800 (2,500) 2,200-3,800 (2.500) 
- "--~-,. --

Metsulfuron methyl o - 4,500 (1000) 2,600 - 6,800 (3.300) 2,700-6,900 (3,300) 
.. -

Sulfometuron methyl 0··-3,800 (800) I 500 ····4,300 (l.200) 700 - 4,500 (l.400) 
1-----

Tebuthiuron 

t 
() - 1 no (100) 100-700 (100) 400- 1,000 (400) 

-,,- .. 

Triclopyr () - 5,000 (l200) 3,000 -7,900 (3,900) 3.300- 8,200 (~::,q~ 
"""-

Total Herbicide l 9,400 45,100 50,000 
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Under Alternatives 2 and 3, herbicide application would happen with methods that would seek to avoid all non
target vegetation: that is, native (non-invasive) vegetation would be avoided with the use of selective herbicides or 
selective application methods. Under Alternatives 4 and 5, some applications would be to control all vegetation 
in administrative sites and recreation sites, which would likely change application selectivity. Under power lines 
west of the Cascades, a goal is to establish low growing vegetation and to prevent tree re-sprouting. This would 
most likely be done with spot or selective treatments. However, on roads, application would likely be performed 
by a truck with a mounted sprayer, as the goal would be to remove most vegetation, including vegetation 
invading pavement edges and vegetation that limits visibility. Most treatments on administrative or recreation 
sites would be spot treatments: however, some would use application methods and herbicides that would remove 
all vegetation. Habitat improvements, allowed under Alternatives 4 and 5, would be selective in order to keep 
desired vegetation. 

Total treatment acres are similar under Alternatives 1 and 2; most acres that would be treated with herbicides 
under Alternative 2 would be treated through other methods under Alternative 1. Fire would increase by more 
than 300 percent and manual and mechanical methods would increase by about 150 percent. 

Herbicide treatment acres increase by 13,600 acres annually (nearly double the acres) between Altel11atives 2 and 
3, but use of the four herbicides available under Alternative 2 would decrease 52 to 83 percent under Alternative 
3. A majority of the increase in Alternative 3 is because of the availability of imazapic, which would be used 
on 11,500 acres, primarily east of the Cascades, to control monocultures of invasive annual grasses such as 
cheatgrass and medusahead. These acres are shown as an estimated annual average; at least some of the imazapic 

I 
use would be to prevent invasive grass reinvasion after major fires and a 50,000-acre treatment every 6 or 8 
years would be a possible scenario. It would also be used to reduce invasive grass fuels hazards in the wildland
urban interface around rural communities, and as part of a fire-imazapic-seeding restoration treatment. Only 
monocultures of invasive plants would be treated with a boom; the majority oIlhe treatments under Alternative 

~ 3 would be done with selective methods. Seeding and planting andfJrescribed fire would increase significantly 
\ between Alternatives 2 and 3. These acre;;;;ould oft';ri-b(;-dupliC1rtive to acres of herbicide treatments and would 

be part of restoring invasive weed monocultures to native vegetation. 

Alternative 4 (the proposed action) would, in addition to invasive plant treatments, add 2,000 acres annually 
west of the Cascades and 12,800 acres annually east of the Cascades. One-third of this would be for habitat 
improvements in Conservation Strategies; the remainder would be ibr administrative site, right-olCway, and 
recreation site treatments. Right-of-way treatments would usually be accomplished by the permit holder (e.g., the 
power or pipeline owner). :2;) ~/'$ 1~5 ~ ~f-n tvn4e~t;/~A' / /t.~_ 
; '1- }urI> f~ I-v.z-<-. ~ L-£.U i #t.p~ If4.& Itfi.1/ ~ Iv tI!r.J i-0(/1t5 
Alternative 5 allows the use of herbicides for any non-commodity use. The acres (200 acres annually west of 
the Cascades and 4,700 acres annually east of the Cascades) that could be treated under Alternative 5 but not 
under any other alternative are primarily additional babitat improvement projects (e.g. reducing Western juniper 
encroachment into important sagebrush habitat). JIf.t-t,~ ~ k ~~ IVt~;{;..tiv;{'&t 
k ~f!,1-;n5 1vhR.-.lU<Y/fvAJft~fo ii?~ /5 i'ttUkPn~- J 
Under all alternatives, about 50 percent of the 2,4-D acres shown on Table 3-3 would be at low doses (oz. per 
acre) in a tank mix with other herbieid,;s. LI?<-t-,mk- .P~rhvt..e:' /jf,<h~;j>,,t[ !~ 
A-r~ '1~Irte/e.lr~~ ~f~td~AA.I YtI/j;re S~>M.) () 

Non-Invasive (Native) Vegetation Management ~ ~~ d~q;oJ)fft., 

In addition to invasive plant treatments listed lor Alternative 3 on Table 3-3 (and footnoted to apply to 
Alternatives 4 and 5 as well), Alternative 4 would pernlit the use of herbicides lor native vegetation treatments 
for rights-of-way, administrative sites, recreation sites, and limited ha itat improvement treatments. Alternative 

f-Mrf-~ !~d)~-h , ~ftur£~ '65 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Chapter 3: Background and Assumptions for Effects Analysis 

ESTfMATIW CHANGE IN NATIVE VEGETATION ANNUAL TREATMENT ACRES 

Total Native 

I Vegetation 
treated under 

"-

Treatment of 
\ nat)ve vegetation 
I on rio-hts of way I 0 

- -
I administrative 

I 
sites, and 

recreation sites 
I " 

TreatmcntOf'I-~ n native vegetation I 
for habitats as I 

described in I l 
I Conservation Treatment of 

Strategies and Total Native I native vegetation Total Native 
Conservation Vegetation treated i for healthy Vegetation treated 

I Alternatives 1~3 i under AlternatIve Agreements under under Alternative ecosystems under i under Alternative 
(no-action) 4 I Alternative 4 4 Alternative 5 l 5" 

Method WS ES WS ES WS ES WS ES WS ES WS ES 
Herbicides 0 0 1900 7500 200 550n 2100 13000 200 4700 2300 17700 

Mechanical NA NA -1710 -6750 -42 -1155 -1752 -7905 -42 -987 -1794 -8892 
-:-:---- -" 

Manual NA NAI -190 -750 -28 -770 -218 -1,520 -28 -658 -246 -2178 
-,-" 

i Net change in I 

I 
total native 

I ! , 

-I 
, 

vegetation I 

01 30551 ~60 I ~',treated - oL 130 3575 13.2.1 3,575 130 6630 

c~ 1f'5/UtL & l'tutaviO'M Gwkl'U <-tetJ57;;~ If~ bx:k ~~ ~ k 
I(Jsrc-r?'Y{7~-f.ef ~ lA-naerj-o//?l/b7 h1y/r -~, ~~tk f f-~ k 
Applicator Certification /WvL-~ ~Ur~~. 4f f11.tJJr t:J;;ut>I/J1f Jcwb/~fdL k4e--

~ /fIt-> /~ f..-o k..:Jh Y r.ej/uK ~ I'r04-r~~~ 
Per BLM Policy, all herbicide application is canied out by certified applicators or under the direct supervision 6-.,.;;:,~. 
of a certified applicator" Certified applicators must attend pesticide training and successfully complete a e"" ~ 
comprehensive certification exam to receive a three-year certification" Certification is issued by the BLM's,. ': ~ 
Washington Office, and a roster of certified pesticide applicator personnel is maintained in the Washington ~ .. "" 'e ~ 
(USDI 1992c)" In addition, the Oregon BLM hires contractors that are celiified and licensed by the OregOl~'::;- ;; " 

!}J ;,~P;:;n;;:;~:r:~~c:::;;;i:~;hh req~iref::J:;~and c::;t. ~~:;;q$ 
j LGki~~ nM -I,,;<I"Z h«rtud5 ~ rI$MPj, , r. SI'1&, ~-

Risk Assessments $< a1£av~41>11£WJ 
I h~ ; It krk!lhtt. tvu l>" k« if Uttl[{m>. 

,ii One of the Purposes identified in Chapter lIS: 6" It/it! 
Prevent herbicide control treatments from having 2"~7 
unacceptable adverse effects to applicators and i. v?J2-
the public, to desirableflora and fauna, and to '~/(,( 
soil and water" To help address this PUipose, this 
EIS relies on BLM andlor Forest Service-prepared 
human health and ecological risk assessments for 
the 18 herbicides analyzed in this EIS" These risk 
assessments are included in this EIS as Appendix 

Acute toxicity: The quality or potentia! of a substance to 
cause injury or illness shortly ailcr exposure through a single 
or short-term exposure. 

Chronic toxicity; The ability of a substance or mixture of 
substances to cause hannful effects over an extended period, 

, usually upon repeated or continuous exposure sometimes 
lasting for the entire life of the exposed organism. 

8: Risk Assessments, and total over 6,000 pages. The risk assessments are used to quantitatively evaluate the 
probability (i"e" risk) that herbicide use in wildland settings might pose harm to humans or other species in the 
environment As such, they address many ot'the risks that would be faced by humans, plants, and animals, 
including Bureau Sensitive and Federally Listed species, from the use of the herbicides, The level of detail in the 

@r~~:a;:f1 w;:;a~:;11e;;:~~L=~=~A'S regIstratIOn e;m~~ k;r-
~e-e-i hH~It~-/v 'k Jl'lI!CUtj1teiz,ti4J Jvf 
~~~if:i ~~f't7Jn.~ trr1/(i ~~~67 
tf ~ /U-rbr'U'A.L~,!; 17f.4<L-tnlX;·e:irJ>/J-£i~rr{h~/~ 



T \BLE 3-10' Hl'M \N HF \l I'll <\ND EcOl OC](' \l RISK ASSESSMENT SOt'RCFS 

2A-D 

Bromacil 

Chlorsulfuron 

Clopyralid 

Dicamba 

Diquat 

Diuron 

! Fluridone 

Glyphosate 

Hexazinone 

Imazapic 

Imazapyr 

Metsuliuron methyl 

Overdrive (Dif/ujenzopyr + 
dicamba) 

Difiufenzopyr 

Picloram 

Sulfometllfoll methyl 

Tebuthiuron 

Triclopyr 

12007 PElS: Risk Assessments developed for the 2007 Vegetation Treatments US'ing Herbicides on Bureau a/Land Management 
1 Lands in 17 Western States Programmatic Enl"ironmenlalImpact Statement. 
- 2005 FS E1S: Risk Assessments developed for the 2005 Pacffic Northwest Region Inva.sive Plant Program Final Environmental 

Impact Statement. These risk assessments are both human health and ecological. For chlorsulfuron and dicamba, the BLM has a 
1 1 mOre recent ERA and HHRA (respectively), so only the remaining pmt of the FS Risk Assessment was used. 

991 BLM EIS: Human Health Risk Assessments adopted with the 1991 Vegetation Treatments on BLM Lands Record 0/ Decision, :d originally developed for the Forest Service's 1988 U.a:wging Competing and Unwanted Vegetation Final Environmental 
:':"~lhe 'Pact Statement as part of a I-IBRA that covers 16 herblcldes. 

" 2,4~D Risk Assessment was replaced in 2006. 
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Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides Oft BL1\1I Lands in Oregon 

ARI is a fonnula for combining LOCs for all exposure avenues (oral, dermal, inhalation), each witb different 
uncertainty factors) and comparing them with the exposure levels that would occur in tile scenarios 111 the risk 
assessments. ARIs less tban 1 indicate a concern from at least one of the exposure avenues (EPA 2001 b:Sl-55). 

Forest Service Risk Assessments 
The Forest Service risk assess_ments are very similar to the BL:rv1's. The Forest Scrvict: risk assessments 
established a Hazard Quotient (HQ) for every herbicide and established risk categories as follows: 

o 
L 

No Risk 
Low Risk 

~N~/yAe/5~ 
HQ < LOC for the species ¥$ 1'~:;/~~'1':::5-IOf;~ 
HQ"" I to 10 times tl,e LOC" for the species '-Ituf!..tie tv r~f tIL--

M Moderate Risk HQ = IOta 100 times tbe LOC for the species r~iJkctu~.R/f2<.-,k J 

H I'· hR'k HQ 100' h LOC- I . /n4b/t;!;";'th/,?t<ipv1~~u_ '1Ig . IS > tmlest e 10rt1espeCles A J, vt J. _"'" J . .J~ 
",r,n J rur /'Ukf/f\) ru .H_ 

,?:/,.ee;.es, LeIMf'>V2- 1iJ17,>c '1<1< LtJ(!. 
The HQ is calculated using the Reference Dose (RID) and the ToxicIty Index (Tl). The RID is the dose that an 
organism would be exposed to under the test scenario;. the Tl is tbe toxicity of the herbicide and the flO is tbe 
RID divided by the TI. An llDcertainty factor can be brought in if it is thought that a species (or a particular 
individual within the species) is particularly susceptible to herbicide use, or that tbe single dose docs not 
represent long-term exposure. fJllrR.- £fJ)st4<-d7.:/:5 I7V £!3'ts ,yTRV5 0)C~ ~ 
~~ tt.u ,'t;; I'0J ~4r~ "" M-C.z....tweJF'GURf 3-1. BAsts FOR RISK ASSESSMENTS 

Figure 3-1 shows the basis for risk assessments,.>'d il<.h::er--------------------1. 
which consists ofthe following parts: 

Hazard Characterization: what are the 
dangers inherent with tbe herbicide? (e.g. 
endocrjne disruption, cancer causing, etc.) 

Exposure Assessment: who could come into r q,"t.;;~ 
contact and bow much? (specific exposure 

~"l"i'l7< c scenarios) 

Dose Response Assessment: how much 
is too much? At what dose are observable 
effects observed? 

Risk Charactcrization: indicates whether or 
not there is a plausible basis for coneern (HQ 
or RQ) 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

Hazard 
Identification 

.. ·.·.,· .. ·.·.·.·,.·.'.7··.··,·'·,·.'.,· .. '.· .• · ..•. · •......•.. ~~. . 
... ~.' .... \i Q

;· 

Exposure 
Assessment 

".'\. 
Dose .. Response 

Assessment 

Risk 
Characterization 

13 As noted in the previous discussion, LOes are generally set at 1/10\1\ of the LOAEL. Thus an HQ of I to 10 tiines LOC is equlya!cnt 
to an HQ of 0 to 1 in the 2005 Forest Service Invasive Plant EIS (USDA 2005:4-73). The Forest Service EIS goes on to explain "The 
threshold is intended to help reviewers distinguish moderate risks (HQ=2 to 10 [HQ = 20~ 1 00 in this £IS J), which could in most 
cases be mitigated through exposure-reducing project design criteria from significant health risks (HQ> 10 [HQ>100 in this £IS}) that 
could be difficult to mitigate inVorst-Casc situations occur at the project leveL For specific situations where a HQ> J 0 [HO> 100 in 
this FrS] is identified, the specific pbysiologic effect and the relationship between the NOAEL and the LOAEL may be evnhwtcd to 

more precisely determine whether a toxic dfect is actually likeJy to occur (Durkin, personal communication):' (USDA JOG5 :..i-n). 
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~ M;,fJ~'iPuft'fvItk£i:muI/2AM?'£!SI' 71) 
contact or ingestion of an herbicide; dnP' SOP",? k ' f~ ~ ~~~ 
IOvaSlve plants; and, j:; ~ II-!W-!tr.e ~ JtA-t.~I?rh. 72u'J: ;~5 
non-herbicide treatments. I . 1-,. I,!, ./. L- f I. I ~dJ.. J f'. 

tJrtJtU1 IMr'TlUU'j" r r451-1. PLU-!s/u+7 JWv V' ~ So 1'i1'f/ 

Standard Operating Procedures, PElS Mitigation Measures, Risk, and the Potential 
for Adverse Effects ~ f:-t!/('1~ .b~~~a-tL 1/ti3a-trMti-uor 

(b /WI ',bnulrubte'j tJr ~ '0C~/M . ~ tV4ttr4ute...a& !4</OY YLO-'/Icd:!5 I1H4-L 
The ELM has a long history with herbicides. As a result, numerous handbooks and other policy materials have 
been developed governing the use of these herbicides. For the PElS. direction from these policies was gathered 

~ 
and labeled as SOPs (see Appendix 2). Efteets described in the PElS and this ElS are predicated on application 
of the SOPs or that a site-speciflc determination is made that their application is unnecessary to achieve their 

intended purpose and protection. ~ s" ic<.e S~ {) f1~ j?ffUd.wrtN~ I/IJ~~ / ' 
MO.r ~'?! '(jv-IM. -t.!fuJ;;1 ~;k.o' Inif.t./r; £LS -t-£15 ~/,redrUtcJc?/A.. 01';: U~ 

The PElS examined (and the ROD selected) an alternative using 18 herbicides for a full range of non-commodity 
vegetation treatment objectives in the 17 western states. CEQ regulations require an EIS to identify mitigation ~ 
measures for all identified adverse effects, if they are available. The various resource-specific effects sections in -
the PElS all identifY various levels of risk or adverse effects, and each section identified one or more mitigation 
measures. These were in addition to the SOPs, The Record of Decision for the PElS adopted all of these 
mitigation measures. Like the SOPs, the PElS Mitigation Measures are included in Appendix 2 and apply to al1 
alternatives in this EIS. Since the alternatives in this EIS are subsets of the alternative selected by the Record 
of Decision for the PElS, and all adverse eflects identified by the PElS were mitigated where practicable, there 
should be few or no adverse effects expected from implementation of any of the action alternatives in this EIS. 
That is essentially what the eftects examination eonfirn1s. "Adverse elIects" identified in this EIS for the use 
of herhicides are, for the most pari, identifications of risks identified hI' the risk assessments and other litcrature 
without SOPs and PElS Mitigation Measures applied, @ /IUuL.r Mv~ LP.iI~ Aj kf-,Iz./de-o 

In&7 );;uk/"1JV1/tfI'dab&-j,uf~ ~5)~ IV /hd~;;///uw ~e-r/~~7 
Potential adverse effects from the use of herbicides are, in many of the resource-specific sections in Chapter 4, l/ 
expressed as zero 'or no, low, moderate, and high risk. These are quantifled terms (see Risk Assessments earlier vt~ 
in this Chapter) summarizing the results of scenarios modeled by the risk assessments and summarized on Tables 
3-12 through 3-21. Where risk assessment scenarios resulted in a moderate or high risk, that risk is reported in 
Chapter 4 as a potential adverse effect, or risk. It is important to understand, however, that such risks almost 
always generated corresponding PElS Mitigation Measures during the PElS process (ifthere were not already 
SOPs designed to avoid the adverse effects). Therefore, most of the potential for adverse effects discussed in 
Chapter 4 are followed by the conclusion that implementation of the SOPs, PElS Mitigation Measures, and 
site-speciflc analysis (during which the risk assessments will be specifically consulted) should rpake the risk of 

r1? adverse effects negligible, de minimus, or at worst "millimized".1g)~ r/&bw<;~"1 ~~;> 
,/,J.,/ h.R..J3!;g ;biu-r /11Jh/rniyd Y;~,fc; ~ ~ / (J() '70 ~/~;k 1'*1'~fV'--

'6ccasronally the effects discussions will use unquantified comparison terms like less than, slightly, lower, greater, 
and so forth. These ar~picallY relative statements within the risk assessment-defined tenns of low, moderate, 
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Environmental Consequences gnyJ/ 
1Jd- &: gUn j452b -f. u;;;::;;: "Zrl4w j>r~~ b. .<1/'1 /ti~L 5 

In addition to considering the potential for adverse environmental effects trom herbicides, the individual resource /,y. . 
sections in this Chapter examine the environmental implications of the various leveJs of weed control that would 
be expected to be achieved by the difTerent alternatives, To facilitate these discussions, the Noxious Weeds and 
Other Invasive Plants, Vegetation, Pest and Disease Control, and Climate Trends' sections arc presented first, in 
order to quantify differences between the alternatives in terms of native ecosystems protected or invasive plant 
spread reduced, In other words, the difTercnt number of herbicides available across the range of alternatives 
would result in different levels of vegetation control or site disturbances, These differences have implications to 
the subsequent resource effects-discussions, 

Incomplete and Unavailable Information 
Like the PElS, this E1S is a programmatic document that addresses the broad impacts associated with the 
proposed action and alternatives to the proposed action. Environmental impacts are assessed at a general level 
because orthe broad land area analyzed in this ElS. As noted during the public scoping meeting in Portland 
on July 18,2008 "It will be hard to evaluate non-target impacts because they usually require specii1cs about 
~1i~~t!,2.;1;:' Site-specific impacts will be assessed inNEPA documents prepared by local BLM offices and tiered 
to 1lils document 

The analyses of impacts ofthe use of herbicides in (his EIS are based on the best and most recent information 
available, As is always the case when developing management direction for a wide range of reSOUfces, not all 
~illl~l' tll~t 1l1ight be desired was available, The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations 
provide direction on how to proceed with the preparation of an EIS when information is incomplete or 
unavailable: 

~fthe information relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts cannot be obtained because 
~ ~verall costs of obtaining it are exorbitant or the means to obtain it are not known, the agency shall include 

Wl\ In the environmental impact statement: I) a statement that such information is incomplete or unavailable; 2) 
~ijj!I~tQtthe rdeyance of the incomplete or unavailable infoll11ation to evaluating reasonably foreseeable 

"' ....•.•. ~......... ant~~;;;:t;;;~ ~~:;~~~ =;y;:=:;:s;;;I¥vldence 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Clwpter 4: Affected Environmental and Environmental Consequences 

fk Knowledge is, and always will be, incomplete regarding many aspects of terrestrial and aquatic species, 
forestlands., rangelands, the economy, and society. However, central ecological, economic, and social 
relationships afC \ve11 established, and a substantial amount of credible information about ecosystems in the 
project area is known. The alternatives were evaluated using the best available information. And while additional 
information may add precision to estimates or better specify relationships, new Of additional information is 
unlikely to significantly change the understanding of the relationships that form the basis of the etTects analysis 
presented in this Chapter. 

v ~ 

1: Locations offuture projects are largely unknown, as they will be determined later in time. For this EIS analysis, 
acreage estimates have been separated between west and east of the Cascades, because both the spread of 
invasive weeds, and the likelihood of working near water andlor people, is substantially different between these 
two general areas ofthe State. Beyond that, local site-specific land use plans and activity plans will identify the 
priorities for each district. 

One resource for which information is incomplete or unavailable is social and economic costs of invasive 
and noxious weeds. These costs are only now being nnderstood and quantified by economists and vegetation 
scientists at local and regional scales. Related to this problem is the unce11ainty in projecting invasive weed 
spread. As noted in the Vegetation, Native Plants, and Plant Communities section, the spread of individual 
species could have, in retrospect, been rcdnced to one or two percent of ultimate acreages within watersheds 
or other locally defined areas if they had been controlled when populations were only a few plants or acres. 
Expecting identification of many such opportunities is reasonable; many small populations are spreading 
now because the proper herbicide is not available. Estimating the ecological value of such control efforts is 
also possible at the species and small watershed scale. However, the translation of these opportunities to an 
overall description of long-term vegek1tion changes for each alternative and a resultant ecological gain for each 
alternative is necessarily qualitative. 

As noted in the Air Quality section, the science is lacking to develop a complete carbon budget principally due 
Jfo to the lack of information on below ground carbon dynamics in all ecosystems and very limited information 

on aboveground carbon dynamics in rangeland ecosystems. Although carbon cannot be thoroughly analyzed, 
one of the known qualitative trade-off's are that activities that can restore healthy functioning ecosystems, 
including treatments to reduce invasive plants, tend to increase carbon sequestration. The analysis points out 
that Alternative 4's replacement of roadside mowing with herbicide use should decrease fossil fuel use. These 
factors point to the proposed action having favorable effects on climate change and long-term air quality when 
compared to the No Action Alternative, but the ditTerence is qualitative and likely so small as to play little role in 
influencing the choice between the alternatives. 

Accidental Spill 

~lls.happen when valves fail, when vehicles or handheld equipment tips over or falls into water bodies, 
':;,l;,e!, applieators forget herbicides are present in equipment, and so forth. SOPs, job hazard analyses or risk 
management assessments, safety and handling plans, designated travel routes, mixing rules, separated equipment, 
and other processes are designed to minimize spill occurrence, but the alternatives propose to treat thousands of 
!;~~S:ll)an area where there are thousands of streams and lakes present. Many of the invasive plants are in the 
~~~ep}olles or even in water, so some amount of herbicide mix gets near water. 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Chapter 4: Affected Environmental and Environmental COl1sC(juences 

Forest Service's Invasive Plant Program 

The Fnrest Service manages aboutn percent (14.5 million acres) of the land in Oregon. The Forest Service's 
lnvasive Plant Program proposes to treat approximately 29,058 acres \-vith herbicides in Oregon and Washington 
to control invasive plants. Herbicides available for usc by the Forest Service include chlorsulfuron, dopyralid, 
glyphosate, imazapic, imazapyr, metsulfuron methyl, picloram, sulfomet.uron methyl, and triclopyr, all of which 
are analyzed in this EIS, and sethoxydim. The Region 6 (Forest Service in Oregon and Washington) lnvasive 
Plant Program's ElS was finished in 2005 (USDA 20(5) and the Record of Decision was signed October 2005. 
Forests are in the process of completing site-specitk NEPA tiered to that decision. 

W~~m J~kedikc;~d( 
Petition to Cancel all Registrations of2,4-D t'MA/t-V? y.., /f7:!/Jbr-;- #u-~ "I Zr r,t-:D 

~
. On November 6,2008, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) petitioned the EPA to revoke all 
?ij, tolerances' and cancel all registrations for 2,4-D. As a part of the petition, NRDC asserts that the Agency did 

, not consider the !hll spectrum of potential human health effects associated with 2,4-D in connection with EPA's 
reassessment of the existing 2,4-D tolerances, and EPA's ecological risk assessment including: . 

• information on the endocrine disrupting effects of2,4-D; r9'~--1 ifW Ii/';(}§ ~ 
• informatIOn on the neurotoxicity related to 2,4-D exposure; fi.t1rK-v (ta? A--7 -Ike J?f1IJ-);> ~ 

informatIon that products contallllllg 2,4-D are mutagenrc, r~ fb"r Fk-? r (! £05 .cr.f 
data showing that dermal absorption of2,4-D is enhanced by alcohol consumption, sunscreen, and DEET 
which the EPA's exposure assessment failed to include; and, f~~ e" rp rr~ .) 
information about adverse developmental effects at doses below those included in EPA's risk assessment 
[or exposure of infants to 2,4-D in breast milk. [5WfftHt4ri~ ir'>+-J 

The EPA has sought comment on the petition, but a final decision has not been reached. However, EPA's risk 
assessment of2,4-D and findings on whether the tolerances for 2,4-D comply with the safety standards are 
contained in a June 2005 Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) document for 2,4-D (EPA 2005a). The BLM 
will comply with the final decision. 

Sulfometuron Methyl Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED) 

In the November 12,2008 Federal Register, the EPA announced that its sulfometuron methyl RED was available 
for review and comment. In the RED, the EPA proposes to: 

prohibit sulfomcturon methyl in counties with an annual rainiall of less than 10 inches; 

prohibit use within 100 feet of water; and, 

prohibit usc on powdery dry soil or light sandy soil when it is predicted that there is less than a 60 percent 
chance of rainfall within 48 hours. 

A final decision trom the EPA has not been issued. A decision to adopt the proposed standards would particularly 
~ffect~ulfoll1eturon methyl application in Malheur County (in the Vale District) and Shennan County (in the 
.nnev)!le District) where annual precipitation is 9.64 inches and 9.15 inches, respectively. Figure 4-1 shows 

av;fu~;:c:::n~: (7 ~ tu/ ~uWlar~~ ;rS~ 
1Wf- te- ~~~:~ Mr ~h4rh!.diY{Ht.PZJL~ 

_ ~ /M~ h+ S~ V V,'3,:vbIR; hd-wr'11\ IUr;V ?t;~/ 
4 TOlerances are limits permilled in food or water. ~ Pl-oI-~ ~ ~ {i/"-JjPt1,.-

W~ fUv'd&r:r t:Lr'l ~ 1tz4I-..f'Mdj 5]0/0 A--t£ ~C#t~ 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Chapter 4: Aifected Environmental and Environmental Consequences 

site movement and/or accidental spills. Potential impacts include mortality, reduced productivity, 8nd abnormal 
growth. Risk to otT-site plants from spray drift is greater under scenarios with application from greal-er heights 
(i.e., aerial application) or \vlwn air temperature or movement is high. Risk to off-site plants from surCace runoff 
and movement through soi t (leaching) is influenced by precipitation rate and timing, soil type, and application 
area. Measures taken to limit exposure, such as selective application methods (e.g. spot spraying, or \viping), 
typical application rates-that are less than the maximum allowed on the label (Appendix 9), drift reduction agents, 
and application restrictions based on environmental conditions (wind, precipitation, temperature, etc.), reduce the 
off-target movement of herbicides. SOPs and PElS Mitigation Measures are designed to minimize risk to non
target species. 

Site specific project design can minimize risks to non-target plants. Design considerations include the abundance 
and distribution of invasive and native plant: species, stage of growth (phenology) of plants, and the size of 
the treatment mea, as well as physical features like soil moisture, presence of special status plants, timing of 
precipitation, air temperature, wind speed, and other factors, 

Certain herbicides target specific types of plants Cfable 3-1), so collateral damage to non-target plants will depend 
upon their sensitivity to that herbicide. For example, dicamba targets broadleaf plants, so damage to grasses 
would not bc expected during normal use. Tables 3-12 and 3-13, the risk assessments (Appendix 8), and the 
following section summarize the potential effects to plants by aclive ingredient. The herbicides are grouped by 
their mode of action. 

1FedCrallY Listed species as well as those designated Bureau Sensitive are more at risk from herbicides because 
, their populations may be limited in geogFaphic scope, and thus damage to individual may have population 

implications. Although the ecological risk assessment vegetation risk ratings, Tables 3-12 and 3-13, apply equally 
to all vegetation and thus do not display this increased risk, PElS Mitigation Measures (Appendix 2) provide 
for wider butfers for Federally Listed and Bureau Sensitive species. This coupled with reqLlired clearances 
for potentially occupied habitat would make herbicide risk to Federally Listed and Bureau Sensitive species 
negligible. 

In any event, herbicides are designed to kill plants, so they will kill non-target plants if they contact them. The 
following section discussed the relative risks from drift and other avenues for contact with non-target plantsl7. 
Mortality or damage from such contact can be a~umcd. 

R _~LS-Inhibitors _ Chlorsu{Flron, metsu!jIJron methyl, su(fbmeturon methyl, imazapic, and imazapyr work by 
inhibiting the activity of an enzyme called acetolaetate synthase (ALS), which is necessary for plant growtll. 
These five herbicides are effective allow dosages. In some circumstances, an eflBetive dose of this herbicides *' could be !Dore easily moved by drift or water runoff, and could damage non-target species more readily than the 
other groups of herbicides proposed. 

~'2Quxins - Picloram, clopyrolid, triclopyr, 2,4-D, 'flIfld dicamba mimic naturally occurring plant hormones 
called auxins. They kill plants by destroying tissue through uncontrolled cell division and abnormal growth. 

I? the Pesticide Re-registratiol1 Fact Sheet-Picloram (1995), lhe EPA noted that piclorarn poses very substantial 
.1:1- IJ.~.~.! to non-target (broadleaf and woody) plants. The EPA also noted that picloram is highlY soluble in water, 

!;~i\I~tant to biotic and abiotic degradation processes, and mobile under both laboratory and field conditions. 

"0,:J7 However, most of the risk is within the plant group that the herbicid~ is effective against (e.g. broaclleaf, grasses, etc. 
See Table 3-1) 
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way, administrative sites. and recreation sites. In rights-of-way, treatment is more likely to be done hy boom .cv4.t-, 
spray (or similar hroadenst method) nIt-her than applying herbicicks to individual plants. The risk to non-target J 
native plants from direct herbicide spray is moderate to high for almost all of the hcrbicidcs <1yailable under this 
alternative (Tables 3-12 and 3-13). Some of the herbicides available arc non-sdective Crable 3-1), ami would kill 
all inadvertently treated plants in the treatment area. Diuron. glyphnsate, hcx[tzinoJlc, imazapyr, and tcbuthiuron 
would be used statewide, and hromacil and sulfomcturon methyl would only be llsed east of the Cascades. 
However, the usc of herbicides in rights-of-way, administrative site~, and recreation sites may have negligible 
effects on native plants as these habitats are currently managed in early seral condition (primarily by mechanical 
methods). That said, early seral Bureau Sensitive and Federally Listed species that are growing on roadsides 
and similar sites because they arc maintained in an early sera] condition with non-herbicide treatments such as 
mowing would be at risk of damage from herbicides. Required plant surveys and other clearances would mitigate 

, some but not all of this risk.,,;v1fU-t,e /5 ilt~~~St''5 '" v7t.1S 1,;5k('-/U.JI-~h 
t1.r~$:9~-A lftjR'IPU?J kt'<;,~-~Hy'. 

Under this alrernative, herbicides would be used on an estimated 5,700 acres annually to restore habitats as 
described in approved Recovery Plans, Conservation Strategies, or Conservation Agreements for Federally Listed 
or Bureau Sensitive species. While herbicides used could have risk to non-target plants, applications would be 

.specifically designed t? improve overall habitat conditions. ItJ~Wbh;~S iilf.~ ftt'1-t-~ 
?!.~, ~; /1.tiI-ttYSO! (.;-. /tJafir; -elz .. kraLtj(46/1M--'jHA-i iliA ~ ;;f'Uks, 

The effects of her hie ide treatments on noxious weeds and other invasive plants under this alternative would be the 

same as described for Alternative 3. tvW M~ /~~dwLd-¥r~6 d~ 
~f./..~)e>', (€~{flA.:frl0-."-f {-N-J t'f ru-z ~~ 9< A...Wduifrt-f 5t?c 1{s! , ,f 

Eifeets oUnvasiye Plants on Native Plan!,,: }:)/'iVP4 !t·s~~ Sf<Zu,u I/-< ~~¥ (5n~"o1,> 
In general, the loss of native plants would be proportional to the acres projected to become infested. Under ....,..~'l" 
Alternative 4, the rate of spread of noxious weeds is projected to decrease to (, percent annually (down Jrom the 
current 12 percent), and approximately 1/5-114 of all BLM lands in Oregon would be illJested within 15 years (Table 
4-6). This does not include the five million acres cUlTently infested with other invasive plants that would continue to 
spread (presumably at a slightly reduced rate) under this alternative. The additional herbicides available under this 
altemative (1 west ofthe Cascades; 3 east of the Cascades) are generally designed for vegetation coutrol in rights-of
ways and other developed areas. Because right-ot~way treatments would inadveliently control noxious weeds and 
other invasive plants on primary spread routes, the benefit to native plant communities is higher than Alternative J, 
with 300,000 fewer acres projected to be infested with noxious weeds m 15 years. qf'~ ~1~ 

(~1JvL -0f.w;; f<4 kVbt; .. ItU-!,<M. five. vfsJetoflj f.I.;-a/f' Mfl1ih .,!(P;;£Iz ,U~ JL ~ te.;,t; +A;WdJ-& 
Erket o(Non-Herbicide Treatments on Non-TargetNative Plants: ~o/-"'/f.v'ItP W~ h-e 4r1. '" ~ 
The amount of non-herbicide treatments projected to take place itlr the control of invasive plants, and their wU 
effect on native plants, is the same as for Alternative 3. However, this alternative would also make herbicides "?!~ 
available to control native vegetation along rights-ofCways, administrative sites, and recreation sites. Such I~ 
treatments \Vouldreduce 110n-herbicide treatments currently being done in t~ose areas on an acre-for-acre basis 
(see Table 4-7 below, adapted from Table 3-9 in the Non-Invasive (Native) Vegetation Management section of 
the Assumptions about Application Method, section in Chapter J). The alternative would also make herbicides 
available for certain habitat improvements, reducing current non-herbicide treatments by about 35 percent of the 
proposed herbicide acres. The assumed net change in treatment acres when compared to Alternative J is shown 

in Table 4-70( 1h.w 4M 5t;(j ~ vJj~w;1fw;vl/t.h£ ~ituvr(]ttd h ~ 
r rv .y . 

For the rights-of-ways, administrative sites, and recreation sites, herbicide use does not reduce non-herbicide 
(~ treatment risks to non-target plants) because current non-herbicide treatments are within the disturbed clearing 

limits for rights-of-way anyway. An exception might be thought to occur wbere a listed species occurs within 
one ortbese disturbed areas. However, sueb a site, ifknown, would be protected under all treatment scenarios, so 
there would be no clfect. 
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Alternative 3 - Usc 11 (W) or 13 (El Herbicides to Treat Invasive Weeds and Control!'ests and Diseases; 
Alternative 4 (Proposed Action) - Usc 12 (W) or 16 (E) Herbicides to Treat Invasive Weeds pills Limited 
Additional Uses; and, Alternative 5 - Use 18 Herbicides to Treat Invasive Weeds and Meet Non-Commodity 

Vegetation Management Objectives tf-y ~ If«~~ ~ft'~ ~~~s' 
tJkNo/Wt;dl f/ r~ /idd/r/r~ MrP/ZMe-~ /U/- ~.M-?~ rf!r~ 

The herbicides imazapyr and glyphosate would be available for use in killing tanoaks anctor treating cut stumps 
within control arcas on BLM lands. Under a proposed cooperative plan to step up efforts to eradicate the 
pathogen from Oregon, BLM treatments are estimated at 250 acres per year. Herbicide would be expected (0 be 
manually applied to frills chopped in (he boles of tanoak trees, daubed or spot sprayed on cutstumps, and/or spot 
sprayed on sprouting \c))iage at cut stumps. If the infestation continues to spread, these acres would be expected 

to increase. 'Y 5~cJ!d~ /~.ffl.5r--~ Jck~ -:l/v2--1""':~;5 
£e-r/~ ~ ~ /v~~ Ji&,.j;,/ude kA-e -bW~~ 1J.u~ 

Herbicide treatments to prevent tanoak sproutmg afC more effective in eliminating P ramorum from infested sites, 
because sporangia, zoospores, and/or chlamydosporcs remaining on site readily reinfect the sprouts and continue 
to occupy the site and reproducc. The estimated contract costs for injected herbicide treatment of tanoak stems is 

$200/acre. tJr ~!t>f 5--/)f"t27~ 71-:?~. 

Chainsaw control of sprouting stumps would be all but eliminated under these alternatives. Achieving the 
cooperating agencies' goal of removing the pathogen from Oregon is far more likely; and all agencies would be 
expected to more aggressively fund and pursue that goal if it is made more achievable. Site disturbances from 
the falling, piling, and burning oftanoak would be similar to such disturbances under Alternatives 1 and 2. These 
disturbances would be less under this alternative only to the degree that the acres in need of treatment would be 
less under this alternative in the long term. 

1l1easures to ('educe the j)Qtenti£lLI.!.fk.s...:tLQib..erbicides on fish (sec Fish Section) If 
In July 2008, the BLM and Forest Service prepared a Programmatic Biological Assessment for submission to the 
N~tional Marine Fisheries Service that described th,potel)ti~1 for 2008-2013 control efforts to affe<;! listedc;gho 
gnd Chinook salmon within the Southwestern Orygon Province. That Biological Assessment determined ih~· ..... . 
followi~g treatments and protection measures would result in no effect to Federally Listed species. 

"Where allowed and feasible, all tanoak (Lithocarpus d"nsi/lorus) and other hosts with stems meeting 
minimum requirements suitabk for irJection (approximately 1 inch in diameter and_greater) within the 
eradication zone would be injected with the cl1emical aqlla(ic-labeled glyphosate using a method referred (0 

as "hack and squirt." This method would employ a single tool that injects the herbicide directly into the stem 
with little to no chance for a spill. Once the tanoak is dead (approximately two weekS), it is cut. PrIydaily 
quantities of aquatic-Iabe1ed.glyphos~te would be twnsported to the project site: i\qllatic-Iabeled glyphosate. 
would ~ot be applied ifrai!)is likely to o,cw within 24 ho.urs. Spill prevention, hauling, staging, mixing, 
loading, cleaning, application equipment, and storage requirements would be implemented. 

"An Oregon Licensed applicator with forestry, aquatic, and right-ot~way categories would be utilized. All 
herbicide mixing would be done in the presence of an agency Project Inspector. Equipment cleaning and 
storage and disposal containers would follow all applicable state and Federal laws. The licensed herbicide 
applicator would prepare a written herbicide Spill Contingency Plan in advance of the actual aquatic-labeled 
glyphosate appocation, thcn submit it to the Authorized Officer prior to operations, ancl keep a copy with each 
crew. An agency approved Spill Containment Kit would be on-site during all stages of applications" (USDA, 
USDl 2008:20). 

Thesc measures are consistent with the treatment expected under Alternatives 3-5. 
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I~thydrolysis) may become the pnmary breakdown mechamsm. Also, If noxIous weeds have changed the sorl 

.{ chemical or mOIsture contents m a manner that changes the vanety or overall amount of these orgalllsms, 
herbicide persistence may be extended. finally. disturhance from mechanical treatments or animal traffIc 
particularly on wet soils, could compact the surt;lce layer to a point that these organisms would lose their ability to 
degrade the applied herbicides. '-, ItUre- rM4flW4t!a-eUn-r rIP' ,Ea..-hrd.eJu--rl:dv-dL ku: 
4 HSlsn rm'5-1 c!1fJu-{,N-yUV~ (!C'n))ft:CHs~ fav Iv~~ Jft4n.f 0-t~ ;10 
EJY2,siOltand Comoaction afC closely related. CompactlO11 decreases S011' pore space and Increases soil densIty, J 
decreasing productivity and reducing the ability of the soil to infiltrate water. Without the infiltration of water into 
the soil, ,soil organisms or water bound to soil particles cannot interact with the herbicides to break them down. 
Decreased infiltration means more water running across the surface, eroding soils (particularly those particles 
loosened by raindrop impact) and potentially moving herbicides off site. Traffic on the surface, be it wheeled 
or tracked vehicles, animals, or human feet can cause compaction as well as djsturbance of the soil. Bare or 
compacted soils can be colonized by noxiolls weeds more readily than native plants, as weeds tend to be more 

~dapted to establishing on such altered sites. -;I?- o:1;(ea-r5/ ~I v'-~/,r/r;g5, 2- ffl~ /'>Q 
y rdfC- hut;:;:;e /,i~ $- l1/;ultcj.-e.. '5fecJ.eJ3, , 

Vegetation is the most significant factor in controlling erosion becanse it intercepts precipitation, reduces rainfall 
impact, restricts overland flow, and improves infiltration. Noxious weed infestations have been shown to increase 
soil erosion in comparison to soil occupied by I)ative grass species (Lacey et a!. 1989). Weeds have less capacity 
.to.dissipate the kinetic energy of rainfall, overland flow, and wind that causes soil erosion, when compared to the 
llIltive species on the site (Torri and Borelli 2000, Fryrear 2000). 

East of the Cascades, wind is the primary element of erosion. Wind can remove soil particles under certain 
~onditions aflow vegetative cover, dry soil, high percentage of fine clays, and sufficient wind velocity. While 
wind erosion on rangelands is difficult to quantifY, the presence of natural vegetation and soil crusts on most 
rangelandS is generally sufficient to keep wind erosion trom becoming a serious problem. Erosion selectively 
rel,novesorganic matter and the finer-sized soil particles that store nutrients for planluse, leavillg behillrl.soil 
:lYitha.reducedeapacity to sr1ppIYIlutrjents.(BradY.andWeiI1999J, Herbicides bound to soil particles can be 
transported off-site by blowing soils, negatively affecting non-target ar'eas. 

Parameters tizaL1flect the Fate ofHeri2icides ill Soils - The ability of soils to hold and breakdown herbicides 
is affected by soil biological processes (organisms and plant uptake), physical parameter~('1dsorption,photo 
,degradation, volatilization, hydrolysis, and leaching), and physical parameters (ylil1late anil vegetatiQn cover). 
Characteristics of the J 8 herbieides that influence the effectiveness of these parameters and processes are shown 
on Tables 4-14 and 3-1. 

The rate at which a herbicide degrades is expressed as the hal!~life. The half~life is the amount oftime it takes 
for half of the herbicide to be converted into other chemical components, or its concentration is half of its initial 
level. The haltclife of an herbicide can be atfected by its formulation, soil type, and environmental conditions 
(e.g., temperature, moisture). The fate of the herbicide before it degrades is affected by plant uptake, soil 
sorption, leaching, and volatilization. , 
Plant Llptake is ontside the scope of this discussion (see the Vegetation, Native Plants, and Plant Communities 
section earlier in this Chapter) and volatilization occurs when the herbicide releases into the air. Leaching is 
caused by movement in water, which is effected by how tightly the herbicide is bound to the soil particles, 
Herbicides degrade or break down into elements such as carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen. Some may 
form intermediate compounds. On the plant or soil surface, primary breakdown is by photolysis or volatilization. 
In the soil, micro-organisms metabolize the herbicide, it is broken down by water (hydrolysis), or it is moved 
through the soil in water-leaching. 
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systems, prolonged persistence of chlorsulfuron in the soil profile is possible. 1t is likely that in some soils 
dissipation rates could be slower than the reported average, including arid soils with high pH and low organic 
matter. Such longevity could occur on the slightly (pH 7.4-7.9) and moderately (pH 7.9- 9.4) alkaline soils within 
the Aridisols, Molligols, lnccptisols and Entisols soil orders. 

Clopvralid is unstable in soil and is considered moderately persistent based on its halt~life. It will leach under 
favorable conditions such as wet, sandy soils like lnceptisols or Andisols as it does not bind to soil tightly. 
flowever, bi9clegradation is rapid in soil and thus the potential for leaching or runoff is low. Clopyralid can 
persist in plants and therefore can be introduced into the soil when plants die and kill other plants. .f. . .1- k-.J' 

0J H/M f- h/i'fflf §/U., ~ d;lt~S kUk-c!1'U0-prrXJlUf-- 3//-lJ M -U/.ccr;( b /1Jff/{lI MIi:1V? 
Diuron IS a nighly persIstent herbICIde With low to moderate mobIlIty 111 sOlI, depenc!'i£g upon the level ot organtc 
matter available for it to adhere to. Decomposition is princlpally through biodegradation and occurs in both 

-I( anaerobic and aerobic conditions. As degradation ocellrs, the breakdown product 3,4,DCA also persists and 
r ~,xhibits higher toxicity to some receptors3l

. Waterfleas are negatively affected but it is unknown if it affects soil 
crustaceans. Bacteria and fungi have been found to degrade this herbicide and population levels within the soil 
may increase. Thus, effects to them may be positively correlated. One study found adverse effects on bacteri~ 

~diyersity at con"entrations 00,5 mg/L and diversity seemed to decrease in soil treated with di\lfon (Giaeomazzi 

and Cochct 2004). @fVlvvfo+ltkr${)/! ~/~'hJfl1tu-/-/o '1tl?lrl-fxA~?l4fwI ~ ,) 
E1b-d;'C/ttgrosd;fY;(;c .ie/if tVc-~i,::rv'-'Io tMItr.:Z;IH+~ ?h5t'>~71~1115.P/~. 

G Dicamba IS moderately persIstent m SOlI. The half-lIfe of dlcamba m SOrliS typIcally I to 4 weeks. Under 
conditions suitable for rapid metabolism, the half-life is less than 2 weeks. Metabolism by soil micro-organisms 
is the major pathway of loss under most soil conditions. The rate of biodegradation increases with temperature 
and increasing soil moisture, and tends to be faster when soil is sligllJlly acidic. When soil moisture increases 
above 50 percent, the rate of biodegradation declines. Dicamba slowly breaks down in sunlight. Volatilization 
from soil surfaces is probably not Significant, but some volatilization may occur from plant surfaces. It is stable 
to water and other chemicals in the soil. Dicamba does not bind tosoi! particles and is highly soluble in water. It 
i~ therefore highly mobile in the soil and m~y contaminate groundwater. In humid areas, dicambawill be leached 

~fromth~s'pilin3:12weeks (Howard 1991). The breakdown prod,lct is 3,6-dichlorosalicylic acig that is adsorbed 
( ,stronglY to soils but is moderately toxic to earthwom1s (IUl'AC 2009). 

Dif!u[enzopyr - Biodegradation, photo-degradation, and hydrolysis are the primary mechanisms that remove 
diflufenzopyr from soil. It is not considered persistent. Diflufenzopyr appears to be soluble enough that transport 
in surface mnoff is possible, especially in neutral to alkaline soils. 

;l:I Diquat is readily adsorbed to clay soil surfaces, becoming.effectively immobilized bysoils with high clay content. 

( 
Diquat is resistant to anaerobic and aerobic biodegradation, possibly in part because it adsorbs so well to soil 
particles. It is considered a highly persistent herbicide with a half-life of3 years or longer. 

fluridone adsorption to soil.ncreases with clay content, organic matter content, cation exchange capacity, surface 
area of sediment particles within the water column, and decreasing pH. Fluridone can persist on dry soils longer and 

n( may lastup to .. a year, making it a mod.erately persist.en.t herbicide., Volatilization can occur slowly on w ... et .. S.OilS but 
'i;;' not dry ones. No toxicity to earthworms was found when tested with rates up to 1,000 times the typical use rate. 
7!tr$ ;~ I ~ ;5 fo-,J- tv-( V'~ &. if -If, 1jj/vrr,A J /(.J~e1<, FLt.w;-rJ ~ fu¥ ;er-> r-sl-e>wf ; 

G1Vj;Jhosate binds tightly to soil particles. This binding increases with increasing clay content, organic matter and 
decreasing soil pH. Glyphosate is biodegraded by soil organisms and many use it as a source of carbon. There is 
little information indicating that it is harmful to soil micro-organisms and may benefit S0111e (Busse et al. 2004). 

3l An ecological entity such as a human, fish, plant, or slug. 
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!Mj!ff5· . .... 
on and withm the soli). Weeds can out-compete natIve vegetatIOn and lead to IDcreased sOIl exposure; resultant 
increased erosion would remove soil and nutrients. Changes to the type and abundance of various soil micro
organisms because of lm:ver organic matter contents would be expected to hinder processing and storage of vlater 
or cycling organic matter into nutrients for plant growth. Weeds can out-compete native species in part because 
they have high nutrient uptake rates and can deplete soil nutrients to very low levels. especially in cases where 
weed species initiate spring growth prior to native species and exploit nutrient and water resources before native 
species are actively growing (Olson 1999)32 Any of these changes would result in less productive lands for native 
vegetation and reduce the potential for restoring the origijit'l vegetation community, often permanently. 

Alternative 2 (No Action) - Use 4 Herbicides to Treat Noxiolls Weeds Only 

Under this alternative, noxious weeds would be treated on approximately 45,500 acres; 16,700 acres (37 percent) 
with herbicides. The acres treated with herbicides would reduce the number of acres treated by directed livestock, 
mechanical, or manual removal, but not by use of fire, in comparison to Alternative 1. The lowered level of 
disturbance would benefit soils; reducing soil disturbance would reduce adverse effects to soil functions when 
compared with Alternative I. 

Treatments baring soils could result in wind and rain erosion. However, the vast majority (93 percent) of 
treatments between 2000 and 2007 have been applied with ground-based equipment or with the use of backpack 
sprayers, trucks, or ATVs off road. These traditionally have been spot treatments that do not completely remove 
vegetation from extensive areas at anyone time. Even the remaining 7 percent that has been applied aerially 
is usually done with selective herbicides designed to retain tbe native plant component of the infested area, 
providing some protection from either -WInd or rain erosion. 

tl!picloram has a 90 day half life (Table 4-14), but may remain active in soil at levels toxic to some broadleafplants 
r fqr about one year at typical application rates (Extoxnet PIP). 2A-D, dicamba. and glyphosate have half-lives 

'" between 10 and 50 days in the soiL .plcloram is the only herbicide under this alternative that is documented 
IJ to effect soil organisms in a negative way (U~PA2005:4-110). 2,4-D may increase bacteria that degrade the 

herbicide (Oh and Tuovinen 1991cited in Tu et'aL 2001). Busse et aL (2004) detennined that both direct and 
indirect soil microbial characteristics in the top 4 inches of soil were generally unchanged after 9 to 13 years of 

( continuous vegetation control by glyphosate. Tbus, soil quality would not be degraded llsing these herbicides to 

~ control noxious weeds under this alternative. ~.. f$ ~/~Aj It-e> .tf/..ed;rJo $C//7'tut0'fr' 
~ kbru-d.,..e. ~ is dfY'ec-i4If"'UIr-tdI"2/iAI ).7 J~ -:5 ;~4-t ?;u'~5 JUv-M" YO 
~he highest risk of herbicide movement under this alternative would be for dicamba or picloram used on Alfisols, So/ / , 

\ 

Entisols, Spodosols and Andisols or other orders with sandy soil textme~ or low amounts of organic matter. O':Jan~~ i 
lJllder these conditions, the.se herbicides are easily moved by water both laterally and vertically through surface %;~ 
runoff or leaching respectively. It is generally accepted that 2,4-D is rapidly inactivated in moist soil; however. its~,6 
persistence is largely dependent on pH. .%":t '\ 
The use of prescribed fire lor weed control would increase 2,000 acres compared to Alternative I, increasing the 
erosion risk for temporarily bared soils. follow-up use ofglyphosate33 could extend the time the soil would be 
bare~ mcreasmg the nsk of erOSIOn, notably from wmd Slllce these tIeatments are generally done on pOlOUS salls 

on gentle terram ~ast of the Cascades. ~ F~~u;" 1'y.dp1Z-t tW,t:.e. tvf y ~~ _I 

IUJn-~ $~fJ/W5Aii euJ.J }Nh/'-~,~r~ ;".Vt.di-Y£e&r'er'1.-Jc tdJ/~d, .lA_. 
MA- &'~f",f(a0 1M r~ }1'l.-V'C4/,J.l'!~!~/.v.j1-n-

32 FOI example, leafy spmge dIsplaces natIve vegetatlOn 111 pIame habItats. through shddmg and usurpmg avallable \vater an~ nutnents 
Leafy spu~ge ~l$o ~ecre.tes toxins that prevent the growth of other p~ants near it Once present, this aggressive invader ca~ completely 
overtake large ,ar~qs of open land. ' , 

33 Glypbosate ~an be effective on some annual gmsses, but PElS Mitigation Measures limits use on rangeland to spot treatJllents. 
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Vegetation TretJtments Using Herbicides all BLM Lands in Oregon 

Environmental Consequences 

A primary issue for this analysis is the potential for herbicides to enter streams and impact waler quality for 
aquatic species and domestic \vater sources. Surface and ground waters on and adjacent to BLM lands arc 
susceptible to contamination from herbicide applications through direct application, drift, spill, leaching, washing 
(erosion, overiand Bows), or the deposition of treated soils or vegetation matter into waters. The likeiihood 
and significance of this contamination is influenced by the herbicide, adjuvants, temperature: wind, method of 
application, soils, rainfall, water use, and other factors. 

Effects of Herbicides on Water Resources 

Herbicides nsed for both Aquatic and Terrestrial Vegetation Control 

il'12 4-D: Some salt forms of2,4-D is registered for use in aquatic systems. 2,4-0 is a knovm groundwater 
<t< contaminant although potential for leaching into groundwater is moderate by its bcing bound to organic matter 

and its half-life is short. Concentrations of up to 61 mg/L 2,4-0 have been reported immediately following direct 
application to water. Concentrations as low as 0.22 mglL can damage susceptible plants (Que Hee and Sutherland 
1981 cited in Tu et a1. 200 1). 

In terrestrial applications, most formulations o[2,4-D do not bind tightly with soils, and therefore have a moderate 
;t potential to leach into the soil column and to move off site in surface or subsurface water flows (Johnson ct a1. 

\ 
1995 cited in Tu et a1. 20(1). In a study on groundwater in small shallow aquifers in Canadian prairie, 2,4-0 was 
detected in 7 percent of 27 samples (Wood and Anthony 1997). 

Diquat would be applied to remove emergent, floating, or submerged aquatic vegetation. In aquatic systems, 
diquat (ionic) adsorbs to sediment, suspended solids, and aquatic vegetation, and becomes immobilized 
(Simsiman and Chesters 1976). Thus, diquat is ineffective in turbid waters. Loss of diquat from aquatic systems, 
both through photolysis and biodegradation, is possible, but only when the herbicide is not adsorbed to solid 
surErces. When adsorbed, the herbicide is protected from biodegradation and photolysis (Howard 1991). Aquatic 
hall:lives of I to 2 days have been reported for diquat, as a result of sorption onto particulates and sediments *' (National Library of Medicine 2002). Oiguat is a known groundwater contaminant3'. It has a moderate potential 
to leach into the groundwater. 

Fluridone would be applied to ponds, lakes, canals, and reservoirs, but has limited use in flowing water because 
it works through contact maintained over several weeks. Water quality is not degraded when fluridone is used at 
a concentration of less than 20 ppb, and it is generally considered safe to use in areas where swimming or fishing 
occur (WA Dept of Ecology 2002). Whole-lake treatments using fluridone are possible because the herbicide does 
not cause a rapid plmtt'kill, which would otherwise result in oxygen-depleted water and reduced water quality. 

Photodegradation in aquatic systems is an important loss pathway for tluridone (British Crop Protection Council 
and Thc Royal Society of Chemistry 1994). Fluridone is stable to hydrolysis, volatilizes slowly from water, and 
adsorbs to suspended solids and sediments (EPA 1986, Lyman et al. 1990, Tomlin 1994, MacKay et a!. 1997, 
ENSR 2005g). Fluridone has low potential to leach to groundwater and is not known to contaminate groundwater. "It does have high potential to be transported in surface runoff. 

35 Has been detected in groundwater. Does not necessarily mean levels have exceeded any established health standard or 
allowance. 
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Fegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in Oregon 

Herbicides Used for Terrestrial Vegetation Control 

"i-Brornacil is mobile in soil and is a known groundwater contaminant. It can be persistent in most aquatic 
environments because it is stable to hydrolysis, and photo degradation occurs rapidly only under alkaline 
conditions (ENSR 2005b). The environmental hazards section of current product labels includes a groundwater 

.f advisory warning users not to apply bromacil in areas with penneable soils in order to protect water quality. 
Biodegradation is a major loss mechanism in aerobic and anaerobic aquatic systems. Bromadl is not expected to 
partition to suspend particles or sediments in aquatic systems) but will remain dis-solved in the water column and 

'*- has a high potential to leach into the groundwater. 

Chlorsulfuron is persistent and mobile in some soils. Tn aquatic environments, the environmental fate of 
chlorsulfuron is related to pH and temperature. Hydrolysis rates are fastest in acidic waters and slower in more 
alkaline systems (Sarmah and Sabadie 2002). As hydrolysis rates drop, biodegradation becomes the mechanism 
affecting the breakdown of chlorsulfuron. Aquatic dissipation half-lives from 24 days to more than 365 days have 

,k been reported (ENSR 200Sc), with a shorter time reported for flooded soil (47 to 86 days) than anaerobic aquatic 
systems (109 to 263 days; SERA 2004a). Chlorsulfuron is not known to be a groundwater contaminant, but has a 

..q, high potential to leach into the groundwater. 

Clopvralid does not appear to bind tightly to soil and will leach nnder t"vorable conditions (SERA 2004b). 
However, leaching and subsequent contamination of groundwater appear to be minimal, which is consistent with 
a short-term monitoring study of clopyralid in surface water after an aerial application (Rice et a1. 1997a cited 
in SERA 2004b). Clopyralid is not known to be a common groundwater contaminant, and no major off-site 
movement has been documented. Clopyralid does not bind with suspended particles in water; biodegradation 
in aquatic sediments is the main pathway for dissipation. The average halt~life of c\opyralid in water has been 
measured at 9 and 22 days (Dow AgroSciences 1998). 

:'l< Dicambq: Because dicamba is mobile in soil, terrestrial application of this herbicide can result in groundwater 
and surface water contamination. Biodegradation is the major mechanism for dicamba degradation in water. 

*' Dicamba is a known groundwater contaminant, and has a high potential to leach into groundwater. The EPA has 
set health advisory concentration levels for dicamba (e.g. 300 flg/L for I-day exposures), but has not set maximum 
concentration limits for potable water. A regional study of pesticides in shallow groundwater in Delaware, 

.. Maryland, and Virginia detected dicamba in groundwater at low concentrations, generally less than 3 ~g/L (ppb) 
(Koterba et a1. 1993). 

Dif!ufenzopvr appears to be soluble, with transportation from surface runoff following application, particularly 
when difiufenzopyr is applied on soils with neutral to alkaline pl-L However, based upon proposed uses, fate 
characteristics, and model predictions, the EPA does not expect diflufenzopyr to occur in drinking water in 
significant quantities (EPA 1999). Diflufenzopyr is not a known groundwater contaminant 

',' 
Biodegradation, photolysis, and hydrolysis are important mechanisms in removing diflufenzopyr hom aquatic 
systems. Its half-life is less than I month, with hydrolysis and photolysis rates higher in acidic environments. 
The aquatic dissipation half~life for diflufenzopyr is 25 to 26 days in aerobic and 20 days in anaerobic conditions. 
Diflufenzopyr's expected half~life in small pouds is estimated at 24 days. These factors suggest that diflufenzopyr 
would be removed from an aquatic environment relatively rapidly if contamination occurred (EPA \999). 

* Diuron is a known surface water and groundwater contaminant The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National 
Ambient Water Quality Assessment Program analyzed pesticide occurrence and concentrations for major aquifers 

;{ and shallow groundwater in agricultural areas and found diuron in 71 percent of2,608 samples (Thurman et 
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Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in Oregon 

Picloram may degrade through photolysis, especially in non-turbid and moving water. Woodbum et aJ. (1989) 
found that the halflifc of picloram in water was 2 to 3 days (cited in Tu et a1. 200 I) but the EPA reported it stable 
to hydrolysis and unlikely to degrade in ground water. even over several years (EPA 1995). Maximum picloram 
runoff generally occurs following the lirst signilicant rainfall, aner which runoff concentrations drop to levels that 
persist up to 2 years post-application (Scifres et a1. 1971, Johnsen 1980, Mayeux et a1. 1984, Michael et a!. 1989, 
all cited in Tu et a1. 200 I). 

illd/.omc'turon methrl degrades quickly by hydrolysis in acidic water, but is stable in neutral water. Biodegradation 
and photolysis are major loss pathways in aquatic systems, where hydrolysis rates generally are slow. Aquatic 
dissipation half-lives are estimated at 1 to 3 days to 2 months in aerobic'systems, and several months in anaerobic 
sediments (Extoxnet 1996c). Suifometuron methyl is not known to be a groundwater contaminant. In one surface 
water study, sulfometuron was detected in 2 percent of 133 samples taken from streams. 

)(t/Ut/r- 'UJf -f- HA-G -rpt,wfh 1{VrPrt : 
'K IJ:12uthiurrm persists in the environment and has been found as a groundwater contaminant. It has a low sorption 

to soil. In a study of 71 streams, it was detected in 16 percent of 134 samples but not detected in groundwater 
:f. (Battaglin ct aJ. 2001). Tebuthiuron degrades slowly in aquatic systems. 

Routes for Off-Site Movement of Herbicides 

Ruu-off, Drift, Direct Application, and Leaching 

The majqr routes for herbicide contamination of water are runolf from a large rainstonn soon after application, drift 
igto,st;:eams fwmspraying, direct application, and leachillgthrough soil into shallow ground water or into a stream. 

~!Y~..fM-7 ~£.i.111~ ~ ~ (ZM~:3) ;/--sa.ud.-r /tiU /tt.r/?lud.e-s rMdttJR 
Run-off S~ /5 I1.A-~t?f/t /t mlltfo.t£ ~ huf{'lffL~ /I.!!~# 

-t Monitoring studies and fate and transport research often lind low, bnt detec(able levels of herbicides ,concurrent 
with orj.P1l11edi<l.telyatter (I)herbi,ide application and (2) the firs,t or the lirst few rain-induced runoff events after 

ap),lic,ation (Berg 20043),7 A£'(;Y In ('.a4(JU11tff,r fVj hrj7l~fdc.fi~1!;f{wtliPfi\-/S; ~Jf5..z,,& 
<5F~~) >tJ;[ 7:V dr/:j?rf-rdU4h{.J%r'a1 '~r/i/h/J Iffbi?6/1lf- )SMHIt1~#y 

v_ B.\'rg rGP()rted that herbicide applied in or' afong dry ephemeral or intermittent stream channels may enter streams f# 
7" through run-off if a large rainstorm occurred soon after treatment. This risk is minimized if intermittent and !!/I-v.Jidt/, 

eph~rneral~hallnels are buffered. If a large rainstorm occurs after herbicide application, sediment contaminated 
by l;erbicide could be carried into streams. As most herbicide application occurs in the spring through the fall, 
during the dryer season, the probability of a large rainstonn soon after application of herbicides is low at any 
particular site. '!> /)r1 ff~ ;-/"tferft1.. ii/41/-S~ S'~f:,..e ,btt#r~
/tvYb I~WU PU.u.- tS f/twt. -tI/f pCJr~, 
Berg's (2004) compilation of monitoring studies on herbicide treatments with various butTer widths showed that 
'l.n)' buffer helps lower the conc~ntration of herbicide in streams adjacent to treatm"nt.ureas. In Califomia buffers 
between 25 and 2bo feet generally resulted in no detectable concentrations of herbicide in monitored streams with 
detection limits of 1-3 mg'lin3 (ppb) (Berg 2004). 

Jf!?ollthC"XPIil,1.~, .. ground~pplications of the herbicidesimazapyr, pic10rmn and tric10pyr had no detectable 
co?centrationso,fherbicidel'lrnonitored streams with bllffers of 30 meters (~I 00 feet) (USDA 2003a). No 
detedion limits we;e gi~en' '. .. 

37 Many or all of the referenced studies were broadcast forest and rangeland treatments, and they ,vere not randomly selected. The point 
of the reference is not that herbicides "often" enter streams, but to identify tll,7, tWOYlOst likely times of that entry if it is to occur at all. 



The Washington study collected herbicide samples at 7 sites on small streams (Rashan and Graber 1993). 
Buffers were 50 feet on flowing streams and no butlers on small stream channels assumed to be dry. Peak 
herbicide concentrations ranged between 0.2 and 7.55 ~lg/l. Maximum 24 hour averages were between 0.13 and 
3.25 ,ug/l. Runoff samples collected at four sites 2 to 24 days after application had concentrations between 0.17 
and 2.49 "gil. 

The Washington study attributed the majority of herbicide introduction in butfered streams to swath displacement, 
drift, and seeondary contribution Ii-om overspray of small stream channels mistakenly assumed to be dry. This 
study recommended buffers of between 15 to 25 meters (45-75 feet) for upwind streams and 75 to 90 meters (225-
270 feet) for streams downwind of applications. :g}1J1,£ "''/eI/Wk~-:5fntJtj (/ (/(d51141t anlbr~ i'ff3?) 
atfl .. Ch'&Vet!~ 72S-Z-7tJl'ed-,b~r';/~;!d5l'Cd#t'3W/4flr/d'''¥r;''~ 

The State of Oregon requires buffers of60 feet for aerial applicatIOn of herbicides near fish bearing streams or 6 '?t, 
streams used for domestic water supplies. For the Oregon study, two streams outside this category also received £/5 
60-footbBft~r~ (a,cfll.~l on the ground buffers ranged fro1'll60t?100 fe~t). Most or the samples (21 sites, and 105 1".,
post spray samples) had a detection limit of I ~lg/l. None oftliese samples had concentrations at detectable limits.~) 
Five sites (25samples) had detection limits of 0.04 to 0.5 fLgll. Most samples were still below detectable limits, ! 
but 7 of the 25 samples tested betweel1 0,9 and 0,56 [.lg/l (pellt an.dRObben2000). 
All aerial applications of herbicides will comply with EPA label restrictions and State regulations, SOPs 
applicable to all alternatives (Appendix 2, Wetland and Riparian Areas) require a minimum of 100-foot stream 
buffers for aerial sprays to reduce drill to streams. 

Direct Application 

Spray' Monitoring 
Washington State monitoring reports were looked at for 2003-2006 (WA Dept of Ecology 2003-2006). Many 
sites showed no detection after spraying. The site with the highest detection was a small pond where 113 acres 
of parrot's feather was sprayed with glyphosate. The results were 343 fLg/I one hour after treatment and 53ug/l 
24 hours later. This is under the threshold for glyphosate in potable water and under the 500ug/l used for aeute 
toxicity index for fish. 

Lakes, Reservoirs, _and Wetlands 

. Herbicides affect lakes and wetlands differently than streams. Dilution by flow or tributary inflow is generally 
less eftective in lakes. Dilution is partially a function oflake size, but dilution could be rapid in small lakes in 
rare instances where they have largc water contributing areas. Decreases in herbicide concentration in lakes, 
ponds, and other lentic water bodies are largely a function of chemical and biologieal degradation processes rather 
than of dilution. Evaporation of water from a lake's surface can concentrate chemical constituents. As vegetation 
within water dies, thc oxygen level within the lake can decrease. 

Injection ]\1onitoring . 

Knotweed stem-injection site;'~ere also monitored by Washington States Department of Ecology. Three sites 
h~d no detectable concentrations in the water one hour or 24 hours after injection. The two sites with detectable 
~2~eentrations were under the threshold for potable water (Table 4-19). 

tkQ</gntal S[JiIl 

Concentrations of herbicides in streams as a result of an accidental spill depend on the rate of application and the 
streams' ratio of surface area to volume, The persistence of the herbicide in water depends on the length of stream ri:ere the accidental spill took place, velocity of stream flow, and hydrologic characteristics oftbe stream channel. 

e concentration of herbicides would decrease rapidly down-stream becanse of dilution and interactions with 
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.)I. plant growth (SERA 2004d). Imazapyr is not likely to degrade in anaerobic soils or sediments, and has been 
shown to strongly bind to peat (American Cyanamid 1986, SERA 2004d). 

TriclopYL generally controls woody species in an upland environment but can be used in v,:etlands and riparian 
areas that go dry for part of the year. It can also be used for spot treatment of Eurasian water milfoil at low 
application rates, and purple loosestrife in riparian areas, as it does not damage native grasses and sedges. Only 
the TEA (acid) fom1 is approved for selective control of submersed aquatic vegetation. Tric10pyr BEE (ester 

.:k form) is hazardous to aquatic life forms in maximum concentrations or spill situations where runoff to open water 
may occur. 

Herbicides Used For Terrestrial Vegetation Control 

.,;& Qther herbicides may be used on or near intelmittent stre.ams during the dry season, or would be used to control 
vegetation outside of riparian areas using buffer widths applicable to the herbicide being used. However, 
non-target wetlandandripar'ian areaS could be exposed to herbicides througb a variety of routes, including 

yt accidental spills ordirec( ~pray, local spray drift from adjacent target areas, surface water runoff, and soil erosion 
(Karthikeyan et "1. 2003)" Risks to wetland and riparian non-target species would depend on a number of factors, 
including the amount, selectivity, and persistence of the herbicide used; the application method used; the timing 
ofthe application; and the plant species present. Risks to wetlands and riparian areas from surface runoff would 
be influenced by precipitation rates, soil types, and proximity to the application area .. ~?meherbic:j<.les (e,g., 
sulfometuron methyl) that adsorb readily 0R~? ~laY99i).p,artkles ,,0111dbe carried ptfsiiein runoff situations, 
increasing their risk of affecting vegetation in wetlands and riparian areas. 

Unintentional applications can have severe negative impacts on wetland and riparian systems. In particular, 
aCcident"1 spills ,l)ear wetland and riparian areas could be particularly damaging to wetland and riparian 
vegetation. Spray drift ~an also degrade water quality in wetland and riparian areas and could damage non-target 
vegetation. 

,I( Brotr;acil is.not s~lectl;e,~11d~ccidentalexposure cOldd injure rip~rian shade tr~S&il11dofher qesirable non-target 
\vetland and riparian\icg'Ctafio)1. Bromacil is mobile and haS the ability to persist in wetland environments. 

~ Chlorsulfuron iseffE,ctive at 10W~011C~ntratjons a,ll,d.i.sprQll"tQlp,~chiI1g. Hydrolysis rates are the fastest in acidic 
waters and are slower as the pHdses (Sarmah and Sabadie 2002). "Nhen hydrolysis rates drop, biodegradation 
becomes the primary loss mechanism. Strek (J99,~a" p).slJ!pied the dissipation ,of chlorsulfurQn in an a"'l~roqic 

~?edil11ent/wat~rsy~ten;; biodegradation progl'vsseQ !)1!,1y\1!)1o,e ~.l9"()yth~ni!l~er9b.ic sQilsystems",yitl., a half-Iif~ 
greater than 365 days. 

Clopvralid is relatively non-toxic to aquatic plants. Overall, effects to. non-target wetland and riparian vegetation 
from normal application of clopyralid are likely to be limited to susceptible plant species in or very near the 
treatment area, and could'b'e avoided by maintaining an adequate bulTer between the treatment area and wetland 
and riparian areas (SERA 2004b). Clopyralid is not likely to affect aquatic plants via off-site drift or surface 
runoff pathways unless spilled. 

'* D icamba.Pire,J,spqy.alld a"cidental.spil!. risk assessment seenari"s po,~e.,~!)1()d$'rale to.higIUislsJo,l]oth tv,rrestrjl,ll 
andaquaticl'lants. In water, biodegradation is the major mechanism for dicamba degradation. Dic~mba is li1?bile 

.,:Lins~ils and is therefore Iihly to reach surf~ce water and grclUndwater. The rates of dieamba deg;adation were 
generally'more rapid ih the surface than in the subsurface soil microcosms. ThestuQyindicated that some riparian 
wetland soils possess limited poter1tial to degrede di'ilml:>a(Pavel etal,,1999), 
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saitcedar, or even V/estern juniper upslope will allow native species to recolonize the ncar stream-bank or uplands. 
Native wetland and riparian species are adapted to tbe unique relationship of inundation of plants or soil by water 
for various portions of the year and respond well or survive such inundations. Restoration or maintenance of 
upslope native vegetation in Western juniper encroachment areas would allow water to return to the groundwater 
system and contribute to seasonal or perennial flows, helping maintain and/or restore riparian areas. 

For aquatic weeds, six herbicides are registered for use in aquatic environments, and each is effective on specific 
weeds. Glyphosat, may be used along shorelines for species such as purple loosestrife, reed canarygrass, giant 
reed, and cattail. as well as for floating aquatic species such as waterlily. It is also used to control grasses, 
herbac('ous plants, and some broadleaftrees.and shrubs in riparian areas. Imazapyr is used to treat emergent and 
fl.o~t!ng plants as well as saltcedar." It is llsed on eordgrass, reed canarygrass, and floating plants sllch as waterlily. 
Triclopyr can be effective as a spot treatment for Eurasian watemli1foil because it is relatively selective for this 
species at low application rates. It can also be used to treat purple loosestrife, as it does not damage native grasses 
ands.edges. F1uridone, 2,4-D, and diquat are effective treatments for Eurasian watermilfoil, and diquat also 
controls water-thym.e, vVatefllYaci~d is the only herbicide available for giant salvinia, which is not knowl], to 

be in the State of Oregon at this time. @1'/W1u' A.- riJf,~ ~~ 41~/k-Y,uJfv-t 

I~' )' 1 », . .1 T~ '1kB£/S..fU.u. Effects by Alternative l' It---. eJrr:: ~~ ;t-c. , . - r 
sawt Tv k f/M? /iMrtoJ/ SkfJ?~ f11.~dI?:' '",-e 

Alternative 1- No Herbicide Use ~rzA-I ~ jW.h:>4_;/-;;:4Ao ~;uI--£.1C!ev;:~" . 
?'r d;~ ~h. ~/ /;;;;h.rYC UU ";/ 2;7",j),dt'<jtvt:/;R3'1rrt»S,;r;t. 

Oirected livestock use would be expected to increase 6,000 acres easf ofthe Cascades, when compared to the 
No ActionA1ternative, and some portion of this increase could occur within riparian and wetland areas. If 
so, directed livestock trampling on wet soils could cause soil compaction and a breakdown of soil aggregates, 
with a resultant loss of soil porosity, air and water movement, and increased density that increases resistance to 
infiltration. Increased compaction and disturbance within tbe wetlands could increase sediment being delivered to 
the,We'!11LQLWater body network. Using mechanical equipment would cause the same effects as livestock. 

:P;!c~t>f'Jtfree.:td 17/f'?sr/-n-k ;lLn'ptYz.~a.w.t/4; 171.1"5/5 /t.d;h//U, 
Mechanical treatments using chainsaws and weed whackers, and manual pulling, could result in cut or pulled 

J plants covering the treatment area and making erosion less likely after treatment, although weeds that produce 
vegetatively or that are approaching seed set are normally bagged and removed. "r-..h -, L-. I. 

~;3< 11t.uiU:Uvl'c-t:t! e~ e~ h..e ~ e~;/1 j!UfaaoV~ (tr-t-:'lluc.K.. 

There would be no elTective control available forabout 2/3 of the noxious weeds (Appendix 7: Table A 7· J), 
J atld !19P-herl{icide conirol treatments are generally difficult to implement in riparian areas. Specific weeds in 

riparian areas such as blackberry, Japanese knotweed, and reed canary grass would continue to spread essentially 
unchecked. The noxious weed spread rate would be expected to increase to 14 percent, increasing the likelihood 
of weeds infesting susceptible riparian habitats. ;(/!M~?04tA :5~ k 1'.:/p-t/.fy~A '1.0JA-./ 

~~~~t~~~r~to;;::a=~;;:'f;(;~~~t;;;> 
f//JlVI)-~~~~ ;iUf~fodM?r?r"i<J.-" rl$k.--:'J v-;4 na-r-~er--Y'I'Mr7fM.< 

QJ.thdo"r.1!~rbicldes available under this alternative, most riparian and wetland treatments wouldbe done usir;g aquati\';:¥~ 
formulati?ns of2,4-D or glyphosate. 2,4-D has moderate to high risks of negatively aflecting non:targetvegetation, 
water quality, fish, and wildlife habitats in cel1ain scenarios. Glyphosate has moderate risks under several of the same 
ecological riskassessment exposure scenarios41 (see respective sections in this Chapter). The rapid decay ofthese 
herbicides particularly in wetland soils that have high organic matter, high pH, and slow or no water movement during 
application, limits the impacts to root tips and aquatic life forms that are found in this environment (Voth et a1. 2006). 

:~-prPf'cc,ultwL 11 zr'F'b &r'{j~;kesti:l£ In rlt,at.1~p. ~ lWUf/0~rl0nw-1t5 
/-v1~ re'rcxJCltr+f'5h .p//),J:: 'h W~ 1-;:,;, '!::--$1 

41 And high risk to :regetatior;, and to fish under spill scenarios. ) 7~v \ I f/f./'vf/'j/"' I '0 
1821i7wvh~ ~~/{;#Wt<&fc 2/!--J) ;,; ~~wt<.vl-err h; hBfhl ~ 

f?A¥L ivf.j--'Q4yv/r~/A--O(M.r~~~ bur--~k "US/sk.vJ. 

! 



Alternative 5 - Use 18 Herbicides to Treat Invasive Weeds and Meet Non-Commodity Vegetation 
Management Objectives 

This alternative is substantially the same as Alternative 4 with respect to riparian and wetlands, except for the 
availability of cliquat. Diquat is added to this alternative for giant salvinia and as a substitute for fiuridone jf a site 
becomes resistant or some other factor prohihits that use. Two hundred acres are projected for analysis purposes. 
Diquat w()uld only be used in water by BLi\! (although it is EPA registered for some terrestrial uses). It is a 

4K110wn groundwater contaminant and c.onSidcrt.'d a high hazard to fish., aquatic invertebrates, and large birds, and a 

;~;;t~;::;::s;t:;:;;:~'~ t;;~=~~~i~~ 
F· h ~/~-llu'vf-7S k~~MI?:fvJi:>Ii.ItVJ.M~ 1~hd1~ 

IS r utb jp/~ (,;tl7HA1-/~A£f~ ~ r/~;;A-
l0-J;n 11)4 4~Alf::;- . ..,0 ~ 

Affected Environment sln/!k;/Ij ~-fo fftf0rfd~/'#1"-
?m~~ /If AtI5 V f-3. 

-#:. fish are an important cultural, econotl)ic"an.d reGreational resource on public lands in Oregon. Declining 

I 
p6pUlatiol1's 'of fish have been a management concern: AI;lumber of species or stocks have special management 
stalus as Federally Listed or as Bvreau Sensitive. There is additional detail about these species or populations 

'(stocks) in {\ppendix S. The PACFISH (USDA, USDI 200S) and INFISl-I (USDA 1 99Sb) amendments to resource 
management plans in 1995 east of the Cascades, and the Aquatic Conservation Strategy standards and guidelines 
for Riparian Reserves as part of the Northwest Forest Plan (USDA, USDI 19(4) west of the Cascades respond to 
concerns for the continued existence of a number of species. 

Tbe Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation Act requires the identification of habitat "essential" to conserve and 
.j; enhancc Federal fishery resources that are commercially fished. EsseJ!tial Fish.Habitat (EFl-I) is d~fine4, as those 

';Vater? a!ld s~bst:ate necessary for spa';Vning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity (50 CFR 600.10). EFij is 
IOCated9n portions of seven (lfthe nineBLM distrietsil1 Or~gon. 1-'F1-1 for Chinook andCoho salmon includes. 
~ll streaIT;s;l,kes, ponds, wetlands. tributaries aJ~d other water bodies currently viable and most ofthe habitat 
'his't~rically accessible to these fish (Pacific Fishery Management Council 2004). 

f.J TheBLMin Oregon ~dministerslands di~ectly affecting approximately 4,586 miles offish-bearing streams 
(Jmd,~ver 277?Q46';~re~"ofr~servoirs and natllr,,}llal(cs, Fish habitats range from small isolated desert springs 

in southeast Oregon to large inland and coast~l rivers, such as the Columbia, Rogue, and Umpqua ancl their 
tributaries. 

Fish and Their Habitat 

The most significant groop of native tishes found in Oregon, in terms oftherr ecological, cultural, and commercial 
importance, is\!r.epalmonid family. All members of this group, which includes salmon, trout, char, and whitcfish, 
require relatively pristine, cold freshwater habitats during part or all of their life cycles. Therefore, they are heavily 
depenclent on the conditions of the surrounding forests and rangelands to ensure their survival (Meehan 1991). 

Salmonid productivity within a freshwater system is dependent on the underlying stream productivity during the 
period of use by salmonids during their life cye1e. I'.ive general factors determine the suitability of aquatic habitat 
f9r salmonids: flow regime, water quality, habitat structure, food (energy) source, and biotic interactions. " 

184 



,Cj)Iv.£~0"P?~~ #tfo,;>:!m~~;;?A/rff'--1n(;e; ih Md-~Io!uo.Lt/ 
Effects Common to All Alternatives 1//1:. c/Y jf7lc f< 41~~;/;ffl~ 

The intensity and extent of treatment effects to fish and their habitat will vary, depending on several factors 
including the amount of area treated; soil type, proximity of the treatment to water, hydrologic regime and 
weather conditions during and after treatment; temperature, channel morphology and large woody debris; and 
biota present in surface water. 

-%: '" r~~·avr&:rte.Brn:5 
Herbicide Effects I' -

The potentiall(lf effects on fish as a result of herbicide treatments would vary by the extent and method of 
}c.. treatment and herbicide used. Herhicides could enter \vater hodies .mel come into contact \vith fish or dements ~f 

f 
.... the fC.l.Od chai.n on ".'hiCh they '.kPend thrm.l.gh drin,.rttnol.l.~ leCH::h.ing, '.Vind transPOl .. t, accidental SPi.I.IS' and direct 

spraying. Potential impacts include mortality, reduced productivity, abnormal growth, and alteration of critical 
habitat. In general. risk to fish from spray dritl is greater with narrower bulfcr lones, greater application rates, 
and greater application heights (i.e., aerial application or ground application with a high boom). Risk to fish 
fi·om sllrt~lce runoff is intlucnced by precipitation rate, soil type, groundwater depth, and application area. ,J'h~,~e 

~
\VOldd be a risk to fish associated with most accidental exposure scenarios (i.e., direct spray or spill into a water ,< 

. . 
.... ,bOciy). persistent. herbicides (e .. g" sultC)l11eturon methyl) adsorbed to soil particles could also be carried Oft~si.t .. e ..•. · .... b ... ,.y .... 
\vater, afi-ecting fish in ne<~rby aquatic areas.4~ Application rate was a major factor in detennining risk, v,,.'lth higher 
",~lppli~ation rates more likely topose a risk to fish under the various exposure scenarios. ' -, " 

-JcHerbicides may be toxic to aquatic plants and invertebrates, thus indirectly affecting lish by re\lucing primary 

l ·.·.p, .. t."cid.lic .. t~bn or. the tr. ophic structure of invcrteb{ate. communities, .L' .. )W con.c.emrHtions of herb. ie.i.'.iCS can affect. 
,benthic-'D algae communities (McCain et at. 20(0). The variation in toxicity to aquatic organisms between 
,different f()rmulations fc)r the same herbicide can be substantial (SERA, 2003,,). In addition, timing of applicati?n 
,can result.i.n different effects. For example, a springtime application of glyphosate at recommended rates in;' . 

-k; 'la~e ecosystem, where dissolved oxygen levels "are !tn·v or \vater temperatures arc elevated, could be hazardous to 
I :/oung fish because decaying plants could lqwer dissolved oxygen levels (FolmaretaL [979), " 

Jt All of the herbicides pose some risk to non-target terrestriol and aquatic plants, and damage to riparian and 
I aquatic plants may affect fish. The sections on 'VegdalioJl, Nath'(! Plant,',", and Plant Communities and fVet/and 

tlnd Riparian Arcas in this Chapter discuss these risks, as well as herhicide application practices that can be used 
to reciuce risk. Species that depend on non-target plant species for habitat, cover, and/or i(lOg may he inciirectly 

:kr( impac.ted b. y. C .. ' p.'.). ssib1e redU.Cii .. on in te.-'rrestri~i ,.01.' aqwl~ic vegetation .. FO.f. C'xamP .. le .. , aCCicle.,ntal direct spray. off
site"drift, and surface nmoffmay negatively impact terrestrial and aquatic plants, reducing the cover and food 

available tofi~h within the stream. £f1'.u!;; J., jhlt k wrlCkJ.e.1/ CJcn.r~ofo;¥~ 
Endocril7l! disrupters: Recent information has highlighted the potential for certain synthetic and natural chemicals 
io aifect endoeri'ne glands, hormones, and hormone receptors (endocrine system) (CIS 2(09). EPA has just begun 
~.' . ~ e\uluatingchemicals for this potential effect. Of the herbicides analyzed in this EIS, only 2,4-D is on the EPA 
It- Tier I priority list I(lr evaluation (EPA 2009b), The EPA reports effects of endocrine disruption in aoimals that 

\ 

'.,',.·nc.'.IUde.,. abnor~11al th .. yr.oid rU' .. n.ction ... an ... d. deve.'.loP .. ment in .. fiS. h ....• a.ll .. d bi .. rdS;.'.iecrease .. d rertilit.y .in s. hellfish, l1S.h' b ... irds, 
~nd mammals;' decreased hat~hing sw;cess i,nJish, birds, m~4 reptiles; demasculinizatio~1 and feminization of 
fish, birds, reptiles, ~nd mammals; 'defeminiz'l(ion and masc.ulinization of gastropods, fish, and birds; deer'eased 

45 ecological risk assessments predicted no or low (diuron) risk to fish as a result of wind transport of herbicides on soil 
particles under all evaluated scenarios. 

46 Benthic: Ofor relating to or happening on the bottom under a body of water. 
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-4f Bromacii is a non~sclectivc, broad~spectrum, systemic herbicide that can be persistent in aquatic systems. It is 
~ered for use in riparian and aquatic systems. Bromacil does not tend to bioconcentrate appreciably in 
fish tissue. Bromacil poses a low to moderate risk to fish in streams and ponds under typical and accidental direct n spray and spill scenarios. 

Off-site elrift ofbromacil generally docs not pose a risk to fish in streams or ponds (Table 3-14). Surface runoff 
poses no risks to fish in streams, but could pose a low acute and chronic risk to fish in ponds (there is a low 
chronic risk associated with the typical application rate, in watersheds with sane! or loam soils and 10 to 50 inches 

11- per year of~)[e:cipitation) .. B~causc bromaciI has a higher a!finity for \\'ater t?an.yrgan!c c~rb~n, it is likely to r~ll~ 
[otflrom Salls mto water boches. Because of the non-selectrve nature ofbromacri and Its lIkelIhood for runoff, It IS 
not normally applied near water bodies, especiaIIy ponds. 

Ch/orsul/Uro!l is a selective, ALS-inhibitor herbicide. It is not registered for use in aquatic systems. 
Chlorsulfuron's physical and chemical properties suggest that it is highly soluble in water, and is likely to remain 
dissolved in water and runotf' from soils into water bodies,)naddition, this herbiGide has a long half-life in 
ponds, but is not likely to bioconcentrate in aquatic wildlife. However, none of the evaluated scenarios, including 
accidental direct spray and spill of chlarsul/uron, pose any risk to fish in streams and ponds. 

Dicamba is not registered for use in aquatic environments. The ecological risk assessment analysis shows that 
accidental direct spray and spill scenarios do not pose a risk to fish. Off-site drift and surface runoff of dieamba 
also present no risk to fish. 

QjflY!rnzopvr is a selectlve, systematic post~emergence herbicide active ingredient. It is not registered for use in 
aquatic environments. The physical and chemical properties of difiufcnzopyr suggest that this herbicide would 
be removed from an aguatic environment relatively rapidly following contamination and would not appreciably 
bioconcentrale in fish tissue. The ecological risk assessment shows that diflufenzopyr does not pose a risk to fish 
under any of the ecological risk assessment scenarios. 

P!i/1Ii11 is a non-selective, contact herbicide the BLM proposes to use diguat to control aquatic plants." Plant 
species contr611ed using diquat include Eurasian watermilfoil, water-thyme, water hyacinth, and giant salvinia. 

'" One study reported the likelihood of bioconcelltralion m aqualle sp;cies, but other sludies suggest that diguat's 
bioconcentration pOlential is minimal (Howard 1991, Petit et aJ. 1995, MacKay et at L997). ~n accidental spiU 

t 9f diq}lat w?uldpq~e a high risk to fish. Direct spray of diguat lo ponds, as would occur with typical aquatic 
applications, w(lUld pose a low rIsk to6sh (Table 3-14). Direct spray to streams, which are not typical application 
sites, wo~!ld pose a 10\v risk to fish. Because diquat is an aquatic herbicide, risk to aquatic organisms via ofT-site 
drift and surface runoff scenarios was not evaluated. 

4:-ciiven the short-term risks of diguat to fish, this herbicide is used on a restricted basis,and lhen only in.ponds 
·that SUpport very few native aq@.tic speci.Ys bsc~u.se th~y are qominated b~)p\{t~ive. planJs J)r._?ont~.in)~pecies not 
effectively controlled with other herbicides. Other aquatic herbicides evalilated in this EIS,fluridone, 2,4-D, and 
Imazapyr also pose relalively low risk to fish and would be used instead of diquat when native aquatic species are 
present, as appropriate. 

ili1JrQ!! is a broad-spectrum herbicide with a relatively short half-life and little to no impact 011 measured water 

49 Diguat is ,:lJso registered [or ccnain terrestrial uses, but BLM does not propose non-aquatic use. 
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Under an accidental spill scenario, tebuthiuron would pose a low risk to fish in ponds. Fish are not at risk from 
accidental direct spray, ofl~site drin, and surface runoff. 

Effects of Forest Service-Evaluated Herbicides 

2!J..-D has formulations that are registered for usc on aquatic vegetation, including water hyacinth and Eurasian 
waterrniifcliL and as a tank mix partner to control purple loosestrife. The toxicity oC2,4-D to fish is relatively 

.\1:low (N?rris et aL 1991). Risk is grcater under ,cemIrios of direct app~ication to water bodies or accidental direct 

I 
spills. fhe ester tmIlls of 2,4-D (mcludmg the JlT:b found m Aqua-Kleen) are approXlmately 200 to 1,000 l1mes 
more toxic to fish than the aminc iClfll1S, "hen toxicity is measured by acute (24- to 48-hour) LC-50 values. 
While these esters are chemically stable, they are short-lived in natural water because of biological degradation. 
At the typical application rate, 2,4-D poses a low risk to fish, while at the maximum application rate, 2,4-D poses 

lit a moderate risk to fish under scenarios. of accidental direct spray or spill to a stream and pond. Routine (non-spill) 
acute and chronic exposure scenarios do not pose a risk to fish. 

6iurf4! -j-hMy A1 fflrt;raf'r/ -ifu f:7 foil'?/' '1 
Ch'1'Xfaiid is a selective herbicide most eriCctively used post-emergence for the control of broad leaf weeds. It 
is not registered for aquatic vegetation treatment, but can be used in riparian areas if the application does not 
impact standing water. Clopyralid is used to treat teasel, common cocklebur, and several species of thistles 
and knapweeds that could be found in riparian areas. Based on limited acute bioassays, clop):'ralid appears to 
be relatively non-toxic to fish. The Risk Assessment only predicted fisks to·aquatic organisms associated with 
a~cidental spill scenarios, with low risk to fish for the typical and maximum application rates. 

Glvphosate is a non-selective systemic aquatic herbicide. It can be applied as a broadcast, spot, stem injection, or 
wipe application, and is effective in controlling purple loosestrife, caltail, and in some situations, saltceda~. In general, 
glyphosate is very immobile in soil, being readily adsorbed by soil particles and subject to microbial degradation 
(Norris et a!. 1991). This immobility red aces the potential for glyphosate to enter water bodies during runoff 

Based on bioassays, technical grade glyphosate is classified as non-toxic to practically non-toxic in freshwater 
fishes (EPA 1993). Some formulations are more toxic to fish than technic"lgr"de glypi1qsate, At the typical 
application rate, the less toxic formulation of glyphosate poses little risk to fish, except under accidental spill 
scenarios, for which there is a low to moderate risk to fish. At the lypical application rate, the more toxic 

:,!;-formulation of glyphosate poses a high risk to fish under accidental spill scenarios, and a low risk under routine 
acute exposure scenarios (moderate risk to susceptible fish species). At the maximum application rate, the less 
toxic lormulation of glyphosate poses a low risk to fish under acute exposure scenarios. Accidental spills for 

~I dre maximum application rate pose moderate to high risk to fish. At this same application rate, the more toxic 
,formulation of glyphosate poses a high risk to fish under accidental spill scenarioz.; and moderate risk to fish under 
~~.rne exposure sceuarios .. Bas,d on these .data, the USEPA classified glyphosate formulatiou asqIoderately toxic 
to practically non-loxic to freslnvatcr fishes (SERA 2003a). 

$({i', " . 

fjexazinone - According 4:.9 ecological risk assessments, there is no risk to fish in ponds or streams associated with 
any exposure scenario for hexazinone (accidental spill scenarios were not modeled). 

~LQassays_ OIl the active ingredient hexazinone and commercia( formulations that include hexazinone indicate that 
~,~:;,m1,ercial formulations are substantially less toxic than the active ingred,clJt alone, even when exposures are 
normalized for hexazinone levels (Wan et a1. 1988). . 

~~Zi'P)'J' js an ALS-inhibiting herbicide used in the control of a variety of grasses, broadIeafweeds, vines, brush 
~E~cies. and aqu~tic vegetation. 1t is effective in the control of saltcedar, which dominates many riparian systems 

""".-- -
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subjected to 140 mglL oftriclopyr TEA for 28 days (Mayes et al. 1984, Mayes 1990, all cited in SERA 2003c). 
This study found that survival of these minnows was greatly reduced at this toxicity level. 

Although triclopyr BEE is more toxic than tric10pyr TEA, the risk oCtriclopyr BEE to fish is low, as this form will 
rapidly hydrolyze to triclopyr acid, lowering risk to fish. 

Summary of Herbicide Effects 

The risk characterization process of the ecological risk assessment suggested that chlorsul!uron, dicamba, 
diftufenzopyr, diftufenzopyr + dicamba, and suliometuron methyl are very saie to fish, as there is no risk 
associated with use of these herbicides under any of the evaluated scenarios, including accidental direct spray 
Of spill. In addition, imazapic does not pose a risk to fish, except when directly sprayed over a stream at the 
maximum application rate. There is no risk to fish associated with off-site drift ofbromacil or tebuthiuron. \jnder 
surf~ce runoff scenarios, diuron can present a moderate to high risk to fish if applied at the maximum application 
rate. The risks to fish associated with application of aquatic herbicides to ponds and streams is greater for 
._diqu~tthan for fluridone, 'yhich when applied at the typical application rate only poses a risk in streams (aquatic 
h.erbicidcs are not typic~lIy applied to streams;, therefore, this is an accidental scenario). 

l'lwALS~inhibiting herbicides evaluated in this EIS are ehlorsulJllf5>n, imazapic, imazapyr, metsulfuron methyl, 
and sulfometuron methyl (all terrestrial herbicides). These herbicides are considered to be highly potent to 
plants and are applied at low application rates because only small concentrations are necessary to damagc plants. 
However, the. process they inhibit is. unique to plants. TIWre is low risk associated with direct spray of imazapic 
9.Iill1~~apYfat the ll,laximum application rat.e. However, this risk is similar to or less than risks associated with 
the other evaluated herbicides, and could be avoidcd by applying at the typical application rate. Their very low 
typical rates could mean there is less risk of off-site transport associated with their use. 

Adjuvants, Degradates, Inert Ingredients, and Tank Mixes 

Adiuvant~ - The BLM reviewed toxicity data lor adjuvants, such as surfactants and anti-foam agents, 
to assess risks to fish. In addition, the GLEAMS model was used to evaluate the risks associated with 

:f.- polyoxyethylenamine (POEA), a surfactant found in some glyphosate formulations. that is more tOXlC to fish than 
( ~lyph()satc itself This adjuvant is of greatest concern in terms of potential effects to fish. Using the GLEAMS 
, model, the BLM predicted the portion 01' an adjuvant that would potentially reach an adjacent water body via I 

surface runoff -IE GV;I;/U>54i:r~d-.S {w'ft1;Pc£A--StH-~sfu.u&/ fW/-PU·<4-Ul 
p.; r~fl1--> sb:rrc4, elf') 

Based on GLEAMS modeling felr POEA, risks to aquatic organisms were not predicted for the majority of pond and 
.stream scenarios involving exposure to this adjuvant. However, ~isks were predicted (using the most conservative 
,.~~me endangered species LOC) for applications at a distance of 0 fect from the water body. This scenario, which 
essential1S' assumes a direct 'application to the water body with no dilution or drift, is highly conservative and highly 
unlikely under BLM appliealjDn practices. Risks to Bureau Sensitive and Federally Listed aquatic organisms in '1 streams and ponds were also predicted for aerial applications of POEA at the maximum rate at a distance of lOO 
f~et from the water body. However, it is unlikely that the BLM would apply glyphosate formulations containing 
POEA in an area knowli to contain Bureau Sensitive and Federally Listed aquatic species. Because of a lack of 

t~hYSiCal c. he.mica.1 property in.f.Ofmation, POEA was nO.t mOdel. ed. for leaching properties and runoff to water bodies. 
Therefore, there is some uncertainty associated with risk to fish from this exposure. 

Degradates - De(lfadates may be more or less mobile and more or less toxic in the environment than their source 
herbicides (Battaglin et al. 2003). Differences in environmental behavior (e.g., mobility) and toxicity between 
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Invasive Plant Etjects 
Under this alternative, the noxious weed spread rate is projected to be reduced to 7 percent per year, and noxious 
weeds are projected to infest 1.9 million fewer acres ofBLM lands in 15 years than the No Action Alternative. 
Although Alternative 3 would prevent more invasive plant infestations, their continued spread \vould continue to 
damage native plant communities, including riparian communities tbat directly or indirectly provide habitat for 
fish. This continued, albeit reduced, spread will have harmful effecls on 1ish. 

Alternative 4 (Proposed Action) - Use 12 (W) or 16 (E) Herbicides to Treat Invasive Weeds plus Limited 
Additional Uses 

,it;;This alternative could result in potential adverse etfeets to fish. However, acute (short-term) herbicide exposures 
( to aquatic organism arc not likely to resuIt in harm under foreseeable conditions, and the expected reductions in 

adverse fisll effects irom the additional control of invasive plants exceeds the potential herbicide risk to lish. 

~;I;;)1kQ. "3> Md~~ fc.-er.br2Jh..M~t;~d';3 (*dJ<fud"Trtafl;s-) 
Hcrhirld£' .. EiJ.fcts ~5~d;/ -fh--. hw~,f- -/?;x''z- -!--cI~~ L-r£d. /(;~/,rpp",~ ~ 

j(.- Based o~emlogieal risk assessments, bromaci), c!iur~n, and tebuthiurOll' I modeling predicted risks to fish ~ 
(n dirtliin scenarios (Tables' 3: j 4 and 3-(5). Bromaci'J has a low or moderate risk at typical and maxinmm 
,';pplication rates for ll)Qst scenarios modeled with the exception that it ilad no risk to fish in the surface runoff 

;tscenario for a pond or stream. j)iuronhas highor moderaterisk tofishin most scenarios rtlOdeled .. No and low 
risk to fish hom diuron.was found for the ofj:site drift orsu;·faceruriOffscenarios. For tebuthiuron, no risks to 
jish were recorded except for low risk during an accidental spill to pond at maximnm application rate. The use 

1i:( llt ... -......... t. he.se matp1. i,a.l .. s "l() .. l)g.' rig,.l.:t ... s.-.Of-.". '.ay.c.( ... l.'.I.I.d Pl .. )~e .•.. add .. i.ti.onal expo .. s ... ure opportunities for jish as roadside ditches 
.llnd unobservedculve)1s and seeps·could lead to n.earby streams, particularly if materials are not well bound by 
the' onset of the next precipitation event. However, little use ofthese materials is proposed west of the Cascades 
where these conditions are most likely to be encountered. 

"r Other herbicide usew9uld iIlcr~ase as, well, The.~freS 9f7,1-D, glypl!osat~, and pielorarn would approach 
\ irLent (Altern~ti')l\')l)~vels, as these maie~ja( ;o~ldbcu;ed to treat native vegetation along rights-of-way and 
i:;.in habitat improvement areas. The risk to fish from herbicides would be higher under this altemative than under 
l 5}lternatives 2 and 3 because of additional acres treated, additionalp?Llllds used, and lise Qfboorn spraying along 
~'i,Lpi1ds. T. he imp.roved effectiveness of this alternative at slowing noxious' weeds would more than compensate for 
I this risk, and SOPs and PElS Mitigation Measures (Appendix 2) would minimize it. ~ 

~~/S IW f?Of/vdrf:d?1..-c4uraw.fl$;T51':n:~~4:<hfc~ct--L ,1_ 

lnlf!§ive Plant £(fi;cts k~j"/Q 1/ //Vf/44/J'-'<'_~iZr~ ~Ad/ve{fA iu-r-bFV.ie rrS JC5, 
Under this alternative, the nOXlOUS weed spread rate is projected to decrease to 6 percent per year, and noxious ' 
weeds are projected to infest 2.2 million fewer acres in 15 years than under the No Action Alternative. Although \ 
invasive plants would contiuue to spread under Alternative 4, that spread would be minimized and native riparian I I 
communities that directly or indirectly provide habitat for fish would be more likely to remain unin!estecL 1 

Alternative 5 - Use 18 Herbicides to Treat lnvasive Weeds and Meet Non-Commodity Vegetation 
Management Objectives 

~~~~~. .... 
i '~tbJ2altematlVe proposes to treat sltghtly more .~cres .,md use morc. herbICIdes tjIal1AHenntlve 4, there IS a 
\,:-,liX greater pQlenti;llfor!ieg<\tiye ,e.(fects to .. lisb. Based on ecological risk assessl1;ents, qiqu~t has a moderate 

,ti.;;ll;tq fish trQIl1 dIrect spray to a stream at maXlluum appllcatlOn rates, and 111gh nsk for th~ ace1dental sp,ll to 

-:-::--------
51 These are the three additional herbicides that would become available under this alternative, jn addition to those 

diScussed under Alternatives 2 and 3. 
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organisms (an LOC of 0,1 was used for non-special status species), as shown in Tables 3-N and 3_0,51 Aguatic 
b;:iherbicidcs with the greatest likelihood of impacting special status fish during a nonnal application to an aguatic 
i habitat include diguat and the more toxic formulation of glyphosate, Normal aguatic applications of 2,4-D and 

imazapyr would not pose a risk to special status fish, 

A! Tcrrestrial hcrhicides with the greatest likelihood of impacting special status fish as a result of a spill, drift, 
accidental direct spray into an aquatic habitat, or surface runoff are ciiufon, picloram, and the more toxic 
fommlation of glypl)Osak According to ecological risk assessmentS,tilere ~e no risks to fish associated 
with chlorsulfuron, dicamba, di11ufenzopyr, imazapic, diftufenzopyr + dicamba, or sulfometuron methyL 

Alternative 1: No Herbicide Use 

There would be no impacts from herbicide exposure from BLM vegetation treatments, 

Alternative 2 (No Action) - Use 4 Herbicides to Treat Noxious Weeds Only 

Control of weed infestations in aquatic and riparian areas would be less extensive under this alternative than under 
the other herbicide-use alternatives, Theretore, the degree of benefit to special status fish, particularly species 
that are currently threatened by infestations of non-native plants, would likely be lower than under the other 
herbicide usc alternatives, However, short-term adverse impacts to habitats that support special status fish (such 
as increased water temperatures) would be lower as welL The degree of benefits versus impacts to these habitats 
II-om treatments would largely depend on where the treatments occurred, 

Considering acreage alone, it is likely that special status fish would be exposed to herbicides far Jess under this 
alternative than under the other herbicide-use alternatives (Alternatives 3, 4, and 5), However, mitigation would 
be reguired to protect these species and their habitat from hann under all alternatives, which should minimize 
differences in risk to special status species, 

Under this alternative, 2,4- D, glyphosate, and picloram could be used in aquatic and riparian habitats, The· 
herbicide not registered for aguatic use (i,e" dicamba) could also be used in riparian areas, provided the herbicide 

1 
did not contact the water, ()(' tllese herbicides, only glyphosate is likely to pose toxicological risks to special 
,lilatus fish during a normal application, bllt only if the more toxic formulation is used, or the.less toxic fonnulation 

.~ .... '.l.pp.lied.a.tthe .. maXimurna.PJll.ica\iOt1rate, In all.m .. 'ea.~wi.t.h special. status fish, typical rate application of the 
,L,ss toxi" aquatic form of glyphosate is normally specified, Although there would be risks to fish in accidental 
spill scenarios, continuing to use these herbicides to treat riparian and aquatic vegetation would pose a low risk to 

special status 1ish, <!;-If-~fWl-~.;. ~ k~ -Itur S ;:<Zc;V 5 .fz:Jzc:;.;I?> It ~~ 
A fJir~M-' 51Ye~ <h' tudlY :&w1'l:' 

Alternative 3 - Use II (W) or 13 (E) Herbicides to Treat Invasive Weeds and Control Pests and Diseases 

.J\-! Ul,~,l?Ieatcrn\llnber of acr<\i\,expected to be treated in aquatic and riparian habitats than uIlderAltemative 2 could 
lllU,£.!l~ialJy r;es1+1t in grealerjmpactsto specia!~t~tusfis\1, However, rjsk,frpnwolmal use woul.;! [e!liain minimal, 
PJ;QXi.8ed glyphosate only the less toxic formulation of gIyphQsate was appliedat typical application rat~s, The 
availability of additional herbicides, include five registered for aquatic or riparian use, could reduce risks to 
fish, For example, fturidone shows no risks to lish at typical application rates and could replace other aquatic 
herbicides currently used by the BLM on public lands and would pose no to moderate risks to fish depending on 

52 Risks for BLM-evaluated herbicides, Table 3-14, were calculated with a lower LOC as described. For FS-evaluated 
herbicides, the "susceptible" category was used as a proxy f~)r special status fish. 
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!J) ~,:0 #<-?:;t:. ftAf It-? ffV}- 2d -1) : 
k L1-D is a possible endocrine disrupter (seC Endocrine Disrupicrs) and is one ufthe more toxic herbicides for 

wildlife in this EIS. The ester form is more toxic to wildlife than the salt form. Ingestion of treated vegetation 
is a concern for mammals, particularly since 2,4-D can increase palatability of treated plants (USDA 2006b) for 
up to a month following treatment (Farm Service Genetics 20(8). Mammals are more susceptible to toxic effects 
from 2,4-D, and the sublethal effects to pregnant mammals were noted at aCllte rates below LDso' Birds are less 
susceptible to 2,4-D than mammals, and the greatest risk is ingestion of contaminated insects or plants. The salt 

~ form is practically non-toxic to amphibians, but the ester form is highly toxic. It can be neurotoxic to amphibians; 
although not all amphibians respond the same (e.g. toads were more susceptible than leopard frogs). There is 

f little information on reptile toxicity, although one study noted no sexual development abnom1alities. It presents 
low risk to honeybees Cfable 3-15), but little information is available for other terrestrial invertebrates. Parasitic * wasps may be aflected, which could result in changes to community structure by favoring damaging insects 
controlled by parasitic wasps. 

12Lcamba: No adverse efrects on mammals are plausible for either acute or chronic exposures of dicamba. At the 
highest tested rate, there are adverse reproductive effects possible for acute scenarios consuming contaminated 
vegetation. There is little basis for asserting that adverse effects in aquatic animals is plansible. Limited studies 
on dicamba suggest it is practically non-toxic to amphibians and honeybees. Amphibians are as tolerant as the 
fish to the acute toxicity of dicamba and aquatic invertebrate appear to be somewhat more susecptible to dicamba 
than fish or amphibians. Dicamba has no adverse effects on birds for acute or chronic exposures, although highest 
tested application rates had possible adverse reproductive concerns for acute scenarios involving birds consuming 
contaminated ve,getation or contaminated insects (SERA 2004g). /J' 1"7" r.A.rf.p ,IN 

@ 128<W40{vt J'l.O'rl0,1.y POE-If -5h-t-../d~ _C-/Ut!flrA r.e~tlmfIWPI1tvt4-/It.IJ- . 
(]Jyphosate is a low toxicity herbicide, widely used lbr- terrestrial applications and is also approved for aquatic 
use. Toxicity to most wildlife groups is very low, so much so that NOAEL levels are used because the LDso 
were not tound at high doses in many cases. Observed effects had to do with reduced feeding effieieney and 
reduced weight gain. Glyphosate adheres to soil and is degraded by soil bacteria and does not bioaeeumulate. (1) 
technical grade (pure) glyphosate is much less toxic than some of the commercial formulations; (2) commercial 
glyphosate fOlIDulations with the surfactant polyoxyethyleneamine (POEA) are similar in toxicity to the surfactant 
POEA alone; (3) glyphosate herbicide ti)[111ulations, such as Rodeo@, that are formulated withont a surfactant are 

A:l-. much less toxic than formulations with the surfactant POEA; 4) glyphosate herbicides with alternative surfactants 

\

' would be much less toxic to frogs than Roundup OriginallVision® (Mann and Bidwell 1999, Perkins et aJ. 2000, 
Edginton et aJ. 2004a, J-Jowe et aJ. 2004, all cited in Govindarajulu 2008). These studies support the eonclusion 
that the toxic effect of POEA-containing glyphosate herbicides is due to POEA rather than to the active 

J<- glyphosate ingredient. Ephemeral wetlands important to amphibians may not be protected by standard buffers 

(GovllldaraJulu 20081tJ/3ufIkS ~fuf j~ ~ rf.c, tmhd-~ftJb~. 

pic/aram: Studies on birds, bees, and snails generally support picloram as relatively nontoxic to terrestrial 
animals. The few field stu4ies indicateclno change to mammal or avian diversity following picloram treatment. 
Variations in different exposure assessments have little impact to risk through ingestion, grooming or direct 
contact. Maximum rates have higher risk to mammals due to contaminated grass or insects. No information was 
found in the literature about picloram's effect on reptiles (SEI{A 2003b). 

Bromacil is an herbicide onen used where maintenance of bare ground is desired. It poses a low toxicity hazard 
to terrestrial mammals, birds, and honeybees. It poses zero to low toxicity risk to mammals that ingest treated 
vegetation over time under plausible treatment scenarios, assuming they remain in the treatment area, and 
altemate food is unavailable. BLM's application scenario reduces the risks of herbivore ingestion. There is 
practically no risk to invertebrates (ENSR 2005b). 
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/ -Ik ln~fI1Ai5? bt?~~ ?(iv:I(i;r7'rt?~? !<7~iJkf-? 
7timing could avoid most susceptible Cvvater-associated) stages of amphibian development, ifthis information is 
Savailable for resident herptiles at the treatment site (ENSR 2005g). 15f-. 

Ji) l'et0~ /MI-.fz> !v .. --,.A-?yA~;~~#ie.M1 /11 /;9w!h/tA!dc!t<YW 
llcxa-inonc: The commercial formulas are less toxic than bexazinone by itself and the liquid form is morc toxic 
than granular. For granular formulations, none of the hazard quotients for mammals exceed a level of concern 

~
even at th. e highest application .rate. For liquid formuiations ofhex3zinone, hazard. q\.loticnts exceed the level 

~ of concern at all application ratcs and all of the scenarios involving residue rates for contaminated vegetation or 
insects (Fletcher et aL 1994). Hexazinone and its degradates are persistent and highly mobile and hexa:cinone 
has been identified as a groundwater contaminate in some statcs. Bullfrogs \verc slightly' morc susceptible to 

, behavioral change (diminished response to prodding) than leopard frogs over a 9-day study but amphibian studies 
were: not adequate to deterrnine the LDso. Hexazinone poses zero to moderate risk to mammals for ingestion under 

"'" both acute and chronic scenarios (Table 3-15). Birds are more tolerant than mammals (SERA 200Sc). 

/ (,f)~M rt:~;/ie.,)<-t.fI.£.d;,b fVt.M#~j!{lw.a;Ii-rf.~'7~J. 
G [mazap;c is an ALS-inhibitor that rapidly metabolizes and docs not bioaccumulate. It is effective against 

medusahead, leafy spurge, and cheatgrass, which adversely affixt wildlife habitat. Imazapic is not highly toxic 
to most terrestrial animals. Mammals are more susceptible during pregnancy and larger mammals are morc 

~ susceptible than small mammals. Imazapic has low toxicity to honeybees. No adverse short-term exposure risks 
to birds were noted for imazapic, but some chronic growth reduction was noted. None of the risk ratings for 
Bureau Sensitive or non-Sensitive show any ratings that exceed the LOC. Imazapic is one of the lowest toxic 
risks to wildlife of herbicides evaluated in this EIS along with other ALS-Inhibitors (SERA 2004c). 

Jrnazapvr is approved for aquatic use and is an ALS-inhibitor. There was no bioconcentration in aquatic Daphnia 
and toxicity is apparently low. There is a lack of information on dose levels that demonstrate harm to mammals, 
amphibians, or birds. Ellect, offield studies (Brookes et a1. 1995) suggest observed changes to birds and 
mammals following treatment are habitat related, and not do to toxic ellects. Imazapyr is one of the least toxic 
aquatic herbicides evaluated (except for accidental spill for susceptible fish). Imazapyr is only slightly 1110re toxic 
than the other ALS-inhibitors, all of which are the least toxic of any of the herbicides evaluated (SERA 2004d). 

Metsulfimm methyl is an ALS-inhibitor that does not appear to bioaccumulate, Metsulfuroo methyl can be 
effective for invasive weeds that are unsusceptible to other herbicides. None of the acute or chronic exposure 
scenarios exceeded the LOC at the typical rate, and lew exceeded LOC at maximum rate. Metsulfuron methyl 
has very low toxicity to birds for direct spray and consumption; no mOliality of acute spray on honeybees; and, 
aquatic invertebrates do not appear to be susceptible. One study on Rove beetle indicated reduced egg hatching. 
Daphnia are relatively tolerant. Like other ALS-inhibitors, it is one of the least toxic of herbicides evaluated 

(S ERA 2004e). $ /tie Ike Vvt eu-i!..d !:r Sh!! ClMIur,:rt w¥ /,<»<7/£'I;-~ ~ 
/, ~r%-r/f/.C. d/:;rUf/{&,-7C k~'r/nffdkdiX--((,h;C/,-";' ~;';;;~ , 

(.j) Sulii)[l1eluron melbvl is an ALS-inhibitor and a possible en~ocrine-disrupter. Sulfometuron methyl could be 
-¥ used to control weeds in riparian areas when no water exposure is likely, It is highly toxic to aquatic plants. 

The ecological risk assesswents indicated no risks to aquatic invertebrates from any scenario. All ratings for 
all scenarios indicate no rating that exceeded the LOC, although it may be moderately toxic to amphibians. * Sulfometuron methyl has the lowest risk to all groups of wild lite of the herbicides evaluated (with other ALS
inhibitors). Site-specific evaluations prior to treatment could reduce potential risks to amphibians possibly 
occurring in riparian treatment areas (SERA 20041). /Jkif~ tt IUOdcra1:;/' inC'V,g: ~ 
ih rt.-IL{ ';-u/y/5! 
Tebuthiuron: Direct spray oftebuthiuron at the typical rate is not likely to pose risks to small mammals, although 

4;; there are some risks to birds at typical and maximum rates·-·primarily due to ingestion of contaminated food. It 
has low acute t6xicity to insects and direct spray is not a concern to aquatic invertebrates. Off-site drift issues 
related to tcbuthiuron are unlikely to affect aquatic wildlife, but accidental spray exceeded LOC for aquatic invert 
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Effective treatment of noxious) invasive and undesirable vegetation not only helps prevent the spread of these 
species 011 public lands it also enhances the recreational experience and opportunities of public land visitors. 
Noxious weeds crowd out native vegetation, altering the natural Jandscape and diminishing the visual appeal of 
such recreational pursuits as hiking and nature viewing. 

Effects Common to All Alternatives 

Vegetation @7lzA AiZ,{j(u, r~/r/;M 1frn0IMrA/~~,d;~-IflV'--
WWi!d ~ ~rUrt I-,:;Wt£y;ur/'trta j?c/spt/1 MtC r¥,dd'"fJ 1-~t;J'4 

A site that is dominated by noxious weeds would diminish the habitat for native fish and wildlife species which 7'2> 
in turn diminishes the opportunities for those who enjoy such pursuits as wildlife vi"ewing, fishing, and hunting. Jo~ 
Certain types of vegetation are also injurious to hL~mans such as yellow starthistle (noxious weed) and poison oak ;&rt{;! 
(native vegetatIOn). The dOInmance and spread ot noxIOUS weeds such as Huualayan blackberry can also Inmt 1";':; 
recreation access to such things as campgrounds, trails, and rivers. Weedy landscapes \vould also be esthetically ~~ 
less pleasing, discouraging recreational use and causing recreationists to go elsewhere. -7 ~ 

flYP65f:!o ~Jrnk/zrrU~/2.A-/fP05;t; -.hi 4hA r.e~~ . 
Vegetation Treatments;VtL.4! ~~ 2-~ ~ h"r Ju 5k/I(t/~,due 0:>?tJW1L~~ 
Control treatments for invasive and unwanted vegetation also have an effect on recreation. For example, the noise 
associated with mechanical methods of treatment may adversely impact the recreational experience of a public J'o/~/' 
land visitor as can closures that occur to allow the activity to take place. With the use ofherbieides. there would ~ 
also be closure effects. Generally, access is restricted for a few hours or days, depending on the requirements on "LX 
the herbicide label, but there is the potential for a closure to last at least one full growing season or longer to al1owp~'5-I' 

1 
native vegetation to recover following treatment. During site closures, signs would be posted stating the herbicide / iJ;<: 

i used, the date of application, and a contact number for more information, and remain in place tor a period of 0'o/"{ ~ 
al least 2 weeks following treatment. The longer a site is closed, the greater the adverse effect to recreationists 6.-';; <'e 
in terms of lost use days, paI1icuiarly at sites that experience a higher volume of visitors. Dead and browned ;?<..,~ 

vegetation from herbicide treatments could also temporarily reduce recreational potential until vegetation ~~ 
recovered. Herbicide treatments could also pose some health risks to recreational users (see Human Health and I'~ 

iJ Safety section). Unintended efTects of herbicides on non-target plants, animals, and water could also impact n::. 
j) recreation activities (e.g., hiking, plant collecting, hunting, and fishing). The risks to non-target species from use "f..0~ 

of the 18 herbicides are discussed in the Vegetation. Native Plants, and Plant Communities. Fish, and Wildlije y~ 

Resources sections.~ l/!frbl"''dG~ In N(!Ua/r~ ~;~ /t.PPM..e-J.. krutt!.~,(~::: 
cV?jJ, r~ f''''~ ~~ Ift(,.p~ PM;W;,g r.J' 4.L/~ ~~ 'I 
~Q, vegetation treatments would have ~ negative effects and long-tenn positive effects on ~ 4 I 
recreation. Prevention/removal of noxious weeds and other invasive plants would maintain/return public,lands to ~i, 
a more "natural" or "desirable" condition, whicb hikers and nature enthusiasts would likely value over degraded 31(;-( 
lands. In addition, the increased aesthetic value of protected or restored sites would benefit most recreational ~ 'Y' I 
users. In some instances~ treated sites could become more desirable as destinations for outdoor activities, making r: ~ 
them lUore popular to recreationaY1Jsers., Treatment of sites to protect or restore native vegetation would enhance ~ 
fish and wildlife habitat, to the benefit of hunters, birdwatchers, and other users of these resources. ~ ~ 
?Ytf1;o:/;rtt,J,. erMI'M/67nAj /~k~ /Ltu.!; /n. nw~ S/~ IS /tM' 4- '" ~/~ 
Effects by Altern~tive we /1frf,l2i,{e.Sj lv;"aA~/h<.p-Iim-r/;",...A~.A.I y.'~~ 

fZ?';!f& e~/~cJ1' . if WT . ? 
~oXious weeds and other invasive plants ncgatively affect all recreationists regardless of the type of recreation 
1 ey are involved in. As noted above, negative effects range trom changes in visual quality, to displacement of 
natlVe flora and fauna, to actual human injury from nettles and other plant defenses. Noxious weeds are projected 
to Continue to spread on BLM lands in Oregon under all alternatives, but the rate of spread and thus the number 

GiN. it» ~krd()v~ 4d {!JUA-f ~ JnjW:1 t 'f"~ NfflIts ) N'e.f/~A .$ I~ 
>h.orf--U;1tI\ ~f;f!:f''rtJ 5 Uw4¥fl1..S k A-f'(.. ~ F Jr..udt: kutf't;;'. 
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£: y~ IHd.udR: rf-t~ 1f<-L £/5 ~,"t;-~ /r?t>Sd kJdl.-!h U4-e 
agreement. They include but are not limited to: 1$ r ~ ??vtfltI-S-C-s ttf M4-1Jtkrirr:cf.a-<t..el 

>f. Linear utility transmission systems and pipelines, including multi-purpose corridors; 'j>rt7ruf,>c/ 
Road or railroad rights-oICway; /kkA.4IrUt~ J~,~ 

i/o' Oil and gas production or gas storage agreement areas and facilities; 4j rPV/d~fo ~ S~ 
..Ie. Geothermal, wind, or solar energy production areas and facilities; ~ ~'cJ~1kz-e " ;Iz~~ 
.f;. Pumped storage hydro-power production areas and facilities64; /ks.e /( tlknu/ ~ ~.e;; 
j{. Common-matenal or rock quany pits and storage areas (primarily to ensure invasive weeds are not spreaa 

with the material); ,bf tn'f/4!ijJu/!,,;,:!iotls, e~f'eS."._. 
Federal, State, local or tribal designated fire suppression equipment sites and staging areas including . 

J helispots; . ' " (FI5 ,fl' z,76/4<l1-~,) 
~ CelIphone, mIcrowave, and other cOmmUl11CatlOn SItes; We. Y'fJ&r /J~k..l!..'/ _ £J4Z.~ 

BLM seed orchards and progeny test sites; r /lt4h~~~ / J 
Public purpose lease areas, including airstrips, schools, parks, etc. ; /,rcr?ch-"'P'-J r) ~ 
Interagency special management areas (e.g. reservoirs, militaIY traimng, etc.); if;<J f/. 

Watchable Wildlife, Adventures in the Past; Wild Horse Herd Viewing, Outstanding Natural Areas and 
other BLM designated interpretive sites; / ~ i?t7r/,6rA./i:'}jJ '?,d4¢-k<:tn.e l 

BLM offices, fire stations, and other facilities; My dP JV-c. ~ krk~ ~ 
Developed campgrounds, picnic arcas, trails, overlooks, OHV play staging or parking areas, hang-gliding 
areas and boat iacilities; and, a-v /?Vbtiz ~ r ~u.d<. kIt~14<1( 
Other administrative and operational sites needed for wildfire suppression, law enforcement, search and J 
rescue, inventory, research, resource monitoring or other authorized administrative uses. ;P~e1>LS,. 

Vegetation is currently managed around and/or within these sites to prevent undesirable plant species from 
growing into, against, or through developments such as buildings, power lines, and roads; to reduce fuels so 
wildfire will not damage developments such as microwave towers and transformer stations; to reduce fuels so 
fires starting within the developments do not escape onto surrounding wildlands; to remove vegetation interfering 
with road sight distances or the safe use of developed recreation sites; and, to facilitate their designed lIse slIch 
CUlturing activities needed to establish, maintain, and access trees within seed orchards or progeny test sites . .In 
g,geral, this vegetation management is the responsibility of the development owner, using methods approved by 
tpeBLM:Exc'ept for noxious weed control using one of the four currently approved herbicides,iJerbieide use is 
n9tc~rrently an approved method for vegetation management in or around these sites. ' 

, ® J(dP.rrn-L.-r [il? S'M ~~ 
The following categories of developments are helpful to this analysis. ~ -f4~ ':. ~}1J:.'t' wbfl.ilU.-.. 

f.W,.{.. f!t.f~J/t!L '£(5 '3£0t.U 
Government Facilities and,.~oads 1I+rPP<>eJ~ ~/~'1' 
The BLM operates or oversees operation of diverse facilities on public lands." These include: 

DeSignated BLM road systems, rock quarries or pits and bulk material or equipment storage sites; 

Buildings, administrative sites and other government facilities, including leased sites and BLM (sole use) 
communication facilities, remote weather stations, water wells, etc.; 

64 As of July 2009, there afC 110 approved wind, solar, or pumped storage facilities on Oregon BLM lands, but such 
projecls might be developed in the future. A proposal may be approved on the Baker Resource Area later in the 
summer. 

65 Some BLM roads and other developments not on BLM lands are also included in this discussion. 
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Draft Enyironmental Impact Statement, Cha{Jter4: Affected Environmental and Environmental Consequences 

BLM Human Health Risk Assessment Methodology (2007) 

For dicamba, diflufenzopyr, diqua!, iluridone, imazapic, and sulfometuron methyl, the PElS followed the four-step 
risk assessment model identified by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS 1983). These steps are: I) hazard 
identification; 2) dose response assessment; 3) exposure assessment; and, 4) risk characterization. The outcome of 
each of these steps is discussed below. The PElS used herbicide toxicity nrctors from EPA that included system, 
neurologic, reproductive, and endocrine disrupting, and other endpoints. 

An exposure assessment was conducted to predict the magnitude and frequency of potential human exposure 
to the herbicides under consideration. Both worker and public (adult and children) exposures were evaluated. 
Exposures were evaluated for applications using the maximum application rate designated by the herbicide label, 
and applications using a typical application rate that was defined by BLM. 

Workers include those that mix, load, and apply herbicides and operate transport vehicles, recognizing that in 
some cases workers would perilln}] mUltiple tasks, increasing his or her exposure. Both routine-use and accidental 
exposure scenarios were included in the worker evaluation. For the routine-use exposure scenario, the exposure 
assumptions were derived using information from the Pesticide Handlers Exposure Database, which is a generic 
database containing empirical dermal and inhalation exposure data for workers mixing, loading, or applying 
pesticides (EPA 1998). Accidental exposures for workers could occur via spills or direct spray onto a worker. 

(j7 ft!#s. ~ /fun ~/l'slUC sehtM'/7-¥--7faL, 
Two types of pUblic use exposure scenarios are addressed: ?~//Z-. 1U>;-4-..;n~~)A..e ~ Fs 'S~r/s ~ 

• Potential exposure by the public during routine use of public lands to herbicide active ingredient(s) that4-t4L§S--
have drifted outside of the area of application. ~? 
Accidental scenarios where the public prematurely enters a sprayed area (a reentry scenario), is sprayed -f,,-p, 
directly, or contacts water bodies that have accidentally been sprayed directly or into which an herbicide l' 312, . 
active ingredient has been spilled. $!;,F4;,,£u.a h )11~ (?flW.,yu/?flPf/\-lI 1¥'4iZY,f0-0.00 

or-jkft rPfo1t- *1fr!4'd~F;/! c.~ 1t41Aw?ipdZ)2I+f:,j~ k4.t#: NskA ~ 
Based on consideration of potential public uses of BLM lands, and consistent with the 199] Vegetation Treatment ~ 
on ELM Lands ill Thirteen Western Slates FElS (USDl 1991), receptors (people exposed) evaluated included I) ~ 
hiker/hunter; 2) beny picker - child and adult; 3) angler; 4) swimmer - cbild and adult; 5) nearby resident - child ~ 
and adult; and 6) American Indian - child and adult. It is assumed that the public could be exposed through one or . 
mOre ofthe following exposure pathways: I) dermal (skin) contact with spray; 2) dermal contact with foliage; 3) 
dennal contact with water while swimming; 4) ingestion of drinking water or incidental ingestion of water while 
SWimming; 5) ingestion of berries; and, 6) ingestion offish. 

AgDrift, a computer model sponsored by EPA and industry, was utilized to evaluate the off-site deposition 
of herbicides (SDTF 2(03). The GLEAMS model was used to simulate surface runoff of the three terrestrial 

herbicides (see Appendix 8). 'WiJ'ihk0cAd-~tud P11k!3!.J!11o ~. d<J-.:;~ 
Forest Service Human Health Risk Assessment Methodology T~ y:;;:s ~. ~f:~,f ~ " 

(/LI';7" /V- is r~ffl-e'1t1rh i)W/7/[£ , 

The Forest Service risk assessment methodology (used for 2,4-D, chlorsulfuron, c1opyralid, glyphosate, 
hexazinone,' imazapyr, metsulfuron methyl, picloram, and triclopyr) was similar to that used by the BLM, In the 
expOSure assessment phase, the Forest Service developed general and accidental exposure scenarios for workers 
expected to be handling the herbicides and for the public who could be inadvertently exposed to herbicides. 
General exposure for workers included exposure via directed foliar, broadcast ground, and broadcast aerial 
~pplications. Accidental exposure scenarios for workers included immersion or contaminated clothing and spillS. 

xPOSUre scenarios tor the public included: I) direct spray; 2) dermal exposure from contaminated vegetation; 3) 
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Chapter 4: AlTeeted Environmental and Environmental Consequences 

rates, streamside buffer distances, and other SOPs and PElS Mitigation Measures, the percent applied with ground 
methods, the presence of environmental factors that will help hold and break down those herbicides, are all more 
positive than State-average applications (many of which are on agricultural lands), the BLM's contribution to 
detectable off-site herbicide accumulations should be negligible. 

SOPs and PElS Mitigation Measures, as well as potential mitigation measures listed in Chapter 2, should make 
the likelihood of adverse effects low. In any event, those likelihoods are described in their respective sections. 
The possible adverse effects include health effects to persons applying herbicides, particularly via spills and 
other accidents. Although no toxicity accident has been documented on BLM lands in Oregon in at least five 
years, they have certainly occurred in other states and could occur in Oregon in the fnture. Following prescribed 

~ procedures however, there is no evidence injury levels would significantly exceed those expected D.or indus.tr.i~.l 
(' type work, or exceed those that would occur ifthe work were to be accomplished with 11on-hcrbicide methods, 

('AMCwl57$1eMIV-IP';<:tiJ.it; prt7~)< /{7'.!pt/~l'rt>k~s <C1CUu/ '/lnjkr)e.s ' 
-iTrf'1ZAI ~ /nP 51- ;ndu-.r IrtJ AY ~ 

Relationship Between Short-Term Uses of the Human EnVIronment and /k /tWl-lurb/UV 
Maintenance of Long-term Productivity (}~~, 

The proposed action is not al1>extraction or development. The action alternatives would help slow the spread of 
noxious weeds and other invasive plants, improve habitat, and make native vegetation control more efTective and 
efficient (and potentially less impacting) than currently-used methods. The Soil Resources section in this Chapter 
concludes that the herbicides proposed would not have permanent effects on the soiL Some of the herbicides are 
)<.)lowngrouncl-water contaminants, and PElS Mitigation Measures are offered/o reduce the likelihood of BLM 
applications polluting water, 

Long-tern) productivity will be affected by noxious weeds, however, either by their displacement of native plant 
communities or by their allelopathic effects on soil, so native species are displaced. These effects can last lor 
years or decades. The degree to which noxious weeds remain uncontrolled will affect long-term productivity. 

~ :J~t/e.J'q-"b~ ~t-;;~MY'~0/I~s.-r~~ k~ 
£fu.z.(-~ ~ r / PP</ /!i:rlt.- /:J J-t?-dud,yt't[; 

Irreversible or Irretrievable Impacts cl~no-J</~iff'J>114A./Ju.rj,~ ~ 

Irreversible refers to a loss of nonrenewable resources, such as mineral extraction, heritage (cultural) resources, ~ 
'PJ,JRJ11,O,~~ ,Jactors which are renewable over long time-spans, such as soil productivity Irretrievable commitment. !LA 
applies to losses that are temporary, such as loss of forage production in an area being used as a ski run or use of 7/~ 
renewable natural resources. ~tJ/d 

The proposed action is not an extraction or development. The potential i()r damage to, or loss of, non-renewable h1"k:5 ~ 
cultural resources is addressed in this EIS. That portion of the analysis concluded that with required pre-project 
clearances and surveys in likely paleontological and historic areas, the likelihood of damaging sites during 
herbicide treatments was negligible. 

SThe spread of invasive w;':ds will likely cause irreversible and irretrievable impacts on many BLM sites in 
'\ Oregon, Adverse and potentially long-tenm effects of noxious weed spread are documented in the analysis and 
( include reductions in soil quality and wildlife habitat carrying capacity, reduced livestock and wild horse carrying I capacity, and decreased water quality. The action alternatives would reduce, not exacerbate, these effects. 

, 7Mce f3. M ~eau~ "i ~ t::(-~ ~ M-rbt.rdt h4e .,f,,&~, 
;rr-0/tWSi h{c 'J-' ;/r.eMw-u,!c /~~~.,;.; r!~~ dYt£.4 
~A ~ ~ --h IWnA : !-qge.#'ffdtfslu~tvvh~r-
~5 PV tt;; !?~/tz't J1"~ 1'r~.er;I6t ('.~I~ 
?I wl[;[;ylU'tJ5/ <?b i&) t:tr ~ ,14 (1~(rW JrYt-,q'fF e(c.. 327 
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pita Wt~~ ,C:r't7t7i~lJffr~t3 ~~ 
fo-v ~ r3~#v !5//Il-!l-tr;'/7¥c tue-0Iil5/~, 

Notice 
This is a Draft E1S and a public comment period \vi11 run for 60 days. Instructions 'fiJI' commenting, and 

a description of future appeal rights that may be forgone if you do not comment, arc included in the Dear 

Reader letter. After the comment period, a Final EIS and Record of Decision will be prepared. 

The Final EIS and Record of Decision are expected to be issued about July 20 I o. The responsible official 
is the BLM Oregon/Washington State Director (see title page). Since this EIS is not specifically about 
grazing, foreslmanagement, or resource management planning, the appeal procedures for general public 

land issues will apply. Theref()re, a 30~day appeal period will follow issuance of the Record of Decision. 
The Record of Decision may be issued concurrently with the Final EIS, and the applicable appeal procedllre 
will be described in detail in both documents. Applicable regulations can be found at 43 CFR § 4.411,43 

""~ CCRH","C',,''"' ~ 

I~~~~~. Abstract .~ 
~ itv p;r,lyf/il' The BLM proposes to increase the number of herbicides available for use on BLM lands in Oregon, and l 
~#VI to expand their use beyond the noxious weed management program. Noxious weeds are spreading on ~ vtr wvr I BLM lands at the rate of 144,000 acres per year. The existing BLM vegetation management program ~ 
? IfJI'l (Alternative 2) is unable to effectively address the rate of spread or treat all species. New herbicides ] .: 
~Pfft~ are available that would better controlweeds, better meet other non-commodity vegetation management 'I 

JJ:XtJ~ ~V"~~ objectives, and have !ewer adverse effects on humans and the envlronment. ThlS EIS exammes three ;~ 
C~) ~'y; t[)~ alternatives that would meet the need: Alternative 3 would add seven herbicides west and nine herbicides :1 
~ ~ \ 11 east of the Cascades, to the four herbicides already being used to control noxious weeds. Herbicides .~:t!f; 
trtv,' vt~ use would be expanded to include the treatment of other invasive plants, and the treatment of native ~ 'R 

ei r. ' .l~ plants to control invasive pests and diseases; Alternative 4 would add 8 and 12 herhicides and add (to the i .i 
•• M;('~/~ r /.. U. _~#,uses described in Alt. 3) native vegetation control in rights-of-way, administrat.ive sites, and recreation ) i.r: .•. 

yww V1\J}!~ ~f sites, and conduct wildlife habitat improvement specified in interagency conservation plans for rare ~ f 
~ I jT species, and; Alternative 5, would add 14 herbicides statewide to the four already being used, and expand l ~ " 

~~~a+} ~w: ~'~~~i~:~!: ~,sC~~~:~~~rd:o:~~a~~~~~~~)l:l;~~~:Y ~r~;:~:~~Si:,n::ltt;,~~~::~j;~~c~:ll~~~~~;i~~S:;~lt:~:::,t:)~: ~ ~i 
Wr ~4 noxious and other invasive weeds; protects developments [rom encroaching vegetation; maintains ~.~ . 

~ ~~~~v\ 1"# ;~~~I,i~:;~a~ ::~~e~~~b~~a~~a;~~~~~~t~~~sr::k;t~:~~~~l;::':: :l~e::i~::'::~: :~kn~i~~~;:::~:~:~:~;~~::t~ts ~ ~ .• 
\\);\JV~ «J f" \ :¥ \ and economic losses. The anaJysis indicates: noxious weeds would infest 1.9 to 2.2 m'illion fewer acres ~ 

'{J'-Y~{l1 '.r~ . VV' under the Action Alternatives 3 and 4/5 respectively; that Alternative 4 and 5 would save $1 million per t -l :, 
'AM ifIA,~?(Jj \l(vtI'tJ year just in rights-of-way, administrative site, and recreation site vegetation management, and; under all \. ... i. . 
(~. ~r1I'" D 1'1 alternatives and with Standard Operating Procedures and Mitigation Measures in place, risks to humans 0'\ j 

'{jVl K e" '.JNftU:.'I}./I'6 or any resource is generally low to negligible. Some additional potential mitigation is identified by the ,h. 

W ~~?:i~E~~~~E:E:221! 
urV~( t?ni< h Uw-/ll hM!!Jrk!c ~IYI5~ -tv k~(rY,~:!!,/--.eJ~ C!'I 

~"II-uPn ~. -j?UfiPpv.> ~WIo-{S"UI-//7w."uc 1""- . 
·;:>/,1/7 1frVf?t.t r?cP;W</ . fu-.rbrtA~kV..- P:<l2/~ pYIS?U/rZj', 



Drajt Environmentallrnpact Statement: Summary 

control exotic pests and diseases in State-designated quarantine areas, like the area currently designated for Sudden Oak 
Death control in southwestern Oregon. Here, tanoak stumps near Sudden Oak Death infestations would be treated to 
prevent rcsprouting, depriving the pathogen its preferred host. 

®It;d-hur~4)lr~ik~J1 
Why is the Action Needed? /nvd;;/M?.I4ur~ r~'St?,,1cl,'~~ 

k ;nl/'d-?~phUr ihp~-/ ;izf/-~~ 
_ . .. _ fvl /1 d"hfriud- .l---tub/Her ~ fk.c-&-.-~r~ 

NOXIOUS weeds' Clnd other invasive plants are elllficult to controL 1\1an:y speCIes sImply cannot be controlled v,:lth ~ 
mechanical treatments alone because their roots arc deep Hnd re;ldily re-sprout, hecause they are in areas where heavy L.~e..r
soil disturbance is not acceptable, access limitations prevent ettectivL' control. or because they would simply reseed n;--,"~ 
into mechanically disturbed sites. Many plant species are not etlcctively controlled hy the four herbicides currentl).! ~ 
available to BLM in Oregon. In spite of an aggressive vegetation management program lIsing all availahle treatment -::;~~ 
methods. these plants arc spreading, habitats are being degraded. and fue.l buildup is increasing. About 1.2 million or ~". 
the 15.7 million acres ofHLM lands in Oregon arc currentlv inl"ested with noxiolls weeds at some levcl,~ and thev are :S:~ 
spreading at an estimated rate of 12 percent per year (see AlJpendix 7). Ecological damage from extensive I1cni(;llS ~ __ 
weed infestation is often permanent. Adverse effects include displacement of native plants: reduction in habitat and /~?f 

forage for wildlife and livestock; loss of threat ell ed, endangered, and sensitive species' habitat; increased soil erosion ~~ 
and reduced water quality: reduced wilderness and recreation yalues; reduced soil prnductivity; and changes in the ~ .... : 
intensity and jrequency of fires (USDA 200S)@7M-£/Wh Iv J'~'!'1ft4f -t#./JrrIt~ 1Jfi; ~~~ 

ft--U#cP~ K?rJ~~ rsd t<;, /urI;/t/did-i> Mtt;;--~/tj-,-:5Ni;,tr!M'k/R-t4/~~· e~ __ ~ 
There arc also specific management situations where Nalil'/! l'cgdatiol1 is going untreated or I..mly partially treated ~ 
b~cause available vegetation management methods are indTkient or costly. Vegetation encroachment along roads~~ 
and into other developments requires more costly control measures when compared with herbicide treatments on *~ 
adjacent land ownerships. Mechanical methods can also spread invasive plants. Western juniper is encroaching into ~~ 
native shrub/grass communities, capturing available soil water, and altering soils in ways that inhibit retention and ~ 
reestablishment of native plant communities. The plant pathogen Sudden Oak Death is getting a foothold in southwes~ 
Oregon, threatening to kill tanoaks and other plants throughout the Stat~. and lead to plant quarantines on a variety of "'~~ 
nursery plants. Finally, the managcment of encroaching vegetation within road, power-line, pipeline, and other rights- ~?-
of-way and developments is being conducted with non-herbicide methods at a higher cost on BLM lands than on ~~~ 
adjacent non-BLM lands whcre herbicides are available. These additional costs and reduced effectiveness ultimately ~~.~ W affect utility subscribers andlor subtract from funds available for other vegetation treatments. Jvl.tlf;;-~~ 

.~ .. Uh'ttt:;'1 r~M! K~ rISk£; c.j1v-~k~~IW~ k.¥~-ft.:~¥' ~ 
To better meet BLM's noxious weed and other vegetation management re~ponsibilities, there is an underlying ~r ~ 
more effective vegetation control measures. Because all other knmvn non-herbicide methods are available and being ¥ 
used to the extent practicable within existing funding and capabilities, the Need for more eflectivc control measures A "'E... ' 
transh~tes to a proposal and at ~ natiyes to make' more herbicides available for use on public lands administered b~.J?e V 

~ BLM 1Il Oregon. J1 -->I Jr)J~~ ~ 14r!5~.,L. ~,"1--liw.,.hrl-k-k4·<--;/'i:l:k~J~r:: 
.. !ftIe%e-fol£ Iv/iu- NJ€ J;4/3~~ AbuJ I'dM/{;, -cUf,fJi"w ItMd/ r~/J-ckd-08{JJ~ 

ri) What Would It Mean Not to Meet the Need? ~?;-lurh'7!ieMl---!', 
1lt.e.-.;ud 5~~l>* "-- v-uZq A-/: ~-Jo 11'('/A.LJfl..p~5'&T~ ~ . 

c.e.xi:JM-)/u-ru/;...e. 1~,I-~;';~tU/ I1.#-Jt<-rf-~x;;.J~f<A-( ·4rl-lftikltq~~r- ~ 
To ans\ver that question, a No Action Altemative, Alternative 2 was analyzed. Noxious \-veeds would continlle to t:.J ~ 
spread at an estimated rate of 12 percent (144,000 acres per year), and infest about 5.9 million acres or one-third oft.h~ ~ 
BLM lands in Oregon, in IS years. Millions of acres of imperiled sagebrush habitat will be converted to medusahead ~ 

and cheatgrass, which are. invasive annual grasses wit.h.little habitat or forage value and prone t.o regu. lar i.ntensc fires ~. 
that remove all other vegetation anel endanger rural communities. The BLM will continue to try, without herbicides, ~ 

is a prolific sprouter, and the continued persistence of Sudden Oak Death at the quarantine area is thought to be at ~ ~ 

least partially related to BLM's inability to control that sprouting with herbicides. If Sudden Oak Death escapes the ~ ~ 

4 "] j- ." t- I [. . d C ~ ~ '}"D-n ·estatlOns range rom mOllOCU tures 0 mvasrvc wee s to a lew stemS per acre. ~ ~ 3.~, 

'-"g: ~ !'--' 

~ ~.~ J'. 



(C!JV rtw~trS-&'5 if:~ r--3M ~ N»H,;.elur-k~ ,4;;u ~ ~ s~ ,ltbr k~ 
*~~Y'!t£A!lwneA/4/~'(!0$f-(#?/-s~~/zgr-8-!/t;(t;.';'~ 
~~'i.d.h -it ~o ;~~ v~ ~ifs6tde ~'1f'~7tJ6~St?/~It/~ 
/tIl; I:v~ ~ jJ~ k~, Draft Eovironmentallmpact Statemeo" Summary 

tln-r f; Zsf-Iij ~ Ju.,-b~ f<~Iv;;nv 1t<.e.tI-/U! ~?;W-j2~ t!:K~I-:2 r:3 
The eight Purposes to be varioLlsly achieved by the selected alternative are: :;... e~fl~ ~'#ZJ 

j. Control invas'ive p/ont species to protecl t/arj))e ecosystems and the/fora andfauna that depend on them. 

2. Profecl fhe sqjety am/function qfBLlv! and other authorized infrastructures by controlling encroaching vegeta
tion. 

3. A1anage native vegetation to provide sustainable habitatsjhr 1,vildlife, fish, and native plants, particularly those 
included in the Bureau Sensitive Species program. 

4, Manage vegetoiioJ1 to reduce the risk that large-scale high-intensity fires will unacceptahly damage resources 
and human developments. 

5, ('ooperatively control invasive plants so they do not infest or re-infest adjacent non-BLM lands. 

6. Prevent herbicide contra! treatments.!;y)m having unacceptable adverse e.tfects to applicators and the public, to 
deSirable/lora amifauna, and to soil and wate)~ 

7. Control plant pests and diseases bJ' removing their native plant host5' when necessary to meet ODA5-identified 
controlo/dectives. 

8. lvfinimize treatment cos!s and improve trc(itment efJr2ctiveness, so economic losses from invasive plants and other 
c vegetation growth Lire reduced and rnore of the Need can be met within expectedjimding. 

29 Pcf~ <Lj/.uJ;; til"~t!~ iUlrHfA> dd.~JUo~1:::::: t£it-~~ ~ 
What are the Effec~s of the Alternatives? y~It6~~ ~ 

w;k/¥/~~/$,p!k~ ivrk 41.ut;; huJl1u;.-~~ ~Iv ~ 
The Herhicides i~i;1j, ~d/ste;.~M'/t!'f~ t!~~ -f-/nA1tItk-.4Jl ~ 

IvuiiM ~ ~A- 4",,-/,,/2./;£ __ fi~A-IJ/Uo {!ft.n.ttd~ wf(!(d:;. Q' 
In order to identify the potential effects of vegetation control treatments, the annual acres to be treated with each 
herbicide. and with each non-herbicide method, \\'cre estimated for C'ach alternative. Weed and other vegetation 
management specialists from the Oregon State OffIce and thl' nine district offlccs in Oregon made preciictions of annual 
treatment leveb for the next 10 to 20 years assuming current budget trends. Those totals are summarized below, 

~ h~,~~d;tj;=:Z~~k:b~ !:JJM k:wtto (i£~(b(P,-IMlrxlvr 
flj Ir-wt/l.;--,U..~ r -ftu.;.y 'pt>f~F¥~ /t.h1.r~f $~ k ~~ I4v 

TABLE S-1. ESTt\JATED ANNtJ.\L TREATMENT /\.CHES WITH Hlm.HfCID£ AND NON-HERBICIDE METHODS, \VEST (\V) 
,"I) EAST (El OF THE C\sCADES a.." "'$'5J/'te -r- pt SCI--f,f.u..drrU.. 'It« . &kf- ~Z-; 
I I Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alterna,ive 3 'Alternative 4 Alternative 5 

~l~;f~i 0 I 4 '~.V ~1erbicides __ ..... __ . ___ ._._.-L. I ~,. i~ ~ .. ;~ 4 18 

I Herhieide /Icres 0 ! W. 7.000 I w."x.;)OO I W. 10.00n w. 10,200 
(_ . E: 9JOO I E 22,300 L~' .15,100 E: 39.800 

Non-Herbicide W. 8.600 I W. (,.'100 'I W. 6,600 I W. 4.630 ! W: 4,560 
Treatment Acres E.33.500 -+---.:r;:.2:,400 E: 21.500 I F. 12,075 h~. 10,43.0 , 

[~~:~sTledlm=-~_L :3~',~~~ _L_~~ ;~:;221 ~. ~:::2(~ i ~: ;;:~;~ I ~ ;;.~~[J 
@ /f&b,z-/iL ~ -Ivwiil§ 1'5 t./n-?I'MrU 4l~~rdwfd;-~~ -51uM/ ~~ 
5 ?regon Department of Agriculture Iurh ~ 0/ ~ ~~fT .. u:Yd~ 

'o/!~2 y /h;lJitn¥ ~flj /urb/~-.J-.$;~~-Ik ~ 
"7f ~ hu-~/? u..d; /- ttu, -/-Pj;h,t;;'tf- fl«...fu,b~ 



Cii)~ '"2 u-IJt,ph~ ~S7~ ~}/I-f) ~~~ ~h:gh r/<;k-~ ttz 14k 
Ix ~)M1-t,~Ct:t5 M ~,5C~Cwr~~CT/i- ?-tt;tJ), 

#~ A.£u; ;he-«/;:~~/'5fihJ;jJ()s~Y;:'k''ir¥.atz;/c.O'/~~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ S,cte-. Lift Draft Env~"'m'''ntal Impact Statement, Summary 

h.uAr> r/D ~ ~ I~ Il';/ ~ ;l:;;-rthr Ser~ fe i1-t jdmh.'/:?/M7 7k u<u d 
Human Health and Safety 2-/tf -lJ ~ 0/u __ f,4 due ,0 ~ ~ ~r~ cJ 

!:;,u Rfo rs F/3rC;)~ j>r.qer46ty ~ j?n4:t-;iW;r 71z.eo/4e.r 4;s4 kclz-fu....;'i"l-rP(4 
Nationally, the BLM has selected 18 hcrblcldes JTom among hundreds aVaIlable, plCkll1g those needed to accoll1pbsh 
the objectives while having the least risk to humans and the environment. This said, the additional herbicides that I ~ 

would become available under Alternative 3 are generally less toxic than those currently being used. Jt'rvp~~ S' 
~ ,[)/rka-l-.I< rr/~/{J'r: 

At typicai rates, 2,4-D (Alternatives 2 through 5), bromacil, diuron, and tebuthiuron (Alternatives 4 and 5) are identified 
as having a generally moderate risk to the public and applicators, \vith risks ranging from none to high depending upon 
the exposure scenario. Diquat has a Imv risk in some occupational ~ccnarios. and triclopyr, hex3zinone, and diquat 
have a 10\v risk in at !east one of the accidental exposure scenarios evaluated. All six of these herbicides have a PElS 

(ji) Mitigation Measure that prohihits application at maximum rates if feasible. 7l« I$tlJt S~~~ 
Hrrhf3e.rt4uR.qf-h-,.b:;;cC%~te;h,Pr(7j,i;6/~J1ta«;~~/r~-'sa;etr£ls' 

Nearly a!illse ofbromacil, diuron, alld tebuthiuron \vollld be east of the Cascades, and bromacil and dillron would be 
used mostly where complete vegetation control is needed, slIch as for reducing fire hazard in unstaffed communications 
and other non-public sites, or to keep vegetation from grmving into pavement edges. Diquat is only available in 
Alternative 5 and projected usc is 10\v; it is expected to be used only where one of the other five available aquatic 

.~ herbicides would not work. 7tvs 5~ Irke-ltvz Ed-,,;lsliCe- /5 etW4/~ a.iu",~~~ 
!/ ..e.iVIS'1~fk,.;-ltu.r~k5ac-~ dut-Io ~ A'P~ J< tu-~I,.~ dA.vt:-

BromacH, diuron, 2,4-D, and tebuthiuron have the highest health risks for workers. PElS MitigatlOn Measures specify ~rh: 
avoiding applying bromacil and diuron aerially. Bromacil, dimon, and tebuthitlfon have the highest risks to the public. 1ve..11 

Diuron is a possible carcinoge~. 2,~-D has possible enelocr.ine disruption abilities in wor~(ers applying large amounts of~ 
0.\. 2,4-D and poses moderate to h1gh nsks to workers performmg ground-based boom spraymg. c?~ro /,y_ r~ 
.'b ?J/'pP .u.e ~ tV I3rQn1uU]N/l)iu.rHr I Z. r 'f- f) ) ~ / ~tt:iJ,; Itr/0 4ue..-j:, ~A ,,,: """ --e. 

Summary of the Major Ellects of Each Alternative /,.'J1u-v M~ r&k A~ V ;.{,:p,( >q-
k ~~u.6h,f!,3J,..~~J.t~Wr,Jk~M ~?t;. ~~/'/ 

While there is a potential for adverse resource and human health effects from various elements of the alternatives, ~ ~ :S4 
the SOPs and PElS Mitigation Measures would minimize herbicide risks to negligible levels. Even Bureau Sensitive 
and Federally Listed species were deemed not at great risk because of required pre-project clearances, consultation 
requirements, and/or addiiional buffer requirements. Each alternative's projected reduction in weed spread more than 
compensates for any herbicide or non-herbicide treatment risk identified. 

The acres estimated to be treated by each herbicide or non-herbicide method under each alternative and displayed 
in Chapter 3 's Backgroundfor Effects Analysis section on Table 3-4 are integrallo the following comparison of the 
major effects of each alternative. Selected parameters for the alternatives relevant to th~ effects comparison are 

4lY diSP::dO~~J;~~15 kr~ ~~~t; Ai rd~ /iU-~ ,/Mv0/Ue1t-H-!!J. /:1 ~&5to,......IIur!?~~ 'fe,k/ati;-"£:l,yq~'7.,~/1~'1lfhkr/esl 
iJn.cpA;f --if. /v/t""k/£-IHekdngns ~~,,'" 'h.~kM.!;?t 

TABl.E S-3. SELECTEn PARA!\'IFTERS FOW. EACH A.LTEHNATr\T RELEVANT TO THE EFFECTS COMPAR1SO"i 

~Parapleter .. '. Alt.1 
- Al: 2 -1- :~ti~ ---------,--,----,,-I Number ufHcrhlCilks Available 0 

E 13 
- + 42.~OO 

, Alt4 . .• Alt.S 

W: 12 18 
E 16 

-l 
R _30.300 +--i:~o i lnvasive Plant Herbicide Anllual Treatment Acres 16)00' 

-----,,-----"-
Invasive PI~nt NOll-herhicidc Annual Treatment Acres ±=r .---------------r 
Native Plant Herbicide Annual Treatment Acres 0 

Rate of Spread at 15 years 14% 12% 

Diiference in noxious weed infested ,lertS inlS year compared to the No Cp 2.7 m"i!lion 0 

I, Action :~lternatjve ____ --~----C' 
Not counting 250 acres per year pest and discilse control 

;: Noxious \-veeds only. 

30,3(J0 

2R,IOO 2S.!110 28,100 
~-,-

0 15.1110 

7% h6% 
Down 1,9 Down 2,2 
million millioIl 

'-----~---"--

10,000 

6'· " -
Down 2.2 ."oo! 

7 



i 1!('rhi{'it/(,~!!~::TI1.!!L_:3L7r)n)\'('(I!~!:~!!...'i(' (m BL~_Lf!,I:!!J~!!!2~('g()n (E:C!!()X10~~,,:~~~!:! __ ~'()lltn~._(,:I7!}'.J !----,-- "-1 ' 
~ I Selective; foliar absorbed; post-emergent; annual/perennial broaclleaf I ,I 

i 2, 4-D ) weeds. Key species treated include burmngbush, mustard species, and i 0 \: I \ I' 
I . I Russian thlstle.._ ''--~--'---f- , "1-'" 1 ~\' r ! Growth regulator; annual and perennial broadleaf,veeds, brush, and i 

p~ - I Dicamba I ~:,~Sntl~;~!~~~l~~es trealed include knapwecds, burnmgbush, and RUSSian I I 0 . .j , [ 

.--+~-- - L-H ' ' 
1 Glyphosate I ~~t;~~:~l:~~.:~~~L ~:_~:~~\~~::l.d f~~~l~~~f~i~:';:~:~e:~nj~\~Jt~~~::~~~~~~~el~i:nnial, I li -+-'i i \I .... '.'.. ,'I 0 I] Y I r- and perennial grasses and broad leaf ,veeds, and woody shrubs. ~ . l 

Selective; foliar and root absorption; mimics plant hormones; certain 1 I ' 
t> rpp - h'0ram" ' ~1~1::~~~~;;,)(~~~::~;;"b~~:::~\:~~~"~~::~~:~~I:; :;:,~~lil~;~:_I~Y species j . "0 LI I 0 I. ~ i 

AddttlOnai Herbie Ides PlOpmed {i.w U\(' 111 Olle ()/ Horc oj The Altemaflh''i I 
Non-sele( tlve, Il1hlblts photoSjl~theslS, contlo~;~vlde range of weeds dnd I - I I I "1

1 

Bromacil blllSh Key specIes tredted mc1ude armuc·,l glasses and Oloadlectfwccds, [-I [ I "(E) I 'i 

burnmgbush. and l~_SJan thIstle - t--- I 

Chlorsulfuron speCies treated ll1clude blCl1lllal thistles dnd dl1l1ual and perennial I ., (E) I 'Ii (E) I If 

I 
~ SelectIve, ll1hlbns enzjme actIVIty, broadlctlf vveeds dnd gldsses KeJj l 

_ mustard:; ___ _ __ ~ i _ ~_ ....J 
Selecllve, mImICS plan! h01mone~ annual dnd pelenl1ldl blOadleaJ ~--r-- I I 

! Clopyralid weeds Key species treated mclude knapweeds, mesquite, and starthlstle V I -j ~ 

I 
and othel thIstles I I 

'D·ft " Post-emergent, mlublts aUXlll transport, broadleal weeds Key speCies 'I ~. 

I 
f) rY/lO v I I u,enzopyr + , 

• v f D .. 'b treated include knapweeds, burningbush, and Russian thistle and other I t-+ 
leam a thistles , l 

{;) rr/fJ..- I Di uat Non-selectIve and fobar (lpplwd Key speCIes treated mclucle glan! I[ I' -

.. r q salvlDld, wclter~thyrne, and v.ale1l1llliolls . 

I '/ 

[,,-, 0 

\i 0 r' Pre-emelgent control, annual and p"er~e~n~n~,-a-l-b-IO-a(llettf v.eeds dnd glasses I I H 
Diuron Key specIes heated !Delude annual glasses ancl broadledfweeds. I I 
L bUmJl1gbush and RUSSian thIstle . I ~ I i 
I Fl . I Aquatic helblclde to contlOl submelsed aqudtlc plants Key spcci~;------1- I -- I - i ) I 

urn one ' tredted mclude water-thyme and wdtenmltOlls 1 1 't ;" i 

1 

, ['.'oliar or.sOil applied; inhibi~ photosynthesis; annual and perennial : . I. ' .. 1 I 
Hexazinone grasses and broadleafweeds, brush, and .trees, Key species trented lUi .~. "V! Ii I 

include .E1_esquite and scrub oak. ___ ---+----"_ ' _ I ------------i 
\ Selective post-emergent herbicide; inhibits broadleafweeds and some I' I. i ~.... \ I 

lmazapic 

,Imazapyr 

f Metsulfuron 
methyl 

Sulfometuron 
methyl 

grasses. Key species treated mclude downy brome, leafy spurge, l' -) '1,' I 'Ii,' I 
medusnhead, and mustards, . 1 I 

'. I 
~~,:~:l:,~~'~~~;:"e~~:~:r:::~ :1;~,~:,t~;~::;C~\:~(~~~:~~:~~;~:~, t;:I~~ugh I, I, ~ I 0 ' 
trees. Key species treated il~c1ude saltcedar. I" ___ '"'~ I,' I' L_.' I 
Selective; post-emergent; inhibits eel! division in roots and shoots: I I ----l 

! annual and perennial broadJeaf weeds, brush, and trees. Key species iii V \1 

l treated include annual and perenni~i.1 mustards and biennial th~stles. I., ""'------+--, -""'1'-
I Broad-spectrum pre and post-emergel1t control; inhibits cell division; 'I" (E) 

grasses and broadleaf~-\'c~e~c=ls=. -c--' 

. Relatively non-selective soil activated herbicide; pre and post-emergent 

'I control of annual and perennial grasses, broacll.eaf weeds, and shrubs. l> r 1IrJ- Tebuthl1Jron 
. ,. Key species treated include crcosoteb\lsh, oak. Russian olive, ,md I 

I __ i sagebrush (thinning), ~_+-__ + ___ + __ '-i.i___ i 

PrfYJ I~ I GfO\vt.h r.egUlator: brooldleaf weeds and woody plants. Key species __ .,.. "I ,I ~ I 'I' ! ·~·l 
I L'A .. "CC~",,~~I~tr~e~a;te~dC"lr~iC=·I~l1~de mesquite and s~ltccdar. ... ...... . 1. ___ "",,-----1 

;:;;iii2~J<;;;; n ~!:l!~::::t;;:;a;h# 
Mvv-~~ .f>t'~~<5bflr/1M1j; v-lVff~~;;.Jl, 
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The Oregon Bureau of Land Management is currently proposing to increase toxic herbicide use on 
BLM public lands in Oregon from about 17,000 acres of herbicide spraying a year to control 
invasive plants to almost three times as much--45,000 acres a year, and to increase the number of 
herbicides used from four (two of which the Forest Service has stopped using due to high toxicity 
risks to the public, workers, and ground water) to 12 herbicides on the west-side of the Cascades 
and 16 on the east-side, claiming that there is higher public acceptance of herbicide risks east of the 
Cascades. The BLM offers a narrow range of alternatives, rejecting public suggestions to increase 
the use of non-herbicide control methods, to reduce ground-disturbing activities that encourage the 
introduction and dispersal of invasive plants, to not allow aerial spraying of herbicides, which is 
more likely to damage crops, contaminate drinking water, and affect non-target native plants, 
wildlife, and people, and to prohibit use of the very potent Acetolactate Synthase-inhibiting 
herbicides (Chlorsulfuron, metsulfuron methyl, sulfometuron methyl, imazapic, and imazapyr) 
which are particularly risky to use in aerial spraying or boom spray applications. Failing to 
incorporate or combine any of these public proposals and the suggestion of only using herbicides as 
a last resort, the BLM is offering 5 alternatives, four of which use herbicides, with alternative 1 
being no herbicide use, which they admit they are not taking seriously, saying it is for comparison 
purposes only. AIL 2 is the current amount of herbicide use with four herbicides, three of which 
(2,4-D, dicamba, and picloram) we think should be prohibited from use due to high toxicity, high 
potential for ground-water contamination, and long persistence in soils. AIL 3 would increase 
herbicide use to 30,000 acres a year (almost twice current use) with 11 herbicides used west of the 
Cascades and 13 on the east-side, and the most extreme option, aiL 5, would increase herbicide use 
to 50,000 acres a year with 18 different herbicides available use throughout all of Oregon BLM 
public lands. Both alternatives 4 (the BLM's preferred alternative) and 5 include toxic herbicide 
control of native plants (not just exotics) in rights of way, recreational sites, administrative sites, 
and for theoretical improvement of habitat for federally listed Threatened species like the Sage 
grouse, who could be hurt by the toxic chemical use itself-uses for herbicides not currently 
allowed. AIL 5 would allow herbicide use for any purpose (unspecified) which BLM staff desire, 
and appears to be an illegal alternative in that this makes it impossible to predict and analyze 
potential environmental impacts. 

Most of the herbicides proposed for use are highly toxic to native, non-target plants, including 
rare plants, federally listed plants, medicinal, and edible plants, and may limit the abundance of and 
contaminate edible mushrooms; several pose serious human health risks (eg. cancer, reproductive 
impairment, endocrine disruption, liver failure) to rccreationists, forest workers, Native American 



banning aerial use of dicamba with diflufenzopyr and sulfometuron. This allows aerial spraying of 
other herbicides highly toxic to humans such as 2,4-D and tebuthiuron. In Idaho in 2001 a "by the 
books" typical aerial spraying of sulfometuron methyl resulted in severe damage to thousands of 
acres of adjacent farmland crops the following year. (ElS p. 86) The EPA is considering 
prohibition of its use within 100 feet of water and in situations typical of dry Eastern Oregon (low 
annual rainfall and powdery dry soil or light sandy soil), suggesting that aerial spraying of the 
potent ALS-inhibiting herbicides should be prohibited. Aerial spraying should be avoided in 
general. Boom broadcast applications such as by ATVs are more hazardous to the public, fish, 
water quality, crops, and native plants than spot-spraying, yet spot-spraying is more risky to the 
workers, indicating the need to avoid use of the most toxic herbicides. Children are at greater risk 
than adults. 

Drinking water, stream, and fish contamination: Glyphosate can persist in the bottom sediments 
of aquatic environments with a degradation half-life of 12 days to 10 weeks. Recent studies 
detected solution phase glyphosate in 36% of 154 stream samples, and its acid degradation product 
in 69% of the samples. Glyphosate formulas with polyethoxylated tallow amine (POEA) surfaCtant 
is considerably more toxic to aquatic species-including fish-than other formulas. Yet glyphosate 
is registered for aquatic use and would be applied to wetlands and aquatic plants emerging from the 
water. (ElS p. 163) Bromacil is mobile in soil, has a high potential to leach into groundwater, and is 
a known groundwater contaminant. (ElS p. 164) Chlorsulfuron is persistent in soils, has a long 
potential half-life in water (24 days to more than a year) and has high potential to leach into 
groundwater. Dicamba is mobile in soil, can contaminate surface water and has high potential to 
leach into groundwater. It is a known groundwater contaminant in Delaware, Maryland, and 
Virginia. The EPA has set health advisory concentration levels for dicamba but has failed to set 
maximum concentration limits for drinkable water. The EPA recently placed diuron on the drinking 
water contaminant candidate list (EPA 2008) yet the BLM is still proposing its use. Known aquatic 
dissipation half-lives of diuron range from 3 to 177 days. Movement through soil is known to have 
transported diuron and its metabolite to a stream and adjacent shallow groundwater. (Field et al. 
2003, EIS p. 165) "Hexazinone and its degradates persist, are highly mobile, and are readily 
washed into surface waters. Hexazinone has been identified as a groundwater contaminant in seven 
states. The EPA requires a groundwater advisory on all product labels stated that hexazinone 
should not be used on permeable soils. In areas where irrigation water is contaminated with 
hexazinone or where groundwater discharges to surface water, hexazinone residues in water could 
pose a threat to plants." (ElS p. 165) Hexazinone has been detected in streams near terrestrial 
application sites up to 30 days after application, and reported in run-off up to 6 months post
application in a forest dissipation study. (Neary and Michael 1996; Michael et aI. 1999, EIS p. 165) 
Potential for displacement of hexazinone and consequent impacts to crops or native plants seems 
too high for the BLM to be using it. Imazapic is a new herbicide which has received little study. 
The herbicide label for the "Plateau" formula in which imazapic is the active ingredient, indicates 
that imazapic is a groundwater contaminant. (BASF 2004, EIS p. 165) Metsulfuron methyl has 
high potential to leach into groundwater but so far is not a reported groundwater contaminant 
according to the EIS. The three added herbicides-bromacil, diuron, and tebuthiuron-proposed 
for use in alt. 4 (but not in alt. 3) are all known groundwater contaminants. Alt. 5 would add the use 
of diquat, a known groundwater contaminant that can de-oxygenate water if applied to large areas 
of water, hurting fish and other aquatic species. Yet this destructive herbicide is proposed for use 
largely to control Giant salvinia, which is not even known to occur in Oregon, which appears to be 
outside of its ecological habitat range. Alt. s 4 and 5 would also apply herbicides to more roads and 
rights of way. As the EIS admits: "As more roads and rights-of-way (and thus more ditch lines) are 
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Covering the entire Northwe and Wpst, 
including Alaska, as f~r east as the 
Dakotas and Oklahoma, and the Southwest, 
including ~rizona, Naw Mexico and ~exas, 
this programmatic Environmental Impac~ 
Statement and accompanYlng programmatlc 
Environmental Report could set the tone-
of D.oisoninr 932JgOO acres p~ear with toxic 
her1Jicides aaout '1010 of Tnis In tne Inter
mountain West in Oregon, IdahO, Nevada & Wyoming) 
and targetting the already abused Sagebrush st';lppe 
and high desert lands with burning. brush-beatlng., 
chaining juniper and similar militaristic "conquering" 
of Nature, supposedly to benefit Sage grouse and other , 
wildlife--for the next 15 to 20 years! 'rhe Bureau of Land iVlanagement I s 
preferred alternative would almost triple herbicide use from the current 
325,000 acres per year and increase non-chemical manipUlation of the land 
from 500,000 acres a year to six million acres annually--a twelve-fold 
il!Lcrease. Non-chemical manipul ation incl udes the release of exotic bio
control insects that have generally not been tested for their appetite for 
native plants. 

What's wrong with this picture? In addition to heavy-handed management 
instead of more natural, passive restoration techniques, t.hfl.BP'I's--p1£.!li.. 
f aj.ls, to. deal .. ,wi th tlw..!Jl.<lJJ.Y a,ourcea"Q.:L inv a12.iv a. weed s,preliQ., such as the 
primary vectors of invasive plant introduction and dispersal: livestock 
grazing, logging, off-rolid vehicles, roads, and other ground-disturbing 
acti vi ties such as mining and gravel pits. lI'ou simply can I t solve a problem 
by addressing the symptoms rather than the causes. Indeed, the real purpose 
of this plan may have more to do with clearing the land for more cattle and 
sheep than getting serious about controlling invasive plants. Although 
invasive plants and reducing the risk of "catastrophic" fire (a favorite 
Bush Inc. public relations rationale for logging'and magic words for getting 
federal funding) are referenced in the text, the actual title of the draft 
EIS is "Vegetation 'rreatments Using Herbicides on Bureau of Land l'1anagement 
Lands in 17 Western States"--rather than the purpose or goal being to control 
the introduction and dispersal of invasive plants, which is ostensibly the 
purpose, judging by the bulk of the text, th~e ELM made herbicici,.e. use _it~+.f. 
ihSl.pur:J2Q.s.e: "'Phe purposes of the proposed action are to provide BLM 
personmel with the herbicides available for vegetation treatment on Dublic 
lands and to describe the conditions and limitations that aDDly to tGeir 
use," (DElS, p. 1-3) This automatically biases the decision" toward their 
pre ferred ac tion al ternati ve, which is illegal under the National Environ
mental Policy Act. Such a narrow and mechanistic focus also de-emphasizes 
the whole range of prevention measures that could be implemented to limit 
lnvasive plant introduction and spread, such as weed-free livestock feed 
reqUirements; keeping livestock, heavy eqUipment and off-'road vehicles out 
of invasive weed-infested areas; vehicle inspections and cleaning; limits 
on forest canopy removal and ground-d isturbing ac ti vi ties whi.ch e nc our age 



Alt. E continued: 466,000 acre~.per 
year would be sprayed with herD1Cl 
Alt. E woul.d favor spot appllca,.J. 
over broadcast spraying o 

Herbic~de use would be 
!!discour,~lgedf! in 8reas with 
am"p~ibi3ns and herbicide free-,A(~rf.4gJ~ 
zo;es would be established ~~ 
around culturally significan 
nlant and wildlife resources 
to oroiect Native American 
and" Alaskan Native rights. 
Alt. E would also place 
greater emphasis on passive 
re st or cltion. 

While Alternative ~ 
definitely has better limits 
and precautionary measures 
than alt. B, we thlnK lt 
doesn't go far enough. The 
ELM should consider and 
:LpG or F.oT a t e.th:eh8l;~ore N a~_i~. 
~:os:ist,,-ms. Al ternativ!.. a. . 
citizens' alternatlve submlttea 
to the ELM that carefully outlines 
a thorough and scientifically 
defensible plan to .Drev§n1. the intro
duction and disnersal of invasive 
plants, thus getting at the causes. of the . . 
problem rather than endlessly dumplng lncreaslng amounts of pOlsons on the 
symptoms. If any herbicides are used, we feel they should only be used as 
a last resort and shouJd not include the most tOX1C and perslstent actlve 
ingredients, surfacta;l1·s (such as the NPE Cidditive used with some.glyphosCite 
formulations 1 "inert" ingredients (wh:Lch may j.nclude kerosene, dlesel fuel, 
etc.) and met~bolites (which may be carcinogenic.) Please checkout our 
summaries below of which are the most toxic and persistent herbicides j I 
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*We are especially concerned about the fate of a1l1uhitJ.L:'l!l.§., which are experi
encing a global decline, in part, scientists suspect, due to herbicide 
exposure, and about herbj.cide threats to fish . ...Jl0pulgtion§.. Region Six of 
the mbrest Service found their proposed uce of 12 of the 18 herbicidest the 
BLM plans to use would be "likely to adversely affect" almost all federally 
listed Endangered, 'rhreatened and Sensitive fish species in the region and 
all commercially important fich species, including salmon, steelhead tll'out 
and Bull trout. TherSl.~qholl.JJ:L..Q;e no..herbicid" .. Jl.§.jL.in r.;i"pari@_a~a§...J?La,eriallY. 
*There is great cauce for concern a.bout cumulative impacts to oage grouse 
from both proposeu herbicide use in their habitat and planned clearing and 
burning of sagebrush. 
*'T"nere is a huge list of "Special Status" species that may be threatened 
to the point of uplisting under the Endangered Species Act or locally or 
regionally extirp"ltei by the preferred acticn yet the D~IS fails to analyze 
how each species would be affected or require' needed mitigation. 
*There should be no herbicide use or vehicle use in Wilderness Areas as 
proposed. 
*Biocontrols are exotic organisms that should not be released in the wild 
without stringent testing to ensure they will not ciecimate native plants. 
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Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the National Forest Management Act (NFMA), and these 
statutes' implementing regulations. 

The Appellants have a specific interest in this project. Appellants have previously indicated 
interest in this project by commenting throughout the planning process and continued 
involvement in management of Ranger Districts and National Forests in the Pacific Northwest 
Region (Region Six). Appellants' continued interest and involvement in this project creates 
standing to appeal this decision according to 36 C.F.R. § 217 and 215.11(a)(2). 

The Pacific Northwest Region Invasive Plant Program directly and significantly affects the 
members and volunteers of the League of Wilderness Defenders - Blue Mountains Biodiversity 
Project, The Bloedel Reserve, Cascadia Wildlands Project, Center for Biological Diversity; 
Community Alliance of Lane County, Friends of Living Oregon Waters, The Lands Council, 
McKenzie Guardians, Umpqua Watersheds, Inc., and the individual Jan Wroncy. Members and 
volunteers of these organizations and Ms. Wroncy regnlarly use Pacific Northwest Region 
(Region Six) National Forest public lands and surrounding areas for work, outdoor recreation, 
medicinal and edible plant gathering, wildlife observation, and other forest-related activities. 
Implementation of the Pacific Northwest Region Invasive Plant Program would adversely affect 
the Appellants because the proposed herbicide and biocontrol activities, and the inclusion of 
unproven new technologies and unspecified additional herbicides in the future, would result in 
degradation of fish, plant, and wildlife habitat throughout the Pacific Northwest Region's 
National Forests and adjacent lands, with potential adverse impacts to native plants, wildlife, 
fish, soils, water quality, native biodiversity and ecological integrity, and human health and 
safety. Appellants have long-standing and well-docnmented interests in the management of 
National Forests within the Pacific Northwest Region, the area where the Invasive Plant Program 
will be implemented. 
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substantial. .. costing Oregon citizens about $100 million per year (2000) ... This EIS 
responds to an underlying need that currently exists on all National Forest System land in 
Region Six for: (1) Forest Plan level management direction that will reduce the extent 
and rate of spread of invasive plants and help prevent new infestations; (2) Release from 
the Forest Plan direction established by the 1988 ROD and 1989 Mediated Agreement so 
that new practices, technologies, and formulations of herbicides are available for use; (3) 
An updated list of herbicides available for use by the Forests. 

Pacific Northwest Region Invasive Plant Program Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), 
p. 1-1-3. While Appellants agree that invasive plants harm native forest biodiversity, we firmly 
believe that this program will not fully resolve the threat posed by exotic plant species. 

While unstated in the purpose and need section of the EIS, the PNR-IPP must also comply 
with all applicable environmental laws. As demonstrated infra, the program does not comply 
with all applicable laws and should not go forward. Additionally, the program does not meet the 
stated purpose and need and therefore should be abandoned. In the alternative, the Pacific 
Northwest Region Forest Service should prepare a new or supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement fully disclosing and analyzing the range of likely and potential impacts from the 
proposed action. 

A. The PNR-IPP Does Not Sufficiently Address the Underlying Cause of the Spread of 
Invasive Plants on the Forest. 

The selected invasive plant management project focuses too much on the symptoms of the 
spread of invasive plants -- i.e., the increasing number of populations of weeds - rather than the 
underlying causes of these increases. Appellants raised this issue during the public comment 
period, but the USFS failed to adequately respond to our concerns. See Appendix A -- Public 
Comments to EIS --- Paraphrased Comments Submitted by Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project. 
Such causes include the extensive road network in the forests, inordinately high levels of ground
based logging, off road vehicle use, and widespread livestock grazing on national forest lands. 

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and its implementing regulations require the 
Region to address the causes of invasive plants and to design alternatives around eliminating the 
introduction of them. 40 C.P.R. § 1508.25 (scope of the proposed project). Case law in the 
Ninth Circuit also requires this analysis. Thomas v. Peterson, 753 F.2d 754 (9lh Cir. 1985). 
Seriously considering alternatives to herbicide and biocontrol methods of curtailing the spread of 
invasive plants would meet the purpose and need of the proposed project, which is ostensibly to 
control the spread of invasive plants across the forests. Disregarding viable alternatives that 
would meet the purpose and need of the project is inconsistent with NEPA's requirement that a 
range of alternatives be thoroughly considered in an environmental analysis. California v. Block, 
690 F.2d 753 (9th Cir. 1982). NEPA requires that the Forest Service take a "hard look" at the 
problem it is trying to solve and at all reasonable alternatives to determine the best way to protect 
and promote environmental quality. See generally Neighbors of Cuddy Mountain v. U.S. Forest 
Serv., 137 F.3d 1372 (9th Cir. 1998). Without addressing these causes of the introduction of 
invasive plants and, in fact refusing to take a "hard look" at these causes - the PNR-IPP cannot 
hope to meet the stated purpose and need of the project and it should be abandoned. Invasive 
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arbitrary and capricious in violation of the Administrative Procedures Act. Administrative 
Procedure Act,S U.S.c. §§ 551-559, 701--706, 1305,3105,3344 (1994 & Supp. III 1997). 

A. The PNR-IPP £IS Does Not Include a Reasonable Range of Alternatives. 

NEPA mandates that an agency "shall to the fullest extent possible: use the NEPA process to 
identify and assess the reasonable alternatives to proposed actions that will avoid or minimize 
adverse effects of these actions upon the quality of the human environment." 40 C.F.R. § 
1500.2(e). However the PNR-IPP ROD fails to adopt the most environmentally sound and 
arguably the most effective alternative offered, Alternative B, which is noted in the FEIS as the 
most environmentally protective alternative in numerous references under descriptions of 
standards (see comparisons of different alternatives re: standards 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, pp. 4-11-4-
14) and fails to implement the most environmentally protective and most effective alternative 
designed (but not otIered in the EIS), the Restore Native Ecosystems Coalition alternative. None 
of the alternatives offered in the PNR-IPP ElS avoid the highest risk herbicide treatment 
scenarios in sensitive areas. 

The greatest likelihood of effects to PETS species and their habitat is associated with 
'high risk' treatment projects in sensitive areas. High risk projects are defined as projects 
that are treated with aerial herbicide applications, treated with broadcast herbicide 
applications (e.g. backpack or boom spray), the use of heavy equipment in riparian areas, 
and indirect treatment of water corridors (i.e. ditches) directly feeding streams with 
federally-listed aquatic species or critiCal habitat. 

(FEIS pp.146-147). Significantly, noue of the alternatives offered prohibit the use of aerial or 
broadcast spraying, the use of heavy equipment in riparian areas or indirect herbicide treatment 
of water corridors directly feeding streams with federally-listed aquatic species or critical habitat. 
Therefore a reasonable range of alternatives was not offered to avoid or minimize adverse 
effects. NEPA requires the USFS to "study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to the 
recommended courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning 
alternative uses of available resources as provided by section 102(2)(E) of 40 C.F.R. § 1501.2 
(c)." ld. The requirement to evaluate all reasonable alternatives is not simply procedural; the 
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has stated that the alternatives analysis is "the heart" 
of the NEPA analysis, the purpose of which is to "provid[e] a clear basis for choice among 
options by the decision maker and the public." 40 C.F.R. §1502.14; 42 U.S.c. §§4332(2)(E); 40 
C.F.R. §1507.2(d). Thus, the Forest Service must "rigorously explore and objectively evaluate 
all reasonable alternatives" to the proposed action. City of Tenakee Springs v. Clough, 915 F.2d 
130S, 1310 (9th Cir. 1990). The proposed action involves multiple conflicts among alternative 
uses of available resources regarding threats to the viability and vitality of federally-listed 
aquatic organisms, native plants, and wildlife, as well as to human health and safety. These 
could have been resolved with additional alternatives. 

The PNR-IPP, however, fails to give a comprehensive evaluation of alternatives to the 
proposed action. Reasonable and practicable alternatives to the proposed action exist and have 
been identified in earlier comments by Appellants and other commcuters. Appendix A -
Comments Submitted by Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project. The alternatives considered in the 
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alternatives that might be pursued with less environmental harm." Lands Council v. Powell, 395 
F.3dlO19, 1027 (9th CiT. 2(05). 

NEP A requires that an EIS contain "high quality information and accurate scientific 
analysis ... Jfthere is incomplete or unavailable relevant data, the [EIS] must disclose this fact" 
up-front. Id. at 1031-32 (citing 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22). The ElS must include a description of 
methodologies it relies on, setting forth any shortcomings that are relevant in light of the 
environmental impacts the methodology is used to analyze. Nez Perce Tribe v. NOAA et. ai., 
Memorandum Decision and Order in Case No. CV04-299-C-EJL dated September 21,2005 (D. 
Id.). 

The FElS and ROD ins innate that this is just a programmatic decision, and that any potential 
impacts will be addressed and assessed in later NEPA processes for specific IPP projects. 
However, it is clear that the authorization of this program -- including its lack of specified 
regional methodology, monitoring and responsible oversight, and its approval of the use of 
known harmfully toxic herbicides -- will indeed have impacts. In fact, the PElS readily admits 
the impacts of this programmatic decision in several instances. On page 4-136, the EIS states: 
"Determinations are based on the possibility of adverse effects at the project level, when the 
standards in this EIS are implemented, rather than only on the effects of the standards 
,themselves. The uncertainty regarding herbicide exposure or proximity of disturbance prevent 
making a determination of 'not likely to adversely affect' (NLAA) for some species." Thus the 
FEIS admits that decisions made in this programmatic EIS will have on-the-ground effects which 
must be taken into consideration in the FEIS, rather than judging only the effects of the standards 
themselves. This is again admitted on page 4-146: "For the purposes of this EIS, effects to listed 
aquatic species are determined by using a worst case scenario, which leads to an adverse affect 
determination based upon the possibility of an adverse affect at the project scale." 

._ . .The agency cannot have it both ways, claiming no significant environmental effects because 
this is a programmatic EIS, but basing the effects determination on consequent adverse effects on 
the project level that directly stem from decisions made in this EIS and ROD. Further, the FEIS 
admits that the programmatic nature of the EIS should lead to a more precautionary approach to 
effects determination, not more assurance that there will be no significant effects: "Because this 
EIS does not include project-level information, there is not significant information on how these 
herbicides will be applied to determine that there would be no effect whatsoever on PETS 
species and their habitat." (FEIS, page 4-146). As snch the ElS should have more thoroughly 
disclosed and analyzed the full range of likely and potential impacts which will result from 
approval of this programmatic EIS and its implementation across the Pacific Northwest region. 
As the NEP A process failed to do this, the ROD and EIS must be withdrawn and a new process 
conducted which provides the decision maker and the public with this necessary information. 

1. The PNR-IPP EIS fails to adequately consider the cumulative environmental 
impacts of the proposed project and past, present, and future Forest Service 
and private activities. 

The PNR-IPP EIS fails to fully disclose and adequately evaluate the cnmulalive impacts of 
the program. In determining whether a project will have significant impact on the environment, 
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on Forest lands and adjacent ecosystems. The FEIS acknowledges that: "All the federally listed 
species in the project area, except Oregon Silver Spot butterfly, migrate or move large distances 
across multiple ownership boundaries, potentially increasing the likelihood that they would be 
exposed to multiple uses of herbicide and other chemicals, as well as several instances of 
disturbance." (FEIS p. 4-139). Yet there is no analysis about the potential consequences of such 
multiple exposures to the species under discussion. 

Despite the disclosure that there are other herbicide application projects occurring at the 
same time as the proposed program, the EIS fails to discuss the environmental effect of all 
known and potential herbicide projects occurring at once, in conjunction with timber sales and 
grazing over the same, or adjacent, lands. The lack of an adequate cumulative impact analysis is 
especially problematic given the cursory admissions throughout the administrative record that 
the Region's National Forest lands have been highly impacted by past logging and other 
management activities. For instance, the cumulative effects section for sensitive-listed' wildlife 
species not only fails to include any qualitative or quantitative assessment of the consequences 
that have been listed, but also fails to consider cumulative effects to these species' habitat and 
reproductive success other than herbicide use. Such relevant impacts may stcm from logging, 
mining, road construction, hunting, trapping, ozone depletion, human devclopment of habitat, 
etc. over past, prescnt and future time scales. Mere disclosures do not relieve the USFS of its 
NEP A obligation to address the synergistic effects of all programs occurring at once. NEPA 
reqUires this analysis, and the failure to provide it violates the law. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7. The 
agency must address in its NEP A analysis all foreseeable cumulative actions, "regardless of what 
agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes sueh other actions." Id. 

b. Cumulative, direct, and indirect impacts on water quality. 

According to the Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 313, all federal agencies "shall comply 
with all Federal, State, interstate, and local requirements, administrative authority, and process 
and sanctions respecting the control and abatement of water pollution, and federal actors must 
comply with all record keeping, recording and permitting requirements." 33 U.S.C. § \323(a). 
The Ninth Circuit has interpreted this provision to mean that the U.S. Forest Service must 
comply with all state water quality standards when carrying out its road-building and logging 
activities. Northwest Indian Cemetery Protective Ass 'n v. Peterson, 795 F.2d 688 (9th Cir. 
1986). This means that the Forest Service cannot claim that the agency's own policies and 
regulations supersede state water quality standards. In Northwest Indian Cemetery, the Forest 
Service claimed that its BMPs were the only water quality standards applicable; the Ninth Circuit 
held that adherence to BMPs did not automatically ensure that state water quality standards were 
mel. Id. at 697. Tbe Ninth Circuit recently reiterated this standard. Blue Mountains Biodiversity 
Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d 1208, 1214 (9th Cir. 1998), cert. denied, Malheur Lumber Co. v. 
Blue Mounzains Biodiversity Project, 119 S.Ct. 2337 (1999). Furthermore, if BMPs have already 
failed - as determined when taking a hard look at the environmental impact of past management 
activities -- they cannot be relied upon to prevent further water quality degradation. 

Accordingly, the Forest Service must describe how the selected alternative for the PNR-IPP 
complies with regional Stale waler quality standards. In fact, however, the EIS does nothing to 
indicate how the PNR-IPP - in addition to the cumulative effect of other projects in the area-
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comprehensively substantiates that the region's water quality limited water bodies will not be 
further impaired, the IPP must be withdrawn. 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(b); 36 C.F.R. § 219.14(2). 
The water quality issue should be studied in a new or supplemental EIS. 

c. Cumulative impacts from repeated herbicide treatments. 

The EIS states that that the PNR-IPP ROD will be incorporated into Forest Plans for each 
National Forest in the Pacific Northwest Region, and that "over time decision makers for 
individual National Forests may modify the decisions that result from this EIS." (ROD p. 3). 
The PNR-IPP ROD apparently has no time limitations or sunset clauses, essentially authorizing 
herbicide treatments across the region in perpetuity, while at the same time striking many of the 
provisions of the Mediated Agreement intended to protect the region's ecological integrity, 
wildlife, aquatic systems and species, native botanical biodiversity, and human hcalth from 
repeated excessive use of harmful herbicides. Additionally, the rpp authorizes regional Forest 
Plan changes which will result in separate site-specific treatment decisions throughout the 
region, subjecting regional watersheds, ecosystems, and surrounding human communities to a 
growing number of herbicide, biocide, and other treatments over time, without adequately 
addressing the cumulative impacts of these treatments, and the impacts resulting from dropping 
portions of the Mediated Agreement which require the agency to: (1) restrict the use of 
herbicides and limit repetitive use; (2) monitor and disclose the cumulative impacts of herbicide 
use upon area ecology, aquatic systems and human communities; and (3) work towards 
employing manual, least toxic, and other alternative methods to herbicide use. 

During program implementation throughout the region, numerous applications of herbicides 
may be employed in attempts to control invasive plants. Despite the ROD authorizing this, the 
EIS fails to sufficiently address the cumulative effects of repeated herbicide applications - both 
to the same areas as well as cumulatively across the region's integrated aquatic systems, 
complex interwoven ecosystems, and nearby/downstream/down-wind human communities. The 
ROD initiates a region-wide sorcerer's apprentice style of disparate herbicide projects. However 
the ROD fails to incorporate any required district level recording and reporting of these 
(potentially) many herbicide and other treatments to a regionally central program. Yet it would 
take just such a central program to effectively track the use of these harmful toxins and 
adequately assess the growing potential for adverse cumulative impacts from repeated multiple 
use of herbicides and other treatments throughout the region. By striking or dropping provisions 
of alternative B and/or the Mediated Agreement requiring Region Six to responsibly and 
centrally monitor the use of these toxins across the region, the ROD fails entirely to provide for 
the ongoing protection of the region's ecosystems and human communities from the cumulative 
impacts of the PNR-IPP. As such the IPP becomes akin to the fabled sorcerer's apprentice -
setting in motion a growing litany of herbicide projects without adequate controls or awareness 
of its consequences. 

The EIS fails to adequately address or disclose the full potentials regarding the cumulative 
toxicity of herbicide applications across the region in violation of the NEP A. 40 C.P.R. §§ 
1508.7 (cumulative effects), 1508.8 (direct and indirect effects). The EIS and ROD must be 
withdrawn and a new or supplemental EIS conducted which reasonably and responsibly 
addresses these issues. This does not satisfy the "hard look" standard set forth in Cuddy 
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sufficiently address by providing effective and responsible mitigation and project snpervision. 
This failure violates the most basic tenets of NEP A. The Ninth Circuit has held that "general 
statements about 'possible' effects and 'some risk' do not constitute a 'hard look'" at the 
prohlem and proposed solutions at hand. Cuddy Mountain, 137 F.3d at 1380. The disclosures 
and analysis must meet the requirement for high quality scientific analysis as required by 40 
C.F.R. § 1502.22; high quality science is meticulous and thorough. Lands Council, 395 P.3d at 
1027. 

If implemented, the IPP would likely result in serious violations of the CWA, NFMA, and 
ESA over time, and may result in serious adverse human health impacts to area communities as 
well. The IPP decision and EIS must be withdrawn, and a new process begun which effectively 
addresses these serious issues, and which incorporates provisions which can responsibly and 
effectively address and mitigate these significant concerns. 

The EIS notes that the No Observed Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL) as well as the Lowest 
Observed Adverse Effects Level or LOAEL) for this project was calculated for each herbicide. 
However, neither NOAEL or LOAEL apply to multiple chemicals in the same watershed over 
the length of time it may take for these chemicals to biodegrade, a period of up to two years or 
more. Moreover, neither NOAEL or LOAEL include other herbicide application projects carried 
out by the Forest Service, states, counties, corporations or private individuals. The failure to 
adequately address this issue violates NEPA. 40 C.P.R. § 1508.7. Without detailed or quantified 
iniillllwtion, "neither the courts nor the public, in reviewing [a 1 decision, can be assured that the 
Forest Service provided the hard look that it is required to provide." Cuddy Mountain, 137 F.3d 
at 1379. 

e. Significance cannot be avoided by breaking it down into small 
component parts: thus cumulative actions must be discussed in the 
same EIS. 

Under NEPA, "significance exists if it is reasonable to anticipate cnmulatively significant 
impacts on the environment. Significance cannot be avoided by terming an action temporary or 
breaking it down into small component parts." 40 C.P.R. § ISOS.27(b)(7). The impacts from 
other past and present logging, grazing, and weed control activities will significantly impact 
numerolls resources including water quality, soil health, fish, and wildlife. The supporting 
documents for tbis program note that there are other activities planned in the Pacific Northwest 
Region and its watersheds, and that other activities have occurred there in the past. Yet the 
cumulative effects section for TES-listed plants is typical in that it admits potential for adverse 
effects but makes no attempt to quantify or qualify what the results of the proposed action would 
be to TES native plants or to evaluate whether adverse effects of herbicide use would outweigh 
beneficial effects of herbicide application. The FEIS also fails to evaluate any other cumulative 
effects endangering TES plants in the past, currently, or from future actions. Such unconsidered 
cumulative impacts include livestock grazing and trampling, logging, mining, road-building, 
development, recreational-related soil disturbance, adjacent land chemical spraying 
(private/corporate lands, other Ranger District projects across the region, etc.), cultural collection 
practices, climate changes, etc. Consequently, there are multiple site-specific significant 
cumulative impacts of thesc activities that were not adequately considered in the PNR-IPP EIS. 
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proper plant surveys did not precede the signing of the ROD. Consequently, the program 
violates NEP Ns implementing regulations and is unlawful. 

3. The PNR-IPP does not contain adequate information upon which the decision 
maker and public may base a reasonable decision regarding the proposed 
program. 

NEP A procedures arc meant to "ensure that the agency ... will have available. and will 
carefully consider, detailed information concerning significant environmental impacts; it also 
guarantees that the relevant in1onnation will be made available to the larger [public 1 audience." 
Robertson, 490 U.S. at 349. NEPA "emphasizes the importance of coherent and comprehensive 
up-front environmental analysis to ensure informed decision making to the end that 'the agency 
will not act on incomplete infonnation, only to regret its decision after it is too late to correct. '" 
Blue Mountains F. Blackwood, 161 F,3d at 1216. NEPA requirements also ensure that the public 
will have a detailed, factual basis from which to draw a conclusion regarding the environmental 
impact of a proposal. Id. 

There were many pieces of critical infornlation that were missing from the EIS and 
supporting documents that prevent the decision maker and public from making a reasoned 
decision regarding the proposed project. First, the EIS and supporting documents lack a series of 
detailed maps of tbe program area and the location of known invasive plant treatment sites. 
Without such information, it is impossible for the public and the decision maker to determine if 
lhe application of the proposed herbicides is appropriate based on the location of the sites across 
the region. For example, some sites might occur on shallow soils with high water tables, making 
the application of picloram inappropriate. Similarly, the use of manual control methods might be 
better suiled for some locations currently slated for herbicide treatments. The 1PP fails to give 
sufficient mandated guidance concerning these issues, leaving far too much project design and 
implementation open to inconsistencies and potentially severe errors. This could have serious 
consequences, given that specific project implantation of the 1PP will fall to individual ranger 
districts -- most of which lack toxicologists and qualified levels of professional expertise 
concerning herbicide use and alternatives, impacts, and environmental and public safety. 

Second, while this is a programmatic E1S, it is obvious from a reading of the document that 
the Forest Service has already assessed known invasive plant locations and determined their 
preferred control methods for each site. At a minimum, some of these representative sites could 
have been described and mapped with explanation given as to how the Forest Service decided 
which herbicide or other control method to use. The lack of a range of comprehensively detailed 
maps in the EIS precludes the pnblic and decision maker from cross checking this program with 
other projects proposed on the Forest, such as grazing allotments and timber sales. Both the 
public and the decision maker are prevented from "ground truthing" the statements made in the 
EIS and supporting documents with the on-the-ground situation. Without this information, it is 
impossible for the agency and the public to adequately assess the direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts of this and other projects. Allowing the public and decision-makers to see what site
specific factors the Forest Service takes into consideration for determining control methods could 
potentially build public trust in agency judgment. Without detailed or quantified information, 
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organisms) and risk assessments (e.g. for NPE surfactant) that would be of great concern 10 the 
public and of significance for informed decision-making. This violates NEP A requirements for 
full public disclosure. Examples of significant missing information that we discovered in two of 
these internal Forest Service 1.0. team reports (effects summaries) which were not disclosed ill 
the FEIS or its appendices are listed below (from "Summary of Herbicide Effects to Aquatic 
Species", Draft 7/2004 and "Summary of Herbicide Effects to Wildlife," Draft, August 31, 
2004, prepared by Shawna L. Bautista, Wildlife Biologist, U.S. Forest Service, Region 6 
Regional Office, Portland, Oregon). These examples are not exhaustive of all the significant 
information in internal Forest Service effects summaries and risk assessments (which we 
received through a Freedom of Information Act request) that was not disclosed in the FEIS and 
its appendices: 

(1) quantitative levels of toxicity for studied species (found only in SERA risk assessments 
and the aquatics and wildlife effects summaries) 
(2) site-specific design criteria advisories 
(3) some of the known gaps in aquatic toxicity data 
(4) some sub-lethal herbicide effects not named in the FEIS - e.g. reductions in prey capture 
ability and swimming ability for fish 
(5) risk assessments discussing the effects of inert ingredients to aquatic biota 
(6) the toxicity of napthalene, a toxic ingredient in some herbicide formulations 
(7) undisclosed data gap for sub-chronic and chronic toxicity for fish for NPE (Bakke, 2002 
p.8). 
(9) the potential for Hcxachlorobenzene (a carcinogenic impurity in c10pyraJid and picloram) 
to bioaccumulate in fish is not disclosed in the FETS, which professes that none of the 
herbicides proposed for use bioaccumulate. 
(10) the FETS also fails to disclose which of the herbicides proposed for use contain 
Hexachlorobenzene even though the SERA 2003 risk assessment identifies c10pyralid and 
picloram as containing HCB. 
(11) the FETS and summary do not identify known metabolites or analyze potential 
consequences from some of them being more toxic or persistent thau the associated 
herbicides (see summary, p.9) 
(12) the following mitigation advisory is apparently found only in the FOIAed summary 
instead of the FETS, even though it applies to most of the herbicides proposed for use: "Due 
to potential adverse effects to aquatic macrophytes at plausible exposures, chlorsulfuron will 
need a site-specific buffer." This warning is also applied to metsulfuron methyl, 
sulfometuron methyl, imazapic, imazapyr, picloram and triclopyr, ( with some modifications 
to include impacts to fish and aquatic invertebrates for picloram and to algae for some of the 
herbicides) in the aquatic effects summary, but none of this buffer requirements are 
disclosed in the FEIS or specified in the ROD. 
(13) half-lives for the herbicides proposed for use in surface waters and aquatic sediments 
arc only given in the aquatic effects summary, not the FEIS, even though this and other . 
information not disclosed in the FEIS is valuable for determining which herbicides would be 
most destructive of aquatic life. 
(14) the information that sulfometuron methyl has been detected in streams after rainfall. 
(15) the quick dismissal of the potential for cumulative effects from herbicides in the FEIS 
would be less credible if certain information from the summary was disclosed in the FETS, 
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(but not disclosed in the FEIS): "Toxicity to aquatic species varies considerably between 
formulations of glyphosate and toxicity is increased with the addition of POEA surfactants. 
Formulation and use of surfactants need to he considered when using glyphosate in riparian 
areas." (SERA, 2003, Glyphosate) (Aquatics Summary, p.1S). 
(22) "sethoxydim -- the formulation POAST contains 74 percent petroleum solvent that 
includes napthalene. The EPA has placed napthalene on List 2 ('agents that are potentially 
toxic and a high priority for testing'). Petroleum solvents and napthalene depress the central 
nervous system and cause other signs of neurotoxicity (SERA 2(01) .... POAST is much more 
toxic to aquatic species than sethoxydim." (Wildlife Summary, p.7). This information ahout 
the Sethoxydim formula POAST indicates that toxicity assessments for sethoxydim in the 
FEIS may have significantly understated sethoxydim's toxicity to aquatic organisms if the 
POAST formula was used, since most assessments are based on the main ingredient, not on 
effects of whole formulas (with toxic 'inerts' and adjuvants) that are actually used in the 
field. 
(23) "Triclopyr-1'ormulations contain ethanol (GarJon 3A) or kerosene (Garlon 4), which are 
known to be neurotoxic." (Summary, p.7). 
(24) "Polyglycol 26-2, used in picloram, will impact mitochondrial function in vitro, but 
information is insufficient to evaluate risks to wildlife in vivo from field applications at 
plausible levels of exposure (SERA, 2003, Picloram)." (Summary p.8). 
(25) "NP and NPE have been studied for effects to aquatic organisms .. .In the aquatic 
environment, the hreakdown products NPlEC and NP2EC are likely to be present also. 
These two metabolites are known to affect vitcllogenin (a precursor for egg yolk) production 
in male fish ... " (Wildlife Summary, p.8). 
(26) "Mann and Bidwell (2000,2001) tested several Australian frogs and Xenopus for effects 
to NP8E ... Similar to studies with herbicides, the LCSO values for the frogs are comparable to 
those for fish (USDA 1'S 2003). NP8E inhibited growth at concentrations as low as 1 ppm 
(Mann and Bidwell, 2(01). Mild narcosis of tadpoles can occur at ECSO values as low as 2.3 
ppm, and reduced dissolved oxygen content in the water lowered the ECSO values by about 
half as compared to normal oxygenlevels ... overspray or accidental spills could produce 
concentrations of NP9E that could adversely affect amphibians, particularly in small stagnant 
ponds." (Wildlife summary, p.9). 
(27) ''POEA surfactant used in Roundup and Roundup Pro contains I A-dioxane as an 
impurity, which has heen classified by EPA as a possible human carcinogen." (Wildlife 
Summary, p.9). The public should be informed that use of these glyphosate formulas pose 
the risk of human cancer. The ROD could have prohibited the use of Roundup and Roundup 
Pro at the programmatic level just as the ROD prohibits the use of 2,4-D and dicamba by the 
Forest Service in Region Six due to their highly toxic effects; instead the 1'EIS does not 
disclose or address this threat. 
(28) "Triclopyr contains an impurity, 2-butoxyethanol (aka EGBE) .. .!t is known to cause 
fragile red blood cells in rodents (Borrecco and Neisess 1991) ... Data on toxicity of EGBE to 
birds was lacking ... " (Wildlife Summary, p. 10). 
(29) "Sulfometuron methyl can cause malformations in amphibians (SERA, 2003, 
Sulfometuron)." (Wildlife Summary, p. 11). 
(30) "Some of the herbicides analyzed in this document have been investigated for possible 
synergistic effects and no evidence of synergy has heen found (e.g. picloram). However, 
data on this potential effect is incomplete and not likely to be obtained in the foreseeable 
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(39) "Hassan et aL (1994) provided a summary of several bioassays and field trials using a 
variety of terrestrial invertebrates. Clopyralid produced some mortality in insect parasites, 
predatory miles ... " (Wildlife Summary, p. 94). 

Additionally, Appendix P has its text obscured throughout with each page stamped 
diagonally with large dark bold letters across the entire page stating "Draft," rendering 
significant portions of the text illegible and making thorough understanding of the toxicity of 
these herbicides impossible. Finally, the agency failed to update this section from a draft form to 
a final comprehensive form for the FEIS and before the decision was made, or - in the absence 
of this - to meet the required disclosures as to why this was not possible, in violation of the 
NEP A. NEP A requires that an EIS contain "high quality information and accurate scientific 
analysis ... If there is incomplete or unavailable relevant data, the [EIS] must disclose this fact" 
up-front. Lands Council, 395 F.3d at 1031-32 (citing 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22). The EIS must 
include a description of methodologies it relies on, setting forth any shortcomings that are 
relevant in light of the environmental impacts the methodology is used to analyze. Nez Perce 
Tribe, Memorandum Decision and Order in Case No. CV04-299-C-EJL dated September 21, 
2005 (D. [d.). 

Finally, Appellants have some concern over the Forest Service's reliance on NOAEL/ 
LOAEL calculations to justify the proposed program. NOAELILOAEL are parameters for 
immediate exposure to fish, not for accumulation of herbicides and toxicity for a watershed and 
its ecological components. Additionally, the USFS has expressed some concern that the studies 
used to derive the NOAEL for several herbicides that will be applied nnder this project are 
inadequate. Without adequate information regarding the impacts of the proposed project on the 
environment, NEPA precludes the agency from proceeding with it. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1500.1, 
1502.22. 

In sum, the USFS has failed to provide enough infonnation for the decision maker or the 
public to make a reasoned decision based on the record. The Administrative Procedure Act 
requires such a reasoned decision. 5 U.S.c. § 706(2)(A). Because there is not enough 
information to support the decision maker's decision, the ROD and EIS should be withdrawn. 

HI. The PNR-IPP Inadequately Analyzes the Impact to Aquatic Systems. 

Although NEP A requires that an EIS contain "high quality information and accurate 
scientific analysis (40 C.F.R. § 1502.22), the analysis of existing conditions of the creeks and 
rivers in the region is not based on high quality science, fails to adequately describe the current 
conditions of these aquatic systems, and does not accurately represent the impacts on these 
systems from the proposed action. The PNR-IPP EIS acknowledges that the water quality, 
quantity, and timing within the region's many watersheds have been altered. As mentioned 
previously, the EIS conducts little analysis of the actual and likely site-specific impacts from the 
PNR-IPP. In fact, it is likely that the proposed program will result in the further degradation of 
stream conditions and riparian habitat throughout the region. 
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1500.1. Generalized statements do not constitute the hard look required by NEPA. Cuddy 
Mountain, 137 F.3d at 1380. 

A. Baseline Data on Stream Conditions is Lacking. 

The EIS does not indicate whether the USFS is conducting stream monitoring on any streams 
across the region, or whether such stream monitoring would be required for areas where the IPP 
would be implemented on a project level. The fact that there is no baseline against which to 
gauge the effects of the proposed program is problematic for several reasons. First, the lack of 
data is inadequate to serve as the baseline against which the impacts of the PNR-IPP may be 
gauged, and does not allow a reasoned decision to be made regarding the impacts of the IPP. 
Consequently, the USFS does not possess the amount of data that is necessary to issue a ROD. If 
adequate baseline data is missing, NFMA requires the agency to obtain it. 36 C.P.R. § 
219.12( d). The Ninth Circuit has also held that "general statements about 'possible' effects and 
'some risk' do not constitute a 'hard look' absent a justification regarding why more definitive 
information could not be provided." Cuddy Mountain, 137 F.3d at 1380. Without adequate data, 
the effects of a project are highly uncertain and involve unknown risks. Klamath-Siskiyou 
Wildlands Center, 373 P.Supp.2d at 1081. 

As the PNR-IPP is a regional programmatic decision, it must include gnidance, methodology, 
and requirements to which specific projects implementing this decision must adhere. Included in 
this are baseline data on stream conditions, necessary to gauge and assess the effects of specific 
implementation of IPP projects. The failure of the ElS and ROD to adequately specify 
requirements and methodology concerning obtaining adequate baseline data violates both the 
NEPA and the NFMA. Additionally, Oregon state water quality standards requires that state 
listed 303(d) streams not be further impaired. Failure of the PNR-IPP to address obtaining the 
necessary baseline data before project level implementation has resulted in a program that would 
violate state water quality standards across the region, in violation of state and federal laws. 

Second, Appellants note that the USFS also has an obligation to physically survey the 
reaches of the creeks, streams, and tributaries adjacent to the treatment sites in the region in order 
to determine the number of pools, riffles, down woody debris, and other features that are present. 
Neither the FElS/ROD nor other supporting documents state whether the streams that will be 
affected by the proposed program are currently meeting PACFISI-I/INFISI-I standards, nor is 
adequate guidance given regarding specific project design and implementation in areas where 
streams fail to meet PACFISH/INFISI-I and/or state standards. Without this key information, the 
PNR is precluded from making any determination regarding the significance of the proposed 
program. When such information is lacking or when there are significant questions regarding the 
impacts of programmatic project, the USFS has an obligation under NEP A to obtain the missing 
information. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22 (duty to obtain missing information or state why it could not 
be obtained). See also Lands Council, 395 P.3d at 1031. 

Until the PNR develops programmatic protocol concerning the missing information on 
stream conditions, the PNR-IPP must be withdrawn. In the alternative, the USFS should prepare 
a new or supplemental EIS to fully disclose and discuss the impacts to the environment from the 
proposed program. The failure to follow one of these courses of action will violate NEP A. 
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picloram are also problematic at the highest allowed application rates. Only "acute exposures of 
clopyralid and sethoxydim are less than the estimated or measured NOEC for all representatives 
ofthe aquatic community." (FEIS p. 4-117). These herbicides not exceeding toxicity thresholds 
may be more due to a lack of data on their effects to aquatic organisms than to a lack of impacts, 
judging by the aquatic effects sunnnary I.D. team report. The FEIS admits that "the Forest 
Service cannot conclude with certainty that the levels of chemicals that could potentially reach 
streams with aquatic organisms will be zero" (FEIS p.4-119), especially since riparian zone 
spraying (including broadcast boom and ATV spraying) and aerial spraying (with more potential 
to drift) are planned. 

Toxic levels for algae and vascular plants may be of concern because they form a food 
supply, habitat, or both for aquatic organisms. Aquatic plants are a natural, and 
important, component of aquatic communities. Aquatic plants, especially phytoplankton, 
are consumed by small invertebrate animals, which are in turn consumed by larger 
animals such as birds or fish. Phytoplankton can also be consumed directly by certain 
fish .... Any impact to a component of the aquatic community may have a ripple eiIeet on 
the food web." 

(FEIS p.4-119). 

Mortality of fish due to herbicide use is also not mitigated by the PNR-IPP FElS and ROD. 
As the FEIS acknowledges, "high concentrations of herbicides could wash into streams from 
rainfalls shortly after herbicide application along road ditches or other surfaces that rapidly 
generate overland flows, or as a result of an accidental spill. In such instances, localized fish 
kills are plausible in small tributary streams of small, enclosed water bodies where contaminated 
flows would not be readily diluted." (FEIS pp. 4-119-120). Further, ll)ortality to fish could occur 
due to disruption of necessary survival behavior and reproduction from sub-lethal effects of 
herbicide use described in the FEIS and the aquatic effects summary. 

Again, an omission of a reasonably complete discussion of mitigation measures would 
undermine one of NEPA's important functions - "action forcing." Robertson, 490 U.S. at 348. 
In evaluating the sufficiency of mitigation measures, the court will consider whether they 
constitute an adequate buffer against negative impacts that may result from a project. National 
Parks, 241 F.3d at 734. Here, there is no significant mitigation of the negative impacts of 
herbicide application. 

C. Riparian Habitat Conservation Areas and Riparian Management Objectives Will Be 
Compromised as a Result of the PNR-IPP. 

The EIS states that some invasive plant sites proposed for treatment are located in riparian 
areas. Because the program necessarily requires entries into Riparian Habitat Conservation 
Areas, the agency is required to state how this program will be consistent with Riparian 
Management Objectives. However, in this case, the EIS fails to indicate how entries into 
RHCAs will specifically affect associated values such as water quality and wildlife habitat. 
Simply stating that these areas will be entered does not substitute for a discussion of how they 
will be affected by the entry. NEPA was intended to ensure that an agency has carefully and 
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conditions exist and whether picloram will be used on these locations. Because the USFS failed 
to include any maps, adequate site-specific analysis requirements, project level guidance and 
methodology concerning picloram and other herbicide use, and/or examples in the record 
regarding the nature of each proposed treatment site, it is impossible to assess whether 
groundwater contamination is a concern for some treatment sites, though it appears this is likely 
so. Again. the lack of information regarding the program's effects violates NEPA, and compels 
the decision maker to withdraw the EIS/ROD. 

TV. The PNR-IPP EIS/ROD Inadequately Analyzes the Impact to Plant and Animal Species. 

The PNR-IPP EIS condncts an inadequate review of impacts to wildlife from the proposed 
program. The EIS fails to specifically identify specific impacts that the program would have on 
a number of wildlife species including threatened, endangered, and sensitive species. 

Based on the FEIS assessment of effects to TES wildlife, it appears that the Bald eagle and 
Oregon Silver Spot butterfly may be the most subject to significant effects. However the reasons 
given for lack of significant adverse impacts 10 woodland caribou are extremely shaky given that 
it is assumed that herbicide treatment of meadows used by caribou in the spring never occurs 
until later in the year, with no supporting evidence and based only on one "personal 
communication." If Woodland caribou were to wander into Region Six, it is likely no one would 
know and Standard 20 would not be applied to the project with caribou in mind. Woodland 
caribou are more likely to be significantly affected by herbicide use than Grizzly bears, Gray 
wolves, or Canada lynx because they could directly eat more plants contaminated by herbicides 
than would be likely for predators. Further, exposure scenarios exceed the toxicity index for 
Woodland caribou for glyphosate, picJoram, sulfometuron methyl, Iriclopyr and NPE -- all 
planned for use under the proposed action. For tricJopyr and NPE, toxicity indices are exceeded 
even at typical application rates, as well as at highest allowable application rates. Woodland 
caribou are extremely rare, so this level of risk to them, given their endangered status, should 
rate more than a "Not Likely to Adversely Affect" detem1ination and trigger more preventative 
mitigation, given the significant uncertainties involved. The ROD for this program could have 
assured greater protection for the Woodland caribou and many other species and values such as 
water quality by eliminating the use of triclopyr, NPE surfactants, glyphosate, picloram and 
sulfometuron methyl. 

Glypl1osate, triclopyr and NPE are also identified as problematic for the Oregon Silver Spot 
butterfly in exposure scenarios in Table 4-43, p. 4-136: "Potential effects to butterfly larvae or 
eggs, or food plants, may occur from herbicide nse in their habitat. Sucoff et al. (2001) found 
that spraying eggs of Karner blue butterfly (Lycaeides elissa samuelis) with a glyphosate
triclopyr mixture reduced egg hatching .... "(FEIS p. 4-135). The "Likely to Adversely Affect" 
determination for the Oregon Silver Spot butterfly is undefined and leaves this butterfly open to 
potential eradication. The basis for this bulterny being thought to not be sensitive to disturbance 
is based on onc personal communication. (FElS p. 4-132). The FEIS admits that "herbicide use 
may affect food plants or larvae." (FEIS p. 4-138). Yet the FEIS does not describe the nature of 
these effects or their ramifications for the butterfly. Likewise, the FEIS admits that "mowing, 
other machinery, foot traffic, or other cultural methods have the potential to trample butterfly 
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an adverse effect of unspecified severity) for the following groups of sensitive-listed species 
(identified in Table 4-45 pp. 4-141-142) for the following herbicides proposed for use: 

(1) Large herbivorous mammal (c.g. Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep) -- glyphosate, 
sulfometuron methyl, troclopyr and NPE surfactant if broadcast sprayed. Worst case 
herbicide exposures are more likely for selective herbicides - e.g. Triclopyr. 
(Sulfometuron methyl is an extremely potent herbicide, so it may also have a more 
pronounced e ffcct.) 
(2) Small herbivorous mammals (e.g. Pygmy rabbit) -- NPE if broadcast sprayed. 
(3) Carnivorous mammals (e.g. California wolverine, Pacific fisher) -- triclopyr and 
NPE. 
(4) Insectivorous mammals (e.g. Townsend's big-eared bat, Pacific shrews, etc.)-
c!opyralid, glyphosate, picloram, sethoxydim, sulfometuron methyl, triclopyr and NPE if 
broadcast sprayed. 
(5) Herbivorous birds (e.g. Greater sage grouse, Columbian sharp-tailed grouse, etc.)-' 
c1opyralid, glyphosate, sethoxydim, sulfometuron methyl, triclopyr, and NPE, if 
broadcast sprayed (more likely for selective herbicides). 
(6) Insectivorous birds (e.g. Gray flycatcher, Green-tailed towhee, Upland sandpiper, 
Bufflehead and Harlequin ducks, etc.) -- c1opyralid, glyphosate, picloram, sethoxydim, 
sulfometuron methyl, tricIopyr, and NPE if broadcast sprayed. Worst-case herbicide 
exposure is plausible for grassland species on large projects. 
(7) Predatory birds (e.g. Northern goshawk, American peregrine falcon, Great Gray owl, 
Greater sandhill crane, etc.) -- sethoxydim, triclopyr, and NPE if broadcast sprayed. 
(8) Amphibians (e.g. 12 species of salamanders, Northern leopard frog, Columbia 
spotted frog, etc.) -- applications or accidental spills of glyphosate and triclopyr "could 
harm or kill amphibians. NPE is likely to harm amphibians only in an accidental spill. 
(USDA FS 2003)." 
(9) Insects (e.g. Mardon Skipper) -- worst-case exposure exceeds the toxicity index if 
directly sprayed with gIyphosate and tricIopyr. "Data is insufficient to evaluate risk from 
NPE. Herbicides could kill larval food plants and/or adult nectar plants." 
(10) Mollusks (e.g. multiple species of slugs, Chelan mountain snail, Blue-gray 
taildropper, Crater Lake tighteoil, etc.) -- "specific data is lacking. Risk from herbicides 
is largely unknown." (FEIS p. 4-145, Table 4-46). 
(11) Reptiles (e.g. California mountain king snake, Northwestern pond turtle, Painted 
turtle, etc.) -- "Insufficient data to detcnnine potential risks from herhicides." 

The PElS admits potential adverse effects from planned herbicide use for all categories and 
species of sensitive-listed wildlife except fish-eating birds. These potential adverse effects are 
not quantified or qualitatively described, leaving the MINL determination "may impact 
individuals, but nol likely to lead to a trend toward federal listing" unsupported. Some of the 
speculative reasoning given to support the MINL determination also does not stand up to 
scrutiny. For example, carnivorous mammals (California wolverine and Pacific fisher) and 
predatory birds (e.g. Northern goshawk and American peregrine falcon) may only consume one 
prey animal for a day's diet, making worst-case herbicide exposure more plausible than 
suggested in the determination in Table 4-46 (FriIS p. 4-143). Likewise, existing sharp declines 
in Greater sage grouse populations are not taken into account when making the determination 
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A. Management Indicator Species. 

NFMA requires the Forest Service to provide animal and plant diversity in the national 
forests. 16 U.S.c. § 1604(g)(3)(B). USFS regulations implementing this requirement direct the 
Service to manage forests for viable populations of native vertebrate and desired non-native 
species. 36 c.F.R. § 219.19. The regulations define viable populations as populations which 
have "the estimated numbers and distribution of reproductive individuals to insure its continued 
existence is well distributed in the planning area. ,. Id. 

To ensure that viable populations are maintained, the Forest Service regulations also require 
that thc Service identify management indicator species (MIS) and that "[p ]opulation trends of the 
management indicator species will be monitored and relationships to habitat change detemlined." 
36 C.F.R. § 219.l9(a)(6). This monitoring is "essential to verify and, if necessary, modify the 
forest plan's assumptions about the effects of timber harvesting and other management activities 
on wildlife ... In order to meet the monitoring requirement, planners will need to obtain adequate 
inventories of wildlife populations and distribution." Charles F. Wilkinson and H. Michael 
Anderson, Land and Resource Planning in the National Forests, 304 (1987). The only 
circumstance in which population surveys are not required is if no appreciable habitat 
disturbance will occur. Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Center, 373 F.Supp.2d at 1087. The 
Selected Alternative would result in habitat disturbance. 

The Ninth Circuit has stated that the duty to ensure viable or self-sustaining populations 
"applies with special force to "sensitive" species." Inland Empire Public Lands Council v. 
United States Forest Serv., 88 F.3d 754 (9th Cir. 1996) citing Oregon Natural Resources Council 
v. Lowe, 836 F.Supp 727, 733 (D.Or. 1993). NFMA clearly directs the Forest Service to create 
regulations to "insure research on and (based on continuous monitoring and assessment in the 
field) evaluation of the effects of each management system to the end that it will not produce 
substantial and pcnnanent impairment of the productivity of the land." 16 U.S.C. § 
1604(g)(3)(C); Sierra Club, 168 F.3d 1. 

In light of this direction, NFMA' s regulations require inventorying and monitoring on the 
National Forests under 36 C.F.R. §§ 219.12(d) and (k) as well as 36 c.F.R. §§ 219.19(a)(6), 
219.26, and 219.19(a)(2). The regulations state that "each Forest Supervisor shall obtain and 
keep current inventory data appropriate for planning and managing the resources under his or her 
administrative jurisdiction." ld. § 219 .12( d). Missing or stale data is flawed data, and also 
insufficient under NEPA. Lands Council, 395 F.3d at 1031. The regulations further require that 
"at intervals established in the plan, implementation shall be evaluated on a sample basis to 
determine how well objectives have been met and how closely management standards and 
guidelines have been applied." Id. § 219.12(k). To ensure biological diversity, the regulations 
specifically require that "li]nventories shall include quantitative data making possible the 
evaluation of diversity in terms of its prior and present condition." ld. § 219.26. 

The mnltiple mandates in NFMA and its implementing regulations requiring population 
monitoring and surveying are clearly unmet by the USFS in Region Six National Forests. 
Because of the difficulty in monitoring all the species on the region's forests, NFMA regulations 
recognized thalmanagcment indicator species (MIS) could be used as surrogates for other 
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oxygen consumption), it may not be possible to infer a significant loss of essential behavior 
patterns of aquatic PETS species in the wild," (FEIS p, 4-147), In other words, the wild 
environment of Region Six is not a laboratory where subtle sub-lethal effects can be detected, 
monitored, or tracked to their potential final results of mortality through behavioral changes 
which led to failed reproduction or inability to survive, This means that where sub-lethal effects 
are anticipated which could lead to mortality or failed reproduction, as they arc with 
implementation of this program, there is no way to know for sure if mortality resulted or to know 
the amouut of mortality that did result -- no way to ensure that there are no significant impacts or 
trends toward uplisting or extirpation, The only mitigation suggested for the major population
affecting problems of sub-lethal effects to listed aquatic PETS species is vague, unspecified, 
open to broad interpretation and therefore extremely fallible: "To address uncertainties relating 
to sub-lethal effects, project-level planning documents should inC011Jorate additional mitigation 
or conservation measures," (FEIS, p, 4-159), What additional mitigation or conservation 
measures? How will district staff know what mitigation could possibly be sufficient to prevent 
all sub-lethal effects? There is no way to ensure consistency and adequacy of additional 
mitigation measures without providing more specific guidance in the programmatic ElS, based 
on the best available science. 

Further FElS warnings suggesting the need for a more precautionary approach in regards to 
herbicide use in aquatic areas include the following: 

Product formulations sometimes include unspecified inactive ingredients and adjuvants 
with unknown toxic effects to listed fish. For example, the combination of POEA 
surfactant and glyphosate has been shown to cause inflammation of fill tissue in fish, and 
to reduce survival rales especially for young fish (Folmar et aI., 1979; Servizi, 1987). 
Roundup is known to have the POEA surfactant and is therefore toxic to fish, while the 
product Rodeo, which contains the same active ingredient (glyphosate), but no 
surfactants, has very low toxicity. 

(FElS p, 4-148). Nowhere in the FElS does there appear to be any requirement not to use 
herbicide formulas with surfactants, "inert" ingredients or impurities toxic to fish, Thus the PElS 
and ROD fail to ensure that these sources of aquatic toxicity would not lead to a trend toward 
up listing or extirpation of listed aqnatic species, This failure to protect listed species and their 
critical habitat is a violation of the ESA. 

The PElS also acknowledges an unquantified high risk potential to aquatic PETS species 
from aerial and broadcast herbicide spraying allowed in all alternatives including the proposed 
action: "The risk of direct effects from drift as a result of 'high risk' broadcast spray 
applications (aerial, boom, and backpack) from overspray is likely to occur in small streams and 
stream margins, and small, enclosed water bodies, Higher herbicide concentrations can result 
from overspray/drift exposure. Thus, direct exposure of stream or lake margins to overspray or 
drift can result in a high risk potential to vulnerable aquatic PETS species life stages." (FElS p, 
4-148), 

Indirect effects to federally-listed fish, mollusks and their critical habitat described in the 
FEIS arc numerous and raise significant concerns but remain unquantified and with cumulative 
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numbers of fish -- yet this possibility is not even discussed. The FEIS does clearly state that: 
"All alternatives are expected to adversely aJIeet EFH for Pacific Salmon species listed in Table 
4-50." (FEIS p. 162). Of the ten species of salmon listed in Table 4-50, only one is not federally 
listed as Endangered or Threatened or proposed for listing. Upper Columbia River Spring 
Chinook, one of the ten, is listed as endangered, six species are listed as threatened, and two 
species are proposed for listing. The Magnuson-Stevens EFH determination for all ten species is 
"may adversely affect habitat." This is a clear violation of the Endangered Species Act as well 
as a violation of the spirit, if not the letter, of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act. Adverse effects arc only claimed to be avoided "or minimized to the extent 
possible" through application of Standards 18 through 22 and unspecified "additional mitigations 
at the project scale." (FEIS p. 4-162). Minimization of impacts "to the extent possible" and 
undefined, non-guaranteed mitigations at the projectlcvel do not guarantee that the listed and 
proposed salmon species will not be pushed toward uplisting or extirpation in violation of the 
ESA. Other alternatives could have been designed and adopted to avoid this legal violation and 
the potential loss of biodiversity and commercially important fish species, in keeping with the 
intent of the ESA and the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act. 

"Under cun'ent Forest Service management direction (NWFP Aquatic Conservation Strategy 
(ACS) and PACFISHIINFISI-I) ... site-specific projects cannot have a negative impact, in the long 
term, on riparian-dependent resources or ecological processes on the watershed scale. Each site 
specific project must maintain or restore the physical and biological processes required by 
riparian dependent resources at the watershed scale or broader to comply with ACS and 
P ACFlSH/INFISH. Management direction prohibits activities in riparian areas that retard or 
prevent attainment of these objectives." (FEIS pp. 4-153-154). Based on risk analysis in the 
FElS and the lack of specific mitigation guidance for project-level implementation, there is no 
guarantee that this program will meet requirements of the Northwest Forest Plan Aquatic 
Conservation Strategy and PACFISH/INFISH. Instead, there is significant substantiation for our 
contention that the lPP would contribute to uplistings and extirpations of listed fish. Negative 
impacts to riparian-dependent resources and ecological processes at the watershed scale seem 
plausible given the region-wide scope of the program, the allowed targeting of riparian areas for 
herbicide use, the allowed use of aerial and broadcast spraying, and admitted potential adverse 
impacts at typical and allowed herbicide application rates. Fish would not only be impacted, but 
also aquatic invertebrates, algae, and aquatic plants (Table 4-47, FElS p. 4-152), the basis of the 
riparian food chain. Given the whole discussion of indirect effects to aquatic ecological 
processes and riparian-dependent resources on FElS pp. 4-148-151 and as described elsewhere, 
long-term negative impacts to riparian-dependent resources and ecological processes seem 
likely. Reproductive consequences due to chemical toxicity of surface waters may have long
term ramifications -- especially to listed aquatic species already stressed by other impacts to their 
habitat. Potential depletion of oxygen in a stream could also have multiple and long term effects 
to aquatic organisms and could be difficult to restore to viable habitat conditions: "Herbicides 
leaching into surface water can result in indirect effects to aquatic PETS species via adverse 
effects to phytoplankton, algae, rooted aquatic macrophytes, and other aquatic plants. A 
significant reduction of primary productivity or aquatic plants and algae could decrease oxygen 
levels and indirectly impact aquatic PETS species and their critical habitat." (FEIS p. 4-149). 
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Damage to Kincaid's lupine tl'om herbicide spraying has already been documented under 
its Federal Register listing (USDl FWS, 2000-Erigeron). Some of the sulfonylurea group of 
herbicides, known to be harmful to commercial onions (members of the lily family), may more 
readily affect Gentner's fritillary, also a member of that family." (FEIS p. 4-126). Eliminating 
use of the sulfonylurea group of herbicides as a modification of the proposed action in addition 
to eliminating aerial spraying would more effectively protect native and listed plants as the 
sulfonylurea herbicides are extremely potent and can impair seed and fruit production, which 
also has ramifications up the food chain for wildlife, yet these modifications or alternatives were 
not considered. Especially incomprehensible is the Forest Service's neglect in not requiring 
adherence to the EPA's voluntary herbicide use restrictions for two areas of Wallowa County to 
protect the Threatened-listed MacFarlane's Four O'Clock. Why is there no discussion of the 
advisability of respecting the direction of another federal agency to protect a TES plant? This is 
an especially glaring oversight in that the FEIS notes that this direction may become a 
requirement in the future. This illustrates the lack of a precautionary principle and failure to 
choose the most environmentally protective alternative in this FEIS and ROD in general and with 
regard to TES species in particular. 

Other inadequacies of TES plant species impact analysis include: (1) no population numbers 
provided or estimated for these species; (2) no percentage given for what proportion of these 
listed plants' populations might be adversely affected; and (3) no viability threshold calculated 
to indicate at what point genetic diversity and distribution would be insufficient to support these 
plants' survival as species. In other words, there is no guarantee that this decision to allow the 
use of toxic herbicides known to kill such plants and aerial and broadcast spraying, which make 
it difficult to avoid drift and overspray impacts to non-target plants, would not have the effect of 
pushing these already rare plants to ESA up listing, local extirpation or extinction. 

There is ample reason given in the FElS for concern that the more numerous plant species on 
the Regional Forester's Sensitive plants list could be pushed toward uplisting or extirpation by 
the PNR-IPP's planned herbicide use: 

Species within the sunt1ower, legume or mustard family may be the most sensitive to 
herbicide treatment in generaL Numerous genera from these families occur on the list 
including Arabis, Erigeron, and Astragalus. Species in the lily family may be more sensitive 
to some of the sulfonylurea herbicides. The lily family is a large component of the Region 
Six sensitive species list. The genus Calochortus (or Mariposa Lily) alone has eight species 
on the list. Any species along roadsides or where activities occur that disturb native plant 
communities will be threatened by not only invasive plants, but by invasive plant 
treatments .... Recently, 80 fungi and non-vascular (lichens and bryophytes) plants have been 
added to the regional sensitive species list. Some species and their communities could be 
negatively affected by herbicides known to affect soil mycorrhizae (sulfometuron methyl, 
picloram, glyphosate, triclopyr), but studies are laboratory based and results difficult to 
extrapolate to field situations ... 

(FElS p. 4-130) While fungi and non-vascular plants are usually associated with late 
successional forest ecosystems less subject to invasive plant dispersal, there has been increasing 
fragmentation of this successional stage by logging across the region, introducing significant 
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to soil productivity," yet fails to qualify or quantify what this means. Additionally, the EIS 
acknowledges that "information about specific herbicide effects to each of the myriad of soil 
organisms is not available,'· but fails to state why this is not available, or what steps may be 
taken to acquire this missing but essential information, as required by the NEP A. Without 
understanding impacts from herbicides to soil organisms, which are the foundation of soil 
productivity, it is implausible that the agency can claim that soil productivity will not be 
adversely affected. The NEPA requirement for careful consideration of a project's 
environmental effects and informed decision-making are legally binding standards; failing to 
take a hard look at proposed actions violates federal law. See generally Cuddy Mountain, 137 
F.3d 1372. 

A. Mycorrhizae. 

The PNR-IPP EIS failed to adequately address how past logging, grazing, and other projects 
have affected mycorrhizae in areas across the region's forests. Without a discussion on the 
impacts to soil mycorrhizae, the Appellants and the decision maker are precluded from making 
an informed decision regarding the proposed project, and the USFS cannot assert that there will 
be no permanent impairment of the soil. 30 C.F.R. §§ 219.27(a)(I), 219. 14(a)(2) (prohibiting 
activities nnless technology is ,lVailable to prevent impairment of soil or water resources). 
Failure to thoroughly analyze project impacts on soil microorganisms is a failure to take the hard 
look required by NEP A. See generally Cuddy Mountain, 137 F.3d 1372. 

B. Burning. 

Appellants have concerns over the potential for adverse effects if any type of burning occurs 
after herbicide treatments. It has been shown that irritating vapors may be produced when 
dicamba and triclopyr are burned. The Mediated Agreement Mitigation Measure Number 34 
(which the EIS and its Appendices fail to provide, in violation of the NEPA) prohibits "the 
burning of vegetation in the same year in which it has been treated with lJerbicides." Due to the 
fact that fire is a natural part of eastside ecosystems, that there are numerous projects where the 
agency is involved in re-introducing fire back into the region's ecosystems, and that slash from 
timber sales as well as other national forest acreage may be burned after herbicide applications, it 
is possible that toxic vapors and other hazardous by-products may be produced. The Forest 
Service did not adequately address this potential problem, or how it would mitigate any adverse 
effects of burning slash or forest areas that have been treated with herbicides. Again, failure to 
thoroughly analyze project impacts on both the environment and human heath is a failure to take 
the hard look required hy NEP A. See generally Cuddy Mountain, 137 F.3d 1372. 

C. Grazing. 

The EIS notes that grazing is an ongoing activity in the region, and that it will continue. 
The fact that grazing will continue both during and post-program should have been addressed 
more completely within the ElS. The ElS should have addressed how continued livestock 
grazing will affect the ecosystem in which the proposed program is to take place. 
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dated September 21,2005 (D. Id.). Here, inappropriate extrapolation is a shortcoming of the 
scientific analysis. 

There is inadequate information to support the conclusion that picloram and triclopyr do not 
bioaccumulate in target vegetation or the animals that may feed on it. In addition to the fact that 
the FEIS does not disclose adequate information regarding the bioaccumulatioIl potential for 
hexachlorobenzenc, the EIS does not adequately analyze the cumulative consequences of past, 
present, and future projects also involving herbicide applications that contribute to 
bioaccumulation. The failure to address these issues violates NEP A . s requirement for high 
quality information in environmental analyses. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.24. The hard look standard 
required by NEPA has not been met. See generally Cuddy Mountain, 137 F.3d 1372. 

Significant impacts suggested by the NPE risk assessment are not disclosed or analyzed in 
the FEIS. These concerns include data gaps limiting the knowledge of cumulative effects of 
NPE and other estrogen-like componnds and on endocrine effects from NPE, specific 
information about NPE's high potential for aquatic toxicity, NPE's high water solubility, NP and 
NPE's adverse effects to liver and kidneys based Oil sub-chronic and chronic testing of 
laboratory animals, and potential carcinogenic and mutagcnic effects of ethylene oxide, a 
contaminant of NP9E. 

Inert ingredients found in Garlon 4 are "Pennsylvania Hazardous Snbstances" and "New 
Jersey Workplace Hazardous Snbstances." See generally, Material Safety Sheets - Garlon. The 
fact that at least two states have found inert ingredients to be hazardous would seem to require 
the agency to completely disclosc and discuss the use of Garlon 4 and other formulas with toxic 
"inert" ingredients for the proposed program. Without this information, the proposed project 
fails to meet the NEPA' s full disclosure requirements and should not go forward. 

Finally, the EIS does not discuss the potential for toxicity and persistence of herbicides in 
soil and water resources due to more than one application of only a single chemical. The 
program will authorize repeated regional applications over the course of many years, and many 
sites often reqnire multiple applications of multiple chemicals. Moreover, the information on 
toxicity and persistence should have appeared fully in the EIS, and not have been hidden as a 
report in the analysis file, as was done with the SERA reports. This information is important, 
because it is possible that the concentrations across the watersheds may in fact indicate that 
toxicity and persistence levels are much more dire than the USFS indicates. This does not satisfy 
the "hard look" standard set forth in Cuddy Mountain, 137 P.3d 1372. Nor do the disclosures 
and analysis meet the requirement for high quality scientific analysis as required by 40 C.P.R. § 
1502.22. The USFS is obliged to present concrete, detailed information for the decision maker 
to carefully consider, and to the public for scrutiny and comment before commencing this 
project. Robertson, 490 U.S. at 349. 

VIr. The PNR-IPP EIS Inadequately Analyzes the Effects of Biological Control Methods. 

The Forest Service proposes to introduce exotic species into the forest ecosystem to control 
invasive plants sites throughout the Region Six Forests. This method of invasive plant control is 
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VIII. The Invasive Plant Program FElS Inadequately Analyzes the Effects to Environmental 
Justice and Native Treaty Rights. 

The FEIS reports that: "Executive Order 12898 ordered federal agencies to identify and 
address the issue of environmental justice the issuc of environmcntal justice (i.e. adverse human 
health and environmental effects of agency programs that disproportionately impact minority and 
low income populations). Executive Order 12898 also directs agencies to consider patterns of 
subsistmee hunting and fishing when an agency action may affect fish and wildlife." (FEIS p. 
4-163, emphasis ours). Clearly this FEIS and ROD are planning a program which will affect fish 
and wildlife, so patterns of subsistence hunting and fishing should have beeu analyzed and 
considercd. This infonnation is available from the Native Nations of Region Six, who were 
contacted regarding this program, according to the distribution list in tbc FEIS. Tbe FEIS simply 
failed to address the issue of environmental justice in that addressing a problem such as cultural 
plants and subsistence fisb and hunting species being adversely affected by planned herbicide 
use (which is likely, based on the FEIS analysis) requires finding solutions to the problem, not 
just stating that it could exist and then ignoring it. 

Indeed, the PElS admits that in response to scoping letters sent to Native American groups, 

(i)mpacts to cultural plants were of specific concern ... Concerns, specifically related to 
environmental justice of treatments were focused on water quality; namely, that invasive 
plant treatments should not degrade or compromise water quality for salmon and steelhead 
fisheries, which are an important part of Native American tradition and a major source of 
food and income for many Native Americans in the Pacific Northwest and elsewhere. 

(FEIS, p. 4-164). Yet the Region Six IPP program's most definite impacts from herbicide use 
involve the killing of native plants (which include native cultural plants) and degradation of 
water quality and fish fUns, including salmon and steel head trout. These impacts could be 
lessened and avoided on the programmatic level by prohibiting use of the herbicides most toxic 
to fish and other aquatic organisms in riparian areas, prohibiting aerial and broadcast spraying 
(which are most likely to result in accidental contamination of surface waters), and mapping and 
specifying avoidance of herbicide use in areas of Native traditional cultural plant use, which are 
well known by the Native Nations in the region. Such programmatic restrictions would do far 
more to assure that Native treaty rights and environmental justice rigbts are not abrogated than 
leaving the whole issue up to District staff with no specific regional guidance. Project-level 
planning does not always successfully avoid or adequately mitigate adverse effects to traditional 
uses, treaty rights and environmental justice rights. Since the FElS admits that "implementation 
of the standards may affect natural resources on which the tribes depend" (FEIS p. 4-164), there 
is a responsibility at the programmatic level, where these standards were devised, to thoroughly 
analyze and address these foreseeable impacts to natural resources on which the Native Nations 
depend. NEP A requires the agency to evaluate "cumulative actions, whieh when viewed with 
other proposed actions have cumulatively significant impacts," and to discuss them in the same 
impact statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.24(a)(2). Failure to do so in sufficient detail is a failure to 
take the hard look at the proposed programs as required by law. Sec generally Cuddy Mountain, 
l37 F.3d l372. The proposed program sbould avoid negative impacts to these resources from 
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will occur in the region during and after the proposed program, the EIS does not discuss how 
grazing will affect the region and specific project-program areas and the continued and 
potentially exacerbated spread of noxious weeds. Similarly, the EIS does not address the nature 
of state and private lands that arc adjacent to programmatic planning areas and how activities on 
those lands will iniluence the resources in thc region (and in the region'S specific project areas). 
In addition, while the EIS noted that timber harvest has occurred in the past in the region's 
numerous watersheds, it does not indicate how future timber harvest will affect the region and 
the control of invasive plants. The analysis in the EIS violates NEP A, which requires all relevant 
information to be compiled in a single cnvironmental document. Thomas, 753 F.2d 754; 40 
C.F.R. § 1508.7. 

The failure to thoroughly consider all relevant environmental impacts in the EIS is arbitrary 
and capricious. This decision contravenes the clear intent of NEP A as well as NEP A 's 
implementing regulations that require the USFS to fully consider the direct, indirect, and 
cumulative impacts of this project in conjunction with other past and future impacts in the area. 
40 C.F.R. §§1500.1(b), 1508.25(2), 1508.27(b)(7);Sierra Club, 843 F.2d at 1193. 

Lastly, it is both the height of management folly, as well as seriously legally questionable, for 
the agency to propose herbicide treatments which may exceed EPA target levels for "worker and 
human health risks." ITowever, the EIS indicates that this is exactly what this program may result 
in. On pages 4-74 and 4-80 the EIS discloses that the programmatic use of 2,4-0, dicamba, 
triclopyr, adjuvant nonylphenol ethoxylate, and picloram are likely to exceed the EPA target 
levels and for picloram the EPA cancer rate benchmark. Despite the seriousness of these 
disclosures, the EIS does nothing to address the questions of legality or to develop responsible 
controls and standards to rectify this likelihood. 

X. The FEIS Fails to Disclose Crucial Information Concerning Agency Compliance with the 
Mediated Agreement 

The Mediated Agreement of 1989 stipulated a series of requirements with which the Region 
Six USFS agreed to comply. Among the requirements were yearly reports concerning herbicide 
use, effectiveness of herbicide programs, research into toxicity of herbicides used and impacts to 
areas where they were utilized, instances of worker and other human health impairment resulting 
from herbicide use iucluding accidents, the development of non-chemical proactive methods of 
preventing the spread of invasive plants and identifying root causes of their introduction and 
spread, etc. General consensus among many orgauizations which monitor USFS activities in 
Region Six is that the ageucy has generally failed to comply with its agreed upon obligations as 
clearly mandated by the Mediated Agreement, and has initiated this EIS in part to escape from its 
obligations. 

As the Mediated Agreement (MA) plays a crucial foundational legal role in this NEPA 
process, NEPA requires that this information be disclosed to both the decision-maker and the 
public, and that the effectiveness and compliance -- or lack thereof - of and with the MA be 
assessed. Instead, the ElS obfuscates and evades this essential information, and seeks to displace 
the many effective and reasonable requirements of the MA with an Invasive Plant Program 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: t~fJl-# 'vI/l-l:lEi' ~O -ez C-I'k/( f""TW r-" /' 
r..Jlll............. __ A ( 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Administfatjon legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to offer tive alternatives but admit that nwnbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear ELM, my name and address are: ilud4y 15~ 5&2.-( S;W Ed~1 I h/u ole 
... '17Z~9 

I oppose your plan 10 increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2A~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush*Administration legal definition 
oflhe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drill. 

r protest that you pretend to olTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two (Ire "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Altt:rnative Four', would change your current authority ·'to spray only noxious \veeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
befort: prollts! 
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Vegetation Treatments EIS Team, 

We, the people or Oregon, support Alternative 1: An alternative of No Herbicide Use 
(Alternative 1) is also included for comparison purposes. Herbicide is not the way to control 
nature without poisoning and destroying, what you were going to originally protect. 

The Oregon Bureau of Land Management is currently proposing to increase 
toxic herbicide use on BLM public lands in Oregon from about 17,000 acres 
of herbicide spraying a year to control invasive plants to almost three 
times as much -- 45,000 acres a year, and to increase the number of 
herbicides used from four (two of which the Forest Service has stopped 
using due to high toxicity risks to the public, workers, and ground water) 
to 12 herbicides on the west-side of the Cascades and 16 on the east side, 
claiming that there is higher public acceptance of herbicide risks east of 
the Cascades. The BLM offers a narrow range of alternatives, rejecting 
public suggestions to increase the use of non-herbicide control methods, 
to reduce ground-disturbing activities that encourage the introduction and 
dispersal of invasive plants, to not allow aerial spraying of herbicides, 
which is more likely to damage crops, contaminate drinking water, and 
affect non-target native plants, wildlife, and people, and to prohibit use 
of the very potent Acetolactate Synthase-inhibiting herbicides 
(Chlorsulfuron, metsulfuron methyl, sulfometuron methyl, imazapic, and 
imazapyr) which are particularly risky to use in aerial spraying or boom 
spray applications. 

Failing to incorporate or combine any of these public proposals and the 
suggestion of only using herbicides as a last resort, the BLM is offering 
5 alternatives, four of which use herbicides, with alternative I being no 
herbicide use, which they admit they are not taking seriously, saying it 
is for comparison purposes only. Alt. 2 is the current amount of herbicide 
use with four herbicides, three of which (2,4-D, dicamba, and picloram) 
we think should be prohibited from use due to high toxicity, high 
potential for ground-water contamination, and long persistence in soils. 
Alt 3 would increase herbicide use to 30,000 acres a year (almost twice 
current use) with 11 herbicides used west of the Cascades and 13 on the 
east-side, and the most extreme option, alt. 5, would increase herbicide 
use to 50,000 acres a year with 18 different herbicides available for use 
throughout all of Oregon BLM public lands. Both alternatives 4 (the BLM's 
preferred alternative) and 5 include toxic herbicide control of native 
plants (not just exotics) in rights of way, recreational sites, 
administrative sites, and for theoretical improvement of habitat for 
federally listed Threatened species like the Sage grouse, who could be 
hurt by the toxic chemical use itself - uses for herbicides not currently 
allowed. Alt. 5 would allow herbicide use for any purpose (unspecified) 
which BLM staff desire, and appears to be an illegal alternative in that 
this makes it impossible to predict and analyze potential enviromnental 
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impacts. 

Most of the herbicides proposed for use are highly toxic to native, 
non-target plants, including rare plants, federally listed plants, 
medicinal, and edible plants, and may limit the abundance of and 
contaminate edible mushrooms; several pose serious human health risks (eg. 
cancer, reproductive impairment, endocrine disruption, liver failure) to 
recreationalists, forest workers, Native American subsistence gatherers, 
mushroom pickers, etc. 

Several of the herbicides proposed for use are known ground-water 
contaminants, some have high likelihood of damaging food or ornamental 
crops if aerially sprayed (aerial spraying is pi armed), some are toxic to 
fish, and some pose higher risks to wildlife - especially bees, birds, 
amphibians, and grazing mammals such as deer elk, pronghorn, and wild 
horses, as well as to small mammals and scavengers. Using a large number 
of herbicides, while touted as more effective for controlling invasive 
plants and often cheaper than using manual control methods, still means 
that in most cases they are redundant with each other for use on 
particular invasive plants, making most ofthem urmecessary. 

Below are highlights of some of the reasons to be concerned about the 
BLM's proposal and information on which are the most toxic herbicides. The 
BLM could be asked to consider a potential compromise alternative using a 
smaller selection of only the least toxic herbicides only on exotic 
invasive plants, along with more emphasis on preventing the introduction 
and spread of invasive and using non-herbicide control methods more 
effectively and wherever possible. 

IMPACTS TO HUMAN HEALTH: 

The following herbicides are assessed by the Bureau of Land Management and 
the Forest Service to be of the greatest risks to human health of those 
proposed for use: bromacil, diuron, tebuthiuon, diquat, 2,4-D, Hexazinone, 
and Tric1opyr. Clopyralid and Picloram pose a potential cancer risk 
through contamination with hexachlorobenzene. 2,4-D, bromacil, diuron, 
tebuthiuron, and diquat pose risks to workers even at typical application 
rates. 

Here's an example of the kind of human health risks one herbicide can 
present: "Pilots and aerial mixer-loaders face a risk for systemic, 
reproductive, and cancer effects from typical and maximum exposures to 
bromacil. Backpack and hand applicators, and ground applicators, 
mixer-loaders, and applicator/mixer-loaders are also at risk for systemic 
and reproductive effects from maximum exposures. Risks for systemic, 



reproductive, and cancer effects to workers and the public are associated 
with accidental scenarios of spill to skin ... , direct spray .... , 
consumption offish from a directly sprayed water body ... , consumption of 
directly sprayed berries ... , and drinking water contaminated by a truck 
spill or a jettison of mixture ... " (BLM EIS p. 316 - no cancer risk cited 
for all by spills to skin exposure) 

The variety of risks from diuron and tebuthiuron read similarly. Diuron 
is a suspected carcinogen and possible endocrine disrupter. The Natura! 
Resources Defense Council has petitioned the EPA to cancel all 
registrations of the herbicide formula inl,,'redient 2,4-D and all allowances 
for presence in food or water due to the EPA's failure to consider 2,4-D's 
effects of endocrine disruption, neurotoxicity, mutagenicity, increased 
skin absorption under common conditions, and adverse developmental effects 
at doses below those in the EPA risk assessment for exposure of infants to 
2,4-D in breast milk. (ElS p. 91) For applications at maximum rates or in 
accidental spill scenarios, the following herbicides also pose "low" to 
"high" risks to workers and the public" fluridone, chlosulfuron, 
c1opyralid, and glyphosate. (ElS pp. 314-317) 

The BLM admits that there would be less adverse effects to the public with 
only using non-herbicide methods and that they are already using 
non-herbicide control methods (weed-pulling, mowing, burning, grazing, 
etc.) for invasive plants over 716 acres and for native plants (eg. poison 
oak) over 400 acres. Yet the BLM plans to increase use of herbicides in 
recreational sites (campgrounds, rafting put-ins, viewpoints, Wilderness 
Areas, etc.) and thereby increase the potential for accidental exposure of 
recreatiorusts and herbicide applicator workers to toxic chemicals. 
Popular berry-picking areas, commercial and recreational mushroom 
gathering areas, and Native cultural plant gathering areas could also be 
sprayed with toxic herbicides. 

Aerial spraying of herbicides poses a greater risk to the public (as well 
as to crops, native plants, water quality, fish, and wildlife) due to 
off-site drift, yet the BLM still proposes it, only completely banning 
aerial use of dicamba with diflufcnzopyr and sulfometuron. This allows 
aerial spraying of other herbicides highly toxic to humans such as 2,4-D 
and tebuthiuron. In Idaho in 2001 a "by the books" typical aerial spraying 
of sulfometuron methyl resulted in severe damage to thousands of acres of 
adjacent farmland crops the following year. (ElS p. 86) The EPA is 
considering prohibition of its use within 100 feet of water and in 
situations typical of dry Eastern Oregon (low annual rainfall and powdery 
dry soil or light sandy soil), suggesting that aerial spraying of the 
potent ALS-inhibiting herbicides should be prohibited. Aerial spraying 
should be avoided in general. Boom broadcast applications such as by A TV's 
are more hazardous to the public, fish, water quality, crops, and native 



plants than spot-spraying, yet spot-spraying is more risky to the workers, 
indicating the need to avoid the use of the most toxic herbicides. 
Children are at greater risk than adults. 

DRINKING WATER, STREAM, AND FISH CONTAMINATION: 

Glyphosate can persist in the bottom sediments of aquatic environments 
with a degradation half-life of 12 days to 10 weeks. Recent studies 
detected solution phase glyphosate in 36% of 154 stream samples, and its 
acid degradation product in 69% of the samples. Glyphosate formulas with 
polyethoxylated tallow amine (POEA) surfactant is considerably more toxic 
to aquatic species - including fish- than other formulas. Yet glyphosate 
is registered for aquatic use and would be applied to wetlands and aquatic 
plants emerging from the water. (EIS p. 163) 

Bromacil is mobile in soil, has a high potential to leach into 
groundwater, and is a known groundwater contaminant. (ElS p. 164) 
Chlorsulfuron is persistent in soils, has a long potential half-life in 
water (24 days to more than a year) and has high potential to leach into 
groundwater. Dicamba is mobile in soil, can contaminate surface water and 
has high potential to leach into ground water. It is a known groundwater 
contaminant in Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia. 

The EPA has set health advisory concentration levels for dicamba but has 
failed to set maximum concentration limits for drinkable water. The EPA 
recently placed diuron on the drinking water contaminant candidate list 
(EPA 2008) yet the BLM is still proposing its use. Known aquatic 
dissipation half-lives of diuron range from 3 to 177 days. Movement 
through soil is known to have transported diuron and its metabolite to a 
stream and adjacent shallow groundwater. (Field et a12003, EIS p. 165) : 

Hexazinone and its degradates persist, are highly mobile, and are readily 
washed into surface waters. Hexazinone has been identified as a 
groundwater contaminant in seven states. The EPA requires a groundwater 
advisory on all product lables states that hexazinone should not be used 
on permeable soils. In areas where irrigation water is contaminated with 
hexazinone or where groundwater discharges to surface water, hexazinone 
residues in water could pose a threat to plants." (EIS p. 165) 

Hexazinone has been detected in streams near terrestrial application sites 
up to 30 days after application and reported in run-off up to 6 months 
post-application in a forest dissipation study. (Neary and Michael 1996; 
Michael et aI. 1999, EIS p. 165) Potential for displacement of hexazinone 
and consequent impacts to crops or native plants seem too high for the BLM 
to be using it. 



Imazapic is a new herbicide which has received little study. The herbicide 
label for the "Plateau" fonnula in which ima7..apic is the active 
ingredient, indicates that imazapic is a groundwater contaminant. (BASF 
2004, EIS p. 165) Metsulfuron methyl has high potential to leach into 
groundwater but so far is not a reported groundwater contaminant according 
to the EIS. The three added herbicides - bromacil, diuron, and 
tebuthiuron- proposed for use in all. 4 (but not alt 3) are all known 
groundwater contaminants. 

Alt. 5 would add the use of diquat, a known groundwater contaminant that 
can de-oxygenate water if applied in large areas of water, hurting fish 
and other aquatic species. Yet this destructive herbicide is proposed for 
use largely to control Giant salvinia, which is not even known to occur in 
Oregon, which appears to be outside of its ecological habitat range. Alt.s 
4 and 5 would also apply herbicides to more roads and rights of way. 

As the EIS admits: "As more roads and rights-of-way (and thus more ditch 
lines) are treated, there is more potential for herbicide to enter 
water. .. bromacil, diuron, and tebuthiuron ... are all persistent and 
mobile herbicides." (EIS p. 174) "Picloram can move off site through 
surface or subsurface runoff, and has been detected in the groundwater of 
11 states (Howard 1991). Picloram ... is not degraded rapidly in the 
environment (Tu et al. 200 I). Concentrations in runoff have been reported 
to be great enough to damage crops, and could cause damage to certain 
submerged aquatic plants (Forsyth et al. 1997 cited in Tu et al. 2001) ... 
the EPA reported it stable to hydrolysis and unlikely to degrade in ground 
water, even over several years (EPA 1995). Maximum picloram runoff 
generally occurs following the first significant rainfall, after which 
runoff concentrations drop to levels that persist up to 2 years 
post-application." (ElS p. 166) The toxicity, high mobility, and high 
persistence of picloram have caused us to advocate for prohibition of its 
use. 

PROHIBIT USE OF THE MOST TOXIC HERBICIDES: 

Given that other, apparently less toxic and persistent herbicides are now 
available for use, the BLM should exercise its perogative and officially 
prohibit the use of the most toxic, persistent, mobile, and non-selective 
herbicides, including 2,4-D, picloram, dicamba, glyphosate with POEA 
surfactant, triclopyr BEE, bromacil, diuron, hexazinone, and tebuthiuron, 
which is another persistent groundwater contaminant known to contaminate 
streams and degrade slowly in aquatic systems. Just as the Forest Service 
Region 6 has dropped the use of 2,4-D and dicamba and is not even 
considering use of the very toxic diquat, diuron, bromacil, teburhiuron 



herbicides, so too can the BLM drop the planned use of the most toxic 
herbicides listed above plus picloram. 

Sincerely, 

Shawn Carroll, 

A concerned Oregonian. 







Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

1(" ." .. 11 i ' 1:::(,(, 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: i ;Cl""'" ht:.'-", JQ_ j ~(J.G 'fTSLh ",.J,i d':)",l"''' i= I,..C-"4.,,,( C 1:;( 

'. i ) ,; 

I oppose your plan to increase lise of pesticides. J support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other :terna;itd 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4-0 and the carcinogenic Dimon. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that num~rs one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would (;hange your (;um::nt authority "to spray only noxious wCt!ds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", induding at schools on leased BLM lands. campgrounds, and picnic areas. Childn.:n 
before profits! 
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Public Comment On Draft Environmentnllmpa('t Statement on BLM Herbicides . 

AL[" ]3, d '60s1Lft16'ru(h,vl 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~ I Sftil. _('t'l?""~ CtrI'\-Bt L(;""i:N"'l:A 
I oppose your plan to increase llse of pesticides. I support A LfERNATIVE ONE ~ Jl() herbicides - because <.ll~r tile olher alternatives 
\\ou!d increase lllC lise of pesticides. induding the deadly 2A~O and the carcinogenic Dimon. 

J protest the f:ld that your DElS did not include an analysis iA' thl;! inert ingredients and relied un a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "Orift'· that diminaft:o Iht: <.:onsideration of vapor as drift. 

I pnJ!l'st that you pn:tend to oner lin: alternatives but admit that numbers one and two ·,nc ··only for comparison." 

I obje(t to tht: fad that your ·PruposeJ Optior!. AJtL'rnative FOllr, \\otild c/lang\.:' your (llfn.'nl authority "to spray only nu",ious m:eJ.s" to 
h;I\":: n..::w kgal authurity to "spray all >t'gda!ion", including :Jf SdlUUls on kased BLM lands. t'ampgroumls. and picnit.: an:as. Childrt.:n 
be run.:: profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environtlll'ntalimpact Statement on BU\1 Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my n.1Hle and :lddl'l'~iS are: __ 8,~j~~_'[€.~ ___ -"2(£~,?- frt G-\<:'J'€1\-.~_,~::.::?2-',..,z..,~_~, 
/ 

I oppose ) ()ur plan tu incr .... a~c us\.' uf pcsticid .... s_ I support r\LTU-ZN:\! \\'L ();\L 1l<J h .... rbil·id,~s - hCl'~\l1SC allul'thc oth .... r ,t!t(;Hwti\'cS 
\\',luld im;rcasc the tlSC ofrcslicidcs_ illdudl1it!- 1 ill..' ~k:~ldl: 1.~"D :lild tit" ,::\fClil,l,S:.:rllc DillrUfl 

t pn.1kst 1h<: fact that) uur DUS did nut inc\udl' an :In:d;. sis ,'l'tbl' ill'..'I'! ill tJCclil'l1lS dill! r<,'li"-'d ~In ;1 Bush· :\cimini';!ratil1!1 kg:d 
orthe term "Jril1" that dimincl\eJ the consiJcralillll ut'vapur ~\S Jrit1 

I protest that you prcknd tu ulTcr tl\ c alternatl\ ej but admit th,\\ numbcr:,; unc ;\od l\\u ,\I-C "0111,\ l'ur «(l111parisun:' 

I object to the lact that your 'jlroposl'J Option . .'\lkrnati\-c FUUI', \\uuld I..'hange )Ul\f l..'ll!T..;n\ authurity "tu Sr],:l~ (J!11y l1u"iuuc. \\,cl'ds"10 
have new kgzll <111ti1orit) to "spra) all \'egettlliuI1 -. including at SCi1l1Ub (lll kascd HLM lands. carnpgruunJs. :md picnic arcas, Children 
before profits! 
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Fill Out the Following Coupon NOW and Mllil it to BLM Before the Public COllllllentPerioli Ellds! 
Mail coupon to: Vcgetation Trcatments EIS TClllll, Box 2965, Portland. OR 97208 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: -----=:5£;1,11 Qr f~lC1r cu S f V;}tN: oK 
o ~ { 

1 oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - beGause all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Dillion. 

I protest the fact that your OElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two arc ·'only for comparison." 

I objel..1 to the fa .. 1 that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', wottldchange your Gurrent authority "to spray only noxious \\'-eeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vl!getation", induding at schools on kased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. ChilJren 
bdore profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environme allmpact Statement on ELM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: rvr-L, 
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I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides _ .. because all orthe other alternatives 
\V-QuId increase the use of pesticides, induding the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush·Administration legal detinition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to olTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are ·'only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would (hange your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
bdore profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLl\l Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my !lame and address are: _(Y\Q.,r"~~D~\!liLt-_~o _____ ~Jl_~Q.:~~( "_ t~ c~ ___ " q 2.'1 0 ~ 
11lppUse yIJur plan to increase usc of pesticides. I Sllppurt ALTERNAn VE O'N'E -- no herbicides -- because aU orthe other alternatives 

would increase the use ofp<o:sti..::ides. In,JL1Jing the deadl: 2::\-0 and the GHcin!.)genic Dimon 

I protest the tact that your DDS did not indudc an analysis of the inert ingredients and rdied on a Bush-Administration legal ueflnititln 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the cUllsid>:rati(Jt1 of vapor as dritt. 

I protest that you pretend to oner t'ive nitert1utiycs btn admit that llun1b~;rs one and two '-He "onl) 11.)f cumparis()o." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four'. would changl..': y()ur current authority "to spra:y on ly noxious \\'ecd~;' to 

have neVi legal <mtbority 10' "'pray an v~ge1ation " including at s...::huvls on leased ELM lands, Ci11l1pgrounJs. and picnic areas. Children 

before profits~ 
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Fill Out the Followfug Coupon NOW antI Mliilit to BLM Before thePubIic CommeufPeriodEnds! 
Mail coupon to: Vegetation Treatments EISTeam, Box 296$, Portland, OR 9720& 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: 1 /\ I::.V;?\; "'--I \./v v \ If \ f \ I ~L v ." \ " ~'-,-, - _. 
\ ~_b "-;.,....,, \ , 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides, 1 support 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OBIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
ofthc term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTcr five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison," 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious \veeds" to 
have new legal authority to '·spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM Ianus, campgrounds, and picnic areas, Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Drnft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~~~ _~.. q f) Z A'~11~!L. 9t 
[:;::;./' e --:;;e 0 K 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides_l support ALTERNATlVE 01\E ~ nu h~rbicidcs -- because all ofrtfe otheraitern(lti\'es 
wuuld increase tbe usc of pesticides. induJing the dead!;.-' 2,i+_ D anJ the carcinogenic Dimon Q7'1 tJ 2-
I protest the fact that your DEIS did 110t include an analysis urthe illert ingredients alld reiied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drih" that eliminated the cOllsideuti(J1l ofVJ.POf as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to oner five altcrnati\(,-s but admit thaI numbers one and lwo afe "onl)' for comparison," 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Opli,)I1, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray on!)-,' noxious weeds" to 
have new legal <tuthmit)-' to "spray all vegetation". induJing at ~dh)C)Js on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment 011 Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLl"I Herbicides 

/# I -'~ ~ / c.'Y: III I ,J C· 
Dear BLM, my name I:Ind address are: ~.~_I1_<.~Ll..--.9~.~~~ ~_IjLl'!1!!di}:A _2; f- ~U"$.:(e.-/J ~ 

'0']7"102 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. J support AITERNATlVE ONE - il(l herbicides - because al! of the other alternatives 
w,)uld increase the usc of'pesticide5. including the dead!:, 2.4-D ;ul,J the C:l!"l;invgcflil' Diuron 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert 
ofthe term "drift' that ejiminated the cOJlsidcr,l[jOrl of vapor as drift. 

and relied on a Busil-AdIlliJli"lr<llioJ1 legal defl11ilion 

I prolest that you pretend to offer five alh:rnativ(:s but admit that numbers one and two are ·'only for c()JllparisoD." 

i object to the fact that your' Propusc:'d Opliun, Alh:rnal ire FOIII', \\'uuld chang<: your current authority "to spmy only noxious weeds" to 
have new JegaJ authority to "spray ali vegetation'. illl'luding at schools on leased 13LM lands. co.l1lpgruunJs, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits~ 
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Fill Out/lIe Followil1g Coupon NOW and Mail it to BLM Before tile PuhlicCommen II( s. 
Mail COUPOI1 to: Vcgetation Trclltmc,\ts EIS TCll'll, Box 2965,Portlllll(l, OR 97208 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: 5ul11 it; c'c,' In In c:/ 10::24 .A/fi:8f"-:,t"" ,PI) v CY1( 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNAnVE ONE - no herbicides - because all ufthe other alternajvrl-
L1 

would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic DiUfon. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Aillninistration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you preknd to otTer five alternatives but admit that nwn~rs one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option. Alternative Four'. would Change your wnen! authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands. campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmentallrnpact Statement on ELM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~li'- ~1lfr.,i\'v'eA \ lo,s: St;;;lk. dflv St 
, ! 

I OPPi.)SC your plall to innt.:ase usc ufpcsticiJes. I suppurt ALTERNATIVE ONE - no lwrbidues - bC<.:~i':S<.' .:;i I,i tjK other alternatives 
\\ould increase the u::.c of pt::>li..:iJ..:s, incluuing tll;: deadi) 2.-t~D and the can:in\)genic Diuron. 

I prolt:st the fact that) uur DEiS did not include cut ,mal: sis oJf th..: inert ingrcllients and relied ~)f1 (l Bu,,]>,·Umwi:;tration kgal uc!1nition 
oCthe term "drih" that elimillated the o..:ollsidl:!,Hiun uf \ :IPo..)[ as drift. 

I prolest that you pretend to lJi"J\:r live alternali\,;s (1ll1 ,,,In;:t Ihat numbers 011'; and lwu arl.! "(lni) 1,,[ '-";]ii1,lflSun, 

! dbjl'..:t 10 th.: fact that yuur 'Propus.:d Option. /\ I'l'i n<lti\\.' Fuur', \\ ,)uIJ change: UUf CUfrcnt :Iu!iluril) "'Iu spray un]y noxIous \\\:eds" to 
have new k,>gnl authority tu "spray nl! vL'g'd;lti(q; ", iil,-'juding ;It ,<';l'huub un k:ast:d BLM brllk ,-·:ull{l.::'ruund:-;. ;md ricnic meas, ChlJdren 
h .. ;t~'1·c pru!ils! 

J'> ;'\. 'i ~.' . , 
c3 t} ""-' ¢.,I ~ii 
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I uppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 sUpr:KJrt ALTERNAfiVE ONE _. no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
\\\Juld increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4-0 and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I proh.:st the fad that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
nfthe term ·'drift'· that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I (>i1Icd to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four' , would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
lu\\.: new kgal ,luthority to "spray all. vegetation", induding at schoolS on leased BLM lanus, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
!x:lon: pru!its! 

7j G ~J:J ,j,i 
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Fill Out the Following Coupon NOW and Mail it to BLM Before the PublicCommentPerilll1 Ends! 
Mnil conpon to: Vegetation TrentmentsEIS Tenm, Box 2965, Portlnnd, OR 91208 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM. my name and address are: KCllt'J'1 lotec So s River ~d ~Wvv o~ 
. , . I vI f"-i0'1 

I \lppUse your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because aU of the other alternatives 
\\ puld increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron, 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Admjnistration legal definition 
()f the term ·'drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I prutest that you pretend to olTer live alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I (\hwct 10 the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority ··to spray only noxious weeds" to 
1mo: IlCW Ie!.!.a! authority 10 "spray all vegetation", induding at schools on kased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
hd()re profits! 

"' '~'" (~' ~ -l '-', 
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Fill Out the Following COUpOIt NOW altd Mall 'it to BLMlleforc the Pltulic Comment Period Ends! 
Mllil coupon to: Veget:ltion Treatments EIS TCllm, Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 ------ .. ~.-- .. - .. :~~:. 

Public Comment on Draft Environmentallrnpact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

ChrisDt1a ~~';,er ~~ ~ VAu..W, ~ 
'j)~. Ollit. " <.lSI 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

r protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that nwnbers one and hVo are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fal-'t that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authodty to "spray all vegetation". including ~t <;chools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 

, J -
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Public Comment on Hraft Environmenta 

Dcar BLM, my name and address are: \/ 'jAJ/\\ l. ~~ ..... ..,"""- I 1 

! uppu:,i,,: your plan h) ilH:rease lise oj'pcsticiJe:., 1 SUppUft :\LTERNAnvE ONE b,,';'::lL,:;,(' _,n III Hie uther alternatives 
\\\luJd increase the usc llfpesticiJes. im:luJing the dead!; 2.·~-D and the c{Jfcinugenic Diuron. 

[ protest the fiKtlhal.\ ()llf DUS did Hut incJudo.: <in :uwJ:- SIS (If tho.: incJ1 ingredients and reliecl un d BU~ll- -\ci wnistration kgal definition 
of the tam "urin"thal diminah:d the l'onsiderali(Jll uf \ ,lp'vr as Jrift. 

J protest that you pr..:tl'nd to Uj}l;( fin: alternati\\.,s but ,1Jnlil lhat numbers Ulle and twu an: '"(1nl,\ 1,_,[ '-l';~ij',irlwll'--

J uhjl'cl tu the filet that )UUf ·Prdp0:-i.:d Option.l\ikrn;lli\l.' Four', \\()uld change )Ullf curro.:nt duthuri,> ··td ipr:l> ullly no.,jdtls \\ee(\s" to 

11<1\ e new legal authority III "spray ~dl Vt..'gdatiul1·. jlleJulJing ~ll selluu]s UI1 k"<lsed BLivl lands. l·:lil;i);j"()llnd~. :lnd picnic areas. Cl1iJdn:n 
h;.:f.'l<'; ]lrur!!s! 

RECEIVED 

:0 02~ 
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Public Comment un Draft EovironlTlcntallmpal't StatelHent on BU\l B('rbicides 

Dear BLM, Illy nallle and address are: ~~~~~~~I Bk~l?iI!~';':'-/.-_02R~, __ , 

! oppuse yuur plan to illcrC:lS(; llse u(p"'stiL'idl'S. I StiPP'.)!'! r\ITLRN .. \J )\'t: (lNl - [I\! hc:rbiudcs - b<.'L'~IUS(' ali lIt'tlll' uther <litcrnati\"\.~s 
wuuld increase the usc oJ'pl'sli,--'idL's. tIll' dead I: 1-1-[) :lI1d th .. ' \::\fl'llll).!..'l'llil- Dimon 

I protest the fad that yuur DLiS dId nut includt.: all ~111,\i;.sis urlll!..' ilICr[ Illgrcdl\.'nt:; ,llld fclinl un a BlI:;h-Adnljllistr~ltilll1 kg:11 ddinil!()11 
of the term "drift" that ciirnirUlCd tlw cunsid,.'rdliull uf \':lpur as dri11 

I protest that you prdcnd tu ufrer I"I\C ~dlernali\es but adillit that numb,-'!"s uriI.' ;[I\d \\\\l ,11''': "un I: fur <..'uJllparisun-

I ubjcc! to the 1~1Ct that your' Prupo;;<:,l Option. Altcrn~lli\"\.: Fmu·. \\"oulcl..:han~e.\ our UlJTen! <luthurit_\ "Ill spw.\ uld.\ nu'\iuus \\'ceus" 10 
have new legal authority to ··spr<l.' all \cgclClliull' . indu~ling dl Sl·!l\.)O!s on ic:dsed BL.M bmls. campgruunds. and picnie ar..:as. Children 
be10re profits! 

T~EC G~: 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: _:::l~,tG\Q P (Q~ [\ ) S~) ~tz 
I uppost: your plan to ilH.:rease lISC ufpesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - bccause alluflhc other alternatives 
\\"Oldd ill\;rt:a~e the USI.'! of pesticides. induding the deadly 2..:1-D and the carcinogenic Dimon. 

I protest the fad that your DEIS did not include an analysis ofthl.'! inert ingredients and rckd on a Bush-Administration !egal definition 
of the krm "dritf' that eliminated tht.: consideration of vapor as dril!. 

I protest that you pn:tt.:nd to ulTer five alternatives but adlllit that numht:rs one and two are "unly lor comparison." 

I object 10 the flld that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Fuur', \\ultld change yuur (urrent authority "to spray only nuxiolls weeds" to 
ha\e new legal authority to "spray all n:gelillion", illdllding at schuols on leased BLM lands, campgrolll1lJs. and picnic areas. Children 
bdurt: prujih! 

-~~ f->' r-, 
,- t, " 
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Fill Out the Following COlillon NOW alld MlIH it to BLM Before thel'llblic Comment Period Ends! 
Nhlil coullon to: Vegetlltion Treatmellts EIS Tenn!, Box 2965, Portlllnd. OR 97208 

- -_ _- - -_ -_ _. ___________ - -_. _ .. ~ ___ . --c ... _ ~ __ .:- _____ . ___ . -_c ____ , __ __ 

Public Comment on Draft Eovironmentallmpact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: lLMr MOIl t\.R ~ D;\!UA'c' Q hd ,-, c: f' __ _ 
J 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides -- because all urlhe other alternatives 
would increase the use of pes lie ides. induding the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I prott!st the fact that your OElS did not include an anaJysis of the inert ingredients and rdied on a Bush-Administration legaJ definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminat.ed the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that )'oU pretend to otfer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that yoU[ 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would ;.;hange your ;.;urrent authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", inclUding at s;.;hools on leased BLM lands. ;.;ampgrounds, and picni;.; areas. Children 
betore profits! 

r d 

F" /" i"-. c. 
~} -G 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmcntallmpact StatenH~nt on BLi\1 Herbicides _ 

. ..- .- ",.f.,~ /)1. iLl,):'\ ~ ~ :1!/( 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: ·wnfJill1loY(eg-.,m~~\eJ~ ~i::t 7"1 02-
r oppose your plan 10 increase lise of pesticidcs_ I support A LlERN.-'\l JVE ONE no herbicides - be~t:ic ail orthe other alternatives 

would increase the LIse of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4-0 (lnd the c:!fciJlvgcllic' Dimon 

I protest the fact thi}! your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients :1nd relied un a Bu\h Administrationlegai ucfi.llitiun 
of the term "drift" that eliminateu th" cUflsiderdtion ofvapo[ as dfin 

I protest that you pretend to oiTer five alternatln:s but admit that numbers ant' and 1\-\'0 are' oniy for comnarisoll. 

I object to the fact that your 'Propo::;ed Option, Alkrnative Four', wuuld change your current authority "to spray anI;.} noxious Iveeds"l0 
have new legal allthority TO "spray all vcgct-,11ion". including at schools un kascd BLM lands, willpgruunds, and picnic areas_ Children 

be.fofe profits! 

---, .. -- .~, t''. 

" If 
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Fill Out tlte Following Coupon NOW and Mail it to BLM Before the Public Comment Period Ends! 
Mail coupon to: Vegetation Treatments EIS Tl'am, Box 2965, Portlllnd, OR <l720S 

Public Comment on Draft Environme~ct sr~ent on BLM Herbicides 

Ilear SLM, my name and addre'ss-a~ U;,,(/ (/}.l,c4C: I1cbU
) rl t4-1)Li0h;;0\,:~D 

I uppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE ~ no herbicides - beC~ ~tfe o~her alternatives 
\\Uu\tI increase the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4-0 and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

! prutcst the tact that your DElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Admi'oistration legal definition 
I)r Ihe term "drift" that c1imirk'1ted the consideration of vapor a<; drift. 

I prule:-;l that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers ooc and two are "only for comparison:' 

I I,h)t:c\ to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four' . would change your current authority "to spray only noxious \.veeds'· to 
h.l\(; llt.:W kj.;a\ authority to "spray all vt-getation", induding at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. ChHdren 
b,,'hH'L' pmfits! 

(, 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and add.essa.e: Mill ~e.. Roth r(ch ,1, f d A1VVlO~1\ 3t-6Jc~~ 
,» _ _.... . ... _.. . .. -.... ~------- 01 i<{{,I~D,L 

I oppose your plan to lilcrease us<..: at p"stlcldcs. 1 .',U~)P\Jft AL [ERN/\11\' [; UNE -- no herbicides ~ beciluse all 01 the uther alK·rnCltt\cs 
\\ould increase the use ofocsticiJ~s. Ilh.:.\uJing the deadly lA--O and the carcinogenic Dimon 

I protest the fact thut your DEIS did not inciudc all analysis urthe tnert ingredients and rdieu on a Bush Administration \eg;11 definiti()Il 
orthe term "dritr' that eliminated tht.' consideration oi'vapof ,1S dritt-

I protest that you pretend to on~r rive altern.atiycs but admit that numbers one and two arc "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your "Pr0p\)scd. Option, Alternative Four', would change your curfent authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to - spra) 'lll vc:gdation '. including at schools On leased BLM lands, campgluunJs, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits.! 
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l:lublic Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~4 <' 1111£ fk,,~ 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
\\ouJd increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis or the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otfer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison:' 

I (thjL-..:! I() the fad that your -Proposed Option. Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds'· to 
havt: /leW kg<ll authority to ··spray all vegetation'·. including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
ho.:!()re profits! 

;-·'-'··'F' (\ 

f~~ 
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Fill Out tbe Followiug Coupon NOW "ndMaii it to BLM Before tbe Public Comment Period Endst 
i\iI'liI couJlon to: Vegetlltion Treatments EIS Temll, Box 2965,Portlund, OR 97208 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Door BLM, my name and address are: i2;JLyx/f<Ia<'£'ilt4l1 ~01Aa......- t3c~ 
[oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - beo:.::ause all of the other alternatives 
\vould increase the use of pesticides. indurJing the deadly 2.4-D and the .:an;inogenic Diuro!1. 

1 protest the tact that your DElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and rdi~d on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

1 protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your cummt authority "10 spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new kga! authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on kased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. ChilJn:n 
~fore- profits! 

," 
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Public- Comment on [}r<lft En\'ironmentlllimpad Statement on HL!\l Herbicides 
L~-< < ___ ~ \.. L 

J 

DC}lr BLl,",), my name ~md uddn.'ss are: cc:-,-:"cc'c:~,-",,:~~::::c·:'''~ ... c'~.'C::':::''c:c:'"~.'::;+::,c~::f:~~~~~._~~ ..... _ ... ~_ 

1 oppose your plan \(} illcn:as..: us..: \}( pcslici\.k~;, 1 ~l\ppur! Al :rLl·~N:\ 1 ! \-L < )~L Jh) lwrhlcid.:s - b~\.-';IlISc ;\!I ui' Ilh_' Ilthl.'r ;\\Icfrltlti\t.'s 
w,ltdd increase illC USC' ofncslicidcs_ jll~'jl!dillg !h\.' dc;!d).\ 1.-1-D :lIhlllK' l';Jf(lfh)i-',-'iI1l' Dillrun 

I pro!~st th-: fact (hat yuur nus did not incltld,; ;Hl ~\\\;11_\ sis ,A Ill,," in,:n ingr<..'dl<:nh dnd f\'ji..:d un il Uus!h\dmini~u,;\ti,ln kg;!! dd"lniliun 

of the term "drill" that c1iminiJ!r::d rhl.' cOll:iidefill iun of I':JpOf ;IS JI itL 

! protesl that yuu pretend tu olkr fi\ l' J.iternmiu.:) but adrnit thdl nUlllhel's U11(." and l\\u an: "(1/11) Illr cl''ll)parisun . 

1 (..lPj(:c,t to the l~'d that your' Propost.'J Opli\.lll. Alt..:mati\\.' FOLU', \\ou!d chdng<..' :,Ilir curren! ,luthority "tCi spray oilly WL\ious wo;;cJs" t,l 
have- new legal ;1Llthoril) 10 "Spf<l) .)11 vcgd'11ion" _ including al :-;cl1\lub on Jc-:l:-;cd BUd bnds. c~lllpgj"()Uj)J:-;, and picnic arc'-lS, Chil(iI"~n 
before profirs! 
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, '. . . ..i .' ". .:",:x~,_~>;,---;;~:;:,,--,,_/;,) '.. . ' 
Fill Out the Following Coupou NOW and~f#~l}1 Before the Public Comment Period Ends! 

Mail coupon to: Vegetation Trea~m, Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 

Public Comment on Draft Em'ironmentallmpact StMement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: I \J LA V <00f: 4 ~ ~ i ':) ON M f- AS; i+E-v; u£ 
NC L'6'1:;0 \ 

I uppose your plan to incrc-ase use of rcstidJes. I support ALfERNAf/VE ONE --lil) hi,?rbicides·- bct:<lusc aU of the other altematives 
\Hndd increase the w;c of pestkiJes. im:-!uding the deadly 2A~D and the ean.:inogenk Dimon. 

1 prot\;:st the fact that }uur DEIS d.id l1{)t include an analysis of the int:rt ingredients ami rdied un a Bush¥Administration legal delinition 
()fthe term "Llritt" that diminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pn:t~mj to vl1'i:r lin: altl.'rnatives but admit that numbers one: and two arc "only tor comparison." 

I objt:.:t to th<: fUl..'t that your 'Propos~J Option, A!krnative Foor', \\'(ltild dmng..: your l'Ufrcnt authority .. to spro.) only mlxiulis WI.!t:us" to 
hm'('; new legal IltHhority to "spray aU wgetalion", including III sdwols on kast'J BLM lands, campgrounds, and rieni;.; art'as. Childn.m 
bcfurc Vrdib] 
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}lublic Comment on Draft Environmental Impart Statellient on BLAt Hl'rbi<:idcs 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: j.}\j;z,ha 0Q~-:k-,,_, __ ftJ ~.Q)<:: 76;;L~J:~J~ 0.;-
1(7462. 

I oppose your p!:.ln to incH.-';!:>"': us<-: (If pesticides! support ALrlJ\N:\J j\-L {)~T -- nu !lI.:rbtl'idc) ~ bC,-':lUS(':llI urlh,-' ulller aitcrn:lli\\..'s 
\\uulJ increase the use Ofpc::,liciul..'o-. illcluLilllg the ,!cadi: 2.1-l) :md the <.-~lr\,.'jn\)gcnic DiuJl)n 

I protest the j~lCt thell :uur nus did !lut include (i11 ;111,\1) ~is u(thc il1\.:rt iil~~r,-\ltcnb and r'-.'Iicd un ,\ Uush Admini~tr:\tillil k,S~lI Jdinitiull 

orlhe ternl"'dri!1" thai cliniilukd the consideration UrV:ij1ur;;~ dri!1 

I protest that )'Ul! pretend tu ulkr tl\ e altcrnatj\ (;'::, but admit that 111I!l1bt.'rs om: and l\\U arc' "\l!1i:: )(1, ,-"urnparisun . 

I object to the fact that your' Prupuscd Optiun. Altemative FUll]·. \\'(luki ,Junge ;- ul!r l'UlTent dut!1mit;. "h) spra: ulll;. nu:-;iullS m:l'ds" 10 

ha\'l~ new kgal author it;. to "spr<l; all Ycgd:1tiun", induciing at sehoul:; Oil k'ISl.'d llL1\1 lands. c:unpgmuIlJs, and picnic afc'Li. Children 
befure prollts! 

, /'< - {" 
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PubHc Comment on Draft Ellvironrnentalimpact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

l I-A i,~~, (' i l!"'" "<7 G Dear BLM, my name and address are:: i''l -"1 Lld.i£/'US Y J, -/ ~ fdg'£"srd} / n ~'fVlf.)' VO. I 

luppose )uur plan tu increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNAnVE ONE·- no h-:rbicides - because all urlhe other alternatives 
would incrc:-L";c the use ofpesticiJes, illduJing the deadly 2.4-D and the can.:inogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fhd that your DEIS did nul include an <malysis ofthe inert ingredients and relied un a Bush-Administration !ega! ddloition 
uflhe term "drift" that dimiuakd the consider,llion of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you preknd to oller fiH..' alt,,:wittivcs but admit that numbers one and \W\l me ··only lor comparisun." 

I object to the f,Kt that )our 'Prupo:>.:d Option, Altl.!rnatlve Four', \\ (Ju!u .:hangl.! yuur current authority "to spray only noxiollS Wi:CUS" to 
have 11":\\1 kga! authority to "spray all \'l.!gdatio[1", in.: I udillg at SdlOOIs Ull kHSI.!U BLM bOll<;, c:lmpgroumb, :1I1d picnic ar\'!<ls. Childrcn 
bd~)rl.! protits! 

c~ t~. 
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Fill Out the Following Coupon NOW and Mail it to BLM Before the Public COmment Period Ends! 
Mail coupon to: Vegetation TreatmentsEIS Tealll, Box 2965, Portland, OR 9'120S 

---------
Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: C hf11 AI t'rJliJ~" 4 ill t),LJf-M'1;,h ~l1"t:'h'" t~14 
. v '1'1 ?i1.6 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE ~ no herbicides ~ because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4~D and the can:inogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
oflhe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have neW legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 

t·', 



~ 

Dear BLIVI, my name and a(ldr,ss are: __ Cg/~I~fL~}).. )&1 'ftic i:!Yf UtM_yq!,!!:~,c: 

I oppusc yuur plan 1(1 inCfC{l:,c usc or p"':;ti..:idc;, ! support AU LlZN:-\ll\ L t )~L 
\\uuld increase the lISC ur pesticide:;-_ invluding I hl' de:!<-!!) 1.--1- D :Hhi th\,.' '-':\rL'i[lu~:Lrlll- Dilirun 

I protest the fael that :(lur [JElS did nul inc!uck ,Ill ,ln~il:Ji:; u(t!lc illCrt ingr<..'cilcilb ;uld rellcd on d Uusil-Admini:-,!rali(11l kg;d Jcflnil!un 
orthe term "driW- that elirnlnakd the consllh.'raliun uf qpur <IS drill 

1 protest that you pretend tu u!1~r tl\<..' a!l.:rnali\c~ but admit that rn!lllbcrs (lile <lilt! \\\'u dfe "lllll) IUI- ,-"lllnp,uisu!l' 

I object to the hKt thaI your 'ProposcJ Optiun. A!tcl'Ilatin; Four", \\"(lldd chang\.' )om turren! ,lulhuril: "Iu spra) only n~)'\iuus weeds" lu 
have neW legal authority to "spray all \,egdation', including ,11 schoub on ka~l:d BUv1 121mb, ,:arnpgruunds, and picnic areas. Childn:n 
bdore profits! 



@ 

Fill Out tbe FollowiugCoupolI NOW alld MlIiI it to BLM Before tbePublic COUlulell! Period Ends! 
Mail coupon to: Vegetation TreaiIllcntsEJS team, Box 2965,PortIand, OR 97208 

--... ------.~ .. --- .. ~-------------.. 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statemenl on BLM Herbicides 4-'T-8~ f...J 9 4~e-

Dear BLM, my name and address are: BV\ji tt& ILy~(/'f\O:-G\:+ I Pd~ 912:-V;;; 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides"- because alJ of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relit:d on a Bush~Administratjon legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that nwnbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have fli.'!W legal authority to "spray all vi.'!getation'·, induding at schools on Jeased BLM Jands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Fill Out the FollowingCoupou NOW an~~it~~~\\~~ Before the Public Comment Period Ends! 
Mail coupon to: V¢getatlon Treatme~m, Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 

Public Comment on Draft EnvironmentaHmpact State~nt onBLM Herbi,cides .' 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: D~~ 'Sf"v-A (e.nW N ~k;~ k f()YY\~\ 
I oppose your plan 10 lm:rcase USt: ufpcsticides. I slippurt ALTERNAnVE ONE - no herbicides - because all oflhe other alternatives 
would illl:fCaSe the usc ufpestiddes, induding tho,;: deadly 2A-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I prolest the fad that your DEIS did not include an anal)s!s of the inert ingredients and relied un a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drill" that diminatd tht: consideratiun ofnpor as drill:. 

1 protest that you prcknd 10 olTer lin: aho.:rnatives but admit that numhers one and two an,: "only for L.:Umparisu!1." 

I objcl't 10 the bid that your' Propos-:J Option, Alternative Four', \\ DlllJ .:hangc your curr.:nl authority "to spray 01111' nu:xious weeds" to 

hm'e new legal authority to "spray al! \.:gelalion", i!lduding at s.:hvub on leased BLM lands, l.':l!npgruumJs, <lnd picnic areas, Children 
bdure profits! 

. 

j 



~ 
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Fill Out the FollowiugCoupon NOW and M,~ilit,toj~L)\1 Before the Pnblic CODlDlent Period Ends! 
Mail coupon to: Vegetation TreatDl<:II!~Elai:{~aDl, Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 

",*-<; o,~'*': 1-{ 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impart Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~¥":nL'N. ~ 'iijD'i ~~J'::,i., c( q 121/ 
I uppose your plan to ilH.~H:ase usc ur pesticides_ ! jUrp~Ji'l .. \L rERNATI VE ON E ~ nu herbicilics -- b\..'CdUSr.: ;,; I eli" UK uther alternatives 
would increa!'>c tht! usc of pestil:iJes, induJing the: d-:'ch_il: 2.-.-D and the carl:inugcnic Diuflln. 

[ protest the fact that :()ur DUS did nut include an 'Illel!: :-;15 ut" thl': inert ingreLiil':nts and rdied un ~l Hl!~il-_-\J,11lnistratiun legal ddinitiun 
of the term "dri Jf' that climillalcd the consiJl.'ratiuD uf \',Ipur as drift. 

1 protest that you pn':knd to ull'cr tivt! alternatives but admit that DUOlbl'rs UIlt' and \Wll ar~ "un I: k,r 

I uhj<.:d to th~ fact that your' Plupus~J Optiun. A!km:lti\ t.: hlUr', \\llulJ. dlilngt: your CUf[<.:nt :lU\il,)i'll: ··tu spr;!y unly nU:I.;i\)Us weeds'· to 
1-1,1\1': n<:w h:1,!<!1 .Iuthulit) h) "spray nB h'gl'tali(ln". ilh.:Judlng :It schuu]s un k'aseu BUvllands_ ,::Ullp,;r\Junu:.>. illld ricnie areas. Children 
b,,:i',lrl' prulih! 

-, ,--, 
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Fill Out the Following Coupon NOW and l\t;~ilittI)JjW Before the Public Com~eDt Period Ends! 
Mail coupon to: Vegetation TreatmenJ!!.~.;!J£!am, Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 

Public Comment on Dnlft Euvironmentallmpal't Statement on BLM Herbicides 

4i ,M, {c r n /l Dear BLM, my name Hod address are: ;~KJ ttJbr"'x/L' I2v-.... (' f1 JL!.LL.!. 
17100 

Eoxr;;;:r.; is- £&t q£lie 
j 

I oppose your pian to im:n:ase llSC ufpcsticides. I SUppI.lrl .. \LrERNATIVE ONE - no herbit'iucs - b<.'(,r.lSt.' .. 1 t>l-:i1c oUlcr alternatives 
\\ould increase the usc ofpesticiues, including lhe d;:ilLil> 1.-I-D and the carcinogenic Diurun. 

r rrotest the t:ll'1 tila! )our ObiS did not indude an .l:d." sis t,lfthc inert ingredients and rdied un ,l Bu~n-,\dillinjstratiorllcgal definiliu!l 
of thl: term "drilt" that eliminateJ thc consiJeration of \ ~lpur :l:"i drift. 

! VOkS! that you pn.::t-:nu to o!f-:r (/\'e alt-:rnati\es bot <lwnll that numbers one and two ,Ire ··Olli) f,)[ ~\'irLl\"rlS<Jn 

I ,lDjl'Lt tu the f~Kt that yuur > ProPUSl'U Option. Altl'm;ll/\l' Fuur', \\Oldd change yuur curren! :lulf:LLi II: "ttl spr~ly unl)' noxiulls wt:t:ds" to 
haH; new legal authorit) to ·'spray JlI \ ('gdatiPIl " including ;1\ .~chuuJs un kasl'd BLM lands. "':;lil1P:;fullI1JS. :lOd pi..:nic areas. Chddn.:n 
b(I~}!e prulib! 



EJ 

Fill Out lIle Following Coupon NOW and Mllil it to BLM Before fhe Public Comment Period Ends! 
MllilcolIlJlln to: Vegetntion Trelltments EIS Team, Box 2965, Porllnnd, OR 97208 

-"~-----' .. --.~~ 

PubJic Comment on Draft Ellvironmentallmpact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

. . I '. ' .' J 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: lFJrr K ~e. f2v?tv- 'b '1$ A {i-1AP'x:;>l'vt 'S-f 11lfo~ 

I oppose your plan to increa'>e use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because aJi of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4·0 and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush·Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to oner five alternatives but admit that numbers onc and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation'·, induding at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Childrcn 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Ilear BLM,my name and address are: fer-e.r t=l,lct~ 4-b.~ fo!h ~O 
I uppose your pian to increase use of pesticides, I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides -- because aU of the other alternatives 
\\ould increase the use of pesticides. im.:luding the deadly 2.4-0 and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I proh:st the fad that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal de finition 
of the h.:rm "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

1 Pf()h.·~1Ihat you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only tor comparison:' 

I Uh)L'L'i to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative rour', would I..:hange YOUf CUffent authority "10 spray only noxious weeds" to 
h:l\t: IICW kgal authority 10 "spray all vegetation", induding at schools on leased BLM lands. campgrounds. and picnic areas. Children 
helure prolils! 

}~ I~' 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BL.I\'1 I-Ierbit'ides 

Dear fiLM, Illy nalIle lInd address are: /~~-.tlJ/r~~~._.~l~ /ltJ11a ItIJ st.'... ~> 
I opiX'sc yuur plan to jncr~asc llSe of resticides I suppur( A!TLRN.·\) l\'L (lNE flU hcrl)il'jdc~ - beclu,t all uflile (lther Cllternali\'\.~:; 
\\lfldJ increase the usc of pcsticides_ indwJing thl' dt'~ldJ: 1A-D ~lI1d (he ,';lltillugcnil' Diur(ln 

J protest the fact that your DUS did nul include <ill dl\<li) ~is ui' tJh.' illerl ingr-I.'dicilts <llld n:licd on ;1 [Jusil-Admini"lfaliUil kg~ll Jdiniliun 
of the krm "Jriti" that <:linlifla(ed the cUJlsidt'ralion (Jj"yapOr;b drili 

i prutesllhat you pretend 10 ufkr (I\(: aJternari\\:s hilt admit that numbers lIlll' and 1\\\1 ;lfe "unl) fur 

J ubject to the fact that your' Propused Optiun, /\J!crnati\e FOlll', would change) our current ~luthurj!) "Ill spr;J) unly noxiulls \Ye~ds" {(l 

have neW legal authority to' spray elll vegetatiun", im::lu,ling;ll schuols on h,:<lsed BLM lands, c;lmpgruunds, and nicnic areas, Children 
bdofe profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement'on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: IF 1 { j {,,,JII.) .. , 

I oppose you, plan to inc,case n'i.e or pesticides. snprort ALTERNAflYE ONE - no herbtcides - becans*tlir alf?r~s 
would in(.:rcase the lise of pestk:ides, induding the deadly 2,4-0 and the cafcinogC'nic Dimon. 

I prott.:st the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration kgal definition 
of tht: term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I prolest that you pretend to O!ll!f fl',:e ait(.)rnatives but admit that Bluubers one and two arc "unly for comparison." 

I object to thl.' 1[1>.:1 that your -Prupos-cd Option. Alternatiye Four', would chang\,.' your l'urn:nt ,mthority "10 spray only no:-.:illlls \\\;eus" to 
have new !ega! authority to "spray all vcgdQtion", illduding at schuuls on kascd 13LM lands, campgrounus, and picn!\.: areas. Chi!dn:n 
bdurc pmlits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement-on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: I. JDa ") 1) ~~ ') t: ~ ~"" Q, ( 

I oppose your plan to incn.:a~e lI'iC of pesticides. I )uPport ALTERNAflVE ONE - no h~rbi..;ides -, because all oft lC other a'lc~a!t..fs 
would increase the use of pesti...:iues. induJing the deadly 2,4-D and the ...:ardnogcnic Dimon. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did out include un analysis ufthe inert ingn:dients and relied on a Bush-Administration kgal definition 
ofthc term "Jritf' that eliminated the consideratiun of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pn.:tend to liner livl,..' altl,..'rnativ!;!s but admit that numb0fs om: and two arc "nnly lor comparison." 

I objt:ct to ihe fact that your' Proposed Option. Alternative Four'. \\'Quld dumg\,.' your I..:urn::nt authority "1u spray only noxiuus w~eds" to 
have new kgal authority to "spray all vl.?gdation", induding <It Sl..:huuls on kased ELM bnds, I..:amrgrounds, ~lt1d rknil..: areas, Chikln.:n 
b..::!0n: profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~t~ billo.d. ~e2Al}ntikJr! ~ (} 97fOJ. 
luppose your plan to inc[(;(ls(; usc llf pcstil:ides_ I supp\.ln ALTERNAflYE ONE - nu h(;rbit.:idcs -tX',:;ilbC ,d\ \.l( ti)(> oth~r alternatives 
\\ould increase the usc ofpestkidcs. induding the dea~ll> lA-O and the carciollgenll.: Diuron. 

I protest the t;\d that your OElS did nut indul\.: ,'in ,mai.\sis urthe in..::rt ingr(;liients and rdid un ,I Bu:oll-;\,ill1inistration k'gal ddinition 
of tht: term "drift" that dimioat..::d the considcwtion u\'\ ,'pur as drift. 

I protest that you prl.'tcnd to oller Ilv,,: alternJtiyl.'s but J.ilin!! that numb:rs one and lWU an: "onl) l~!f ";"illp<>rison 

_'f.l objt:ct tl) the ract that your ·Prupos..:u Option, AlklWtti\<.: Four', \\oukl dumge your cmrvnt ;IUlh,JI"II> "\<.) spril)' unly nu:-.:iolls wt;txh;" to 
h,1\:~ n<;:w legal authority to "spray all vcgdatiun". indu\\lng at sdh.)o\s un kHSt;d BLM hm,b, (:lll1pgruunJs, and pi~ni\,; areas. Children 
bd~)rl: pl\)\its! 

~:::c 

'( 
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Public Comment on Draft Euvironmentallmpad Statement on ELM IIn~icides ~'UC\ e-Y'i e OR 0'1. '10 7-.. 

. . . . I!. j If 
Dear ELiV1, my name and :'lddn:ss are: --.ilL_~ ~~HO~Kst [~VL~':'~ I W Bro~c{ UCQ..-~ __ 

1 oppose )DUr pl~llll11 illc!"\:as\: liSc Dr pC~li(id<:s, I Sll[1),urt :\I_ITlZi',:;\IJ\'L ()~I;. - I\'J hcrl.icidcs -!W(;\USC all uftil<..' ()tller ,lltcrnati\,-'s 

would increase the HSC orDcstieidcs. ilH.:luLiing tile d(\ldl: ?_-t-l) :llld the ,\\rcinug\:nl( Dimun 

I prukst the fad lhat ;,uur !JUS did nul incllhk;lll ~lI\,d:"is ui"th,,-' il\l:n illgrl'dicilb ~Illd J""'li,,,d un d [hhh Adll1ini"tr,uitlll kg,li Jdlniliun 
ort!1e term "drih" that diminatcd th;;: considcraliull ur \ ,lpUf :IS drift 

1 prolest that you pretend III ulkr Il\c ait..:rnali\<.;:" but admit th;ll nUlllbc !':; Ulle and 11\\1 ;ilt; -\1111., tix \."(linparisun . 

I object \0 the ract thaI your' Pruj1llsl.'d Opliun. AllCrn,l1i\e FOllJ·. wuuld ,.-hdngc :- uur UllTent <lulhurity "'tu Spril; on I; noxious I\\:eds" tu 
have new legal allthoril; to "~pra; ;111 ,ege1,nion", including dl S(ill)('ls 011 k;;lsed BLJ\1 L-ll1ds. ((ll1lpgl"Ulinds, and picnic areas. Childn:n 
before profits I 



Joanna Wnorowski -Pecoraro 
<joanna@cyberpc.com> 

12102/2009 11 :49 PM 
Please respond to 

joanna@cyberpc.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While ,there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BI~M?s proposal to expand its 
herpicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BJ~M is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction a,nd logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Joanna Wnorowski-Pecoraro 



stulips@hotmail.com 

12/03/2009 02:40 PM 

Requestor: stuart phillips 

To Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments 
<orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments - stuart 
phillips 

E-mail address: stulips@hotmail.com 

Comments: 
I Endorse Alternative 1 (the no-herbicide option). No herbicides, 
pesticides or toxic chemicals should be sprayed or applied to any bim 
forestlands in oregon ever, for any reason! thankyou 



November 29,2009 

To Whom It May Concern, 

HARNEY COUNTY COURT 
Office of Dan Nichols, Commissioner 

450 North Buena Vista, Burns, Oregon 97720 
Phone: 541-493-2440 Fax: 541-493-2440 

E-mail: dannichols@wildblue.net 
Websites: wvvw.co.harney.or.us # www.harneycounty.org 

After review and consideration of the Draft EIS for Vegetative Treatrnents it is the 
consensus of the Harney County Court to support Alternative 5 as the preferred 
alternative. After 23 years of losing the battle with invasive weeds because of the 
restrictive and inadequate availability of effective herbicides it is clear that the broadest 
base of herbicides should be incorporated into the EIS. 

The EIS surnmary estimates that Alternative 5 would only increase herbicide use by 
10% over Alternative 4. The summary also correctly points out that more than 90% of 
that increase would be in Eastern Oregon where environmental risk is lower, 
advantages more apparent and public acceptance of herbicide use is higher. The 
extremely limited use of herbicides for the past 20 years has allowed for major 
infestations of medusahead, knapweeds and thistles in Eastern Oregon. Alternative 5 
would allow for the use of diflufenzopyr - dicamba combination for the treatment of 
knapweeds and thistle species. Their control is of significant importance to the overall 
health and sustainability of Eastern Oregon rangelands. 

Developing an EIS that would exclude the potential for the treatment of the total array of 
noxious weeds and invasive plants on BLM lands would once again leave the BLM 
restricted in its management opportunities to the detriment of the public lands. The initial 
cost of effective, comprehensive treatment is much more practical than attempted 
restoration or potential loss of valuable resources. Please, do not build a notable 
restriction into this necessary EIS document. 

The Harney County Court requests that you strongly consider Alternative 5 as the 
Preferred Alternative that would allow for the comprehensive management of all noxious 
and invasive weeds on BLM lands. 

Thank you for moving forward to resolve an issue of paramount importance to the 
health and sustainability of BLM managed lands. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Nichols 
Commissioner, Harney County Court 

DN;sj 





UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 10 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
P.O. Box 2965 
Portland, Oregon 97208-2965 

1200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 900 
Seattle, WA 98101-3140 

December 4, 2009 

OFFICE OF 
ECOSYSTEMS, TRiBAL AND 

PUBLIC AFFAIf~S 

liECEIVED 

RE: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) review and comments for the 
Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
Lands in Oregon Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). EPA Project 
Number: OS .. 04S-BLM 

Dear Vegetation Treatments EIS Team: 

This review was conducted in accordance with our responsibilities under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act. Under our policies and 
procedures, we evaluate the environmental impact of the proposed action and the adequacy of 
the impact statement. We have assigned a Lack of Objections (LO) rating to the DEIS. A copy 
of our rating system is attached. 

We agree that invasive plants and noxious weeds are a serious environmental problem. 
Invasive plants threaten native plant communities and change fire behavior. They reduce water 
quality, soil productivity, wildemess charactelistics, recreation values, and habitat and forage for 
wildlife and livestock. To limit these adverse impacts we strongly support the principles of 
Integrated Pest Management (rPM). IPM includes many tools - one of which is herbicides - and 
we support increasing the BLM's ability to select the most effective methods with the least 
amount of risk to non-target resources. 

Due to persistent uncertainties associated with the safety and effectiveness of herbicide 
use and in the interest of encouraging a cautious approach we have focused our review on 
monitoring and adaptive management. This focus reflects EPA's July 30,2007 comments on 
Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on Bureau of Land Management Lands in 17 Westem 
States Final Programmatic EIS (PElS). Namely, "EPA would expect regional and site specific 
NEP A documents to include information ensuring adequate monitoring and description of 
evaluation methods to determine if application rates are effective, buffers are sufficient, drift is 
minimized and specific goals and endpoints are being met." 

In our enclosed comments we recommend that Part II of Appendix 3, "Potential 
Monitoring" be incorporated into all action altematives. We also recommend that this "Potential 
Monitoring" be further developed aud (i) establish minimum effectiveness monitOling 
requirements for site specific project plauning, (ii) include additional information on the Oregon 
BLM's State Office vision of an adaptive management fi'amework, aud, (iii) describe how data 
retention guidelines will facilitate long term effectiveness monitoring. 

o Printed on Recycled Papt:r 
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EPA REGION 10 DETAILED COMMENTS FOR THE VEGETATION TREATMENTS 
USING HERBICIDES ON BLM LANDS IN OREGON DE IS 

Monitoring and Adaptive Management 
To help bolster and define your monitoring plans we recommend you consider the 

following suggestions for incorporation into your FElS and Record of Decision. 

Potential Monitoring 
For clmification, we recommend that the FEIS explicitly identify different Potential 

Monitoring as either implementation or effectiveness monitoring. For example, "Monitoring for 
Concerns Identified in the EIS" might be more broadly understood as State-wide implementation 
monitoring. The DEIS deseribes two major effectiveness monitoring proposals - "Five-year 
Examination of Weed Spread" and "Monitoring Specific Concerns Identified in the EIS". We 
recommend that all of these Potential Monitoring proposals be further developed and 
incorporated into the action alternatives. 

The "Five-year Examination of Weed Spread" should be incorporated into the action 
alternatives because it - or something similar - would provide a mechanism to measure the 
effectiveness of the chosen control strategy relative to EIS projections (e.g., Table 2-3). We 
believe coordinating large scale evaluations with relevant State and Federal agencies and 
publishing the results would greatly increase their relevance. 

"Monitoring Specific Concerns Identified in the EIS" should be incorporated into all 
action alternatives because it would help to ensure that adverse impacts on non-target resources 
have been effectively avoided or mitigated. Please also consider a more operational title for this 
effectiveness monitoring proposal, e.g., "Effectiveness Monitoring on the Avoidance and 
Mitigation of Adverse Impacts to Non-target Resources". 

In addition to incorporating Potential Monitoring on the avoidance of adverse 
environmental impacts from herbicide use we recommend the proposal be amended to explicitly 
identify minimum site specific requirements. These requirements should provide guidance on 
how site specific project pi arming and NEP A analyses will consider the costs and benefits of 
monitoring impacts on air, vegetation, soil and water. We do not believe descriptions such as, 
"Water quality monitoring, would be conducted at the discretion of the district." and "There 
might also be a need to detennine if thc standards and protection measures were effective at 
reducing potential effects to Federally Listed species and/or designated critical habitat." 
sufficiently disclose how districts will develop and implement adequate effectiveness monitoring 
for enviroumental and human health concerns (p.422). 

Adaptive Management Framework 
The DEIS has numerous references to monitoring and adaptive management. Appendix 

3, for example, references BLM Manual Sections 9011, 9014, and 9015; and, BLM Technical 
Reference 1730-1 etc. Appendix 3 also states, "Adaptive management strategies require 
implementation monitoring to detennine whether we followed the plan and obtained the 
expected results"; and, "If treatment was not effective, the decision maker would review the 
strategy (USDA 2005:2-15)". Appendix 6 adds to the DElS's disclosure ofBLM monitoring 

o Printed on Recycled Paper 



u.s. Environmental Protection Agency Rating System for 
Draft Environmental Impact Statements 

Definitions and Follow-Up Action* 

Environmental Impact of the Action 

LO - Lack of Ohjections 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) review has not identified any potential environmental impacts 

requiring substantive changes to the proposal. The review may have disclosed opportunities for application of mitigation 
measures that could be accomplished with no more than minor changes to the proposal. 

EC - Environmental Concerns 
EPA review has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the environment. 

Corrective measures may require changes to the preferred altenlative or application of mitigation measures that can reduce 
these impacts. 

EO - Environmental Objections 
EPA review has identified significant environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to provide adequate 

protection for the envirorunent Corrective measures may require substantial changes to the preferred altemative or 
consideration of some other project alternative (including the no-action alternative or a new alternative). EPA intends to work 
with the lead agency to reduce these impacts. 

EU - Environmentally Unsatisfactory 
EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient magnitude that they are unsatisfactory 

frolll the standpoint of pnblic health or welfare or environmental quality. EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce 
these impacts. If the potential unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final EIS stage. this proposal will be 
recommended for referral to the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). 

Adequacy of the Impact Statement 

Category 1 - Adequate 
EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impact(s) of the preferred alternative and those of the 

alternatives reasonably available to the project or action. No further analysis of data collection is necessary, but the reviewer 
may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information. 

Category 2 - Insufficient Information 
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient infOlmation for EPA to fully assess environmental impacts that should be 

avoided in order to fully protect the environment, or the EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably available alternatives that 
are within the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce the environmental impacts of the action. 
The identified additional information, data, analyses or discussion should be included in the final EIS. 

Category 3 - Inadequate 
EPA does not believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially significant environmental impacts of the action, or 

the EPA reviewer has identified new, reasonably available alternatives that are outside of the spectmm of alternatives analyzed 
in the draft ElS. which should be analyzed in order to reduce the potentially significant environmental impacts. EPA believes 
that the identified additional information. data, analyses. or discussions are of such a magnitude (hat they should have full 
public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that the draft EIS is adequate for the purposes of the National 
Environmental Policy Act and or Section 309 review, and thus should be formally revised and made available for public 
comment in a supplemental or revised draft EIS. On the basis of the potential significant impacts involved. this proposal could 
be a candidate for referral to the CEQ. 

* From EPA Manual 1640 Policy and Procedures for the Review of Federal Actions Impacting the Environment. Febrnary, 
1987. 
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Greetings. 

'iK= ,~~~i};/ 
~~~ 

'MOhclwf (Jran&e 
P.O. 'Box 615 'Mmw[o On:&"'1-97..45'; 

1ti(ia 'MoonelJ,-.~o118e 'Malter 

HECEIVED 

The enclosed letter is sent under the auspices of our local 
Grange. 

We're glad of the opportunity to express our strong viewpoint 
against the use of herbicides 
in our valley. 

In your Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Vegetation 
Treatment etc., 
you acknowledge the very real proven dangers of herbicides 
to fish, wildlife and humans--
and IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARDS, your agency goes on to 
propose a major increase in their use, 
particularly the most toxic ones! We regard this as illogical 
at best, especially when there exist 
simple and nontoxic ways to deal with unwanted species. 

(The enclosed letter is signed by many who felt it necessary 
to also print their names 
as required when certifying voter registration.) 

Sincerely, 

Julia Mooney 
Master, Mohawk Valley Community Grange 



TO BLM re: POSSIBLE INCREASED USE OF PESTICIDES 
From: Members, Neighbors & Friends of the Mohawk Valley Community Grange 

We oppose any increase in the use or types of pesticides in Oregon forests. 
Oregon uses more pesticides than any other state. 

We have more children with ADD and autism than any other state. 
We know that a toxic environment leads to illness and 
abnormalities in humans and the entire animal kingdom. 

We know that even pesticide ingredients described as 'inert' are as toxic 
as active ingredients. 

There are those among us who advocate for NO pesticide use at all. 
We are aware that BLM has been presented with non-invasive ways to 

manage invasive species. 
We say that the health and well-being of our populations is the most 

important consideration here. 
We say LISTEN TO US, and not to lobbyists who speak for the poison 

pesticide industries. 

Below are signatures of those in agreement... 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on ELM Herbicides 

Dear BLJVI, my name and address are: @-4 N 0 A LL C; I (.Ie: '?1 
i~Li..( kA5N{r/t/lJtv~ We, ~ Ol~ 9)'@( 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ACrERNAT1VE ONE - no 'herbicides - bccauseaH of the o{her alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only tor comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new Jegal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on kascd BLM [anLis, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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The Oregon Bureau of Land Management is currently proposing to increase toxic herbicide use on 
BLM public lands in Oregon from about 17,000 acres of herbicide spraying a year to control 
invasive plants to almost three times as much-45,000 acres a year, and to increase the number of 
herbicides used from four (two of which the Forest Service has stopped using due to high toxicity 
risks to the public, workers, and ground water) to 12 herbicides on the west-side of the Cascades 
and 16 on the east-side, claiming that there is higher public acceptance of herbicide risks east of the 
Cascades. The BLM offers a narrow range of alternatives, rejecting public suggestions to increase 
the use of non-herbicide control methods, to reduce ground-disturbing activities that encourage the 
introduction and dispersal of invasive plants, to not allow aerial spraying of herbicides, which is 
more likely to damage crops, contaminate drinking water, and affect non-target native plants, 
wildlife, and people, and to prohibit use of the very potent Acetolactate Synthase-inhibiting 
herbicides (Chlorsulfuron, metsulfuron methyl, sulfometuron methyl, imazapic, and imazapyr) 
which are particularly risky to use in aerial spraying or boom spray applications. Failing to 
incorporate or combine any of these public proposals and the suggestion of only using herbicides as 
a last resort, the BLM is offering 5 alternatives, four of which use herbicides, with alternative I 
being no herbicide use, which they admit they are not taking seriously, saying it is for comparison 
purposes only. Alt. 2 is the current amount of herbicide use with four herbicides, three of which 
(2,4-D, dicamba, and picloram) we think should be prohibited from use due to high toxicity, high 
potential for ground-water contamination, and long persistence in soils. Alt. 3 would increase 
herbicide use to 30,000 acres a year (almost twice current use) with 11 herbicides used west ofthe 
Cascades and 13 on the east-side, and the most extreme option, alt. 5, would increase herbicide use 
to 50,000 acres a year with 18 different herbicides available use throughout all of Oregon BLM 
public lands. Both alternatives 4 (the BLM's preferred alternative) and 5 include toxic herbicide 
control of native plants (not just exotics) in rights of way, recreational sites, administrative sites, 
and for theoretical improvement of habitat for federally listed Threatened species like the Sage 
grouse, who could be hurt by the toxic chemical use itself---uses for herbicides not currently 
allowed. Alt. 5 would allow herbicide use for any purpose (unspecified) which BLM staff desire, 
and appears to be an illegal alternative in that this makes it impossible to predict and analyze 
potential environmental impacts. 

Most of the herbicides proposed for use are highly toxic to native, non-target plants, including 
rare plants, federally listed plants, medicinal, and edible plants, and may limit the abundance of and 
contaminate edible mushrooms; several pose serious human health risks (eg. cancer, reproductive 
impairment, endocrine disruption, liver failure) to recreationists, forest workers, Native American 



subsistence gatherers, mushroom pickers, etc. Several of the herbicides proposed for use are known 
ground-water contaminants, some have high likelihood of damaging food or ornamental crops if 
aerially sprayed (aerial spraying is planned), some are toxic to fish, and some pose higher risks to 
wildlife---especially bees, birds, amphibians, and grazing mammals such as deer, elk, pronghorn, 
and wild horses, as well as to small mammals and scavengers. Using a large number of herbicides, 
while touted as more effective for controlling invasive plants and often cheaper than using manual 
control methods, still means that in most cases they are redundant with each other for use on 
particular invasive plants, making most of them unnecessary. Below are highlights of some of the 
reasons to be concerned about the BLM's proposal and information on which are the most toxic 
herbicides. The BLM could be asked to consider a potential compromise alternative using a smaller 
selection of only the least toxic herbicides only on exotic invasive plants, along with more emphasis 
on preventing the introduction and spread of invasives and using non-herbicide control methods 
more effectively and wherever possible. 

Impacts to Humau Health: The following herbicides are assessed by the Bureau of Land 
Management and the Forest Service to be of the greatest risks to human health ofthose proposed for 
use: bromacil, diuron, tebuthiuron, diquat, 2,4-D, Hexazinone, and Triclopyr. Clopyralid and 
Picloram pose a potential cancer risk through contamination with hexachlorobenzene. 2,4-D, 
bromacil, diuron, tebuthiuron, and diquat pose risks to workers even at typical application rates. 
Here's an example of the kind of human health risks one herbicide can present: "Pilots and aerial 
mixer -loaders face a risk for systemic, reproductive, and cancer effects from typical and maximum 
exposures to bromacil. Backpack and hand applicators, and ground applicators, mixer-loaders, and 
applicator/mixer-loaders are also at risk for systemic and reproductive effects from maximum 
exposures. Risks for systemic, reproductive, and cancer effects to workers and the public are 
associated with accidental scenarios of spill to skin ... , direct spray ... , consumption offish from a 
directly sprayed water body ... , consumption of directly sprayed berries ... , and drinking water 
contaminated by a truck spill or a jettison of mixture .... "(BLM EIS p.316-no cancer risk cited for 
all but spills to skin exposure) The variety of risks from diuron and tebuthiuron read similarly. 
Diuron is a suspected carcinogen and possible endocrine disrupter. The Natural Resources Defense 
Council has petitioned the EPA to cancel all registrations of the herbicide formula ingredient 2,4-D 
and all allowances for presence in food or water due to the EPA's failure to consider 2,4-D's effects 
of endocrine disruption, neurotoxicity, mutagenicity, increased skin absorption under common 
conditions, and adverse developmental '.lffects at doses below those in Lite EPA risk assessment for 
exposure of infants to 2,4-D in breast milk. (EIS p. 91) For applications at maximum rates or in 
accidental spill scenarios, the following herbicides also pose "low" to "high" risks to workers and 
the public: fluridone, chlorsulfuron, clopyralid, and g1yphosate. (EIS pp. 314-317) 

The BLM admits that there would be less adverse effects to the public with only using non
herbicide methods and that they are already using non-herbicide control methods (weed-pulling, 
mowing, burning, grazing, etc.) for invasive plants over 716 acres and for native plants (eg. poison 
oak) over 400 acres. Yet the BLM plans to increase use ofherbi<:ides in recreational sites 
(campgrounds, rafting put-ins, viewpoints, Wilderness Areas, etc.) and thereby increase the 
potential for accidental exposure of recreationists and herbicide applicator workers to toxic 
chemicals. Popular berry-picking areas, commercial and recreational mushroom gathering areas, 
and Native cultural plant gathering areas could also be sprayed with toxic herbicides. 

Aerial spraying of herbicides poses a greater risk to the public (as well as to crops, native plants, 
water quality, fish, and wildlife) due to off-site drift, yet the BLM still proposes it, only completely 
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banning aerial use of dicamba with diflufenzopyr and sulfometuron. This allows aerial spraying of 
other herbicides highly toxic to humans such as 2,4-D and tebuthiuron. In Idaho in 2001 a "by the 
books" typical aerial spraying of sulfometuron methyl resulted in severe damage to thousands of 
acres of adjacent farmland crops the following year. (EIS p. 86) The EPA is considering 
prohibition of its use within 100 feet of water and in situations typical of dry Eastern Oregon (low 
annual rainfall and powdery dry soil or light sandy soil), suggesting that aerial spraying of the 
potent ALS-inhibiting herbicides should be prohibited. Aerial spraying should be avoided in 
general. Boom broadcast applications such as by ATVs are more hazardous to the public, fish, 
water quality, crops, and native plants than spot-spraying, yet spot-spraying is more risky to the 
workers, indicating the need to avoid use of the most toxic herbicides. Children are at greater risk 
than adults. 

Drinking water, stream, and fish contamination: Glyphosate can persist in the bottom sediments 
of aquatic environments with a degradation half-life of 12 days to 10 weeks. Recent studies 
detected solution phase glyphosate in 36% of 154 stream samples, and its acid degradation product 
in 69"10 of the samples. Glyphosate formulas with polyethoxylated tallow amine (POEA) surfactant 
is considerably more toxic to aquatic species-including fish-than other formulas. Yet glyphosate 
is registered for aquatic use and would be applied to wetlands and aquatic plants emerging from the 
water. (EIS p. 163) Bromacil is mobile in soil, has a high potential to leach into groundwater, and is 
a known groundwater contaminant. (EIS p. 164) Chlorsulfuron is persistent in soils, has a long 
potential half-life in water (24 days to more than a year) and has high potential to leach into 
groundwater. Dicamba is mobile in soil, can contaminate surface water and has high potential to 
leach into groundwater. It is a known groundwater contaminant in Delaware, Maryland, and 
Virginia. The EPA has set health advisory concentration levels for dicamba but has failed to set 
maximum concentration limits for drinkable water. The EPA recently placed diuron on the drinking 
water contaminant candidate list (EPA 2008) yet the BLM is still proposing its use. Known aquatic 
dissipation half-lives of diuron range from 3 to 177 days. Movement through soil is known to have 
transported diuron and its metabolite to a stream and adjacent shallow groundwater. (Field et al. 
2003, ErS p. 165) "Hexazinone and its degradates persist, are highly mobile, and are readily 
washed into surface waters. Hexazinone has been identified as a groundwater contaminant in seven 
states. The EPA requires a groundwater advisory on all product labels stated that hexazinone 
should not be used on permeable soils. In areas where irrigation water is contaminated with 
hexazinone or where groundwater discharges to surface water, hexazinoneresidues in water could 
pose a threat to plants." (EIS p. 165) Hexazinone has been detected in streams near terrestrial 
application sites up to 30 days after application, and reported in run-off up to 6 months post
application in a forest dissipation study. (Neary and Michael 1996; Michael et al. 1999, EIS p. 165) 
Potential for displacement ofhexaziI\one and consequent impacts to crops or native plants seems 
too high for the BLM to be using it. Imazapic is a new herbicide which has received little study. 
The herbicide label for the "Plateau" formula in which imazapic is the active ingredient, indicates 
that imazapic is a groundwater contaminant. (BASF 2004, ErS p. 165) Metsulfuron methyl has 
high potential to leach into groundwater but so far is not a reported groundwater contaminant 
according to the EIS. The three added herbicides-bromacil, diuron, and tebuthiuroll-j)roposed 
for use in alt. 4 (but not in alt. 3) are all known groundwater contaminants. Alt. 5 would add the use 
of diquat, a known groundwater contaminant that can de-oxygenate water if applied to large areas 
of water, hurting fish and other aquatic species. Yet this destructive herbicide is proposed for use 
largely to control Giant salvinia, which is not even known to occur in Oregon, which appears to be 
outside of its ecological habitat range. Alt.s 4 and 5 would also apply herbicides to more roads and 
rights of way. As the EIS admits: "As more roads and rights-of-way (and thus more ditch lines) are 



treated, there is more potential for herbicide to enter water....bromacil, diuron, and tebuthiuron .... are 
all persistent and mobile herbicides" (EIS p. 174) "Picloram can move off site through surface or 
subsurface runoff, and has been detected in the groundwater of II states (Howard 199 I). 
Picloram .. .is not degraded rapidly in the environment (Tu et al. 2001). Concentrations in runoff 
have been reported to be great enough to damage crops, and could cause damage to certain 
submerged aquatic plants (Forsyth et al. 1997 cited in Tu et al. 200 I) .... the EPA reported it stable to 
hydrolysis and unlikely to degrade in ground water, even over several years (EPA 1995). 
Maximum picloram runoff generally occurs following the first significant rainfall, after which 
runoff concentrations drop to levels that persist up to 2 years post-application." (EIS p. 166) The 
toxicity, high mobility, and high persistence of picloram have caused us to advocate for prohibition 
of its use. 

Prohibit use of the most toxic herbicides: Given that other, apparently less toxic and persistent 
herbicides are now available for use, the BLM should exercise its perogative and officially prohibit 
the use of the most toxic, persistent, mobile, and non-selective herbicides, including 2,4-D, 
picioram, dicamba, glyphosate with POEA surfactant, triciopyr BEE, bromacil, diuron, hexazinone, 
and tebuthiuron, which is another persistent groundwater contaminant known to contaminate 
streams and degrade slowly in aquatic systems. Just as the Forest Service Region 6 has dropped the 
use of2,4-D and dicamba and is not even considering use of the very toxic diquat, diuron, bromacil, 
and tebuthiuron herbicides, so too can the BLM drop the planned use of the most toxic herbicides 
listed above plus picloram. 

We hope you'll help us fight needless risk to our wild land ecosystems, people, native plants, fis~ 
and wildlife by sending in your comments so the BLM is aware of broader public concern. Thank 
you! Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project is also in great need of public financial support if you 
can contribute to help keep our work going. Please send donations to: League of Wilderness 
Defenders (for tax deduction), Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project, 27803 Williams Lane, Fossil, 
Oregon 97830. Call us with any questions: voice mail: (541) 385-9167 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement, "Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM 
Lands in Oregon" are available online at http://www.blm.gov/or/planslvegtreatmentseisl. Or call 
Todd Thompson, BLM Restoration Coordinator at (503) 808-6326 for a hard copy to be mailed to 
you. 

* Mail comments to: Vegetation Treatments EIS Team, P.O. Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208-
2965, or email (but confirm receipt) to: orvegtreatment~j,IfP-;~~v w h •. .••.• 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Puhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, nOll-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the ELM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herllicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I ani concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasi ve 
plants. 

Sincerely, 

Oa~ .. k.,j0-
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RE: Herhicide S!lewd"" "n Puhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am t:xtrcmely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
jjsh, wildlife, non-target plants and watcr quality at risk, 

While thcre is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegctntion along ronds 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself' or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we vish public lands. There is no compelling need to spray nativ'e veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that thc BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands, 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects, The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health, 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying, Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will placc human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causcs of the problem sllch as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerelv, • 'i 

.RECE.IVEI) 
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RE: He,-l:licide Spraying onl'nhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

j greatly value the public lands anel watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lanels. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternati ves to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I ani concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values al risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, , 

711c.hfw it/' :2 ~Ill CD V~: I /~J ~ h. j.J d 
tc.../v- Off. 9iP/0 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Puhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

i greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 8LM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lancls. There is 110 compelling need to spray native veg
etation lVith herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact emdic8tion efforts. 

I ani concerned that the 8LM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide sprayin,g. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lauds 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly valuc the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egoll. I am extremely cOllcerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. Thcre is no compelling necd to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
Icvemge funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I ani concerned that tllc BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealow., herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

since~1 ... 1 "'lMj.l j~jt{t n. . d. 
-~~ 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying Oil Puhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lancis and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the ELM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the ELM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I ani concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at fisk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro- r' 
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive t 
plants. 

SiDcereiy, 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Puhlie Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely conccmed that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact emdication efforts. 

I ani concerned that the I3LM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values al risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the ELM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling necd to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
public lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the ELM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low~impact eraciic8tion efforts. 

I ani concerned tbat the BL.M's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values al risk through overzealous herbicide sprayin,g. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying 011 Puhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon, I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide pmgram to include the spraying of native vegct[[tion along roads 
and recreation sites. 1 do nOl want myself or my family exposed to herhicides 

when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for Jow-impact eradication efforts. 

I am' concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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REf Herbicide Spraying Oil Public Lands 

Dear HLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon, I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its hcrbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
I1sl1, wildlife, non-target plants and watcr quality at risk, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites, I do not walll myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. 'I'here is no compelling need to spray native veg
et8tion \vilh herhicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health, 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
levcragc funding for low-impact eradication efforts, 

I am concerned that the BL,M's proposed approach will place IUllnlln health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying, 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing. road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

S;"W"~ 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying 011 Public Lands 

Dem BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
public lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

, _-Jl .. , Sincerely, --L -
/l'tlr L&z/:.-L;J 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recrealion sites. I do not \vant myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lanels. There is no compelling necd to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inci usion of this herbicide in yonr plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts, 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place IlUman health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

SinCerelY;/\\\, 11.' . AtAh \ ~~I -4\ ~ /\ {/-, \ ~ ~Vvv\\\I;~ry UVV \ \ 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying Oil Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

1 greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or· 
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, r oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the sprayring of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do nOl wanl myself or my Camily exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lanels. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Orcgonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I aUl concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 
~~~ . 
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RE: Herbicide Sp"aying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM. 

I greatly val ue the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide' program to inc/udc the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit pUblic lanels. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to clramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of nativc vegetation along roads 
ancl recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4--0 on 
public lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the IlLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root eauses of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities tbat spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerel~~.~ryvL... 
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RE: Herhicide Spraying on Puhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands ancl watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed val ues at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxiolls weeds that addresses the root callses of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear flLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lanels. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying 011 !'uhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widcspread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on pUblic lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraY'ing of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lancls. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
public lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I alll concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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RE: He"bicide Spraying o"l'lIhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or· 
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non· target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on pUblic lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public laneis. There is no compelling neeei to spray native veg· 
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4·D on 
public lands. 2,4·D is extremely toxic anei exposure to it may result in serious 
hum8D health eHects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternati ves to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact emdication efforts. 

I ani concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and walershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide sprayin,g. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro. 
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincereiy, 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Fublic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, nOll-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While tbere is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation siles. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There isno compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inc! Llsion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly val ue the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like (0 work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing. road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the ELM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program 1'0 include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my rami Iy exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I ani concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide sprayil~g. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes oflhe problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or-' 
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself ormy family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM 's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying Oil Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

1 greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

1 am concerned that the BUd's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that sprcad invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 7~~~4 /?e;:Z:Ze~4 
79'r M~h-L~ 
~~ tY'< 9~~O 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM. 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
public lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusioIl of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the ELM's commitment to human health. 

,'.'Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
i:') would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
i,'~:leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 
,< 

::::n am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtfUl approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing. road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerncd that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a resnlt place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement ovcr the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegctation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my f1lmily exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. 'fhere is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact emdication efforts. 

I am concerned that the OLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along ro~ds 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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HE: Herbicide Spraying 011 Puhlic Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon, I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites, I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands, There is no compelling necd to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands, 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects, The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health, 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying, Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I anl concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants, 

SinCe~elY r;y!'l4:4. . 
'1'1/tJ Tctbfrli4 !l/:J 
C~tA£I1 {IL. 1'7 JJ(3 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the Jlublic lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or~ 
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non~target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along ronds 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray natiYe veg~ 
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4~D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result iu serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low~impact eradication efforts. ' 

I am' concerned that the ELM's proposed approach "'ill place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide sprayin,g. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro~ 
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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RE: Hc .. bicide Sp""ying Oil Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. J am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not lVant myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
\vhcn \Ve visit public Jands, There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of tllis herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage- funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I ani concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activit' , -SP;:;'~d invasive 
plants. 

S;"~",#{1t?;f;. . ' 
i -ZtD 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely conccmed that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along ronds 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds nnd to 
leverage funding for Jow~impact eradication efforts. 

I ani concerned thal the ELM's proposcd approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide sprayin,g. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem snch as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 

J e.\:~~~SolA. 
.J' ~ l~ ltL'.J", DIA k i)y 

/VL.Q.&fp,J. ,6!R- '17 ro L/ 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying OIJ Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I mn extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result plaee human health, 
tIsh, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. 'fhcrc is no compelling nced to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I ani conccrned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide sprayin,g. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 

plants. <) ~ -( - , . ~ lC- \ 
. . . ,..' '6'Y1 ,'-./ 'fJ' AG::c.r c (ttl) Mt?5v bJ 

Smcerely. A{}~,.oJ Jlo t ;g;~. BC,(-\CV~ Ot\K 
UJ / I\\£DFO~D DK: 

C\'T5D4-' 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BUv1, 

1 greatly value (he public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely conccrned that rhe BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to Include the sprayring of native vegetation along roads 
aud recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the componnd 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am' concerned that the IlLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem s11ch as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 

plants. . _ ~ .. 
/ 9'" 

Sincerely, Ik... / .." ". "';'). 
;)16 5 3- .. b'~Te' fi::?,( 

E;Xflc~ p//71j01( J:l;;-;ZY 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying Oil Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

1 greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for tow-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM 's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying, 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem sllch as inappro
priate grazing. road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 
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RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BUv!, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
"nd recreation sites. I do not want myself or my lilmily exposed to herbicides 
when we visit public lanels. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the HLM's proposed approach will place human health 
anelwatershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying, 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
pliate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
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RIO: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM. 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by thc BLM in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agrecment over the need to slow the spread of 
invasi ve weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my j~lmily exposed to herbicides 
when we visit publ ic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that theBLYl"s proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappro
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 



cathy macay 
<cathymacay@yahoo.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
12/06/200907:45 AM 

bcc Please respond to 
cathymacay@yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health:. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

cathy macay 

lanced and thoughtful approach to 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that spread 



John Applegarth 
<actinemys@earthlink,net> 

12/07/200903:49 PM 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team: 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject herbicide DEIS 

Thank you for the copy of the DEIS of September 2009 concerning 
"Vegetation treatments using herbicides on BLM lands in Oregon. 'I 

You fail to address the cumulative impact of herbicide on oceanic 
phytoplankton. There are already dead zones off the coast of Oregon 
(and a huge one at the mouth of the Mississippi River), there is a 
real possibility that herbicides contribute to the death of oceanic 
phytoplankton, and oceanic phytoplankton are thought to be the primary 
source of atmospheric oxygen the loss of which could be serious. 

Furthermore, the cover photo does not show an invader that must be 
stopped. Rather, it shows overgrazed rangeland where weeds have taken 
over, and the spraying of herbicide on the landscape will not make up 
for overgrazing. Biological invasions have naturally occurred for 
billions of years, and each one provides' impetus for the adaptation of 
biological conununities and the evolutionary changes that have led to 
the present d.iversity of plants and animals. Taxpayer dollars and 
toxic chemicals are unlikely to stop "exotic 'l species that are already 
well established (our money would be better spent preventing new 
invasions). Management of well established "weeds " can be done IF the 
agencies would delegate care of the public lands to the public -- to 
NGOs, businesses, families, and individuals. I like to practice what 
I preach, so there is a 40-acre unit of BLM land in the Eugene 
District that is now free of scotchbroom because I have been pulling 
it over the past 9 years (NE of NE of section 23, T 19 S, R 4 W). 

Good luck! 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Applegarth 



Stephanie Tidwell 
<stephanie@kswild.org> 

12/09/200904:59 PM 
Please respond to 

stephanie kswild.org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is \;'Jidespread agreement over the need_ to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s pr'op05a1 to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the B1M is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the B1M?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding -for low-impact eradication efforts. 

1. am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct.lon and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Tidwell 



Julia Burwell 
<jules0342@msn.com> 

12/10/200904:26 PM 
Please respond to 

jules0342@msn.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed""".shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLlvj is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM too manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Julia Burwell 



Jim Oxyer 
<kylthrfaerie@insightbb.com> 

12/10/2009 05:02 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
kylthrfaerie@insightbb.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

l;riThile ther.e is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myse~= or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the 'BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Oxyer 

1210 S Brook St Unit 1 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Wandalea Walker 
<wandalea9@hotmail.com> 

12110/200905:05 PM 
Please respond to 

wandalea9@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native "legetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at riSK through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Wandalea Walker 

4393 cHua St. 



Carolyn Self 
<cself@jeffnet.org> 

12/10/2009 06:48 PM 
Please respond to 
cself@jeffnet.org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 

.Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herb',c"ldes 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pUbl.ic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction arld logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Self 



stu phillips 
<stulips@hotmail.com> 

12110/200910:21 PM 
Please respond to 

stulips@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtrea'tments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand i-ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to .slow the spread of 
invasive lAeeds on public lands, I oppose the BLlVi?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of nat~ive vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is propo.sing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

stu phillips 

1228 arthur 



Wayne Kelly 
<waynekins@hotmail.com> 

12/11/200912:01 AM 
Please respond to 

waynekins@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and wate-rsheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a resu·lt place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we v.isit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
larids. 2/4-D is extr'emely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLH to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing/ road cons'truction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne KeLLy 



James Freeberg 
<jfreeberg O@aol.com> 

12/11/2009 12:37 AM 
Please respond to 

jfreebergO@aol.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am. extremely concerned that the BLM is p.roposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-tax'get plants and water quality at risk. 

Whil'e there is widespread agreement over. the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the sprayin.g of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or roy family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is p.t'oposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOlTLJ.-uitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wou1d .like to work with the BLM to manuaLLy remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

James Freeberg 



Fred Lifton 
<fredlf@earthlink.net> 

1211112009 09:35 AM 
Please respond to 

fredlf@earthlink.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
1. am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hUman health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing t::o spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to i-t may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbic~de spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for Iow-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Fred Lifton 



Keira Harrison 
<keiralani@yahoo.com> 

12/11/200909:51 AM 
Please respond to 

keiralani@yahoo,com 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@hlm,gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the publ..ic lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need. to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to inc.lude the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropria.te grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Keira Harrison 

97520 



Janet Glassberg 
<allwazebutoh @yahoo.com> 

12/11/200902:12 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
allwazebutoh@yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying progTam and as a result place human heal.th, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program ·to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sit~es. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on pubLic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt: 

-the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please ·consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and imp1ement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Glassberg 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activi,ties that 

to 

spread 



Judy Newton 
<niamagic@mind.net> 

12/13/200909:14 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
niamagic@mind.net Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed. shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatica 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

LM in Oregon. 
Iy expand its 
ish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation a10ng roads and 
recrea~ion sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veget.ation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Judi th Newton 

Judy Newton 

houghtful approach 
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SILVIES 
VALLEY 
RANCH 
;:::STABLISHED 1883 

November 3, 2009 

u.s. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
Vegetation Treatment EIS 
P.O. Box 2965 . 
Portland, OR 97208 

Re: Support of Alternative. 4 - Treatment of Noxious Weeds in Eastern Oregon 

To whom it may concern: 

This letter is being written in support of Alternative 4 of the Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS 
that would make available 12 herbicides west of the Cascades and 16 herbicides east of the 
Cascades to help control noxious weeks on BLM lands in Oregon. 

As one of the owners of Silvies Valley Ranch, located in the Silvies Valley in Eastern Oregon, 
we lease several thousands of actes of BLM range land that surround our ranch-owned property 
and have seen firsthand the incursion of noxious weeds that have overtaken native plants and 
increased the risk of wildfire. We hope that in Oregon the BLM will revise its practice to 
include all of the herbicides currently utilized by the rest of the Bureau in other western states. 

Regards,· 

Robb Foster 
Vice President - Land, Facilities & Equipment 

Ikcp 

cc: Kenny McDaniel, District Manager 
BLM - Bums District Office 
28910 Hwy 20 West 
Hines, OR 97738 
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12000 f"'!\fI/y 395 N 
Burns, OR 97720 

541 .. ·602-2612 

Caring for our environment, livestock and families. 



j 
Christopher W. Lee 
P.O. Box 1065 
Burns, OR 97720 

November 3, 2009 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
Vegetation Treatment EIS 
P.O. Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

Re: Support of Alteruative 4 - Treatment of Noxious Weeds in Easteru Oregon 

To whom it may concern: 

This letter is being written in support of Alternative 4 of the Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS 
that would make available 12 herbicides west of the Cascades and 16 herbicides east of the 
Cascades to help control noxious weeks on BLM lands in Oregon. 

Living and working in Eastern Oregon, as well as being an avid hunter and outdoorsman, I am 
happy to hear that the BLM is proposing proactive measures to control the spread of noxious 
weeds on BLM lands in Oregon. I have seen firsthand the incursion of noxious weeds that have 
overtaken native plants and increased the risk of wildfire. We hope that in Oregon the BLM will 
revise its practice to include all of the herbicides currently utilized by the rest of the Bureau in 
other western states. 

Regards, 

t/1/;~) .. ' .' .c:~." 

Chris Lee 

/kcp 

cc: Kenny McDaniel, District Manager 
BLM - Burns District Office 
28910 Hwy 20 West 
Hines, OR 97738 
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David A. Bossuot 
P.O. Box 593 
Bums, OR 97720 

November 3, 2009 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
Vegetation Treatment EIS 
P.O. Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

Re: Support of Alternative 4 - Treatment of Noxiolls Weeds in Eastern Oregon 

To whom it may concern: 

This letter is being written in support of Alternative 4 of the Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS 
that would make available 12 herbicides west of the Cascades and 16 herbicides east ofthe 
Cascades to help control noxious weeks on BLM lands in Oregon. 

Living and working in Eastern Oregon, as well as being an avid hunter and outdoorsman, I am 
happy to hear that the BLM is proposing proactive measures to control the spread of noxious 
weeds on BLM lands in Oregon. I have seen firsthand the incursion of noxious weeds that have 
overtaken native plants and increased the risk of wildfire. We hope that in Oregon the BLM will 
revise its practice to include all of the herbicides currently utilized by the rest of the Bureau in 
other western states. 

Regards, 

4~/O;yL 13(~1,t~· 

Dave Bossuot 

Ikcp 

cc: Kenny McDaniel, District Manager 
BLM - Bums District Office 
28910 Hwy 20 West 
I-lines, OR 97738 



l tth<w A Rid"roM 
11195 S. Foley Drive 
Bums, OR 97720 

November 3, 2009 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
Vegetation Treatment EIS 
P.O. Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

Re: Support of Alternative 4 - Treatment of Noxious Weeds in Eastern Oregon 

To whom it may concern: 

This letter is being written in support of Alternative 4 of the Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS 
that would make available 12 herbicides west of the Cascades and 16 herbicides east of the 
Cascades to help control noxious weeks on BLM lands in Oregon. 

Living and working in Eastern Oregon, as well as being an avid hunter and outdoorsman, I am 
happy to hear that the BLM is proposing proactive measures to control the spread of noxious 
weeds on BLM lands in Oregon. I have seen firsthand the incursion of noxious weeds that have 
overtaken native plants and increased the risk of wildfire. We hope that in Oregon the BLM will 
revise its practice to include all of the herbicides currently utilized by the rest of the Bureau in 
other western states. 

Regards, 

Matt Richardson 

Ikcp 

cc: Kenny McDaniel, District Manager 
BLM - Bums District Office 
28910 Hwy 20 West 
Hines, OR 97738 
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Stephen Jk£~er 
P.O. Box 842 
Hines, OR 97738 

November 3, 2009 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
Vegetation Treatment EIS 
P.O. Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

Re: Support of Alternative 4 - Treatment of Noxious Weeds in Eastern Oregon 

To whom it may concern: 

This letter is being written in support of Alternative 4 of the Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS 
that would make available 12 herbicides west of the Cascades and 16 herbicides east of the 
Cascades to help control noxious weeks on BLM lands in Oregon. 

Living and working in Eastern Oregon, as well as being an avid hunter and outdoorsman, I am 
happy to hear that the BLM is proposing proactive measures to control the spread of noxious 
weeds on BLM lands in Oregon. I have seen firsthand the incursion of noxious weeds that have 
overtaken native plants and increased the risk of wildfire. We hope that in Oregon the BLM will 
revise its practice to include all of the herbicides currently utilized by the rest of the Bureau in 
other western states. 

Regards, 

~~. 

Steve Foster 

Ikcp 

cc: Kenny McDaniel, District Manager 
BLM - Burns District Office 
28910 Hwy 20 West 
Hines, OR 97738 



Roderick K. Baca 
626 N. Buena Vista 
Burns, OR 97720 

November 3, 2009 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
Vegetation Treatment EIS 
P.O. Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

Re: Support of Alternative 4 - Treatment of Noxious Weeds in Eastern Oregon 

To whom it may concern: 

This letter is being written in support of Alternative 4 of the Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS 
that would make available 12 herbicides west of the Cascades and 16 herbicides east ofthe 
Cascades to help control noxious weeks on BLM lands in Oregon. 

Living and working in Eastern Oregon, as well as being an avid hunter and outdoorsman, I am 
happy to hear that the BLM is proposing proactive measures to control the spread of noxious 
weeds on BLM lands in Oregon. I have seen firsthand the incursion of noxious weeds that have 
overtaken native plants and increased the risk of wildfire. We hope that in Oregon the BLM will 
revise its practice to include all of the herbicides currently utilized by the rest of the Bureau in 
other western states. 

Regards, 

Ken Baca 

Ikcp 

cc: Kenny McDaniel, District Manager 
BLM - Burns District Office 
28910 Hwy 20 West 
Hines, OR 97738 



David Spiciarich 
<david_spinach@yahoo.com> 

12/27/200911:19 PM 
Please respond to 

david spinach@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg D. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ~s 

herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal ttl, fish, vJildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human healt:h. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wiLl place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

David Spiciarich 
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\-cgclalioll Trc;llll1cnts LIS 'feam 

PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
orvcgtreatmCll!s(~ blm .gor 
ed_shepard@bI1l1.gov 

RE; Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

1 greatly yalllC the public lands and watersheds manage.d by the BLtvl ill Or
egon. I am extremely concemcd that the BL\.-·1 is proposing 10 dramatically 
expand its l1erbicide spraying program, and as a. result place human heallh, 
fi.sh, \vildlife, non-target plants and water qUality al" risk. 

\Vhilc there is widespread agreement over the·need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public Jands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand ils 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegct.c1.tioll along roads 
a.nd recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family." exposed to herbicides 
when \ve visit puhlic lands. There is no compeIling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

1 am shocked that the DL\J is proposing to spray the compound 2,-+-D Oil 

pubIiclands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and c-xposurc to it may result in sClious 
human health effects. The inclusi on of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BL\:f's c.ommitmcllt to human hcnlth. 

Please consider allematives to blanket herbicide spraying. 1vfany Oregonians 
would like to \vork with the BIJvf to mmlUally remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding [or low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concemed that tbe Bl2vfs proposed approach wiII place human health 
and \yatershcd values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please dcye10p and implement a niorc hai,mecd and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds [lWl addresses the root c.auses of the prohlem such <IS inappro
priate gra/jng, road construction and logging actiyitics that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, .. ~"' ~"~' ___ "~M __ 

fi!...:;,aLA.-r C~ i: f·.j /Z-.A J'o-l 

.5 &7 tV L4V/I..:!t:.. ..sr /1/'7";3 

/1 ,>,ItA "-' cJ O.e "? T 5' ;if:. c: 



\-cgcW{iOll TrC,llml':nts US Team 

PO Box 296.'>, Porlland, OR 97208 
orvcgtrcatmcnts@hlm_gov 
ed_shepard(~yblm .gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear m ,vI, 

l greatly value the public lands and \vatcrshcds managed by the BLM iu Or~ 
egon. 1. am extremely conccl11cd that the 131..-1'\'1 is proposing to dram£ltic.1J1y 
expand jts herhiclde spraying program, and as ,l result place human health, 
fish, \vildlife, non~targ:ct plants and \vater quality at risk, 

\Vhi1c there is widespread agreement over the -need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLrd's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
aIlLl recreation sites. I do not waut myself or my family exposed to herhicides 
when \\'c visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg~ 
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked thaI the 131.,\1 is proposing to Spnl) the compound 2,-+~]) on 
public lands. 2,4-Dis extremely toxic and cxpo~urc to it may result In seriolls 
hUllUUl health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in yonI' plans makcs me 
douht (he BLi\fs commitrncnt to human health. 

Please consider altcmativcs to blanket hcrbidde spraying:. Many Oregonians 
\vould like to \vork \vith the B,L~1 to m:umally remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low~i1llpact eradication efforts. 

I am concemed that the BLi\i's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herhicide spraying. 

Please de"elop and implement a rnore balanced and thoughtfnl approach 10 

noxious \veeds that addresses the root causes of the prohlem sHch as inappro~ 
priate graljng, road COllStJ1lCtion and logging actiyiLics thal spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincere];.-, 



\-('~cla[ion Trc:Hlllents I:lS Tcarn 

PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
orvegtrcatmcnt~@hlm .go\' 
cd_shepard(~yblm .gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dcar BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and \'vatcrshcds managed hy the BL\I iu Or
egon. I am extremely concemed that the 131)\-·1 is propos.ing to dramatically 
expand its herhicide spraying rrogrmn, :mel as a rc~m!t place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target. plants and water quality at risk. 

\Vhile there is 'widespread a.b'Tccment over the 'need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLlv1's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along Toads 
and recreation sites. I do not wmlt myself Or my ramily exposed to herhicides 
when \ve visit puhlic lands. There is no compelling need to -"'Pray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 131., .. ,\1 i~ proposing to spr<l) the compound 2,-I.-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and CxpOS11rc to it may result 111 ~CriOUR 
human health effects. The inclusion of thi~ herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the 15 LM' s commi tmcnt. to human heal t11. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying. ivlany Oregoninlls 
\vould like to \vork with the BLJvi to mmmally remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLJ\..1's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through (wer7.caiolls herbicide spraying. 

Please develop Hlld implement a more hahmced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root caUSes of Ihe prohlem such as inappro-
priate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely_ 

Mr. KenOrsow 
810 Leonard St 

7f'Sll"lllClOR 9752(~3353 
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\cgcli)liOll TI"C,1(Jl1cnh FlS "kalll 

PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
orvegtrciltmcnts@hlm,gov 
cd_shcpard(q) blm .gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

])earBLM, 

1 greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BL .. :\l in Or
egon. T am extremely concerned that the BLM if.! proposing to dramatically 
expand it.s hcrhicidc spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
1ish, wildlife, non-target plants and \vater quality at risk. 

\Vhile there is \vidcspread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLivl's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vcgek'ltion along toads 
and recrc.:1tioll sites_ r do not \\1;:U1t myself or my family exposed to herbiddct' 
when \ve visit publIc lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BL~'l is proposing to sprn) the compound 2,-t.-U on 
public lands. 2,4-D iF; extremc1y toxic and expo~ure to it may rC~'llll1n selious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BL1>.·fs commitment to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket hl-"'fbiddc spraying. ,~1any Oregonians 
,,",ouId like to \vork \vith the BL!\'1 to m:mual1y remOVl: invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lmv-impact. eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLi\1' s proposed approach win place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Pleal)c develop and implement a more hal anced and thoughtfnl appr01wh to 

lloxioliB weeds that addresses the root catlS(,S of the prohlem .such as inappro 
priate grazing, road construction and lo~gillg activities lhal spread invasivc 
plants. 



\ 'cgct:l!iOll Tn."ltmcJ)ts l:IS lCilIll 

10 Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
orvc gtrcatmenls@hlm.g:ov 
ccLshepardC{ybhn.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands "md watersheds managed by the BL\1 in Or
egon. I am extremely conccl11cd that the BLJ'vl is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herhicide sprnying program, and as <l result place human health, 
11Sh, 'wildlife, nOlHllrgct plants and \vater quality at risk. 

\Vhile there is widespread a~:rreemenl over the' need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BL1V1.' s proposal to expand its 
herbicide proE,'TaIll to inelude the spraying of native vegct.:'1tion along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not wanl myself or my famil:y exposed to hcrbicidc~ 
when \ve visit puhlic lands. There is 110 compelling need to spray native ve.g·· 
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 131. .... :\1 is propo~ing to spray the c011lpounJ 2,~-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in scliolls 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your pJans makes me 
douht the BL\fs commitment 10 hlunan hcallh. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying. !viany Oregonians 
would like to work with the B.Llvi t.o manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am conccmcd that the ELM's proposed approach will place human hea1th 
and watershed values at risk through oycf7.CalOllS hcrhicidc spraying. 

Please develop and implemcnt a more balanced and thoughtfnl approach 10 
noxious weeds that addresses the root Cml~l'S of the prohlem slich <IS inappro·· 
priate grdling, road construction and logging activities that spread invasiyc 
plants. 



\-cgetatioll Treatments I:rS 'lcw) 

PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
orvcgtrcatmcIHs@hIm,gov 
ed_shepru'd((ybhn .gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear BJ M, 

1. greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 1312\'1 in Or
egon, I am extremely conccmcd that tllC BLM if.! proposing to dramatically 
expand its hcrhiclde sprnying program, and as <l result place human health, 
fish, -wildlife, non-wrgct plants and \vat.er quality at risk. 

\Vhilc there is widespread agreement over the "need to slow (he spread of 
invasive weeds 011 public l~Ulcls, I oppose thc BIJvl's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include t.he spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not wmlt myse.lf or my fml1ily exposed to herbicldcs 
when we visit puhlic lands. There is no compel1ing need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

1 am SllOCke,d that the 13L:'1 is proposing to :--;pnl) the compound 2,-+-D on 
public lands. 2,q.-D 'is extremely toxic and exposlire to it may result 111 seriolls 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in YOll!' plans makes me 
doubt the ELi'vI's commitmellt to human health. 

Please consider altcmatives to blanket herbidde spraying, M-any Oregonians 
would like to \vork wit11 the BL.M to manual1y remove illvasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concemed that the BL.tvI's proposed approach will place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more halallccd and thoughtful approach to 
noxious \vccds ihM addresses the root GlUSeS of the prohlem such as illappro·~ 
priate grazjng, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive 
pJan{~. 

Sincerely, 
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\.c~ctalioll Tn .. ',lIments l:lS Tl:am 

PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
orvcgtrcatmcnts@hlm.go\' 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear Bl,M, 

1 greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BL:l\t ill Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the B1Jv1 is proposing to dramatica1l"y 
expand. its herhicide spraying prof.,'1.""3ID, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and ,vater quality at risk. 

\Vhile there is widespread agreement over the ·need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds 011 public lands, I oppose the BI2vl's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation aiong roads 
and recfC<'ltion sites. r do not ,V<Ul( myself or my family· c:\.posed to herbicides 

when ,ve visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked thaI the 13L:-'1 is proposing to Spnl) thc compound 2,,+-1) on 
public lands. 2A-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in seriolls 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLJvI's commitment to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying. 1\-fany Oregonians 
,,",auld like to ,vork with the BLl\.1 to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concemed that. tIle BLrvrs proposed approach \viJ1 place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicidc spraying. 

Please develop and implement a rHOTC hal anced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious wecds that addressc:) the root causcs of the prohlem slIch <l:-i inappro
priate grazing, road (;OIlSu'uction and logging activities that spread inv(tsiyc 
plants. 

Sinc:crcJ) 



\-cgctalioll Trc-,Itlllcnl:-; l:lS lC:iuu 
PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
ofycgtreatmcnts@hlm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

DearBLM, 

1 greatly value the public lands and \vatcrsheds managed by the BUd in Or
egon. I am extremely conccmcd that the BLJv1 is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herhicide spraying program, and as a result place bumall health, 
iish, 'wildlife, non-targct plants and ,vater quality at risk. 

\\.'11i1e there is widespread abYJ:eement OV(.'T the 'need to s10w the spread of 
inyasive weeds 011 public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to exp'Uld its 
herbicide problfam to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recrCt1tion sites. I do not w~mt myself or my fmllily exposed to herhicides 
when we visit public lands. lucre is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked 1hat the l3L~l is proposing to spray the compound 2,-4.-D on 
public lands. 2,4-D if' extremely t.o:'\.ic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health e1Tccts. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans mak.es me 
doubt the BLl'vl's commitment to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying. Jvfany Oregonians 
,vould like to \vork \vith the BLivl to mmma11y remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lmv-impact eradication efforts. 

I am conccmcd that thc BL.NI'S proposed approach will place human hcalth 
and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please dcyclop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 

noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the prohlem such as inappro-
priate grazing, road COIlSu'uction and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 



\-cg(.!atioll Trcatments US "icam 

PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
orvcgtrcatmcnts@hlm.gov 
ed_shepard(~Yblm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear B1,M, 

1 greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed hy the BUvI in Or
egon. I am extremely concemcd that the BIJv1 is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herhic1c1e spraying program, and as a rc:omlt place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and \vater quality at risk. 

\Vhile there is widespread a!:.'Tcement over the "need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds OIl public lands, I oppose the BLi'vl.'s proposal to expand its 
herhicide program to include the spraying of uative vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not wmll myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when ,ve visit public lauds. There is no compelling need to spray native yeg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 13L~vl is proposing to sprtl) the compound 2,--+-1) 011 

public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the J3L\fs commilllH.'nt to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying. IVIany Oregonians 
would like to ,,,,ork with the BLJvl to mmmaJIy remove iuvasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concemed that the BU\:f's proposed approach \vill place human health 
and watershed values at risk through overzcalous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop mId implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 

noxious weeds that addresses tlle root caUSl'S of the prohlem such as inappro
p.llate grazing. road COllSU'UCtiOll and logging activities that spread invasive 

piants, (;', C{ I t'O/J q I('OLI'",,/ 

~~~ Sincerely, 

~s;- Iv~ 

A~olZ 
( 



[. 

\"cgcl(!ri()1l TrC;HIllCll!S U~ Tcam 

PO no:< 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
on-cgtrcatmcllts@hlm.gov 
ed~ shepard(~l! hIm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

DearBLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and \vatersheds managed by the BUvI in Or
egon. 1 am extremely cOllcemed that the BLl\-1 is proposing to dramalic.'lHy 
expand its herhieide spraying program, and <IS a result" place hllmall" health, 
fish, 'wildlife, non-tBrget plants and water quality at risk. 

\Vhile there is \\'idespread agreement over tllc ·need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on pUblic lands, I oppose the BL!vfs proposal to expand its 
herbicide prObTfam to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and rccreation sites. I do not want myself or 1TI)' f~unily exposed to herbicidcs 
when \ve visit public hmds. Tbere is no compelling need to Spf'.1)' natIve veg
et:'ltion with herbicides. 

I am sbocked (hat the 13L\L is proposing to spnlJ the compound 2,'+-D On 
public lands. 2.4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result In selim!s 
human heal th effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in yonr plans makes 1IIe 
doubt the BL\f's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbidde spraying. fVfany Oregonimls 
\vonld like to ,vork with the ELlv! to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concemed that the BL:vrs proposed approach will place human health 
and v'i'atcrshcd yaJues at risk through ovcrI:calous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more halanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious \vceds that addresses the rool calises of the prohkm such as i nappro
priate grazing, road const.ruction and logging actiyilics that spread iuvasivC' 
plan1s. 



\-cgcta!iOll TrC,)(IllClliS US Team 

PO Box 2965, Portland, OJ< 97208 
of-vcgtreatmcnts@hlm.goY 

ecl_shepard@hIm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

1 greatly valuc the public lands and watcrsheds managed by the BL?\-l in Or
egon. I am extremely conccmcd that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herhicldc spraying program, and as :t_ result place human health, 
1ish, wildlife, non-target plants and \vater quality at risk. 

'Vhile there is -widespread a!:,1feerncnl over the -need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLlvl's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vcgCt.:ltiOIl along roads 
and recreation sites. 1 do not want myself or my falllil:y exposed to 'herhicides 
when \ve v~sit pub1ic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked thal thc J3L~vl is proposing to spra) the compound 2,,+-1) on 
public lands. 2,4-D is cx:tremcly toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide ill your plans makes lnc 
doubt the BUvl's commitment to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blallket herbidde spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to \vork \Vitll the BL~vf to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for 100v-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concemed that the BL,j\f s proposed approach will place human health 
and \vatcrshcd values at risk through overzealous herb-icide spraying. 

Please dcvelop fmd implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxlolls weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem slIch as i11aP1)1"0" 
priate grazing, road const.ruction and logging actiyirics that spread invasive 

plants. h\) I' AA O.',f\A dJ. 
Sincerely, "vJ~Lr?Y~ 

5%' /v(o",{20t: s fUffl 

Rs liCt ""~ I cf!, q I S;,)O 



\.C.gC!:!!iOll Treatments l]S 'team 
PO Bo, 2965, Portl "nd, 0 R 97208 
orvcgtrcatmcnts@hlm.go\' 
ed_shepard@'blm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

!)ea f 1lI A[ , 

1 greatly value the public lands lmd \\'atershcds. managed by the BL\.I in Or
egon. I am extremely conccllled that the BL\1 is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program, and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

\Vhile there is widespread a1:,.'Tcement over the 'need to slow the spread of 
invasive \veeds on public lands, I oppose the BL1\:l'S proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. r do not \V':Ult myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
'when \ve visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am ShOCKt::ci that the .8L~-1 is proposing to spr<l) the compound 2,-1.-]) 011 

public lands. 2,4-D is extremc1y toxic and exposure to it may result in serioHs 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubi the BL~vrs commitment to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying:. !vIany Oregonians 
\vQuId like to work with the BL.l\·1 to mmmally remove invasive \veecls and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication eiIorts. 

I am concemed that the BLIvrs proposed approach wiII place hUITIclll health 
and ,yatcrshcd values at risk through oYcrt.caJolis herblcidc spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more halanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxiou3 \veeds that addresses the root causei' of (he prohlem. ~uch <IS inappro-
priate grazing, road COllSU·uctioll and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 

A1Sht'- WcNv14 
?5 I) II,,; [h PI heS, Cl V 

vtsh tt'hd / 6 R-

L1'lS-2-0 

/', 
i / 

Sincere]\, ! I '" !! ~ ... 

~~ 



\.(.l!L.jation Tre,11mCJlts LIS 'lcam 

PO flo, 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
of':cgtrcatmcnts@hlm.gov 
ed_shcpard@blm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

))ea,. Rl }vf, 

1 greatly value the public lands ~md watersheds managed hy the 13LJ\1 in Or
egon. I am extremely conccmcd t.hat the BL.Jv1 is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herhicide spraying program, and as a result place buman health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and \vater quality at risk. 

\Vhi1e there is widespread a!:,'Tcement over the' need to s10w the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BIJvl's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 
when \\·'C visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray nat.ive veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BL\:1 is propo::;ing 10 spray thc compound 2,4-D on 
public lands < 2,{-D -is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt rhe BL .. i\.fs commitment to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying. :NIany Oregonians 
would like to \vork \vith the BLivI to manually remOVe in\'asive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact. eradication efforts. 

I am concclned that the BL~v[' s proposed approach will place human health 
and \vatershcd values at risk through over7.ealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement. a more halanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the prohlem slich as inappro,,· 
priate grazing, road consu'uction and logging acti·vitics that spread invasive 
plants. 

Sincerely, 

/\1 GC~/) L V tv lei 21["'1 f /111 ltt'c't;;,ci/ I 
t:? / ,;:>. / C/7e'57I1uT"" c t 
/b/J I Czi ,,::1, OA '7",",:20 



\"egetalioll Treatments US lcam 
In Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
orvcgtrcat mcnts(qi hIm .gov 
ed_shepard(lYblm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dcar HI )v[, 

1 greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 13L\"1 in Or
egon. 1 am extremely eoncemcd that the 131...:1\·1 is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herhicide spraying program, and as a result place human hC:il!h, 

fish, wildlife, non··target plants and water quality at risk. 

\Vhile there is widespread agreement over the' need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BL,l'v.1's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my f1Ullil:y exposed to hcrbicidl':i:: 
when \ve visit puhlic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked thai the BL\-.1 is proposing to spray the compound 2,"+-]) on 
public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and CXPOSlirC to it may result 111 serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubt the BLi\·fs commitment to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying. !viany Orcgonians 
\vould like to \vork with the BLI\:l to mmmally remove invasive \'i·'Ceds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact cradicallon efforts. 

I am concemed that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health 
and V''i'atershed values at risk through over7.ealous herbicide spr<lying. 

Please dcvelop ,md implement a more bahlnccd and thoughtful approach to 
noxious \vecds that addresses the root causes of the prohlem SllCh as Inappro· 
priate grazing, road construction amI logging activities that spread invasiyc 
plan!",. 



\-cg.ct(tlioll Trc::ltmellts US Team 
PO Box 2965, PorrJall(i, OR 97208 
on<cgtrcatmcnts@hlm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear m )1'1, 

1 greatly value the public lands <-md watersheds mmmgcd by the BL::-,t in Or
egon. J am extremely concemcd that the HI)",1 is proposing fO dramaliC4111y 
expand Its herhicide _"praying program, and as a result pfnce human heatth, 
1ish, \vildlifc, non-target plants and ,vatc-r quality at' risk. 

\Vhile /llere is widespread agreement over the -nceu to slow the spread 0[" 

invasive weeds on public lands, r oppose the BI~\J's proposal to "'pand its 
herbicide program 1'0 include t.he spraying of native vegetation aiong roads 
and recreation site~. I do not w,mt myself or my family exposed to herhjcide~ 
'when ,ve v.isit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 13L .. ~.r it) proposiilg to spray the compound 2,-+-]) on 
public lands. 2,4-D IS extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious 
human henlth dJecls. The indusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me 
doubl the BL~fs commitment to }nmwll health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbicide spraying. jvlany Oregonians 
would like to work with tbe BLM to manually remove invasive \veeds and 10 

leverage funding for 100v-impact eradication efforts. 

I am cOllcemed that the BLM's proposed approach rtiill place human health 
and watershed values at risk through ovcT7.caious herbicide spraying. 

Please' dc\'clop and implement a more balanced and thoughtfui approach to 
noxious weeds thnt addresses tile root causes of the prohlcm sHch as inappro
priate gra;dng, road construction aud logging activities that spread invasive' 
plan!s. 

,sincerely, 



u_· 

\ 'c~CU!!j on Trc11tIllclltS 1:1 S Tcam 

PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
on'cgtrcatmcnts@hlm.gov 
ed_shcpard@blm.gov 

RE: Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Dear Bl ,Vi, 

1 greatly value the public lands mld \vatcrsheds managed by the BLJ\.J in Or
egon. I am extremely concerned that the 13U'",l is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herhicide sprn:ying program, and as a result place hUIll,lll health, 
fish, wildlife, nOIl"·target plant'S and water quality at risk. 

"lhile 111cre is 'widespread agreement over the need to slow Ute spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLlv!' s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. r do not wmlt myself or my [<-unily exposed to herhicides 
when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veg
etation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 13L.-~--I is proposmg to Spf<l} the compound 2,"+-D OIl 

public lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in 'serious 
human health effects. The inclusion of thi.<lllcrbicidc in your plans makes lllC 

doubt the BJ .. 'lvI's eOJnmiUllCill to human health. 

Please consider altematives to blanket herbiG1cie spraying. J\:fany Oregonians 
\vonld like to work witi} the BLfvf to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am conC-e·mcd that Ihe BL?vf s proposed approach wi11 place human health 
and \'i'atersJled values at risk through o-rCrl.CaIOllS herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a rnore balanced and thoughtful approach to 
lloxiou~ weeds that addresses the root causes of the prohlem slIch as inapprp
priate grazing, road cOllstruc.tion and logging activities that spread invasive 
plants. 



Jim Oxyer 
<kylthrfaerie@insightbb.eom> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 
12/18/200904:14 AM 

bee Please respond to 
kylthrfaerie@insightbb.eom Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments SIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extrem(:ly concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow- the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit c lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetatior: 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLIVl is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to l"C may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrmtitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to rnanua.:Lly remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicatior: efforts. 

I am. concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach v·,Ii11 place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Oxyer 

1210 S Brook St Unit 1 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



kathy seabrook 
<Iadylane 99@hotmail.com> 

12/17/200909:07 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
ladylane99@hotmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hurnan heal 
non-target plants and water quali~y at risk. 

he B M in Dreg n. 
leal y expand ts 
h, f sh, wildl fe, 

While .there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myse_I or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There j"s no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D or.. public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely -toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrmlitment to human hea1th. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wi1l place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and imp1ement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropria.te grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

kathy seabrook 



judy wolfe 
<jmsvenska@earthlink.net> 

12/17/200907:28 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee Please respond to 
jmsvenska@earthlink.net Subjeet Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

I greatly value the pub1ic lands and watersheds managed by t:he 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatica 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

LM in Oregon. 
11' expand its 
ish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement ove~ the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that: the BLtv: is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on pubLic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to i~ may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLlVJ?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I an concerned that the BLM? s proposed approach 'i'"ill place human health and 
watershed values a~ risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

judy wolfe 



Grant Low 
<melvingladys@yahoo.com> 

12/17/200904:21 PM 
Please respond to 

melvingladys@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly va~Lue the public la!lds and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramaticalJ..y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need ~o slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my farr,ily exposed to herbicides vvhen 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposi"ng to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 ~s extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
heaJxh effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
2-everage fundi:lg for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BIJM?s proposed approach will place huma:l health and 
watershed. values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

'Grant LO\r\1 



Vegetation Treatment EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 
Dear Sirs, 

30306 Fox Hollow Road 
Eugene, OR, 97405 

December 18, 2009 

I am writing to express my firm conviction that the only correct and environmentally sound 
alternative in your Vegetation Treatment EIS is the NO Action Alternative. 

The BlM's proposed use of herbicide sprays in the control of invasive weed species is both 
environmentally dangerous and probably the least effective means of controlling invasives and 
'weed' species. Admittedly, invasive weeds are a very serious threat to our public lands, but 
herbicides should not be the primary method of control. Researchers are now finding that 
herbicides, even the older, "safer" chemicals like atrazine and Roundup, have adverse, or deadly, 
effects on wildlife, especially invertebrate species and cold blooded vertebrates. In addition, 
the use of herbicides will harm native species struggling to compete with the invasive plants. 
Therefore, herbicides should not be the preferred control method for an agency charged with 
the protection of the public lands and their species. Manual control is effective on many 
invasives like Scotc h broom. The use of burning, as in fuel reduction projects and other heat 
related techniques for killing plants are effective. Controlled, intensive grazing by sheep or 
goats is very effective in combating certain weeds, and gives a boost to local economies. It is 
very important to conSider the causes for the spread of invasive species and to try to control 
them. loggers and other vehicle users spread weed seeds on their tires. The closure of roads, 
the restriction of recreational ORV use, and a strong public education program to inform users 
of BlM land on the ways they can help to reduce the spread of alien invasive species would do a 
lot to reduce the future spread of unwanted weeds. 

We hear often that chemicals are the only choice because they are the most cost-effective. 
With the increase in the price of fuel and petrochemical products this may not be the case very 
much longer. Even more importantly, as I see it, the herbicides are not always as effective as 
other approaches to the problem. Timber companies in my neighborhood spray repeatedly, 
three or four times in establishing a new crop of trees. Their lands here Western Oregon, in 
spite of the sprays, are a sea of broom, thistle, and blackberry. If herbicides don't even work 
very well, in spite of repeated applications, against these common invasive species, how can 
they hope to deal with leafy spurge? The BlM needs to establish a firm policy of control which 
decreases, instead of increases, the use of herbiCides. The BlM should rely on conventional and 
innovative non chemical approaches to clearing our public lands of unwanted and harmful 
species. 

The public lands by definition belong to all Americans. These lands are not just for the 
production of timber and beef. They are for recreation, fishing, hiking, hunting. The very minimal 
use of herbicides on public lands over the last three decades has meant that the BlM forests 
have been a refugia for native species. In many cases, the extreme use of chemicals on the 
privately owned timberlands have turned these forest plantations into ecological deserts. For 
the sake of clean water, healthy fisheries and untold numbers of species of plants and animals 
the BlM must not pursue this retrograde proposal to follow the path of chemical dependence. 

Very truly yours, 
Reida Kimmel 
30306 Fox Hollow Rd. 
Eugene, OR. 97405 



Dregon 
Theodore R. Kulongoski, Governor 

December I, 2009 

Todd Thompson 
Restoration Coordinator 
BLM Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208-2965 

Dear ML Thompson: 

Department of Agriculture 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

635 Capitol Street NE 
Salem, OR 97301-2532 

(503) 986-4552 
FAX: (503) 986-4750 

The State of Oregon appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Bureau of Land 
Management's (BLM) Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for Vegetation Treatments 
Using Herbicide3 on BL!v1 Lands ~n Oregon. The State of Oregon believes it is essential to protect the 
state's natural resources and agricultural economy from invasive plants, noxious weeds and unwanted 
vegetation. We believe in an integrated approach utilizing all tools available for control projects. It is 
critical that BLM consider site-specific criteria in developing decisions for the use of the most 
effective tools while preventing negative effects on the environment. The following are specific 
comments from three state natural resource agencies that include: Oregon Department of Agriculture, 
Noxious Weed Control Program (ODA), Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF), and Oregon 
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). 

Oregon Department of Agriculture 
Noxious weeds are causing significant environmental impacts and costs Oregon millions annually in 
economic losses. As a large landholder, the BLM plays a critical role and is an essential partner in 
addressing Oregon's invasive noxious weed problems. The ODA supports an integrated approach to 
noxious weed management and advocates the use of all safe and effective methods to control invasive 
noxious weeds. 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM 
Lands in Oregon (DEIS) addresses the need to update and provide the Oregon BLM Districts with 
many of the tools they need to address the challenges of protecting and restoring the range and forest 
lands administered by BLM. Because most non-herbicide methods are available to the BLM, the 
DEIS focuses primarily on what herbicides and application methods will be permitted on Bureau 
lands. The following comments also focus on this issue. ODA strongly supports BLM's Preferred 
Alternative 4 that expands the choice of herbicides from four to 16 and allows for the treatment of 
noxious weeds, invasive plants and the use of herbicides to treat rights of way, administrative and 
other select sites. 

It is essential to allow the use of new advanced herbicide chemistry to effectively address the current 
and future invasive noxious weed control needs. The 1984 herbicide injunction and the existing four 
herbicides available to BLM in Oregon have limited the Bureau's ability to adapt to new weed 
invasions and effectively treat and control many of the current noxious weeds impacting BLM lands. 
This has contributed to the expansion and spread of noxious weed popUlations both on and off of 
BLM managed lands. Adopting Alternative 4 will provide the most critical herbicide tools needed to 
address this issue. The herbicides proposed in Alternative 4 are more effective, target specific and 
environmentally friendly. The BLM is facing many challenges and in order to implement an effective 
weed control program it is critical to have available a full complement of integrated management 
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tools. This choice helps to fulfill the mission of the Oregon Noxious Weed Strategic Plan, National 
and BLM policy directives for the control of invasive plants, and many Oregon County and local 
noxious weed projects. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment and support the DEIS. If you have any questions or if we 
can be of assistance, please contact Tim Butier, Manager, ODA Noxious Weed Control Program, 503 
986-4621. 

Oregon Department of Forestry 
The Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the BLM 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands 
in Oregon. This alternative is a positive step to expand the toolkit available to the BLM in dealing 
with key issues such as control of noxious and invasive species and wildlife habitat improvement. 

ODF agrees with the BLM's Preferred Alternative 4. This recommendation is supported by policies 
identified by the Oregon Board of Forestry in the 2003 Forestry Program for Oregon, which 
documents the board's strategic plan for all Oregon's forests. One of that program's major strategies 
is to "protect, maintain, and enhance the health of Oregon's forest ecosystems, watersheds, and 
airsheds within a context of natural disturbance and active management." The strategy applies to 
public and private forestlands. Specific actions to accomplish the strategy include the following: 

1) Promote active vegetation and fuels management to support forest health; 
2) Promote forest landscape conditions that are resilient to natural disturbances, reducing 

adverse environmental impacts and losses of forest resources to damaging agents in a cost 
effective, environmentally and socially acceptable manner; 

3) Encourage state and federal agencies to closely monitor and aggressively act to prevent and 
mitigate the adverse effects of air pollution and invasive, non-native species on Oregon's 
forests. 

The Board of Forestry has also adopted "best management practices" (BMPs) for forest pesticide use 
(Oregon Administrative Rules Chapter 620). These rules recognize that pesticide use is a key element 
in an integrated pest management program, to be used in an environmentally and economically sound 
manner to meet site-specific objectives. ODP's monitoring data on forestland indicate tilat if BMPs 
are followed, pesticides are not injurious to water quality or aquatic organisms. The BLM is further 
encouraged to engage with and share any water quality effectiveness monitoring data collected in 
support of this EIS with the Water Quality Management Plan Team (WQMPT). Initiated and led by 
ODA, t!le inter~agency WQ!vfPT ucts to review Gnd respond to pesticide detections in Oregon's 
ground and sUlface water as described in the Pesticide Management Plan for Water Quality Protection 
(see http://www.oregon.gov/ODA/PEST/water qualitv.shtml). As a Team member, ODF is keenly 
interested in expanding the knowledge base regarding pesticides use and water quality on forestlands. 

While the selection of Alternative 4 is a good step in expanding the BLMs means of responding to 
invasive species, it is unclear if the scope includes the ability to preventatively remove host species of 
the invasive pathogen Sudden Oak Death (SOD or phythophthora ramo rum) outside of infested sites. 
The BLM has been a critical partner with ODF, ODA, the USDA Forest Service, and private forest 
landowners in the effort to eradicate SOD from the forests of sonthwest Oregon. While eradication 
efforts have been effective in slowing the spread of this aggressive pathogen through treatment of 
infested sites, the ability to strategically remove host species outside of infested sites to halt 
advancement of the disease would greatly benefit the eradication program. 
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If you have any questions on our comments or if we can be of assistance, please contact Marganne 
Allen, ODF, 503 945-7240. 

Oregon Department of Environmental Onality 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) appreciates the opportunity to provide 
comments on the BLM Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for Vegetation Treatments 
Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in Oregon. The programmatic DEIS addresses the effects of BLM's 
proposal to increase the number of herbicides from the 4 currently authorized to a total of 18 
herbicides and to expand the uses of those herbicides beyond the control of noxious weeds. These 
herbicides will be used in BLM's existing noxious weeds, invasive plant, and other non-commodity 
(timber and livestock) vegetation management programs. 

ODEQ recognizes that noxious weeds and invasive plant species present significant risks to 
ecosystem health and effective control mechanisms are needed to restore BLM lands. Together, the 
DEIS, the referenced BLM national 2007 Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PElS), 
BLM's Integrated Vegetation Management (lVM), and the Programmatic Environment Report 
(PER), which covers non-herbicide controls of invasive plant species, identify 5 alternatives to 
effectively manage unwanted vegetation on BLM land. 

The DEIS identifies a range of alternatives from No Action (with no herbicide use) to adding up to 14 
more herbicides to the 4 in current use. Specifically, the current use herbicides include 2, 4-D, 
Dicamba, Glyphosate, and Picloram. The proposed additional herbicides are Bromacil, Chlorsulfuron, 
Clopyralid, Diflufenzopyr + Dicamba, Diquat, Diuron, Fluridone, Hexazinone, Imazapic, Imazapyr, 
Metsulfuron methyl, Sulfometuron methyl, Tebuthiuron, and Triclopyr. 

The DEIS proposed action, Alternative 4, would add 8 herbicides west of the Cascades and 12 
herbicides east of the Cascades to the four already in use. No aerial application would be permitted 
west of the Cascades. BLM estimates that herbicide use would increase from 16,700 acres per year 
currently to 45,000 acres per year under the proposed action. Because newer, more target-specific 
herbicides would be used, the actual pounds of herbicide applied, however, would increase less than 
50 percent. All but 3,000 acres of the increase would be east of the Cascades. 

ODEQ also understands that the DEIS does not analyze any specific treatments nor will the decision 
authorize specific projects. Specific projects will need to go through site-specific analysis and 
decision record under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

ODEQ, asks that nc matter \vhich alternative is adoptf~,d, the comments below be taken into 
consideration for the protection of all beneficial uses of Oregon's waters, including drinking water: 

Comments/Recommendatiolls 

ODEQ recommends that BLM use the non-herbicide treatments identified in the Programmatic 
Environment Report and the Integrated Vegctation Management practices, before using herbicides. 

ODEQ realizes that herbicides will be needed in certain situations to control invasive species. BLM 
sbould use the practices identified in standard operating procedures (SOPs) for herbicide use and the 
DEIS mitigation measures to avoid both environmental and human impacts. These SOPs should be 
used in the design and implementation of site-specific plans, NEPA documents, and decision records. 
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On lands where herbicide use is authorized under the DEIS, the site-specific plan needs to clearly 
describe the decision-making process and risk considerations for selecting between herbicide and 
non-herbicide approaches. Expanding risk management decision-making process to carefully evaluate 
the least harmful control method for local conditions will help ensure that herbicides are used only in 
specific conditions where other methods are not feasible. 
ODEQ strongly supports BLM's proposed action that no aerial application is permitted west of the 
Cascades. 

In addition, the SOPs requirement for a minimum lO-foot stream buffer for hand treatments of upland 
labeled herbicides near a stream; 25-foot buffer for broadcast spray from a truck; and a 100-foot 
buffer for aerial applications should be revised to meet a 2002 federal court order that "buffer zones" 
be placed around salmon bearing streams for the application of certain pesticides. Generally, the 
buffers established by the Court are 20 yards for ground application and 100 yards for aerial 
application, adjacent to certain "salmon-supporting waters" in Oregon for any product containing one 
or more of the pesticides subject to the court order. ODEQ asks that BLM follow the court ordered 
buffers during the potential application of these pesticides, which includes some of the 18 herbicides. 
More information and maps of the affected areas can be found at 
http://www.epa.gov/espp/litstatus/wtclmaps.htm 

While ODEQ currently does not have any requirements for the use of the herbicides listed, other than 
to follow label directions, there are few of the proposed 18 herbicides that are of concern. 

ODEQ's draft cross-media toxics reduction strategy is an integrated approach to address toxic 
pollutants in the environment. A draft DEQ Priority Toxics Focus List (7/27/09) (available at 
http://www.deq.state.or.us/toxics/docs/DraftToxicsFocusList.pdf) identifies 2 of BLM's current use 
herbicides (2,4-0 and Glyphosate), and 1 proposed herbicide (Diuron) as toxics warranting analysis 
for reduction. The final draft Strategy will be presented to the Environmental Quality Commission for 
approval. Currently, the goal is to complete the draft Strategy by March 2010. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has developed a list of pesticides designated as 
Pesticides of Interest (POI) I for water quality protection. 

Oregon's Inter-Agency Pesticide Management Team has begun evaluating the EPA POls, as well 
other state-designated POls, to determine which ones warrant management strategies to protect water 
quality in Oregon. Pesticides requiring further management are designated as Pesticides of Concern 
(POC)2. Thirteen (13) of the 16 herbicides listed in proposed action, Alternative 4, are considered 
POls I,)r POCs by the State Pesticide ManageIT':;."!nt Team. The 13 POls or poes are 2, 4-D, Dicamba, 
Glyphosate, Picloram, Clopyralid, Diuron, Hexazinone, Imazapyr, Metsulfuron methyl, Sulfometuron 
methyl, Tebuthiuron and Triclopyr. While none of these herbicides are currently considered POCs in 
Oregon, BLM should consider this information and various water protection methods when 
developing and implementing site-specific analysis and decision record under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

1 POI is defined as a pesticide that has the potential to occur at concentrations approaching or 
exceeding a Federal, State, or Tribal human health or environmental reference point. 

2 POC is defined as a pesticide that poses a possible risk to human or ecological life when 
approaching or exceeding a human health or environmental reference based on water monitoring 
data. 
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The 2007 Oregon Legislature passed Senate Bill 737, which requires ODEQ to develop a list of 
priority persistent bioaccumulative toxics (Priority Persistent Pollutant (P _) List) that have a 
documented effect on human health, wildlife, and aquatic life. ODEQ's Final P_ List identifies 118 
toxic pollutants, divided into two categories available at 
http://www.deq.state.or.us/wq/SB737/index.htm. None of the 18 proposed herbicides are on this list 
because they do not meet specific toxicity, persistence, and/or bioaccumulation criteria for inclusion. 

There is no National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit required by ODEQ for 
herbicide use at this time: however, a general NPDES permit for pesticide applications will be 
required in the future. On November 27, 2006, EPA published a Final Rule on Aquatic 
Pesticides. EPA determined that the application of a pesticide, into, over, or near to waters of the 
U.S., consistent with all relevant requirements of FIFRA, does not constitute the discharge of a 
pollutant that requires a NPDES permit under the Clean Water Act. A challenge to the rule resulted in 
the 6th Circuit Court decision disagreeing with EPA's determination, but the court did give EPA time 
to come up with " NP!)ES general permit. Therefore, until April 9, 20 II when the regulated 
community is expected to be covered under the permit, the final rule is still in effect. ODEQ will use 
EPA's general NPDES permit as the basis for their permit. The NPDES general permit will include 
conditions that must be followed by the applicant. 

Many of the pesticides on the proposed list have been detected in surface or groundwater in the USGS 
National Ambient Water Quality Assessment (NA WQA) studies. 
These include 2,4D, Atrazine, Bromacil, Dicamba, Diuron, Glyphosate, and Triclopyr 
(http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/circI161/nawqa91.d.html). These data suggest that standard application 
practices may result in measurable concentrations of these compounds in smface waters near 
application areas, sometimes above water quality standards. These results emphasize the need to limit 
use of chemical herbicide controls whenever feasible. Occurrence in Oregon of other BLM proposed 
herbicides, including Chlorsulfuron, Clopyralid, Hexazinone, Imazapyr, Picloram, and Tebuthiuron, 
are unknown due to lack of water quality data. 

Oregon Toxics Monitoring Program Willamette River Basin Year One (2008) Summary Report 
DRAFf, September 29, 2009 (http://www.deq.state.or.us/aboutleqc/agendas/attachments/20090ct/E
AttA-ToxicsMonitoring.pdf). DEQ in 2008 initiated a long-term program to monitor surface waters 
for toxic pollutants. Monitoring objectives were to collect data on pollutants known to present a 
substantial threat to human health or aquatic life and to gather information about the occurrence of 
chemicals of emerging concern in the Willamette River Basin. Water samples and fish were collected 
from mainstem and tributary locations throughout the basin and analyzed for a wide range of organic 
pollutants ar:el metals. Most of the pesticides of interest and concern identified by Lhe pesticide 
management team were included on the Toxics Monitoring Program's 2008 list of target pollutants. 
The currently used herbicides were the class of pesticides most commonly found in water samples 
and include Diuron and Atrazine (which were found in samples collected at locations throughout the 
basin). No pesticides were detected in concentrations that exceeded federal or Oregon water quality 
criteria although few criteria exist for current-use pesticides. Of the pesticides detected, Diuron is the 
only one included on BLM's current and proposed list of herbicides. Note: DEQ did not evaluate 
water samples for the most heavily applied herbicide, Glyphosate (635,000 Ibs), because of analytical 
limitations. In addition, DEQ did not sample fish tissue for any of the BLM's proposed or currently 
used herbicides. 
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Despite a considerable body of data on acute exposure effects from the proposed list of herhicides, it 
is important to recognize that the chronic and sublethal risks are not yet well characterized, The 
historical record of pesticide toxicology reveals many eases of serious and unexpected adverse effects 
associated with pesticides that were not predictable from standard acute toxicity tests, Because of 
these unknown risks, we encourage use of non-chemical alternatives with known risks wherever 
feasible, 

BLM should coordinate with ODEQ in sending data electronically for potential entry into our 
Laboratory Analytical Storage and Retrieval Database (LASAR), In addition, ODEQ would like 
copies of any monitoring reports of herbicide effectiveness and impacts on water quality and 
ecological conditions, 

We recommend that BLM establish direct communication with the Public Water System operator or 
community liaison downstream of the BLM management areas, There are no requirements to develop 
or implement "drinking water protection pian's" in Oregon, but the communities that elect to move 
forward voluntarily will request that BLM be involved in the planning and protection of that source 
area. 

To prevent or minimize the impacts of herbicides and suspended sediments to public water snpplies in 
Oregon, DEQ and DHS can provide technical assistance and consult with the BLM during the local 
planning phase of implementation of vegetative treatments. Generally, ODEQ recommends 100 or 
200 feet buffers within 500 to 1,000 feet of a PWS intake. State agencies can provide site-specific 
best management practices that can be effective in protecting the drinking water for public intakes 
and wells. As with all of our state and federal partners, we request that BLM's management 
alternatives in the municipal watersheds/aquifers should be selected to support the overall goal of 
providing the highest quality water possible to downstream intakes and wells. 

If you have any questions or comments about the DEQ section, please contact Don Yon, Nonpoint 
Source Coordinator, and DEQ, 503-229-6850. 

On behalf of the State of Oregon and the above agencies, we thank you for the opportunity to provide 
comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides 
on BLM Lands in Oregon. If you have specific questions concerning comments from an agency, 
please contact them directly. 

Sincerely, 

If«; ;$~ 
Katy Coba 
Director 

cc: Marvin Brown, Oregon Department of Forestry 
Dick Pedersen, Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
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